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ABSTRACT: Young Children in the Art Gallery:Excursions as Induction to a
Community of Practice
Learning in 'communities of practice' is a new way of describing and investigating how
people learn and has not been applied extensively in research in early childhood or in art
galleries. This thesis is a critical case study undertaken with preschool children as they
prepared for, participated in and followed up a series of excursions to the National
Gallery of Australia. The study explores and analyses children's induction into the
practices of the art gallery and their negotiation of the meanings around these practices in
the gallery and in their preschool. Children's engagement in practices is analysed using a
sociocultural framework for learning called 'communities of practice' (Wenger, 1998) in
combination with a multilevel analysis of the artefacts of practice derived from the
philosophical writings of Wartofsky (1979). Multiple data sources included photographs
of children, their drawings, tape recordings of their incidental talk and group discussions,
and results of play activities as children participated in the practices of the art gallery and
the preschool. Data was also collected through semi-structured interviews with gallery
and preschool staff. In a study involving such young children, the use and juxtaposition
of these multiple sources of data was important because it allowed for the inclusion and
privileging of the material and non-verbal resources as well as verbal resources that
children used as they engaged in practices. Outcomes of this research have been used to
illuminate and problematise early childhood as a site for the intersection of multiple
communities of practice. Learning to make sense of experience is portrayed as more than
language-based 'scaffolding' and the representation of experience through child-centred
play activity. The study provides a detailed descriptive account of children's learning and
sees it as a fundamentally unpredictable and emergent process. It shows that relations of
power are always a part of learning and can be seen through an analysis of the resources
available to children, those they took up and were constrained by in the local situation
and those they brought from other communities of practice. In this process, the children,
as well as their teachers, were active negotiators. They participated in complying with
community-constituted views of knowledge as well as shaping, resisting and contesting
what counted as knowledge. This study makes a contribution to understanding children's
learning in early childhood as fundamentally social, unpredictable, productive and
transformative rather than individually constructed, stable, predetermined and
representational of experience.
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Chapter 1
Young Children in the Art Gallery:
Induction to the Community of Practice
The enormity and splendor of many museums bears down on the eyes
and ears, strained to see and hear so much under such awesome and,
yes, constrained or regulated circumstances.
Coles, 1992, p.16

Hearing practices in an art gallery
I think we'll start in the shopping mall. A thin rendition of the tune, "You are the
sunshine of my life", permeates every corner of the shopping mall, wafting in and out
of my consciousness. I can hear my fellow humans, muttering, sighing, giggling, or
whining, "If you don't shut up I'm gonna smack you!" high heels clacking past, soft
grunting and clicking from the escalator that hauls us up to the next level, a thunk and
whoosh of an electric door. The shopping mall is a profoundly noisy place. It is the sort
of place where you can cough, talk or even tell secrets to each other in a normal tone of
voice with total impunity.

Now come with me to my research site, the National Gallery. Even the lobby is quiet
compared to the mall. It gets quieter as you move inside. Shuffling feet, whispers of
people careful to talk to each other without offending others, sensitive to their noise as
unwelcome, intrusive. It is very like a temple or a church, places to which art galleries
are often compared. Voices are reverential, respectful, and careful, except for a child of
about four years, who is gazing at a painting with his mother. "Hey! Mum! Look!" he
shouts to her excitedly, his voice full of wonder, "This one's got boobies." He's
referring to a huge painting that does indeed have "boobies". It is the most obvious
feature of the painting. The breasts do, after all, literally protrude off the painted canvas
in three dimensions. Everyone in the room, and even in the two adjoining rooms, stops
to look for the voice that said those words that many have thought, but knew enough
not to say. More words hang in the air around us, but unspoken. "Oh, isn't that cute!" or
"Why do people bring their kids here?" and "Uh, how embarrassing". The mother does
look to be embarrassed. She stoops down, shushing him, and whispers something
urgently. They leave, probably to go to the shopping mall.
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When I have spoken to the gallery staff about the kinds of feedback visitors provide,
they tell me that the most common complaint in the visitor's book has to do with
children being in the gallery - their noise, their commotion, their intrusive and
disrupting presence. Many children have yet to learn the conventions that go with this
place. But when and how are such conventions learned? This is what I'm fascinated to
investigate in my thesis. Young children are my focus because they are just beginning
to learn what adults learned so long ago that they take much for granted. In fact, it is
exactly what is taken-for-granted, the conventions and assumptions about what an art
gallery is for, and what one is supposed to do there, that interests me. Using a hearing
metaphor, what is taken-for-granted is in the silence? There is no need to talk about the
things we assume everyone else knows. When you spend time with children, though,
you find yourself having to explain.

For instance, at an art gallery that I visited with a group of twenty preschoolers and
their teacher, I found myself telling the children that they had to talk more softly so that
we wouldn't bother other people. A child responded, 'What people?' and in fact we
were completely alone in the room. What I should have said was, 'When you are four,
you may as well accept that you can't make noise in an art gallery at all. It's just not
allowed' .

The traditional art gallery is fairly remote from the everyday world of the shopping
mall. But there was a time, for all of us, when even the shopping mall was a new place
with confusing and new practices to be learned. People who go to art galleries regularly
know how to do a number of things that those who do not must learn, such as knowing
what to look at and how to look at the paintings and sculptures, how to think about
them, how to reflect on other experiences related to them, how to read labels for clues,
how to walk slowly, speak quietly, and above all, touch nothing. When we take young
children to an art gallery we usually find it necessary to tell them what to do and how to
use this kind of a place. Instructing and telling undoubtedly help children with the
induction, but in this thesis I have adopted a view that requires a close up look at the
full range of practices involved in the induction process in an art gallery, especially
those beyond 'telling'. The current practices characteristic of any community can be
seen as repositories for past knowledge, skills and attitudes. In an art gallery they
contain elements of the long history of preserving, interpreting and displaying art works
for various purposes and audiences. The practices we see in galleries today contain the
2

legacy of this history. These practices have come to be so taken-for-granted as 'normal'
ways of doing things that they are almost invisible, very hard to 'see' or 'hear'.

To transgress a 'normal' convention is a good way to reveal the taken-for-granted, but
buried, assumptions operating within any institution. It is not surprising then that in
more traditional art galleries many children tend to stand out as novices. They
transgress without even trying, being relatively unfamiliar with these conventions. They
may well be competent in the practices of those communities to which they already
belong, like practices expected in their families or in their preschool classroom, but
when they enter new communities, such as an art gallery, there is much to learn.

I can provide an example, one that helped me begin to frame my orientation to this
thesis and my understanding of induction as participation in a community. This incident
took place months prior to the research study that I will be reporting on here, but was
pivotal in leading me to undertake the study in the way that I did. In 1999, I worked for
a while as a volunteer in a preschool, taking the opportunity to work directly with
young children after many years of working with adults as a university lecturer.
Throughout this period, I carried a hand held tape recorder to record my thoughts as I
worked with the children.

One day we took a group of 10 children from the preschool to see an exhibition called
'Dog' displayed in the children's section of the National Gallery of Australia. We were
looking at 'Dingoes' by Lin Onus (1989). This was a fenced arrangement of five life
sized dog sculptures, brightly painted with stripes of colour. One dog had a metal trap
clamped to his back foot. This is a conversation that Susan, the teacher, had with Rory
and Lisa, both four years old, about this exhibit:

Susan  This one's called 'Dingoes'
Rory - Hey, look at that one. (He was referring the dog with a trap in his foot
at the back of the exhibit)
Susan  Mmm. What happened?
Rory  He got trapped.
Susan  I wonder why? (no response) Does he look pleased about it?
Rory  No!
Susan  Sure doesn't!
Rory  No, look, he's not dead.
Susan  He's not? How can you tell?
Girl
Cause, cause, he's got his eyes open!
Rory - Whel1 you, when people, when you die, the eyes are closed.
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Another child approaches.
Susan - We were just talking about that dog. Rory says that the dog's
not dead because his eyes are open.
Child - No (seriously)
Then after thinking for a moment
And that one could really kill you. (Indicating the trapped dog)
Susan - Mmmm. Probably could. Probably needs some help getting
out!
Rory  Are these real ones? Are these real?
Susan  Do they look real?
Rory  Nup
Susan  What do you think they're made from?
Rory  Plastic?
Susan  Plastic. Could be. I think they're madefrom wood.
Rory - I wish I was in here. (Indicating behind the fence with the
dogs).
Through this interaction, Rory was beginning to learn the practices of the art gallery by
participating with someone more experienced in the ways of the community. Rory was
finding out that in an art gallery you observe closely and talk about what you see. He
commented that the dog wasn't dead and explained how he knew this to his teacher

('because his eyes are open '). The way that Susan talked about the sculpture as a 'him'
(the trapped dog) seemed to suggest that she agreed with Rory that this dog was
possibly alive, or at least Rory seemed to have interpreted it that way. (Are these real

ones? Are these real?). With a bit of discussion they decided that the dog in the exhibit
wasn't real, because he didn't look real, (and therefore presumably could never have
been dead or alive). The discussion of what the dog was made out of (plastic or wood)
seemed to confirm this. What is real? What is art? Are there 'real' things in an art
gallery?

A tape-recorded sound of a barking dog could be heard at regular intervals in the 'Dog'
exhibition. Sam, another four year old, also seemed to be pursuing the possibility of the
'real' dog. He offered this comment to me while we were looking at the exhibits.

Sam Lyn Sam Lyn -

There's a real dog here!
How do you know that?
I heard it barking here!
lfyou ask that lady, Phyllis, she knows about that dog
barking. She can tell you if it's a real dog.
Sam approached Phyllis, the curator of the exhibit.
Sam - Do you know if there's a real little dog here?
Phyllis - There's a little speaker, (pointing to it on the floor) and
there's a tape player behind the door, here, and it has a
continuous tape on it.
Sam looked intently at the door, listening.
4

Even two days later the business of the 'real' dog came up again. Jacob and Sam were
reporting to the group of children who had not yet gone to the exhibit.
Jacob - Me and Omar were sitting, were lying on the floor, cause, we, we were
listening to the dog barking.
Sam - I thought that was a real one.
Cole - It was a radio!
Upstairs, in the gallery proper, the subject of real dogs came up again. One of the
gallery security staff and Sam were talking.

Sam - Have you got any dogs here?
Gallery staff - No, But I've got two at home.
Sam - No, they said there was dogs here.
Gallery staff - Oh, there are some dogs, down there (meaning the children's
gallery) but I think you've seen them.
Lyn We went to see the pictures of dogs there.
Gallery staff - We haven't got real dogs running around!
Sam Yeah. Cause they might crash everything, like glass!
Gallery staff - That's right!
Sam Yeah!
Sam did not assume, as perhaps you or I might, that because we were going to an art
gallery there was little possibility of a real dog. Add the sound of a dog barking as soon
as we entered the room (a tape recording) to the fact that Sam had been told that we
were going to the gallery to see the 'Dog' exhibition, and the possibility of a real dog
begins to sound more plausible. Sam's comment about the danger of having real dogs
in a gallery ('crashing everything like glass') had followed closely on the heels of an
incident in one of the galleries where Sam inadvertently set off an alarm, four times. He
had tried to climb onto a couch that was positioned under a painting (Benjamin
Duterrau's Native taking a kangaroo, 1837) in order to get up high enough to point out
something he'd seen in the painting. He hadn't recognised the couch as an exhibit or
noticed the alarm mechanism on the floor. He couldn't see how his movements were
setting off the alarm (an electric eye) and so kept accidentally moving within the
sensor's field. An irate security guard came in and had a stern talk with the children
about setting off the alarm and not touching the paintings.

I took this incident and Sam's earlier comment about real dogs being a hazard in the
gallery as an indication that the children were beginning to notice some key practices
associated with this art gallery, that is, the need to be physically restrained and quiet.
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Alarms go off if you touch things. It probably shouldn't have surprised me that in each
new room we entered the children focused not so much on the paintings but on the
black alarm boxes on the floors in front of paintings. They made it a kind of game,
counting how many alarms there were, remarking in amazement when they found one
room with four alarms. I suspect that the gallery staff had not intended this particular
learning outcome for their visitors.

I'll finish this story with the sound of alarms ringing in our ears. Nowadays places like
museums and galleries must compete with other leisure sites, such as shopping malls,
for the family and child visitors. They have had to respond to changes in the wider
world in order to retain their 'market share'. One way they are changing is by becoming
much more receptive, than in the past, to visitors' points of view. Children are a kind of
noisy embodiment of the principle that people of all ages are actively engaged with
practices and meanings at large in the art gallery, rather than passive recipients of
authoritative views. They bring to places like art galleries a range of values and
perspectives that are often different from those of the institution. Children allow us,
literally, to hear some of the ways of thinking that are valued in other arenas, but may
not be in the gallery. Different values and ideologies embedded in their practices
interact with those of the gallery, sometimes reproducing but also disrupting, resisting
and complicating the monologues of truth that may predominate. Children help to
uncover those silent assumptions about 'the ways we do things here', that is, what to
look at, how to interpret, and what is of value in an institution like an art gallery, but
only if we are listening.

Study Overview
We do not know very much about how young children of four and five years old learn
in art galleries because museum and gallery research is limited with this age group.
The views and experience of this age group have been subsumed within the larger
categories of 'family' or 'children' which often includes school-aged children up to
twelve years old (Piscitelli, 2001, personal communication). Where studies of young
children in galleries have been done, they have tended to adopt a developmental
psychological view of learning rather than a critical or reconceptualised view. Due to
many factors, research in museums and galleries has tended to rely on positivist
methodologies and methods such as the use of surveys and questionnaires. These are
difficult methods to use with young children because they are primarily verbal methods
6

of data collection and young children's use of language does not always provide the
best access to their perspectives and understanding. Studies differ in their aims,
methodologies and outcomes according to a range of underpinning assumptions held by
the researcher, for example what images of the child as learner are held and the
perspectives on learning used by researchers. Sociocultural approaches, characteristic
of current theories of learning, see learning as a dialogic process and knowledge as
produced and constructed by visitors as well as by the gallery. While these approaches
are increasingly discussed in museum and gallery literature they have only recently
become more widespread in research practice.

This study aims to address these issues by conducting an in depth critical case study
that describes and analyses children's activity during excursions with their preschool
teachers to an art gallery and then later in their preschool when children engage in
gallery-related activities. It documents their activity by tape recording their comments
and discussions, by photographing their actions, gestures, and bodily stances, by
collecting their drawings and by recording their use of objects and spaces. These
diverse data sources are capable of portraying a more holistic view of children's
learning than studies that focus solely on language. The study adopts a sociocultural
view of learning where learners are viewed as actively engaging in practices and taking
up artefacts of practice as resources for learning. In doing so, children are seen as
producing rather than receiving knowledge through their visits to the art gallery. The

learning process is conceived of as a negotiation of the meaning of practices mediated
by engagement with people, objects, and spaces. Such a view sees the production of
knowledge as both constrained and enabled by the resources for mediation available to
learners in the learning context. A framework that uses these sociocultural views is
called 'communities of practice' (Wenger 1998). I have coupled this framework with a
perspective on interpreting the artefacts of practice on multiple levels (Wartofsky,
1979), and explored it for its potential to problematise and illuminate young children's
induction into a new community (an art gallery) and their engagement in new practices.
The 'communities of practice' framework is a socio-cultural, context- and situation
embedded view of learning that emphasizes its fundamentally social character. These
questions guided my investigation.
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Key Questions
How are young children inducted into the practices of an art gallery community
through excursions to an art gallery?

How does Wenger's 'communities of practice' framework illuminate dominant early
childhood ways of thinking about children's learning?

Sub-Questions
What practices (implicit and explicit) does an art gallery make available for induction
of young children to an art gallery 'community of practice', as seen in children's
participation during an excursion?

How do this gallery's practices interact with preschool practices and other practices
that children bring with them from other communities of practice?

How do the children negotiate the practices of this art gallery?

In the next section I will take the reader though a brief description of the research
journey highlighting key elements to be explored in more depth in the remaining
chapters.

Description of the Study
The study was a critical interpretive case study involving a group of seven children,
aged four and five years (four boys and three girls) attending a university preschool in
Canberra, ACT, Australia. The data gathering took place over a four-week period
commencing in July 2000. I acted as a participant observer, a teacher assistant, and a
teacher. The seven children who participated were taken on two excursions to the
National Gallery of Australia in two separate groups of two to four children with one to
two teachers and myself. I have assigned pseudonyms to the children, teachers and
gallery staff participating in the study to protect their anonymity. While we were in the
gallery, each child wore a mini tape recorder and a clip-on microphone so that their
comments and conversations would be clear and easy for me to review later. This
strategy also freed me to take photographs of the children as they interacted with the
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exhibits and with others. They carried their own clipboards and coloured marker pens
(textas) for drawing things that they wanted to remember.

I found my research group through approaching a university preschool with my
proposed project and enlisted Elsie, the teacher for a group of four and five year olds, to
work closely with me on the project. The centre catered for two groups of children, a
preschool-aged group and a group of two and three year olds. I made regular visits to
the preschool for four months prior to data collection and worked along side Elsie to get
to know the children in her group. We chose the seven children who attended the
preschool full-time to participate in the study. Jake, Tom, Harry and Karl were the
boys. Karl became ill and was unable to participate throughout the project. Bonnie,
Rachel and Mary were the girls.

The children in this study were energetic and enthusiastic gallery visitors. We took
them on two excursions to the National Gallery, initially to see the children's
exhibition, 'Eye-Spy', and then on a second visit a week later to explore the 'adults'
gallery as the children referred to it. We prepared the children for this visit using the
preschool's typical excursion preparation strategy through a whole group discussion.
There were 20 children in the preschool age group who participated in this discussion.
We asked the children what they already knew about art galleries and suggested that
they think of some questions to ask when we went on our excursion. These ideas were
recorded on wall charts for future reference. Some of the ideas that the children
contributed included comments like these. An art gallery is a place where you can 'see
people make cakes, pancakes, dough and cream', where you can find 'real pictures',
where there are 'pictures', 'movies', 'big plants', 'sofas', 'TV' and 'underwater
animals'. The children also talked about rules, offering that art galleries are places
where 'you're not supposed to eat' and where 'you have to be quiet'. Like the few other
studies that have asked young children for their views on museums and art galleries,
these children had patchy memories and diverse ideas that included places not usually
considered to be museums or art galleries (Kindler, & Darras, 1998, Piscitelli &
Anderson, 2001).

It might be tempting to dismiss some of these comments as cute or funny, but they
show that learning in and about new places and things is not easy or straightforward.
These young children did a remarkable job of making connections between their known
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worlds and the vast arena that is the world yet to be learned. Because they were so
young, they had relatively few experiences in the worlds beyond their homes,
preschools and various other venues. This meant that they constantly encountered new
practices associated with new places. As I will show in this thesis, they were skilled at
being inducted into new practices in new communities. They seemed to pick up quickly
what was required of them in the new places they encountered. They took up resources
from everywhere; whatever seemed relevant and likely was used to make sense of new
experience. They sparked connections for each other and drew on events that may have
happened weeks or even months before. They took up ideas from television programs
they had watched, the books they had read, the conversations they had heard, the play
they had participated in, the visitors they had seen, the trips they had been on, and so
on. Everything was, potentially, useful for making sense of the new. The children's
comments about art galleries (above) showed this process well.

We told the children about a special exhibition that we would be taking them to see, the
'Eye-Spy' exhibition. According to the curator (Matt) this exhibition was designed to
help children learn how to look at and engage with an array of gallery objects extracted
from the larger collections housed in the gallery. There were display cases of different
shapes and sizes and positioned on different levels - a triangle case in the corner of the
room, some rectangular cases at different levels, cases embedded into the floors and
some porthole cases at the back of the room holding single objects. Lighting was used
creatively and dynamically. From the ceiling, lights illuminated words and phrases
written in glowing paint on the walls. These words provided clues, like the children's
game of 'I-spy with my little eye', for encouraging children to hunt for objects in the
cases. Two computers provided another game for finding objects. The overall
impression was of a colourful complex space.

Children used this exhibit with their whole bodies, touching the display cases, the glass,
crawling on the floor cases, jumping and running from case to case. These ways of
engaging with the exhibit were similar to ways they engaged with objects and activities
in their preschool or at home and in keeping with the game of 'I-spy'. With both small
groups of children, we spent approximately 30 to 40 minutes at the exhibition. Children
paid attention to different objects, talked about what they saw, asked questions about
aspects of the exhibition and drew pictures of their 'favourite' objects.
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After the visits to the 'Eye-Spy' exhibition, we talked to the children about how to
share what we had found out about the art gallery with the other children in the
preschool. Their first suggestion, that we should simply take the others to the gallery to
see for themselves, was not possible at that time. As an alternative, they decided to
make their own art gallery at the preschool. This was a useful activity for my research
because it helped me to see what they thought about this institution called an art
gallery. We designed a range of typical preschool play and discussion activities as well,
as a way to 'process' their gallery visits. For instance, some of the children made
individual books using the photographs that I had taken. We also made group books
describing their visit. In whole group discussions, we talked about the visits using the
photographs and reading the children's books to the other children. We set up craft,
painting, drawing, clay and construction activities related to the gallery visits. The key
focus for my analysis was the children's activities and discussions around making their
own art gallery in the preschool.

In making their own art gallery, the children seemed to take great interest in issues to
do with security and safety. I will argue that this focus can be understood as an
interaction of practices available to children through their participation in the art gallery
and those of other communities they were involved in, such as the preschool. The
children's focus on security and safety in the art gallery seemed to take shape even
before our first gallery visit. It may have started with Elsie's and my suggestion that the
children could be 'detectives' in order to 'investigate' the art gallery. Our use of these
particular words seemed to call up for children a series of associations to do with
thieves and robberies. Through their visits to the art gallery, this view was apparently
extended and cemented - as they encountered guards, security cameras, alarms and
signs indicating what was not allowed in the gallery. It was further reinforced as they
negotiated the meaning of practices - those that they encountered in the gallery and
those they accessed from other communities to which they belonged. A series of
'accidents' and unplanned incidents that occurred in their own preschool gallery
became pivotal resources that they used to build their views about the need for security
and rules in an art gallery. In my analysis, I will discuss how salient and important the
issues of gallery security and rules became for the children.

We took each group of children to the gallery twice so that the novelty of the visit
would not be the most important feature. On the second visit children wanted to go to
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see 'the rest of the gallery', no longer content to go back to the children's gallery. They
were excited to be going to the 'adults' gallery. In my analysis, I have shown how
differently they used this section of the gallery by comparing it to their use of the
children's gallery. In the adults' section, they had to look up, heads tilted back severely,
to see the exhibits positioned at or above their head levels. They moved more slowly,
walking more often than running, jumping or crawling, and often standing still in an
upright position and quietly moving through the exhibition spaces. Despite their more
subdued approach, we often had to remind the children to talk more quietly and not to
touch the exhibits that were unprotected by glass cases.

Children stopped and focused closely on at least one object in each room in the adults'
gallery, sometimes more. They wanted to keep moving, looking to see what was around
each corner, not an unusual reaction in a new environment. They were very keen to
look in places not technically 'on display', such as the lift, an office type space in
which some people were having a meeting, an empty ledge meant to be a display space
and in rest areas. One group spent time at the large windows that looked out onto a
shallow pond and a garden full of outdoor sculptures. The other group found a space on
the top floor of the gallery with leather couches positioned next to huge windows
overlooking an expanse of Canberra. They sat contentedly discussing whether they
could see their houses from this high vantage point. As we moved from place to place,
they ran their hands along the walls and the smooth metal railings of the ramps and
touched glass cases with their hands, noses and mouths. Their interest in the gallery
went far beyond the specific art objects on display.

These small group visits were very pleasurable for both staff and the children and also
profoundly 'educational'. Children's comments, drawings, discussions after the visits
and involvement in their own gallery clearly showed that they had learned a lot about
art galleries and had found a number of the individual exhibits provocative and
interesting. Issues of control that often come with taking large groups of young children
on excursions did not concern us. For the most part, the children guided their own
experiences (in negotiation with the adults) and went where they wanted in the gallery.
We had come to the gallery with a clear purpose, but we did not let this purpose
interfere with other more spontaneous interests that emerged during the visit. We had
chosen not to take advantage of gallery staff expertise and guidance for our excursions,
treating visits more like family visits than organised tours.
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In my analysis of children's engagement with the practices of the art gallery, I have
isolated two key gallery practices that they took up and reproduced in their own art
gallery; the practice of 'looking' at art works and the practice of 'valuing' these art
works. These were both practices specific to the enterprise of the art gallery. I will
show how these practices were negotiated and transformed in children's use of them in
their own preschool art gallery through the preschool activities that we offered. The
preschool, as a community of practice, will be analysed and problematised to
understand how children were inducted into the new practices they encountered in the
art gallery. Instead of portraying the preschool play activities that we offered to
children as modes for 'representing experience', I will show that these activities were
sites for negotiation and for the interaction of diverse practices brought together by the
children, a much more transformative than representative process.

Significance of the study
Although we were all children ourselves, it is hard to recapture the 'pre-schooled' or
'pre-galleried' way of seeing the world that characterised young children's engagement
in this gallery. I have spent most of my professional life fascinated by young children's
learning, which probably accounts for the focus of this study. How do young children
learn what to do in a place like an art gallery? What notions about the world do they
bring with them as they enter this new world? How do they come to know what a
painting or a sculpture is? What do they decide to pay attention to? How do they use a
place like an art gallery and for what purpose? Surprisingly, we are just beginning to do
the research that can tell us how young children use museums and art galleries.

Four important elements formed the basis for the approach adopted in this study. First,
there is a significant gap within museum studies literature pertaining to young
children's learning in museums and galleries (Harrison, 1999, Piscitelli, 1991, Piscitelli,
1999, Piscitelli, 2001, Speering, Rennie & McClafferty, 1997). Second, I have
identified traditional, developmentally-oriented, early childhood approaches to
learning, derived from Piagetian theory, as commonly adopted by many museums as a
way to cater for children as visitors and for studying their learning in these contexts. I
will argue that these approaches construct children and their learning and the nature of
knowledge in ways that are limiting. This critique draws on an emerging body of
literature in early childhood loosely and collectively referred to as a 'reconceptualist'
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perspective (Burman, 2000, Cannella, 1997, Dahlberg, Moss & Pense, 1999, Fleer,
1995, Mac Naughton, 1995). Third, I will show how the use of sociocultural views of
learning, particularly Wenger's (1998) 'communities of practice' framework combined
with Wartofsky's (1979) scheme for analysing artefacts of practice, can help to
interrupt and inform traditional early childhood educators' and museum educators'
understandings of how young children learn in art galleries. Finally, my personal
experience as an early childhood educator of long standing, has galvanised my strong
interest in contributing to our understanding of young children's learning in settings
such as an art gallery. Each of these four areas of significance for the study is argued
below.

Museum Literature
Early visits to museums and galleries seem to have lasting effects (Falk, 1998,
McManus, 1994). Even before I read this statement, it had been confirmed through the
numerous unsolicited anecdotes that friends, acquaintances, and colleagues offered me,
once they were aware of my thesis topic. They would usually get a far away look,
struggle to recall, and then successfully pull up some long-ago memory of a particular
exhibit or museum. I have one of those memories myself - a huge black bear, stuffed
and moth eaten, towering over my six-year-old self from the top of a long stairway that
led up to a dim room full of cases containing birds eggs and butterflies. This was a
small museum located upstairs in the town library in Granville, New York. Each
summer when I visited my grandparents for two weeks, my grandfather took me to this
museum and I would always look forward, with a mixture of both fear and familiarity,
to seeing this bear. This ability to dredge up a museum memory was not universal.
Many people I spoke to simply appeared disinterested on hearing that I was studying
children's learning in art galleries. For some people museums and art galleries are not
part of their experience at all, or, when they are, these experiences have provided few
lasting or positive impressions. Museums and art galleries have traditionally made
welcome, and therefore attracted, only a certain sub-section of the general population
(Hood, 1993, Hooper-Greenhill, 1994b). However, this is changing.

Educational practices and purposes have become more central to contemporary
museums. Their role in educating the public has been recognised as being at least as
important as their other roles. As more contemporary knowledge of learning processes
has been accessed, traditional views of how to educate visitors have been revised. A
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view of learning as active meaning-making by visitors who come from a variety of
backgrounds has begun to replace the view that visitors are a homogeneous mass and
who are best taught through a transmission approach. In the past, museums and
galleries have held an implicit model of education, viewing learning as 'transmission of
objective bodies of authoritative facts to passive receivers' (Hooper Greenhill 1999a,
p.51). More contemporary views recognise 'that museums and galleries have not and
never have been objective in their world view but reflect socio-political ideologies of
those who run and support them' (Fahy, 1995, p.83). What this recognition has meant
in practical terms is a growing interest in revising museum education practices. The
adoption of new educational models is, in large part, a response to the pressures for
museums to justify their existence (Hein 1998) and to retain their share of visitors in an
increasingly competitive leisure market place (Falk 1998). The issue of attracting and
keeping visitors over a life span is now of critical importance to museums and galleries.

One of the best predictors of whether or not an adult will go to a museum is
whether or not she was taken to museums by her parents when she was a child.
Falk, 1998, p.39
For many traditional museums and art galleries, a new category of visitor is the young
child. However, most of what is known about learning in galleries and museums
concerns adults or primary-school-aged children. Very little is known about how
younger children learn in these kinds of learning environments. Cross-disciplinary and
postmodern approaches to art gallery work have emerged in recent years (Hooper
Greenhill, 2000, Pearce, 1999). These approaches are beginning to influence traditional
gallery practices, generating a range of new practices that recognise the need to make
exhibits more relevant to visitors and to acknowledge as valid a visitor's own meanings
of gallery exhibits (Jeffers, 1999, Hein, 1998, Gurian, 1999, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a,

Macl.ulich, 2000, Pearce, 1999, Ravelli, 1999, Silverman, 1995, Wallace, 1995). The
'Eye-spy' exhibit that I visited is an example of such newer approaches to gallery
practice. This move to reconceptualise museum education aims to facilitate access and
equity for visitors. Many museums are adapting educational practices in order to cater
to and attract new audiences, including children (Irvine, 1999, Hein, 1998, Piscitelli &
Anderson, 2001, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999b).

Early Childhood Approaches
Many museums and galleries have looked to learning theory developed outside of the
museum, primarily in schools, in revising their educational approaches (Hooper
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Greenhill, 1999b, Hein, 1998). Various examples of approaches, such as those that
would be familiar in many contemporary early childhood settings, have been mined for
their application in museums and galleries (see for example, Jensen, 1982, Desantis,
1997, Edeiken, 1992, Hein, 1995, Sykes, 1993). These learning approaches are derived
from research in developmental and educational psychology and based on the cognitive
theories of Piaget. Within the early childhood education profession there is an emerging
challenge to a Piagetian-based developmental approach on the grounds that it is too
narrow, overly cognitively oriented, deterministic, individualistic and heavily reliant on
one body of knowledge, namely child development knowledge (Cannella, 1997, Bloch
& Swadener, 1992, Bloch, 2000, Fleer, 1995, Mac Naughton, 1995, Walsh, 2000 and

Woodrow, 1999). A similar trend, to look outside of one's field, can be seen in museum
studies (Hooper-Greenhill, 2000). As a field, early childhood has been reluctant to
embrace more critical perspectives or ones that recognise the socially constructed
nature of knowledge and of learning. This argument is developed further in Chapter 2.

Sociocultural Approaches
A sociocultural approach to learning (Vygotsky, 1978, Wertsch, 1991) sees learning as
embedded in social interaction and mediated within broader social, cultural, and
political contexts. With this view comes the understanding that knowledge is
constructed and produced within specific sociocultural contexts. Traditionally, early
childhood practices have been based on developmental theories rather than
sociocultural theories. I will argue that limiting constructions of the nature of children
and constructions of knowledge are embedded within traditional early childhood
practices, such as those used in my research site. These can be challenged and
reconceptualised using a sociocultural view of learning. My thesis investigates how
young children's learning in art galleries can be understood from a sociocultural
perspective using the framework for learning called 'communities of practice'
developed by Lave & Wenger (1991) and Wenger (1998).

Learning in 'communities of practice' is a relatively new way to describe and
investigate learning and has not yet been applied extensively to early childhood or to
research in art galleries. From this viewpoint, learning always occurs through
participation in communities of practice (Wenger, 1998). The world is seen as
composed of a range of different kinds of communities, each containing practices or
conventional ways of getting things done that are particular to that community. In order
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for newcomers to learn the practices of a community they must be inducted by
participating in these practices. Through participation newcomers learn to use practices
that carry with them particular meanings as constituted by the community. In doing so,
they learn how to be certain kinds of people, how to 'belong' as members of these
communities (Wenger, 1998, Packer, 1999).

Sociocultural approaches such as Wenger's communities of practice differ from
Piagetian and even Vygotskian approaches commonly adopted in early childhood. They
situate children's development and contextualise it so that it is no longer possible to see
a child as a representative of the psychologically constructed' generic child' (Goncu,
1999, p.4) progressing through universal developmental stages. Children come to any
learning situation with cultural and social backgrounds that affect their learning
depending on, among other things, the goals that a particular culture or family has for
its children (Rogoff, 1990). When early childhood practitioners focus observations on
an individual child and make assessment and planning decisions based primarily on the
child's developmental status, they can miss the powerful kinds of mediation that occur
within social interactions. In mainstream early childhood programs the focus on the
individual child's development creates a tendency to teach to and within developmental
norms. Programs become 'needs' based and geared in instrumental ways to match tasks
and play opportunities to children's perceived developmental levels. This
developmental lens obscures the influence of the wider society and a diversity of
cultures that are always present in any local teaching and learning situation. It
overlooks how these influences become embodied in the practices enacted in any
particular context. It is difficult for early childhood educators to resist these powerful
developmental constructs or to recognise as legitimate, much less accommodate, the
local and situated variations in children's abilities and interests.

A sociocultural view gives much more attention to these contexts and to children's
agency in their own development. As Wertsch (1991, p.8) says of a sociocultural
orientation, 'Human beings are viewed as coming in contact with, and creating their
surroundings as well as themselves, through the actions in which they engage'. This
suggests that the unit of analysis in teaching, as well as in research on learning, should
be the child acting within specific contexts rather than the individual child's observed
and decontextualised developmental status. Wertsch (1991) continues, 'Thus action,
rather than human beings or the environment in isolation, provides the entry point into
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analysis' (p. 8). Using a sociocultural perspective, Farver (1999), another sociocultural
researcher, recommends a shift in focus from the individual child to the 'child-in
context' (p.100).

Sociocultural approaches are beginning to expand the early childhood knowledge base
to include descriptive accounts of more diverse populations with particular attention to
how children develop and learn in specific and local situations. 'Historically, the data
on which current developmental theory rests were collected with European and
American children who were raised in predominantly white, middle-class families'
(Farver, 1999, p.104) which means that the traditional early childhood knowledge base
must be seen as ethnocentric and to represent, therefore, only a relatively small
proportion of the world's children (Burman, 2000, Dahlberg, et. al., 1999, Woodhead,
2000). The traditional early childhood reliance on a universal view of child
development as its primary knowledge base is beginning to change. Newer
sociocultural approaches are critically important as a way to address the limitations
inherent in a narrow developmentalist approach.

In describing the limitations of traditional early childhood approaches I am highlighting
the significance of adopting an approach such as Wenger's (1998) communities of
practice, located as it is within a sociocultural perspective. However, the 'communities
of practice' framework for understanding learning is not used here as a panacea for
addressing all of the limitations of traditional early childhood approaches. Wenger
(1998) emphasises that any community of practice both constrains as it enables its
participants. While his framework acknowledges power relations it does not treat these
relations in any depth. My project will use Wenger's framework to document the ways
that the children participated in an art gallery as a community of practice. It also aims to
uncover the ways in which children's participation in this community may have been
constrained and marginalized as well as facilitated through the provision of key
resources for induction into the community. I draw on critical theorists Gee (1997,
1996) and Fairclough (1989) for their views on discourse to analyse how children took
up, reproduced, resisted, and challenged the conventional practices of the art gallery
community as they enacted them in their preschool.

Personal Experiences
This project builds on my work in the field of early childhood over the past 25 years. In
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the 1970' s, like many others of my generation, I received my initial preservice
education through a program based on a Piagetian, progressive philosophy. However,
this basis for understanding children's learning became increasingly insufficient as I
encountered experiences and children that could not be explained by it. This study has
provided the platform for systematically reflecting on my theoretical and philosophical
approach to educating young children.

I have worked with young children (0-8 year olds) as a teacher in many different
contexts - alternative and public schools, preschool centres, mobile services, holiday
programs, out of school hours care, a language tutoring program, early childhood
advisory work and in my current capacity as an early childhood educator at tertiary
level. Most of this experience occurred in the Northern Territory of Australia and,
because of its diverse cultural demography, has put me in contact with children, parents
and teacher educators from a wide range of cultural backgrounds. Much of this
experience occurred in what are considered to be 'informal' learning contexts. As a
consequence, I have had more autonomy in developing educational programs and in
trialing my own ideas without the same degree of constraint that necessarily comes with
working in a public schooling system. I have encountered many people whose views
differed from my own about how best to help children develop and learn, challenging
me to reflect on and question my professional knowledge (Dingo, et. al., 1997, Fasoli,
1999, Fasoli & Ford, 2001).

I have been teaching early childhood teachers and childcare workers at the Northern
Territory University for fifteen years. In the last five years I have had the opportunity to
undertake research with Aboriginal early childhood educators. The more I have worked
with parents, children and educators in Aboriginal contexts the more apparent it has
been that my theoretical frameworks for understanding learning were still firmly
anchored in a Piagetian perspective. Within a Piagetian perspective, social, linguistic,
and cultural aspects of learning were not well accounted for. Sociocultural approaches
derived from and building on Vygotsky's (1978) work have provided more scope for
explanation. This study has provided me with the opportunity to explore sociocultural
approaches to learning in depth and to trial a new framework for analysing how young
children (4-5 year olds) entered into and began to negotiate the meaning of practices in
a relatively new context for learning, an art gallery. The art gallery, as a context for
considering learning, is also relatively new to me. While this can be seen as a
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drawback, my lack of professional experience or investment in this particular context
may have provided just the kind of productive distance needed for reflecting on my
views of learning.

In sum, this thesis gains its significance by addressing a gap in the museum literature
regarding young children's learning, by drawing on reconceptualist views of early
childhood to critique museum practices that use traditional early childhood pedagogy
based on Piagetian theory, by trialing the use of a new framework for learning not yet
applied extensively to early childhood or museum studies, and by providing a basis for
my own professional development.

Overview of Thesis Chapters
Chapter 2- Museums and Young Children
This Chapter reviews literature from the museum studies field for key issues related to
young children's learning in museums and galleries. These issues include a lack of
research directly involving young children, debates about the nature of visitor learning
in art galleries as these pertain to young children, and current developments in
educational programs in museums and art galleries that reflect traditional early
childhood approaches used outside the museum. In the United States, where much of
this work has been done, the terms 'museum' and 'gallery' are often used
interchangeably so I refer to 'museum' experiences as inclusive of the art gallery
experiences.

There is a significant gap in research relating to young children's learning in art
galleries and museums in general (Piscitelli, 1991, Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001). Very
few research studies involving very young children in art galleries have been
undertaken. Where this age group has been included it is often subsumed within the
category of 'children' in general, (i.e. spanning an age range from 0-12 years). This
categorisation tends to obscure the experience of the age group of interest to this thesis.

Debates about young children's learning within the museum field parallel many of
those in the early childhood field. Museum contexts, although very different from early
childhood classrooms, reflect many of the taken-for-granted assumptions and
conventions about teaching and learning evident in the early childhood field.
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Increasingly museums have mined the early childhood field for practices to enable
more appropriate provision for young children. Specifically, two aspects are
highlighted, each with direct relevance for understanding young children's learning in
museums - constructions of childhood and constructions of the nature of knowledge.

I argue that the developmental-psychological orientation, dominant in early childhood,
has been taken up in many museums as a way to make their practices more relevant to
young children. This framework has tended to construct children as innocent and needy
and to regulate children's learning within universal views of development. Newer
approaches to visitor meaning-making, based on post structural and postmodern views
on the nature of objects and meaning-making, are beginning to take hold in the gallery
suggesting the need for new educational practices.

Chapter 3 - Researching 'Practices'
This chapter addresses the issue of young children's learning within a sociocultural
context. Sociocultural conceptions of the nature of knowledge and the processes by
which human beings come to know their world were fundamental to the research
design. Through the use of an interpretive critical case study I viewed children's
learning in the gallery as an active process where knowledge was being socially
constructed through interactions. Children's learning, therefore, was investigated as a
context specific and socially embedded enterprise.

Social constructionists, through their objections to positivist methods and
assumptions, are more likely to be of the view that children are not formed by
natural, social forces, but rather that they inhabit a world of meaning created by
themselves and through their interaction with adults.
James, Jenks, & Prout, 1998, p. 28
The approach I have used is derived from a sociocultural and critical perspective that
sees learning as behaviour formed in the social world and achieved through social
interactions. The term 'social' is used in the thick sense that Lerman (2000) describes.
A thick sense of 'social' includes interactions with objects and with spaces as well as
the more common conception of 'social' as concerning primarily verbal interactions
among peers or between children and adults. Children are seen as active in these
interactions as they negotiate rather than receive or even construct (independently) the
meanings of practices. This orientation is contrasted with a voluntarist approach where
children are viewed as constructing personal concepts individually and modifying them
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through experiences they have in the world, as if they were the sole agents of their own
learning. The voluntarist approach puts the onus for constructing meaning on the child
whereas sociocultural approaches understand concepts to be aspects of social practice.
Practices get their meaning from the specific situations in which they are being used.

The framework for analysis includes Wenger's (1998) communities of practice and
Wartofsky's (1979) multilevel analysis of artefacts of practice. The focus for this
analysis is to identify key practices in the art gallery and preschool. The notion of
practice, in Wenger's terms, does not exist as an abstract entity. 'It exists because
people are engaged in actions whose meanings they negotiate with one another'
(Wenger, 1998, p. 73).

It is difficult to see practices because they are so often implicit and, therefore, invisible.
Only through children's engaging in practices are they able to be seen. Therefore, the
unit of analysis is children-engaged-in-practice. Wenger's framework provides a useful
construct for analysing children's learning as more than primarily verbal because it
includes material and physically embodied aspects of practice. Children's engagement
with practices is seen through the use (and non-use) of their bodies in space and time,
through their use (and non-use) of objects, as well as through their use (and non-use) of
language.

Wartofsky (1979) offers a practical theory of perception. In his view perception is not
something that happens exclusively in the mind as a camera-like sensory activity.
Rather, the way we perceive is always mediated by how human beings have acted on
the world throughout time. His views provide an underpinning theoretical and
philosophical framework for considering the mediation of meaning and for
understanding how artefacts are used by people to make meaning. Artefacts are
'mediative entities' in that they help shape the kinds of meanings that people can make.
In his sense the environment becomes 'the world made by human praxis, nature
transformed into artefact' (p.195). I have used Wartofsky's description of artefacts as
functioning on three levels to analyse children's use of artefacts of practice in the
gallery and preschool. On a primary level, artefacts are interpreted on a functional or
literal level. On the secondary level, artefact acts as a symbol and, on the tertiary level,
artefacts are detached from their 'real' world meanings and used imaginatively. This
understanding of artefacts of practice is consistent with and complements Wenger's
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community of practice framework by providing a way to 'fine tune' an analysis of
children's use of specific artefacts of practice.

I chose to conduct an in depth critical interpretive case study for its ability to provide a
detailed description of children's activity - during visits to an art gallery and then later
in their preschool - as they engaged in gallery-related activities. Data collection
methods included different forms of data, which enabled a contextualised account of
diverse elements associated with children's activity. I collected tape recordings of
children's comments and discussions, photographs of their actions, gestures, and bodily
stances, drawings they made during their visits to the gallery and written field notes
recording their use of objects and spaces. This variety of data provided the opportunity
to construct a more holistic view of children's learning than is usually available. I have
analysed these data as diverse artefacts of practice. Most studies focusing on children's
engagement in art galleries have focused primarily on their use of language. Language,
although used competently by young children, is not the only representational mode
available to them. In addition, it may not be the most productive avenue for
understanding their experience, particularly as young children are relatively new
language users (Christensen & James 2000, James, 1995). I also conducted semi
structured interviews with gallery staff to provide information on the purposes of the
'Eye-Spy' exhibit and with preschool staff to gain teachers' perspectives on the
children's visits.

This chapter locates my study within the theoretical perspectives that inform its design.
These perspectives on learning and thinking are derived from critical and sociocultural
approaches. I will review the discourse theories of Gee (1997, 1996) and Fairclough
(1989), sociocultural theories derived from Vygotsky (1978), Wartfosky's (1979) view
of artefacts and Wenger's (1998) communities of practice framework, all of which
conceive of knowledge as constructed within social and cultural constraints. These
constraints are seen to influence how people think and how they make sense of their
experience. I have distinguished sociocultural theories of learning which view learning
as fundamentally social from traditional psychological and cognitivist views of learning
which focus more on individual cognition. Finally, I have explained how the use of
Wenger's (1998) view of learning (as occurring in communities of practice) provides
an explanatory framework for understanding learning as a set of interrelated processes.
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Chapter 4- Learning to 'look' - Finding the practices in the art gallery fortress
This chapter takes the reader into the art gallery, describing the children's encounter
with the gallery as a boundary crossing exercise, crossing from the world of the
preschool into a kind of fortressed art gallery community.

Crossing boundaries between practices exposes our experience to different
forms of engagement, different enterprises with different definitions of what
matters, and different repertoires - where even elements that have the same
form (e.g., the same words or artifacts) belong to different histories. By creating
a tension between experience and competence, crossing boundaries is a process
by which learning is potentially enhanced, and potentially impaired.
Wenger, 1998, p. 140
In this chapter, I have explored the art gallery as a particular 'community of practice'
(Wenger, 1998), looking for practices associated with the gallery as they were engaged
in by the children. The conceptual resources used to analyse the practices of the gallery
were primarily Wenger's (1998) framework of a community of practice and
Wartofsky's (1979) multilevel analysis of artefacts of practice. Induction, or learning
new things, was seen through children's participation, with the adults and other
children, and with the things and spaces that reflect the socially defined practices of the
art gallery.

The practices that children apparently used in their visits to the National Gallery were
seen as the gallery-provided resources for meaning-making (Wenger, 1998). Such
practices are not limited to actions and activities, although these are important elements
of practice. Wenger makes the point that practices become embodied and reified in the
material world as well as in the participation of people. Therefore, practices could be
inferred through children's interactions with the architecture, the physical arrangement
of spaces, with objects, in the use of time and with the exhibits themselves.

I have discussed and analysed the practices seen in two sections of the gallery - the
children's gallery and the adults' section of the gallery. The practices under
consideration are induction of children in the art gallery, specifically, induction to the
notion of 'looking' at objects and induction to 'valuing' artwork. These practices are
interrelated and seen in both participation and material elements. My analysis has used
data from both visits made by both groups of children. During the first visits, both
groups of children went specifically to the children's exhibition, 'Eye-Spy' and, a week
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later, to different areas in the rest of the gallery. I have contrasted these two practice
spaces (the children's gallery and the adults' gallery) as providing two different
contexts for induction into gallery practices. There were significant overlaps, but also
differences, between them. The children's gallery, as site for practice, has been
specifically designedjor children. In this sense, it provided a platform for reflecting on
those practices considered to be core to the gallery enterprise. We could also consider
how they had been modified with the express purpose of including and accommodating
children. The children's gallery, set aside and provisioned as it was with children in
mind, provided an ideal location for analysis of induction practices.

The 'taken-for-granted' practices of any community of practice are, for the most part,
implicit, that is, known to participants in the community that produced them, and,
therefore, not requiring much overt explanation or explicit description (Wenger, 1998,
Lave & Wenger, 1991). This proved to be very much the case in the adult's section of
the gallery. In order to see these implicit or 'invisible' practices I have had to pay close
attention to how children interacted with objects, spaces, adults and each other. What
they did and didn't do; what they said and didn't say; and what they drew and didn't
draw were all relevant sources of data. These data were taken from my field notes,
children's transcripts, their drawings, and photographs taken during visits. I have used
these data together to construct a kind of triangulation that, as each source interacted
with, complemented and contrasted with others, produced insights into how children's
engagement in practices positioned them and how they positioned themselves in
relation to them. I have used transcripts of an interview with the curator of the 'Eye
Spy' exhibit for what he could tell me about at least one of the 'communities of
practice' at this gallery.

Chapter 5 - Incidents and Accidents: The Gallery Goes to Preschool
In this chapter, I have described and analysed the ways that the children engaged in
typical early childhood practices used to mediate their experiences in the art gallery.
The specific focus of the chapter is the set of practices associated with early childhood
ways of 'processing' an excursion experience. This included the process of 'going on
an excursion' and activities designed to follow up the excursion. In this approach, I
have focused on how the gallery practices were mediated within the community of
practice of the preschool and how the practices of the preschool and the gallery
interacted with each other.
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Early childhood practices tend to normalise particular ways of being a child and a
learner, just like art gallery practices do. I asked myself, 'what kinds of a child-learner
were being produced in the preschool and how did the practices of the preschool
mediate the meanings of practices that children brought from the gallery?' Using
critical discourse theory I have analysed practices and positions within practices as
accessed unequally. Different participants could take up different positions depending
on the access they had to a range of resources and discourses. The children in this study
could be seen as operating in a kind of hybrid borderland created as they negotiated the
meanings of practices in the art gallery within their preschool community of practice.
By problematising some naturalised assumptions about how young children learn and
by analysing their engagement in typical preschool practices, I have attempted to use
Wenger's framework as a new way to understand their learning; in terms of access,
engagement, negotiation, resistance, and compliance to practices rather than
transmission, scaffolding, construction and internalisation of knowledge.

Chapter 6 • Excursions as Induction and Border Crossing
This chapter draws together the arguments of the preceding chapters, addresses the
questions that guided the study and discusses some tentative conclusions and
implications of this study for the early childhood and gallery fields, and for myself as
an early childhood educator. It also discusses some methodological implications
emerging from the study, and describes its limitations and indicates areas for future
research.

An important contribution of this study is the provision of a detailed descriptive
account of young children's induction into some key practices in an art gallery, which
helps to address the gap in the museum and art gallery literature regarding young
children as learners. Wenger's (1998) 'communities of practice' framework, coupled
with Wartofsky's (1979) conception of multi-level artefacts, was trialed and proved to
be a useful framework for illuminating children's engagement in gallery practices. As
an interpretive framework it also has methodological implications for researchers
wishing to use a sociocultural perspective and aiming to undertake more holistic
research with young children. The use of photographs is shown to hold promise as a
method for problematising and reconceptualising children's behaviour.
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The limitations of this case study are those that are usually attributed to small case
studies (Yin, 1994, Stake, 1994) in that their strengths can also be seen as their
weaknesses. A high quality case study, by definition, provides a rich, detailed account
of a specific and unique situation (Stake, 1994). As a result, its uniqueness and
specificity limit its use in generalising to other groups and situations. On the other
hand, it is this very detailed and contextualised nature of the case that makes it so
valuable. As a case study involving only seven children from a specific university
based preschool, this study cannot be used as a basis for generalisation. However, Stake
(1994) identifies 'naturalistic generalisation' as a form of generalisation that occurs
when the reader 'comes to know some things told, as if he or she had experienced
them' (p. 240). Therefore, this case may have significant value beyond itself when
readers are able to bring their own interpretations to the case and find value in these
interpretations. Stake describes the reading of a case study as a social and dialogic
learning process. 'We corne to know what happened partly in terms of what others
reveal of their experience' (Stake, 1994, p. 246) and partly through what we, as readers,
already know about cases similar to the one that we read. The ability to generalise from
such a case is not in the case itself, but in what readers brings to the case that may have
application beyond the case (Stake, 1994). In addition, as Stake indicates, cases have
value for readers for refining theory and suggesting complexities for further
investigation.

For gallery educators, my analysis highlights children's engagement in the key gallery
practices of 'looking' and 'valuing' as socially constructed ways of engaging with
objects and as distinctly different from the everyday ways people engage with objects
outside the gallery (Harrison, 1999, Hein, 1998, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999b, Pearce,
1999, Rice, 1988). This insight has implications for how the gallery provides visitors,
particularly young children, with access to its practices and the meanings behind them.
I have tried to show how more traditional views of learning are embodied in the
artefacts of practice in the gallery and continue to be apparent to and used by visitors
such as the children in my study. The children involved in this study did not simply
observe and internalise ideas and meanings directly in the art gallery as if these
meanings were deterministic and absolute. Nor did they merely appropriate 'gallery'
behaviour and learn through imitation. Rather, the relationship between experience and
meaning was dialogic and mediated through children's use of diverse resources and is
usefully seen as a product of their active negotiation. While the children were
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negotiating the meaning of practices, they were also negotiating what counted as worth
knowing about the art gallery. This conception of the learning process has important
implications for gallery staff wishing to design and curate more effectively for young
children.

For early childhood educators the study provides a detailed description of an excursion
as a form of induction, replacing the more usual interpretation of excursion experience
as something to be 'processed' unproblematically through typical preschool
representational activities. Wenger's and Wartofsky's frameworks have not been used
in early childhood research and offer, in combination, a potentially rich model for
disrupting traditional early childhood developmental practices seen increasingly as too
limited. Researchers who find value in the framework may explore its usefulness in
research that investigates young children's learning in different galleries, in different
contexts altogether and with larger groups of children. I have also suggested that
preschool teachers' familiarity, with the preschool as a specific community of practice,
and with their specific children, can be used to mutual benefit for building productive
and effective links with professionals from art gallery communities of practice.
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Chapter 2
Museums and Young Children

Introduction
The presence of a group of young children in a museum or in an art gallery has been a
relatively uncommon sight until recently. Children's participation in art galleries has
changed remarkably in the last decade. More and more often museums and galleries are
being considered as educational excursion destinations for groups of young children
from the early years of school classrooms, preschools and child care centres. However,
teachers and caregivers looking for help to prepare for such visits will find few
resources either within their pre- and in-service coursework or early childhood journal
publications. In the Australian context, an exception can be found in an excellent
general resource for teachers and child care workers written by Piscitelli (1991), a
leading Australian educator interested in young children's museum learning. One
reason for this paucity of guidance stems from the fact that little research has been done
detailing young children's museum and art gallery experiences and learning, especially
for children younger than school age (Piscitelli, McArdle & Weier, 1999, Piscitelli &
Anderson, 2001). Adults who have visited an art gallery with a group of young children
will know that the experience can vary enormously from place to place. Some
institutions are much more prepared for and welcoming of young visitors than are
others. This chapter reviews literature from the museum studies field and identifies
some key issues for young children's learning in museums and galleries. The literature
on children's experiences in museums contains many relevant insights for considering
their art gallery experience. In the United States, where much of the work has been
done, the terms 'museum' and 'gallery' are often used interchangeably. I refer to
'museum' experience as inclusive of the art gallery experience because much less has
been written about the latter, particularly with reference to very young children.
Debates about young children's learning within the museum field focus on issues that
parallel many of those discussed in early childhood. The context for learning in a
museum or art gallery is different from an early childhood classroom, yet it can be seen
to reflect many taken for granted assumptions and conventions about teaching and
learning evident in the early childhood field. Specifically, two issues are highlighted in
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this chapter. Each has direct relevance for understanding young children's learning in
museums - constructions of childhood and constructions of the nature of knowledge.

Early childhood educators may have overlooked or rejected museums as suitable
learning environments for young children because they recall from their own
experiences that museums are more suited to adult learning. Alternatively, teachers may
reject museums as excursion sites because they lack confidence in these contexts, as
Harrison (1999, p. 7) has pointed out. 'Often teachers need encouragement to use the
facilities, as they are not confident users of galleries and museums themselves.'

Museums have not always been welcoming to young visitors and, despite recent
changes in the field, they retain a reputation in the public imagination for being elitist,
exclusionary (Hooper-Greenhill, 1994b, 1999a) and even boring institutions (Allon,
1999). Museums are in the midst of dynamic change and rarely resemble the austere,
formal, dusty, glass-cased-filled buildings many of us can recall. Some newer
museums, particularly children's museums, are marginalized in the museum
community for their lack of focus on collections, the key criteria for being called a
museum (Sievert, 1994, Verplanke, 1994). The most widely acknowledged criterion for
a museum is that it is a place that holds a collection of objects considered to be of value
(Hooper-Greenhill, 2000, 1994; Museum Association, 1992 as cited in Fahy, 1995).
Museums of art, history, natural history, science interactive centres, house museums,
zoos, aquaria, botanical gardens and so on, can all be seen to fit within this criterion. 'If
there is one basic common function for museums, it is the acquisition, care and use of
artifacts and specimens' (Hooper-Greenhill, 1994a, p. 135), although even this
conception is seen as too narrow by some (Gurian, 1999). This emphasis in the museum
community on preservation of their collections and research associated with them is a
longstanding tradition. However, in the past few decades museums have begun to focus
as much, or even more, on visitors' needs and on ways of helping them learn about
these collections, as on the collections themselves. The educational role of museums
and galleries has become increasingly more central to their enterprise (Blais, 1999,
Hein, 1995, 1998, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999b, Ravelli, 1999).

Museums have drastically changed the way they define themselves in
relation to society and the cultural world. From elitist institutions oriented
towards research and knowledge, most museums have officially adopted a
'public' orientation, which means that visitors should be the focus of most,
if not all, activities.
Blais, 1999, p. 29
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Many of the differences between educational programs found in contemporary
museums can be traced to changing views held about the nature of knowledge and
learning (Hein, 1998). Hooper-Greenhill (2000) argues that many of the museums we
see today retain traces of their origins in the modernist era, identified as encompassing
the mid-nineteenth century to mid-1970s, and, therefore, reflect modernist
epistemologies. As she explains, by collecting only some things and leaving other
things out, the museum as a collecting institution represents a socially constructed view
of the world. If museum collections are social constructions they must be seen to reflect
the viewpoints and interests of those who initially collected them and those who now
arrange them for visitors to view and learn from (Pearce, 1999, Roberts, 1997).
Traditionally, the museum was seen to hold authoritative and expert knowledge about
the collections they displayed. As a result, this knowledge has come to be treated as a
kind of universal and objective 'truth' not to be challenged from outside the museum
(Tucker, 1992 cited in Hein, 1998). In the museum this view has been evident in a
transmission approach to learning where visitors, in effect, were simply told how to
think about the collections.

The communication and learning theory on which nineteenth-century
museums were premised positioned the visitorllearner as passive,
understood knowledge to be objective and information-based, and saw
authoritative linear communication as one of the main purposes of
museums.
Hooper-Greenhill, 2000, p. xi
This view of knowledge as reflecting the 'truth' or 'reality', combined with the
associated transmission approach to learning, has been dominant through out most of
the twentieth century and still exists in many museums today (Rein, 1998, Hooper
Greenhill, 2000). As Hein (1998, p. 30, emphasis in the original) discusses, a key point
is not whether exhibits are "in fact depicting the real world (it could be mistaken, it
could contain errors) but whether the purpose of the exhibition is to depict 'truth'."
Only within the last twenty-five years have these older, more authoritarian approaches
begun to be challenged by postmodem theorists enabling the introduction of more
pluralistic views of knowledge and learning and more responsive and interactive
practices for mediating visitors' experiences in the museum (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a,
2000).
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In many museums, a broadening of perspectives on knowledge and the means of
knowledge acquisition has become apparent in changing educational practices (Hein,
1998, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999b, Roberts, 1997). Newer perspectives see knowledge as
socially constructed and produced, both by the museum and by its visitors, rather than
as a fixed entity independent of the visitor. In terms of learning theory, emphasis is
beginning to focus on perspectives that see learners as having more control of their
learning as they construct their own knowledge through active engagement with the
social and physical world (Blais, 1999, Hein, 1991, 1998, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999,
Falk, et.al. 1998, Falk & Dierking, 1992, Swift, 1999, Worts, 1993). Museums have
begun to appreciate that visitors bring with them' ... the rest of their lives, their own
reasons for visiting and their specific experiences' (Hooper-Greenhill, 1995, p.5) and
that these elements affect what and how they will learn (Falk, et.al. 1998).
A popular learning approach currently of interest in museums is referred to as

'constructivist' (Hein, 1991,1995,1998). Hein (1998) explains that constructivism is
really a continuum of approaches. A variety of views on learning as 'construction' of
knowledge versus transmission of knowledge can be seen in the ways that exhibitions
are organised.

Educators' views on learning theory will determine the focus of their
attention. Acceptance of a transmission-absorption view of learning
requires placing major focus on presentation of the subject in units
appropriate for learning. If learning is assumed to be incremental,
then the subject needs to be broken down into small, discreet steps and
arranged in the order appropriate for the items to be learned... In
contrast, active, developmental learning theories require that much
more attention be paid to the learner.
Hein (1998, p.22-23)
Constructivism, in Hein's sense, is by no means universally adopted, although many
museums have embraced a more responsive, visitor-centred view of education as a way
to cater more effectively to visitors. Constructivism is underpinned by a view of the
learner informed by current psychological theories (Hein, 1995). This can be seen in the
acceptance voiced in museum literature that visitors should be seen as actively
participating in learning interactions rather than passively absorbing knowledge. It can
also seen in the focus on visitors' cognitive processes and their pre-existing schemas, or
the 'ideas that are already in learners' minds' (Hein, 1998, p. 38) as a starting point for
learning. Very recently, there has been a further shift to include approaches to museum
education loosely referred to as 'sociocultural'. In general, a sociocultural approach
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puts more emphasis on museums as social contexts for visitor meaning-making than on
visitors acquiring context-free knowledge or content (Hein, 1998, Schauble, Leinhardt
& Martin, 1997).

It is difficult to compare these two theoretical orientations because the meaning of both
terms, 'constructivist' approach and 'sociocultural' approach, are still being defined
and debated. The use of the terms seems to reflect a variety of positions towards
learners and learning rather than clear and distinctly different categories. In the ways
constructivist and sociocultural approaches are discussed, there appear to be many
contradictions, overlaps and points of convergence. For example, museum researchers
Crowley & Callahan (1998, p.13) characterise the debate as being 'between the
traditional child-centred, constructivist models and the more collaborative models
inspired by sociocultural theory'. Hein's (1998) use of the term 'constructivism'
appears to me to closely resemble the 'collaborative models' that Crowley and Callahan
advocate. Heiri's constructivism accepts that knowledge is a social construction,
constructed by the learner and embedded in the social context in which it is learned. He
maintains that such knowledge is validated, not on the basis that it "conforms to some
external standard of truth, but whether (it) 'make(s) sense' within the constructed
reality of the learner" (p.34). However, in my reading of museum literature this
important point regarding the nature of knowledge is often overlooked. It is the active
learner component of Hein's 'constructivist' orientation that seems to have been
embraced more thoroughly in museum practice than the nature of knowledge as
socially constructed. As Hein (1991, p.2) explains, the way we see knowledge directly
impacts on our practices. 'In our profession our epistemological views dictate our
pedagogical views'. He provides the example of the guided tour, a common museum
practice. As he points out, with a constructed view of knowledge the guided tour should
no longer be dominated by the guide's interpretation, pace and selection if this
overrides the visitors' perceptions and learning. In the early childhood field, parallel
debates are taking place about the nature of knowledge and appropriate pedagogy for
young children, with a parallel confusing use of terminology (Dockett & Perry, 1996).

A significant gap in museum literature relates to research that focuses on children's
experiences in the museum. In the past, 'children have generally not been included in
the measurement of museum visitors. Where they have been included, they have often
formed the largest group of visitors' (Merriman, 1991, p. 43 cited in Hooper-Greenhill,
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1994a, p.136). Young children are one of the newer audiences to be recognised by
museums and art galleries (Beckman, 2001, Piscitelli, et. aI., 1999, Piscitelli &
Anderson, 2001). How museums view the young child as a learner impacts on the
education programs offered for them. Construction of the child as learner is also a topic
of interest in recent early childhood literature where traditional constructions have been
characterised as too narrowly prescribed, universalising and overly deterministic
(Cannella, 1999, Catherwood, 1994, Dahlberg, Moss & Pence, 1999, Lubeck, 2000,
Woodrow, 1999). Constructions of children that put primary emphasis on their
developmental status tend to limit practices to those deemed appropriate to their
perceived developmental levels. This is problematic in that a narrow developmental
focus may underestimate or even mask children's capabilities (Cannella, 1999). As
museums are becoming more aware of their educational role for child visitors they have
drawn on the knowledge base found in the wider education field (Hooper-Greenhill,
1999a, Hein, 1991, 1998). The adoption of a traditional early childhood developmental
perspective on learning is evident in the museum literature. As I will argue below, this
presents a danger for museums because these views of learning contain constructions of
the child that may limit children's opportunities for learning in museums.
In the next section, I discuss museum studies literature for indications of museums'
current constructions of the young child visitor and the nature of knowledge to be
learned. The final section considers how these two constructions work together to
impact on museum programs and exhibits and suggests the need to broaden the
theoretical knowledge base to include more attention to sociocultural and cross
disciplinary orientations to learning.

Constructions of the young child visitor
What do we know about how museums see their youngest visitors? Some indications
can be found in visitor and evaluation studies and in descriptions of museum education
programs. Hooper-Greenhill, a key researcher and scholar in museum studies, has
identified a dramatic change in taking place in museums (1994b). Museums are
becoming more interested in and responsive to a wide range of visitors, young and old,
and are far more inclusive institutions than ever before. Although young children have
been discovered as a huge existing and potential audience for museums, only relatively
recently have they become seen as a valuable audience in their own right (Beckman,
2001, Harrison, 1999, Piscitelli, 1991, Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001). It is often
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overlooked that children, with their families and as part of school excursions, constitute
one of the larger groups visiting museums today (Baille, 1996, Davies, 1994 in Hooper
Greenhill, 1999a, Thomas, 1994, Scott, 1999, Wood, 1996). Despite this, relatively
little is known about the experience of very young children in museums and even less
of what they make of their experiences in museums (Kindler & Darras, 1997, Piscitelli,
1991, Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001, Sykes, 1996).

This is a significant gap in knowledge and may have as much to do with the
conventional evaluation procedures adopted by museums as with a lack of will to find
out about children's experiences. Research that seeks the views of children, particularly
young children, is often seen to be more difficult and complicated than seeking adults'
views (Beaumont, 1999, Christensen & James, 2000, Massey, 1988, Smith, 1996,
Smith, Taylor & Gollop, 2000, Speering, Rennie, & McClafferty, 1997). As a result,
young children are usually involved in responding to typical museum evaluation tools,
such as surveys and interviews, only when they can write legibly and answer survey
questions. A few evaluators have begun to design alternative data collection techniques
that are more inclusive of young children. These techniques allow children to represent
their views in more multi-modal ways, such as through videotape, audiotape, drawing,
and so on (Cox, 1996, Hein, 1995, Hooper-Greenhill, 1996, Ingle, 1999, Massey, 1988,
Moussouri, 1998, Piscitelli, 1991, Smith, 1996, Thomas, 1996). The most common
approach when preschool-aged children are present has been to leave them out or to ask
their parents or other adults to represent their views for them (Massey, 1988).
Research questions and methods reflect the epistemological assumptions held by their
creators (Christensen & James, 2000, Hatch, 1995, Hein, 1998). Different models of
learning held by museum researchers have shaped their methods of studying learning
and therefore the outcomes of the research (Crowley & Callahan, 1998, Hein, 1998).
Where a transmission model of education is held, research evaluating an exhibit
becomes limited to how well visitors have learned the exhibit's defined goals (Hein,
1995, Kelman, 1995). Blais (1999) makes the point that museum evaluation has too
often been simply a matter of testing visitors at the entrance and when they leave an
exhibit, as if they are vessels to be filled up with museum knowledge. Asking only
about what you set out to achieve can " ... create a kind of 'tunnel vision' where only the
predetermined goals are seen as important and the evolution of other goals, along the
way, is eliminated" (Kelman, 1995, p.205). In other words, I would suggest one reason
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why we know so little about children's views on their museum experience is that the
wrong questions have been asked, asked in the wrong way or asked of the wrong
people. Our understanding of children's learning in museums has been limited by the
research methodologies that have been used and is, therefore, incomplete.

Children don't usually bring themselves to museums, particularly in the preschool age
group (Jensen, 1999). They are more likely to attend as a member of a group, such as
family, school, or leisure activity groups (Donawa, 1996). Perhaps this is why museum
researchers and evaluators have often treated them as members of a group, rather than
as differentiated human beings with particular skills, interests, backgrounds and
perspectives (Piscitelli, 1999). Although museums regularly conduct visitor research for
various institutional reasons (Screven, 1993), until relatively recently museum research
has tended to treat all visitors as members of an undifferentiated mass audience
(Hooper-Greenhill, 1994b). In addition, there has been a tendency to see children
primarily in the context of their family group, which has meant that the unit of 'family'
becomes the focus of the evaluation process (Moussouri, 1998, Wood, 1996) rather
than the child. Children are rarely in museums through their own choice (Jensen, 1994,
Allon, 1999), and this position must affect their point of view on the visit. Family
focused research has tended to look at whether the family learned what the exhibit was
meant to teach them more often than what meanings of personal relevance children as
part of the family group may have made. This is understandable where exhibition
evaluation is mandated by key funding organisations wanting proof that results have
been achieved. As Hein (1999) points out, all museum work, and therefore evaluation
work, has a political dimension.

Exhibitions and educational programmes inevitably and necessarily illustrate
some social/political point of view. We call them 'neutral' when from our point of
view they reflect the prevailing socio-political norm. They appear to us apolitical
when we cannot even imagine an alternative viewpoint.
Hein, 1999, p. 308 (emphasis in the original)
Perhaps the lack of research and evaluation involving younger children may also reveal
a resistance to accepting them as legitimate museum audiences. It may seem
unimaginable that the need to share the power over the construction of museum
meanings should include preschool-aged children. This issue is discussed more fully in
the next section.
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Awareness has grown that a museum can get to know its audiences better through
research and that this information will be valuable for developing meaningful and
relevant exhibits. Again, very few studies have undertaken to explore their youngest
audience's perceptions, even as a separate audience, much less as individuals (Piscitelli,
et. al. 1999). A few newer studies are emerging that recognise this gap (see for example
Cox, 1996, De Marie, 2001, Gallagher & Dockser, 1987, Ingle, 1999, Jeffers, 1999,
Kindler & Darras, 1997, Sykes, 1996, Piscitelli, McArdle, & Weir, 1999, Piscitelli,
1999, Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001).

One interesting study by Jensen (1994) did look closely at children's views and reactions
to museum visiting, although they were slightly older than the preschool age group.
Jensen interviewed 30 children (nine and ten year olds) from an inner city environment
about the kinds of places that were important to them and specifically asked about their
museum experiences if they did not mention these spontaneously. She was interested in
the qualities of their experiences in places that they valued, and focused particularly on
museums. Most children preferred visiting museums with their families rather than with
their school groups because of a perceived increase in their autonomy. She concluded that
'a key issue for children is control of their own actions and experience' (Jensen, 1994, p.
311). Some of the elements of autonomy they mentioned were that they liked being able
to move through exhibits at their own pace, looking at exhibits they had chosen and
following their own interests. This kind of autonomy was perceived as less possible when
they were with teachers who they said interfered with their free movement. Her study
also argued, that children experience a museum differently depending on a wide range of
factors including culture, ethnic background, learning styles, interests, previous
experience, and with whom they were visiting.

Another factor affecting how museums have constructed the young child visitor is one
that will be familiar to many early childhood educators. Museum educators commonly
refer to children's 'needs' when evaluating exhibits designed for them, reflecting a
reliance on theories from developmental psychology as a basis for understanding
children's behaviour and how they learn in museums (Edeiken, 1992, Rein, 1995).
When exhibits are designed for young children with a primary focus on their
developmental needs, children in any specified age group are likely to be seen as
having basically the same needs as each other (see for example Caulton, 1998, Cohen,
1996, Desantis, 1997, Jensen, 1982, Sykes, 1993). Practices seen in galleries that reflect
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this approach include adapting the physical scale of the environment to enable children
better physical access to exhibits, the inclusion of hands-on and multi-sensory
experiences such as sensory baskets and replicas of gallery objects to promote
discovery learning through concrete rather than abstract experience and packaging
children's experience through the provision of pre-determined trails and activity sheets
to ensure that children are guided towards the most 'appropriate' selection of art works
(see Caulton, 1998, Desantis, 1997, Thomas, 1996). Developmental perspectives tend
to construct children as possessing immature capacities that change in predictable
stages with maturity and experience. Where children are the audience for exhibits much
of the museum literature draws on the construction of the child as having particular
'needs'. This developmental orientation can be seen in the kind of advice given to
exhibit developers that emphasises how differently young children learn from adults.
For example, Cohen (1996) urges developers of child-oriented exhibits to use a
Piagetian framework because this framework explains what children can and cannot be
expected to be able to do at different ages. Donowa (1996) also uses developmental
information to remind exhibitors that young children have limited attention spans, little
sense of historical time and little capacity for theoretical thinking.
It is undeniable that the adoption of developmental guidelines has proved to be
beneficial for helping museum educators to reconfigure their exhibits for better access
by young children. While not discounting this benefit, it is important to point out that
developmentalist constructions of the child are being critiqued outside the museum
field. First, I will review some examples of how developmental approaches have
worked to 'open up' museums for younger children and then, discuss some limitations
to these approaches.

One good example that illustrates how effective attention to child development can be
is a study by Cox (1996). She described the art gallery in which she worked and where,
as a result of her evaluation study, it was decided to court the youngest of audiences,
the preschool-aged child. This study documented different strategies that Cox used for
catering for under-five-year olds and their parents. One of Cox's motivations for
evaluating the gallery's programs was her observation that, although some parents took
their young children to the gallery because it would be 'good for them', many more
avoided it for fear that children would not behave properly. She also noticed that
preschool-aged children were significantly under represented in visitor figures. She
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maintained that this 'largely ignored sector of the public is denied certain experiences
as a result of a long-held social prejudices and assumptions about young children and
the arts' (p.14). She believed that many people perceived children of this age group to
be incapable of learning anything of much value in an art gallery. Her study evaluated
the gallery through interviews with children and adults, through tracking them to see
what exhibits they visited and then asking parents fill in a questionnaire. Her findings
suggested that young children were very actively involved in the art gallery. She
concluded that it was important for the gallery to provide spaces designed to make
families feel comfortable, for objects to be positioned so that children could physically
access them and for parents to be given some assistance in familiarising themselves
with the exhibits in order to improve their confidence in their ability to help their
children. She emphasised the use of a playful approach to learning in the gallery and
maintained that the playful components in the exhibits, such as jigsaw puzzles, games
and quizzes, improved the interpretation of exhibits for all age groups. By providing
for under-five-year-olds the gallery had 'also created more pleasant environment for
adults and teenagers. More informal, occasionally familiar spaces result in increased
use and greater enjoyment' (p.15). As a result of her study, young children became the
rnain target audience for the gallery. The approach adopted suggests a traditional early
childhood orientation that selects activities suited to a 'generic child's' stage of
development. Following this orientation the exhibits were developed to be multi
sensory, organised around a conceptual framework (i.e., artists' representations of
places, animals, etc), and augmented by creative play activities. Clearly, the use of
traditional early childhood developmental information about children was an effective
strategy for enabling access for young children.

While developmental information is a resource for enabling young children to use the
gallery more effectively, outside the museum field its use is critiqued on a number of
counts and is seen as inadequate as the primary basis for decision-making (Bloch, 2000,
Cannella, 1997, Dahlberg, et. aI., 1999, Lubeck, 2000). A reliance on developmental
information alone neglects important aspects of the social, cultural and political
contexts that affect learning. The perspectives on children's learning in art galleries and
museums represented above suggest that museums have tended to overlook children, to
see them mainly as a homogeneous mass called 'children', to see them as too young to
represent their own views or, when they have been included, to see them only as
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representatives of age groups or as types constrained by similar developmental
characteristics and therefore as having universal, age-related needs.

In the last decade some newer approaches to research with young children are
beginning to fill in the gap previously identified. Piscitelli, the chief investigator for
'Museums Collaborative', a research collaboration and training program involving
museums and galleries and a university in Queensland, Australia, has conducted a
number of research studies that aim to document children's learning in art galleries and
museums. She, with her team, has provided case studies that focus explicitly on
younger children's experiences in museums and art galleries. Her studies draw on both
developmental psychological and sociocultural approaches. Her work illustrates the
benefits of using developmental information in planning effectively for young children
in museums and augments this information by paying attention to social and
institutional dimensions that may affect children's learning.
In a project conducted at the Queensland Art Gallery in 1987 called 'Share the Joy' ,
Piscitelli gave 3-5 year olds and their parents tours of the gallery. These tours involved
and encouraged some form of playful activity, such as using binoculars to search for
portrayals of birds in art work, clothes to dress up in while viewing portraits, animal
sounds associated with pictures of animals, and opportunities to sing and dance in
response to exhibits (Piscitelli, 1997). These are familiar early childhood activities that
apparently had not been used extensively in traditional museums and galleries. Piscitelli
found children to be competent in interpreting gallery exhibits in meaningful ways and
attributed much of this competence to the children's social interactions with parents and
gallery staff. Parents were very good at helping their young children make sense of the
exhibits because they related art to children's experiences in everyday life. Piscitelli
explains that

.. .parents, by nature of the fact that they know their children so well, offered
children the most robust conversations and were able to relate on a personal level
witn their children about the content and techniques they saw in art works.
Piscitelli, 1997, p.7

Another important aspect of these visits was introducing children to some of the
'behind the scenes' gallery practices. Researchers planned visits that took families to
the parts of the gallery normally 'off limits' to visitors, such as, the work areas that
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support exhibit development and collection preservation.

A more recent study examined young children's experience in a variety of different
museum settings with a view to documenting characteristics of children as museum
visitors (Piscitelli, McArdle & Weier, 1999). One of the key findings emphasized the
importance of taking into account children's age-related characteristics as well as their
culture and personal characteristics. Again, social interactions (with peers as well as
adults) were emphasized as important sites for conversation about exhibits and thus for
facilitating learning.

At the recent Museums' Australia Conference (2001) held in Canberra, Piscitelli and
her colleagues conducted a full-day workshop for museum practitioners aimed at
providing strategies and information for including young children (O-8-year-olds) in
museum and gallery education. This was a well-attended session exceeding the
organizers' expectations and suggesting that, at least in Australia, children are becoming
more important audiences for museums and galleries. The workshop provided a bounty
of information related to young children's learning drawing on a sociocultural
framework for learning but also sourced directly and unproblematically from traditional
approaches used in early childhood education. For instance, participants were
introduced to a range of early childhood principles, traditional observation guidelines,
child study tools and the Preschool Curriculum Guidelines in use in Queensland. A list
detailing' 10 ways to approach an exhibit with young children' (p.9) included

»Ensure that children in a group can see exhibit and hear
discussion
«Croucli to children's level
«Allow time for children's spontaneous responses
«Accept all responses positively and build discussion from
children's interests and comfort zone
«Maintain an informal and conversational style
«Use appropriate questioning techniques (*open-ended)
«Elicit personal responses and stories
«Model ways of responding
- Use topic-specific vocabulary
Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001, p.9
While this early childhood knowledge base contributes valuable information,
particularly for museum staff unfamiliar with young children, it also constrains the
ways that they think about children and therefore affects the kinds of provisions that
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they make for them. For instance, the item, 'allow time for children's spontaneous
responses' contains cultural assumptions about children's behaviour based on Western
European values and images of the child. What constitutes 'normal' or 'natural' child
behaviour is a social construction (Cannella, 1997). If children do not make the
expected 'spontaneous responses', will they be seen as abnormal rather than different?
Often, cultural differences can be constructed as deviance (Virulu, 2001). Without
critique, the use of developmental information creates the impression that it is value
free knowledge, a 'truth' about young children and applicable to any child, in any
context.

Woodhead (2000), drawing on Penn (1998), is also concerned about the unproblematic
use of child development knowledge and the practices associated with this body of
knowledge. He sees it imposing an essentially ethnocentric perspective.

The vast majority of studies of early childhood development and
education have been carried out in very narrow socio-economic and
cultural contexts, mainly in Europe and North America. Yet Europe
only constitutes 12 percent of the world's population and North
America a further 5 percent.
Woodhead, 2000, p.18
He argues convincingly that many of our expectations about what is 'normal' or
'developmentally appropriate' are actually derived from a set of 'ethnocentric
assertions' (p.18) rather than accurate and contexualised descriptions of children across
the world. He shows how our views of appropriate language development and use are
based on studies of children in Western families where strategies used by first world
parents are taken as the standard or 'norm' for all of the world's children. He compares
such a norm to very different strategies used in Papua New Guinea where children,
nonetheless, show no difficulty in developing competence in their own language.

Another study, by Kindler and Darras (1998), also focused on very young (four and five
year olds) children in art museums. The purpose of their study was to identify
children's conceptions of museums. They were interested in what differences they
would find in children's views depending on the cultural settings (British Columbia,
Quebec, and France). Their study involved 120 children (upper middle class) from
childcare centres and preschools located in Vancouver, Montreal and Paris. They
interviewed the children asking a range of questions to determine what, if anything,
children could tell them about museums. They asked the questions - 'What is a
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museum? Have you ever been to a museum? How many times did you go to a
museum?' and 'Who took you to the museum?'

Results of the first question ('What is a museum?') were analysed by categorising
children's answers according to two taxonomies of concepts; exemplars and attributes,
derived from earlier work they had undertaken (Kindler, Darras, & Kua, 1995). Within
each taxonomy, children's answers to questions were further classified under the
subheadings place, contents, purpose or function and behaviour. An exemplar was
defined as the 'listing of an example or exemplar relative to the concept with
implications that other instances that are alike would belong to the same
category' ... and determining whether an answer was an exemplar rested 'on a general
family resemblance rather than attention to the specific features and identification of the
defining attributes' (p.8). When children referred to a specific museum by name this
was a place exemplar. When children mentioned specific things they recalled such as
dinosaurs or pictures, these were taken to be contents exemplars and so on. Attribute
based responses were those that 'involved distinctly different cognitive
operations' ... and were 'built out of descriptors, features and attributes' (p.8). For
example when children described the physical characteristics of a museum as having
'large rooms, sort of a castle' (p.15), this was a place attribute. That museums were
where you could find 'old things', 'lots of things' (p.13) indicated a contents attribute.
Children generally described museums in terms of exemplars with far fewer using
answers coded as attributes. One interesting response was in the behaviour attribute
category with children commenting that museums were places where 'you are not
allowed to touch things' and 'you have to be quiet and look at things' (p.18). A few said
that it was an enjoyable experience. Very few children mentioned aesthetic descriptors
although a couple of children said museums were 'nice' or 'pretty' (p.15). Children
commented on many aspects of places they considered as museums although the
investigators acknowledged that they had no way of knowing whether children were
actually describing museums. In fact, the frequent mention of live animals suggested
that children confused other leisure outings, such as zoo visits, with museum visits. In
response to the second question ('Have you been to a museum?'), most children in
France and about half from each of the Canadian provinces answered 'yes'. The third
question asked ('How many times?') and only the French children apparently had been
to a museum more than three times. Parents and grandparents were by far mentioned
most often in answer to the last question ('Who took you?'). Mothers led fathers in
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Quebec but not elsewhere. In France, nearly half of the children had also been to a
museum with their childcare centre or school but only a very few in Canada.

This is an unusual study in that very young children's views were sought,
demonstrating that the authors valued their views as relevant and worthwhile. The study
also interviewed children in cross-cultural contexts. Despite its stated purpose,
however, the article did not contain very much information about children's views of
'art' museums. Researchers concluded that children of this age have a limited concept
of what a museum is and that they seem to base many of their impressions on a single
visit. They also pointed out as significant, children's ability to recall anything at all
from a single visit, and as illustrative of the power that a place like a museum can have.
The fact that children recalled rule oriented behavioural expectations indicated to the
authors 'a perpetuation of the stereotype of a museum as a sanctuary with a very
restrictive code of behaviour' (Kindler, Darras & Koa, 1995, p.18). They were surprised
that so few children commented in a positive way about enjoying their museum visits.
The results of this study were found in an art education rather than a museum journal.
These views may not be widely known in museums. It was one of the few studies
encountered that seriously asked young children what they thought about museums.
Another study (Weltzl-Fairchild, 1995) also took children's (aged 8-12) views into
account and resisted being constrained within a developmentally appropriate
framework. Weltzl-Fairchild's purpose was to explore children's meaning-making in an
art gallery and their aesthetic responses to works of art. She noted that most previous
research on children's understanding of art was from a developmental psychological
perspective where attention has been given primarily to cognitive responses of children
and where notions of stages of growth have dominated results. She argued that these
studies were not holistic and may have missed much of the meaning-making that could
be found. Her approach investigated what the totality of the art experience might be for
children. She offered both abstract and representational paintings for children's
response and found to her surprise that the younger, as well as the older, children were
competent in responding, and not only to the representational, but to abstract work. The
abstract picture elicited 'rich personal narratives' and children 'went through the
pictures into their own world which they described poetically. They easily saw
rnetaphoric possibilities' (p.218). Previous studies had recommended that
representational work was more suitable than abstract work for younger children. She
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surmised that children's responses had less to do with qualitative changes in their minds
than with their previous experiences in the domain of art. She concluded that
developmental considerations should not be used to limit educational programs for
school-aged children. Jackson (1999) makes a similar point.

Because a work of art can have multiple points of access and multiple
readings I would challenge the notion that young children, for example,
depending on their assumed stage of development should be presented
with particular types of art and should progress through to other types
ofart - dependant upon content, imagery or assumed levels of
complexity.
Jackson, 1999,p.90
A fascinating study is one undertaken by DeMarie (2001) involving young children
going on an excursion to the zoo. Children enrolled in a summer program at a childcare
facility were divided into two groups, one that went on an excursion to the zoo (21
children) and the remainder (28 children) acting as a control group by staying at the
centre. The study involved interviewing the children about what happens when they go
to a zoo, once during the week before and again during the week after the visit.
Questionnaires were used to ask their parents, among other things, how often their
children had been to the zoo and their child's proficiency with a camera. I have focused
on her findings related to the 6 preschool-aged (aged 3-5 years) children who were
involved because this is the age group of most interest to this study. There were also 8
early years of school children (aged 6-8 years) and 7 middle school children (aged 9-12
years).

In this report, DeMarie (2001) focused primarily on data related to the photographs that
the children took while on the zoo visit. She wanted to see the excursion 'through
children's eyes' (p.2) and, to that end, provided each child with a disposable camera,
asking them to take photographs of the zoo for the children who did not come on the
excursion - 'so these children will know what the zoo is like' (p.5). The teachers
accompanying the children used tape recorders to record what children said during the
visit. After the visits, she asked children about the zoo (without using the photographs)
to see what they recalled and then followed up using their photographs as a basis for
discussing what they had learned and what they had photographed at the zoo. There
were significant differences among children based on their ages.

What the preschool children photographed had little to do with the
main theme of the field trip, namely, visiting animals at the zoo. What
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they chose to photograph at the zoo was not much different from what
they could have photographed at a local farm or walk around the
block. When photographing an animal, they focused on the common,
familiar ones.
DeMarie, 2001, p.5
'Seeing a chipmunk was as exciting as seeing an elephant' (p.12). They often
photographed parts of animals rather than the whole animal. She surmised that, for
younger children, the camera was often treated as a way to get closer in order to look at
something. Preschoolers were more likely than the older children to take photographs of
actions because they tended not to stop when taking a photograph. They often took
pictures of large objects like the signs, clouds, and a fountain. All of the under-five
year-olds took pictures of other children's legs as they were walking along during the
excursion. DeMarie suggests that this may be attributed to the fact that walking was
such a significant part of the trip. She concluded that ...

... what the preschool children noticed, photographed, and said about the zoo
had little to do with what an adult would consider the actual point of visiting the
zoo. What they noticed and remembered was anything they saw that was an
example of something they already knew. Whether the event was theme related
or not mattered little to them.
DeMarie, 2001, p.16
This is an important study that differs from most of the studies reviewed thus far in that
DeMarie seems to have approached young children's activity in the zoo with an open
mind and minus the usual developmental lenses that constrain expectations of young
children's competence. What DeMarie has documented contributes significantly to our
understanding of what young children apparently attended to and found meaningful in a
visit to the zoo.

In early childhood education, the knowledge base of child development is seen
increasingly as an insufficient and often misleading basis for understanding young
children's behaviour and learning (Bloch & Swadener, 1992, Cannella, 1997,
Catherwood, 1994, Mac Naughton, 1995, Walsh, 2000, Woodrow, 1999). Alternative
and more critical approaches assist educators to understand children less as individuals
developing in a lock step way and more as people who are influenced by and capable of
influencing the multiple (social, cultural, gendered, and political) contexts in which they
live. The generic child of child development is replaced with the situated and
contextualised child. This more critical approach is being explored by museum
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educators, as it is by early childhood educators (Arming & Ring, 1999) but is still so
new and such a contested approach that few practices that reflect it have been developed
in museums and exhibits for young children.

Construction of the nature of knowledge
How do museums select the knowledge to be made available to young children?
Museums, like other educational institutions, struggle with this issue. Unlike schools,
museums do not have mandated curriculum. However, the museum collection can be
seen as a kind of curriculum in that it tends to constrain what is considered to be the
knowledge worth learning in the museum. Curators often have extensive expertise and
knowledge of collections and tend to treat exhibitions as devices for transmitting that
knowledge to visitors (Roberts, 1997).

The view of knowledge that sees it as an immutable and transferable truth is still
evident in many museums (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, Pearce, 1999). Although such a
view has predominated in museums in the past it has changed in recent times, often
through the efforts of museum educators (Roberts, 1997). Museum educators have
helped to shift attention towards helping visitors learn rather than only delivering
factual information (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, Roberts, 1997, Silverman, 1995). Many
museums and exhibit developers have begun to appreciate the importance of the
personal meanings and experiences visitors bring with them to the museum and the
ways these interact with the experiences they have within the museum (Falk &
Dierking, 1992, Hein, 1998).

Museums are changing fundamentally in their nature as institutions. Once
they were the omniscient preservers of elite cultural knowledge. Their role
today is more often conceived as challenging and changing dominant
attitudes, engaging with relevant social issues and inviting interaction
from visitors.
Ravelli, 1999, p.25
With this reconceptualised view of knowledge, the content that an exhibit intends to
teach can be challenged and becomes less important than a focus on what people
actually learn and the meanings they make (Hein, 1995, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a,
Roberts, 1997, Silverman, 1995).

The shift in understanding knowledge as constructed and produced by both visitors and
the museum, rather than transmitted to the visitor unproblematically by the museum, is
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not a view embraced by all museum personnel. An impediment to the shift is the
inherent need to revise power relationships that comes with sharing the ownership of
knowledge (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, Worts, 1993). When multiple meanings or
multiple interpretations of objects, ideas and experiences are possible, then no one truth
can dominate. Meaning-making has to be seen as a form of negotiation that occurs
between the visitor and the museum or exhibit (Roberts, 1997) and that results in new
kinds of meanings for exhibits.

We, as an institution, cannot fabricate this powerfulform of
personalized experience. If museums decide that there is merit
in integrating the many meanings that individuals experience
with art works into the collective wisdom relating to our
collections as I believe we should, then our organizations will
have to re-negotiate the authority structures relating to the
meanings of culturally significant objects. Such a step will
demand that effective partnerships be formed with the public.
Worts, 1993, p.56
Some museum educators are using the notion of exhibits as 'texts' to think about this
negotiation process (Cruikshank, 1992, Hooper-Greenhill, 1994b, Krautler, 1995,
Roberts, 1997, Silverman, 1995). In this view, an exhibit, like any text, can be read by
visitors in multiple ways depending on the frames of reference they bring with them.
From this perspective, the meanings are not solely in the experience or in the object, but
rather in how the 'reader' relates to them. Notions of semiotic (or symbol) analysis
assist museum professionals to reconceptualise what a shared interpretive process
might mean in practice. There will always be differences in interpreting the symbols
embedded in an exhibit and differences in reading the exhibit 'texts' because all visitors
come to exhibits with different life experiences, interests, abilities and approaches to
learning.

Roberts (1997) discusses the negotiation process that must occur if museums and their
audiences are to participate more equally in interpreting exhibits. She explains that
negotiation in the museum context means finding a way to demonstrate to visitors that
many different interpretations are acceptable. She explains that acceptance of the notion
of multiple truths means understanding that all interpretations have a kind of truth to
them, regardless of whether they concur with an exhibit's intended learning outcomes,
or are even based on logic and reason. She maintains that this approach assumes the
existence of some condition under which anyone's interpretation is valid. She suggests
that a negotiation involves the museum looking to the context in which another's view
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was produced and where such a view could b e seen as valid and useful.

Wallace (1995) has a similar orientation to the interpretive process. He sees' a trend
towards acknowledging publicly that exhibitions are particular interpretations rather
than universal truths' (p.113). I have reflected on an example from a recent experience
in the Australian National Gallery - the children's exhibition called 'Dog', the
exhibition referred to in Chapter 1. In this exhibition there were numerous objects
related to dogs; paintings, sculptures, drawings, old-fashioned peep show boxes,
figurines, photographs and so on. At least some of the exhibit labels encouraged visitors
to think about the exhibits in their own ways rather than telling them what to think.
They did this by posing open-ended questions such as; 'How is this dog helping his
companion?' 'How do you feel when you look at this picture?' 'Why is the dog
barking?' These questions invited and allowed visitors to use their own experiences and
ideas as well as the exhibits themselves in order to make sense of the exhibition. They
also suggested that a range of interpretations was welcome in the museum.

Imagine the variety of young children who may have passed through this exhibition.
Some would have had little or no experience of dogs. Some may have had a pet dog or
even many pet dogs. Some may have belonged to a family or culture that regards dogs
as food, vermin or feral animals. Some may have been bitten by a dog or know
someone who has been bitten. Some may have belonged to families who breed dogs or
who go regularly to the greyhound races and so the list goes on. The experience of
'Dog' for each of these children would not have been the same because they would all
draw on different resources in interpreting the exhibit, different amounts and levels of
knowledge, different feelings and fears, different first hand experiences and so on. The
meanings that they made were likely to have varied as a result of their different starting
and reference points for interpretation. According to newer views of knowledge, none
of these meanings should be denied or devalued as less relevant or valid than the
intended messages of the exhibit.

Another dimension of meaning-making is the context of the visit itself. Factors such as
with whom the children have come to an exhibit, how many other exhibits they may
have already seen and how hungry they were, and so on, affect the meaning they make
(Silverman, 1999). As Roberts (1997) explained, the meanings that people make in a
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museum must be varied and yet true for the individuals who make them, regardless of
the intended messages of the exhibit.

As museums increasingly acknowledge that their exhibitions are selective interpretations,
rather than singular 'truths', they acknowledge that visitors' interpretations are shaped by
factors beyond the visit, factors that originate in the broader social world (Wallace, 1995).
Wallace (1995) believes that concepts of learning in a museum must be broadened to include
a greater acknowledgement of influences outside the museum such as media, culture and
politics. Although the museum literature in the last decade is full of discussion of the
potential of this negotiated meaning-making process, a significant body of research on the
specific meanings visitors make of their experience and how their experience outside the
museum relates to that inside the museum is not yet available (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a,
Silverman, 1995).
Research on the interpretive strategies used in exhibitions by visitors
with different knowledges, skills, interests, with different cultural
background and of different genders is urgently needed, but there is
little detailed material as yet.
Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, p.19
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There is even less research available on young children's experiences in museums and
what little there is contains significant gaps. Much museum research has investigated
what assists young children to learn the intended messages of exhibits (Radcliffe, 1993,
Speering et aI., 1997, Tytler & Radford, 1995). There is very little known of how a
museum can be used to achieve the purposes children may have for themselves
(Shepard, 1994). Very few researchers have focussed on what meanings young children
make, as opposed to older school-aged children where there has been some recent
attention. This lack of attention to young children's views on their own experience
suggests that museums may be more willing to see knowledge as produced and
constructed by adults and older children but have not begun to value, sincerely, the
ways young children use and construct of their museum experience.

Some newer approaches have been introduced in museums that attempt to make the
museum experience more active and accessible. With an understanding of visitors'
active engagement in interpretation many museums have developed more responsive
policies, practices and exhibits. For example, Davis & Gardner (1999) approached this
problem by proposing that exhibit designers adopt their 'Five Windows' guidelines for
exhibit development. These have been derived from Gardner's (1983, 1993) multiple
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intelligences theory. This theory proposes that people possess a range of different
modes of thinking or sets of know-how, referred to as intelligences. Intelligences
include logical mathematical, linguistic, musical, visual spatial, bodily kinaesthetic,
intrapersonal, interpersonal and, the most recent inclusion, naturalistic. As these names
suggest, each kind of intelligence is attuned to different arenas in the real world. Each
uses a different symbol system. Although Gardner (1983) has emphasised that one form
of intelligence is never used in isolation, some activities invoke the use of or highlight
particular forms of intelligence over others. For instance, playing an instrument
involves a predominant use of musical intelligence but also interpersonal intelligence if
playing is for a performance. Shopping for groceries could involve primarily logical
mathematical intelligence (depending on who is doing the shopping) as well as
linguistic, visual spatial and interpersonal intelligence.
Davis and Gardner (1999) have analysed art museum exhibits to explore the usefulness
of this theory for designing exhibits that take account of more diverse ways of learning.
'Different symbol systems' can be seen as 'different problem spaces through which the
individual meaning-maker negotiates his or her way, finding and solving problems
enroute' (p.lOO). In order to enable gallery visitors to better access meanings in
exhibits, different points of entry are developed 'to accommodate different lenses
through which learners see' (p.101). They call these entry points the Five Windows.

The Five Windows proposed and their explanations are paraphrased here
1) Narrative window - using the story approach to learning,
2) Quantitative window - focuses attention on monetary values, when artworks were
produced and for whom etc,
3) Foundational window - poses questions such as 'Why is this painting a work of
art?' (p.101),
4) Aesthetic window - asks questions about spatial arrangements and feelings,
5) Experiential window - allows for the use of an active, hands-on approach.

The authors suggest that the 'five windows' approach may admit a wider range of
representations of meaning and assist learners to construct their own understanding of
an artwork. Each window may 'encourage the viewer to search out the relevant
information needed to inform that perspective' (p.101). This approach will encourage
more visitors into the gallery they predict. This is a more responsive approach than
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simply providing one access point, such as looking or reading labels. As such, it
improves access to exhibit meanings by recognising that different entry points facilitate
individuals' ability to use their own personal meaning making strengths (i.e. by
invoking the use of a range of intelligences). However, it does not appear to take into
account or analyse how the prioritised meanings of the museum may still be the
primary resources available to visitors. Although Davis and Gardner suggest that
learners can 'search out the relevant information' (p.l0l), the 'windows' approach still
apparently prioritises the knowledge constructed by the museum, despite opportunities
to represent or access it in multiple ways.
An example of how knowledge is constructed in some museums is evident in a concern
that experiences for children be narrowly educational. Griffin & Symington (1997)
studied older children's pre-visit agenda when they visited a museum with their school
group and found that children had a variety of expectations, of which education was
only one. Some studies indicate ambivalence about allowing children to make their own
meanings if this includes too much fun. Both teachers and museum staff worry that a
'fun' museum experience can only be justified when it has strong 'educational' value; it
should not just entertain children or encourage activity for its own sake. For example,
Ingle (1999) in her study of 4-18 year olds argues that allowing children to have fun in
a museum can act as an educational motivation. 'However, care should be taken to
prevent the learning experiences from being too shallow' (p.316). The implication is
that activities that are merely 'fun' should be excluded unless a significant
'educational' value can be demonstrated. Thomas (1996) urges museums to build in
active, multi-sensory, fun learning processes, but stresses that they should:

... ensure that the action proposed has some relevance to the learning
experience. Crawling or climbing may well relieve the tension and
certainly be popular with children, but if it is dissociated from the
educational content, it serves merely to excite.
Thomas, 1996, p.83
Cohen (1996) also emphasises that playful aspects of museum experience must lead to
learning if they are to be included. Mulberg & Hinton (1994) worry that without
informative labels for adults to use to help their children, 'exhibits can end up being
only for fun, and thus reduce the educational value'. Alati (2000) excuses play because
it is a useful vehicle for sneaking learning into museum exhibits for children.
Describing a playful exhibit as 'more like a clubhouse or playgroup than museum' she
says that this exhibit 'espouses learning in such fun ways that youngsters might not
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realize the educational element' (p.2). Silverman (1995) takes different viewpoint and
emphasises the multiplicity of meanings and purposes that a museum might serve. She
points out that museums may have much more to offer children than education
narrowly defined. Excitement can also be seen as a beneficial outcome if it serves to
plant a positive memory of museum visiting.

Concerns are also voiced about what distinguishes museums from other free choice,
public institutions such as theme parks, entertainment centres or Disney Land
(Halbertsrna, 1999, Mintz, 1994, Verplanke, 1994). Is there learning in entertainment?
How much fun can an experience be and still be seen as educationally legitimate? What
is the place of play in the museum? Schauble, Leinhardt, & Martin, (1997, p.4) remind
us that 'what counts as intelligent behaviour depends on a mix of values and resources
that the culture affords'. For many museums and galleries, playful engagement, for its
own sake, apparently has little validity.

Nevertheless, there are some who recognise playfulness as worthwhile in the museum.
Wood (1996, p.80) suggests that play in an 'entirely legitimate response' in a museum.
Halbertsma (1999, p.89) says that 'entertainment is part of the experience' that includes
learning. Diamond (1996) views play in museums as fundamental, but these views are
not widely held throughout the museum community. The concern for the place of play
in museums is similar to that debated in settings outside the museum. A key issue
seems to be concern for loss of adult control (Griffin, 1996, Jensen, 1994). This
concern seems to indicate that the construction of the child in museum settings is
similar to that held in early childhood settings. Where children are constructed as more
appropriately passive and obedient rather than active and challenging, both early
childhood educators and museum staff may see playful, noisy, and exuberant children
as threatening or undermining their power and authority. As a result, they may try to
manage children's museum experience in an overly structured way. There appears to be
some evidence of this in museum literature where teachers indicate that control of
children in the informal learning environment of the museum is a primary concern
(Griffin & Symington, 1997). A fundamental assumption that seems to underpin this
discussion of fun and play in the museum is that too much of it will interfere with
acquisition of knowledge, and not just any knowledge, but the knowledge deemed most
worth learning as defined by the museum.
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Wallace (1995) writes that children, who are not only the present but the future visitors
for museums, are increasingly exposed to and becoming remarkably skilled at using
technologies still foreign to many older members of society. He says that museums of
the future will need to take this new generation of visitors seriously and offer the kinds
of experiences that can hold their own with other forms of entertainment and media that
children today apparently enjoy and spend time much of their time pursuing. Dierking
and Falk (1998) also reinforce this view, explaining that younger visitors to museums
are more likely than many adults to feel comfortable with media such as computers,
With more research that gives serious attention to children's agendas, Wallace believes
that the education experience in a museum could begin to look quite different. Museum
educators will need to explore the relationship between their messages and the messages
that children encounter in the multiple forms of media to which they have access
(Wallace, 1995).
Adopting a more pluralistic and democratic view of knowledge museums requires a
loosening of control over the interpretation process (Hein, 1995, Roberts, 1997,
Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a). A view of knowledge as socially constructed means that
museums can neither control or even predict accurately what visitors will make of their
visits (Blais, 1999, Silverman, 1995, Worts, 1993). A 'fun' musellm experience may
serve an important purpose from the child's perspective and be 'educational' in a
number of ways not yet understood or accepted within many museums. We are not in
the position to judge this as we have very little research that helps us understand the
young child's museum experience.

To some degree, the construction of children by a museum can be seen in the exhibits
that are offered, in the content of the exhibit, in how children are introduced to exhibits,
in how they are engaged, in what behaviour is expected of them, in how information is
shared, in the questions asked, in where children can go within the museum, in the
museum's advertising and marketing materials, and so on. It is not possible to address
all these issues. However, in my conclusion I offer some implications using the two
frameworks - constructions of children and constructions of knowledge - to consider
how they impact on the perspectives of different museums and exhibits.

Conclusions
It is possible to infer views of knowledge and views of children in the approaches
discussed in this review of literature. The newer approaches to museum education, ones
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that position children as active and competent agents in the construction of knowledge,
are more in keeping with contemporary learning theory than approaches used in older
style museums. We need to ask ourselves how an exhibit is trying to teach and how it
apparently regards its audience, the young child. When museums use newer approaches
they recognise that visitors, including young children, may choose to come to museums
for many purposes and not only to be taught or instructed. As Rein (1995, p.201) points
out, with a view of knowledge as constructed ' ... there is a whole world of learning that
goes on in the museum, the learning that is constructed by the visitor out of the
experience and is not necessarily correlated closely with our teaching efforts'.
Considering visitors, including children, as an audience for an educational experience
instead of as a recipient of education, shifts the emphasis away from a transmission
approach. As Peter Sterling (President of the Indianapolis Children's Museum) has
asserted, a museum exhibit that positions its visitors as recipients will interpret the
objects or experience in the exhibit/or visitors, rather than with visitors (cited in
Edeiken, 1992). Interpretation/or can be seen as an attempt to transmit knowledge
directly to visitors and is often illustrated in the typical label that tells the visitor what
the exhibit is and generally how they should think about it.

Edeiken (1992) suggests a more responsive approach, one that makes a place for
children's initial input before exhibits are even put on display. By involving children as
advisors to the museum on exhibits, through a children's advisory group, museums can
demonstrate a commitment to responsiveness and an openness to others' ideas. Such an
advisory group could meet and tell the museum about their interests and/or trial new
exhibits. Thomas (1996) provides a similar example, recommending that groups of
children be identified and involved prior to exhibits being developed. Children can
become co-constructors of exhibits. Thomas also suggests that children can be
interviewed to identify, not only their interests, but what they already know, their
misconceptions, cultural sensitivities, stereotypes and concerns they may have about a
topic. The very existence of such a group in a museum indicates a respectful point of
view on children and a view of knowledge that begins to recognise it as socially
constructed.

Recognition that children, like any other audience, will do with the museum experience
what they find meaningful means that learning in a museum cannot be controlled in the
way many adults often wish it could be. One control mechanism is worksheets.
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Children say what they like least about school-based museum visiting is worksheets
(Griffin, 1998, cited in Bailey, 1999, Jensen, 1994). Worksheets often ask children to
answer a set of predetermined questions and prescribe how they spend their time in a
museum (Kelman, 1995). Children like to be able to choose what to look at, have some
control over how much time to spend looking at particular exhibits, and choose who
they will spend their time with (Griffin, 1998, cited in Bailey, 1999). They also enjoy
the opportunity to be with each other in smaller rather than larger groups or guided
tours (Falk & Dierking, 1992). Diamond (1996) believes that children may use museum
exhibits for their own purposes and should be allowed to, even when this clearly
challenges the intention of the exhibit planners. For instance, she describes how a child
may stack a set of dinosaur bones to make a tower instead of putting them together like
a puzzle to form a dinosaur. Her point is that both the exhibit's and the child's agenda
have value and can coexist.

Taylor (1987) provides a sensible approach to designing more responsive and relevant
exhibits. As part of the redevelopment process for an existing and very popular exhibit
in the Dinosaur Hall at the Carnegie Museum of Natural History, exhibit designers
created an exhibit that asked visitors what questions they had about dinosaurs. Over an
eight-week period 748 questions were collected. A representative sample of the
questions was then displayed with short answers as part of the overall exhibit. What
museum staff found from analysing and categorising the questions was that the most
burning issue of interest to visitors, the extinction of dinosaurs, had never been dealt
with anywhere in their existing exhibit. This exercise was useful to the museum for
finding out what visitors wanted to know and what they already knew. It also clearly
illustrates the limitations of a predetermined and fixed interpretive agenda. While the
majority of these examples refer to children after they have started school they are
worth considering for how they may relate to younger children.

As Cox (1996) found, simply by considering children seriously as an audience an art
gallery can find itself changing. Beckman (2001) provides a good example of how far
reaching such change can be. He writes about some of the differences made in the
Queensland Art Gallery as a result of exhibitions designed explicitly for young
children. The Gallery started exhibiting for children in 1998 and surprised a lot of its
adult visitors by displaying artwork at a comfortable 'child level' rather than the usual
adult level. This forced some visitors onto their knees in order to get a good view. This
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child focus required that 'the etiquette that governs the way visitors behave in the
Gallery was temporarily put aside' (p.52). It also required staff to revise the text on
labels so that they were written more simply and clearly and in larger font. Even the
wall spaces began to look different.

... the mature aesthetic that maintains a certain amount of blank wall
space between artworks often needs to be relaxed, and gallery spaces that
are usually white need to be animated with colour.
Beckman, 2001, p.52
At least in this instance the child-focus seems to have had many spin-offs, in terms of
changing and opening up for critique, some of the fundamental assumptions about how
museums display and interpret artworks. It is possible to see a kind of 'negotiation' in the
ways that this museum changed as a response to the inclusion of young children. It went
beyond merely inviting multiple perspectives to include dramatic physical changes in the
ways artwork was positioned, as well as significant changes in behavioural expectations.

One of the dilemmas facing museums is that negotiating requires time and some form
of dialogue and visitors come and go in museums at a rapid rate. Some fascinating
solutions to this problem are being explored. Wallace (1995) describes an exhibit where
alternative, rather than uniform, views of the American civil war were portrayed within
one museum. Visitors could choose between the different versions of history. Putting
two or three interpretations side-by-side clearly indicated that there could be multiple
interpretations of history, not one right way to think about it. The use of open ended
questions, such as those described in 'Dog' (National Gallery of Australia, 2000) that
asked visitors to think about the exhibit in their own way, is another technique that
clearly attempts to negotiate with the visitor about the meanings that can be made.
Roberts (1997) provides an example of a painting exhibit that invites feedback. She
describes how the painting was surrounded by multiple, written interpretations - some
by museum experts, some by experts outside the museum and some by the visitors
themselves. Visitors were encouraged to choose the interpretation that most closely
matched their own. In this way, competing views were not only acknowledged and
allowed, they were highlighted. A similar approach could be used with younger
children using less literacy-dependent-representations such as drawings, videos or taped
reactions displayed alongside the painting.
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Another strategy that discloses the museum's viewpoint, as a viewpoint, while also
eliciting visitors' viewpoints, is the practice of handing out 'reaction' cards as the
visitor leaves an exhibit (Wallace, 1995). What makes this practice a negotiation is that
these cards can be used to feed back into the interpretation process when displayed in
some way next to the exhibit. They become part of the exhibit. Younger children could
represent their preferences, impressions and reactions through drawings or by dictating
their ideas on tape or for an adult to write down. Rein (1998) also provides many
examples of strategies for facilitating museum-visitor communications.

What these approaches have in common is that they explicitly put forward more than
one viewpoint. This practice immediately sends the signal to visitors that there is no
one right way to think about an exhibit. Negotiation is more likely to happen when
museums are explicit and open about their agenda while simultaneously inviting
alternative perspectives. This approach may remind early childhood educators of an
emergent curriculum approach, such as that described by Elizabeth Jones (1992), and
the negotiated curriculum approach of the Reggio Emilia schools (Edwards, Gandini &
Forman, 1993, Gandini, 1993). These approaches rely on a view of the child as a
competent and active participant in the educational process. Both require the adult to
view knowledge as socially constructed and as produced in collaboration with children
rather than simply transmitted as 'truth' to children from adults. Although many
museums appear to be exploring such interactive and responsive ways of engaging with
their visitors, fewer apparently recognise the need to negotiate as well what counts as
legitimate museum knowledge.

This chapter has reviewed museum literature to provide insights into the ways museums
construct knowledge and children and how these constructions are reflected in practices
and exhibits offered to children. There are many similarities between approaches in
museums and those used in traditional early childhood programs. While these
approaches undoubtedly create more hospitable, inclusive, and actively engaging
museum experiences for young children, as compared to more traditional transmission
approaches, they may bring with them embedded assumptions about the nature of
children. Within the reconceptualised early childhood field these are seen as too narrow
and limiting.
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There is not enough known about what happens when young children go to art galleries
and museums. Until we have more detailed case studies and data documenting what
young children actually do in museums and galleries and how they apparently make
sense of their experiences it is difficult to determine appropriate educational practices.
Research methods are needed that enable children to fully participate by providing them
with multiple opportunities to represent their experiences rather than relying on verbal
methods alone. The studies and literature reviewed here indicates a need to investigate
young children's experiences in art galleries using sociocultural approaches to learning
that look beyond narrow psychological and developmental constructions of the child
and that investigate how children learn in art galleries in socially situated and
contextualised ways.
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Chapter 3
Researching Practices

Introduction
We know so little about what happens when young children go to art galleries. Few
researchers have studied this youngest of gallery audiences for the variety of reasons
explored previously in Chapter two. A key issue in designing this study was to identify
my own assumptions about how children learn and the nature of the knowledge to be
learned in an art gallery because an understanding of the relationship between the two
informs my design. These kinds of assumptions are important to clarify as they are the
epistemological and ontological basis on which the design of a research study is built
(Christensen & James, 2000, Cohen & Manion, 1989, Hatch, 1995, Mac Naughton,
Rolfe, & Siraj-Blachford, 2001, Packer, 1999). 'Where epistemology is the systematic
consideration, in philosophy and elsewhere, of knowledge, of issues of knowing, truth,
meaning, sense; ontology is the consideration of what is, what exists, what it means for
something--or somebody--to be' (Packer, 1999, p.1). As I discussed in the previous
chapter most previous research involving young children in galleries has tended to
focus attention on whether and the degree to which children learned intended exhibition
messages, a view of learning that assumes that knowledge exists as a stable entity and
is something that can be transmitted from the gallery to the visitor (Hooper-Greenhill,
1994a). This kind of relationship, between the knower and the knowledge to be learned,
is also common in much educational and psychological research on learning and is
typically framed in terms of individual psychological processes and a view of
knowledge as acquired or internalised (Lave, 1992, Dockett & Perry, 1996). Often
referred to as a transmission approach, this view has been supplanted by more
'constructivist' views of knowledge where acquisition of knowledge is seen as a
process. In this process, the learner is understood to be constructing mental
representations that reflect reality, or creating a 'representation' of reality (Resnick,
1987). An alternative view of learning and knowledge is derived from sociocultural
perspectives that have their origins in Vygotsky's work (Dockett & Perry, 1996, Lave,
1992, Wells, 1999, Wertsch, 1991, Woodhead, 2000). Common to these views is the
assumption that knowledge is socially constructed through interactions in a social
context. The sociocultural approach being trialed in this study is Wenger's (1998)
framework called 'communities of practice'.
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This chapter is organised into four sections. The first three build the argument for
adopting Wenger's framework as the most appropriate for analysing children's
practices in the art gallery. In the first section, I have started with a description of
Wenger's (1998) framework and identified key constructs that will inform my study.
His framework, that learning is participation in 'communities of practice',
conceptualises knowledge as fundamentally situated in practice. I am interested in
exploring the potential of this framework for investigating and illuminating how young
children learn through engaging in the practices of an art gallery, because of the focus
Wenger has put on practice rather than on the mental processes of indi vidual learners
and because the nature of his framework enables a consideration of material dimensions
of practice. In this section, I have coupled Wenger's framework with Wartofsky's
(1979) philosophical perspective on human artefacts of practice as occurring on three
levels. The Wenger framework, combined with Wartofsky's conceptualisation, allows
for a finer analysis of children's engagement in the socially constituted practices of the
gallery because it helps to make practices more visible as discursive and embodied in
the material world.

In the second section, I have attempted to distinguish Wenger's sociocultural view of
learning from both the more traditional psychological and constructivist views of
learning dominant in the early childhood field and the situated and activity theories of
cognition emerging in contemporary discussions of learning. As a study involving
young children and adopting a sociocultural view of learning as socially situated and
contextualised, this distinction is important, particularly because of my own history as
an early childhood educator, immersed in and familiar with more traditional early
childhood orientations to learning. Aubrey, David, Godfrey & Thompson (2000, p.28)
recommend that researchers interested in doing research with young children should
'examine what assumptions, beliefs and attitudes about child development are being
brought to the research process.' They advise that reading beyond one's own discipline
can facilitate this process. In this sense, Wenger's framework has been used to push and
interrupt my own understanding of young children's learning, providing me with new
lenses with which to view what has become so familiar.

In the third section, I will draw on key critical and sociocultural perspectives relevant to
learning, from literary, cultural and socio cultural theory, to argue for the suitability of
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Wenger's framework for this study. The 'communities of practice' framework finds
support in these philosophical and epistemological orientations developed in other
disciplines. To demonstrate this I use the examples of 'interpretive communities' as
articulated by Fish (1980) and the discourse theories of Fairclough (1989) and Gee
(1996,1997). Each perspective adds to an explanation of knowledge, as constructed
within specific social and cultural contexts and as a product of mediated social
interactions. Gee (1992), in particular, provides an elaborated view of discourse, which
he refers to as 'Discourse' with a capital D, to call attention to more than language
alone, thus making room to consider important material dimensions of social practice.
This orientation to discourse is particularly relevant to a study involving such young
children (four and five year olds) whose language is less well developed than that of
older children or adults. In addition, these perspectives attend to power relations in
more depth than does Wenger's framework, an important consideration in a critical
study.

In the final section I describe the critical interpretive case study methodology, design and
analysis used in this study of children's induction to an art gallery.

Section One: Wenger-Wartofsky Framework
Wenger's 'Communities of Practice'
People act and construct meaning within communities ofpractice.
These communities are powerful repositories and conveyors of
meaning and serve to legitimate action. Communities construct and
define appropriate discourse practices.
Wilson & Myers, 1999
Wenger (1998) has developed a framework, 'communities of practice' , that builds on
and extends cognitively oriented situated and activity theories of learning and focuses
attention squarely on the social dimensions of learning. It is a relatively new approach
to understanding learning not yet used extensively in early childhood or museum
learning research. In this view, knowledge and knowing are located in the community
of practice and become a set of practices distributed among people and things in the
environment (Hewitt, Scardamalia & Webb, 2000). Participation in communities of
practice is not only a process that explains how people learn, but also explains how they
become certain kinds of people (Packer, 1999, Wenger, 1998). There is a reciprocal
relationship between the situation and the people who act in the situation, so that they
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mutually constitute each other. The metaphor used in this conception of thinking and
learning is 'participation' rather than 'acquisition' (Wilson & Myers, 1999). The quality
and nature of actions become the focus of attention rather than the quality and nature of
actors.

Wenger's (1998) view of communities of practice as sites for learning is based on four
assumptions about knowledge and knowing.

•
•
•
•

We are all social beings and this is central to learning.
Knowledge is competence in valued enterprises.
Knowing something is participating in these enterprises
Making meaning is our ability to experience the world and
engage with it as meaningful. In this sense 'meaning' is what
learning produces.
Wenger, 1998, p.280

In his view, the world can be seen as composed of many different communities of
practice and individuals belong to many at any given time. Each community contains
practices or conventional ways of getting things done particular to that community.
Examples of typical communities of practice are families, work places, professional
associations, friendship groups, classrooms and so on. People learn to participate in
these communities by learning their practices. More established members playa
significant role in helping newcomers learn the appropriate practices of the community.
Through participating in practices people not only learn these practices, but also learn
how to 'belong' or to be accepted as members of communities. Packer (1999) also
emphasizes this identity dimension to participation in communities of practice. He
maintains that as people participate in practices they learn the skills, knowledge and
attitudes that enable them to become certain kinds of people. A key to understanding
how people learn is to understand the process of negotiation that occurs as people
participate in practices in communities.

The 'practice' of any community of practice, according to Wenger (1998, p.5) is 'a way
of talking about the shared historical and social resources, frameworks, and perspectives
that can sustain mutual engagement in action.' He proposes three characteristic elements
that define a community of practice and that give coherence to its practices - mutual
engagement, a joint enterprise and a shared repertoire. Mutual engagement as one
source of community coherence connects people in a community of practice. The
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practices that people use are influenced by and influence each other through their
relationships of engagement. Communities often contain a complex mix of relations that
highlight what Wenger calls a 'politics of participation' (p.91). It is not so much the
relationships that concern Wenger as the nature of the practices in which people engage
together and that become mutually shared.

The joint enterprise also holds the community together. It is 'a complex, collectively
negotiated response to what (people) understand to be their situation' (p.78) and not
simply an agreement about a goal or the adoption of an institutionally-defined mandate
or task. The enterprise emerges out of local and mutual engagement in a process of
negotiation. Wenger does not ignore the influence of broader social, cultural or
institutional contexts beyond the immediate community on how people negotiate the
enterprise within the community. These contexts create the very conditions within
which members respond to their local situation. In fact, these conditions help to produce
the specific resources and constraints to which members have access and with which
they can subsequently negotiate. However, he sees the specific enterprise as located
within the community of practice and as uniquely produced by people as they negotiate
its meaning through participation. 'It is their response to their conditions and therefore

their enterprise' (p.97, emphasis in the original).

According to Wenger, the relationship between global and local meanings helps to
explain how groups can respond in inventive ways to both constraining and enabling
conditions. Influences originating beyond the community are always mediated within
the community and negotiated through the production of local practices and local
enterprises. In negotiating and orienting towards a joint enterprise, participants develop
'relations of mutual accountability' to the enterprise (p.81). In explaining mutual
accountability, Wenger describes how an 'insider' in the community of practice knows
(without it necessarily being spoken about or documented in any tangible way) what
other members expect, 'what matters and what does not, what is important and why it is
important, what to do and not to do, what to pay attention to and what to ignore, what to
talk about and what to leave unsaid, what to justify and what to take for granted, what to
display and what to withhold, when actions and artefacts are good enough and when
they need improvement or refinement' (p. 81). Experienced members of a community
come to know when they are transgressing or complying with community constituted
practices. Mutual accountability is a bit like a community-based policing of practices in
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that expectations around these practices are never simply imposed from outside the
group.

The third aspect that defines and holds a community of practice together is the ongoing
development of a shared repertoire. 'Over time, the joint pursuit of an enterprise creates
resources for negotiating meaning' (Wenger, 1998, p.82). Resources within a shared
repertoire include specific activities, symbols, and artefacts, i.e., 'routines, words, tools,
ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, actions or concepts that a
community has produced or adopted in the course of its existence, and which have
become part of its practice' (p.83). Wenger uses the term 'repertoire' to emphasise that
such resources include both social practices as well as material artefacts. The beauty of
the notion of repertoire is that although it 'reflects a history of mutual engagement', and
therefore has some continuity, it also 'remains inherently ambiguous' (p.83). As such, a
repertoire as a set of practices can only act as a reference point rather than as a template
for negotiation. As a reference point, a repertoire can be used either to produce new
combinations, to create innovations or to 'continue an established trajectory of
interpretation' (p.83). So, the histories of engagement embodied in shared repertoires
need not necessarily constrain the meanings that can be made by participants. The
nature of the shared repertoire, as ambiguous, supplies the conditions for negotiating the
meaning of practice in potentially unpredictable ways.

Wenger's (1998) notion of practice offers 'a way of talking about the shared historical
and social resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual engagement
in action' (p.5). His perspective emphasises the fundamentally social process of learning
as a negotiation. In order to understand the negotiation process, it is important to clarify
Wenger's concept of practice by focusing on its two complementary and inter-linked
processes - participation and reification. Participation, or engagement in the practices of
a community, is the process that shapes not only what we can do and know, but also
'who we are and how we interpret what we do' (p.4). Participation always involves a
kind of negotiation as people try to coordinate the meanings that practices have for
them. This negotiation occurs through, and depends on, the use of reifications of
practice or 'aspects of human experience ... given the status of objects' (p.59).
Reifications can take the form of 'abstractions, tools, symbols, stories, terms, and
concepts that reify something of that practice in a congealed form' (p.59). Reifications
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of practices become key focus points for the negotiation of the meaning of the practices.
He gives this example.

Writing a law, creating a procedure, or producing a tool is a similar
process. A certain understanding is given form. This form then
becomes a focus for the negotiation of meaning as people use the law
to argue a point, use the procedure to know what to do, or use the tool
to perform an action.
Wenger, 1998, p. 58-59
Wenger points out that in negotiating around reifications of practice people are capable
of both transforming and of being transformed by them.

This aspect of his conceptualisation reminds us that participation in communities of
practice is not a value-free activity. Reifications embody and therefore enable or
mediate only certain kinds of understandings and exclude others. The social nature of
learning as negotiation should not be mistaken for straightforward collaboration or
shared meaning-making as these terms are often used in relation to school learning. The
transformational potential of negotiation goes both ways. It can change the person as
they take up the practice or change the community as the meaning of the practice is
renegotiated. Therefore, communities of practices must be seen as sites for the struggle
of meanings of practices, as places where the powerful social and cultural influences of
the wider society provide certain kinds of resources that interact with a diversity of
resources brought together by community participants. Learning comes down to 'the art
of choosing what to know and what to ignore in order to proceed with our lives'
(Wenger, 1998, p.41). The term 'community' takes on new meaning beyond the usual
benevolent connotations often associated with it, such as 'peaceful co-existence, mutual
support or interpersonal allegiance' (p.77). The practices of a community of practice can
cause participant's misery and conflict as well as harmony and joy. This aspect of
Wenger's framework reminds us of the political dimensions of participation in a
community in that they often contain a 'complex mix of relations' (p.91).

His model (below) illustrates four different components of social participation in the
process of learning (community, identity, meaning and practice) as interconnected and
mutually defining.
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Introduction: A socin! theory of learning

5

Figure 0.1. Components of a social theory of learning: an initial inventory.

Figure 2- Wenger's (1998, p. 5) model for components of learning

Wenger defines each component as follows.

Community - a way of talking about the social configurations in
which our enterprises are defined as worth pursuing and our
participation recognizable as competence.
Identity - a way of talking about how learning changes who we
are and creates personal histories of becoming in the context of
our communities.
Meaning - a way of talking about our (changing) ability
individually and collectively- to experience our life and the world
as meaningful.
Practice - a way of talking about the shared historical and social
resources, frameworks, and perspectives that can sustain mutual
engagement in action.
Wenger 1998, p.5
Wenger's communities of practice provides a new way to understand the process of
learning with its inclusion of individuals, groups and organisations, with its
understanding of knowledge as socially and locally produced through participation and
negotiation, and with its emphasis on communities as constituting and being constituted
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by knowing and meaning identities. What communities do essentially is learn together
and 'practice evolves as shared histories of learning' (p.87). In defining learning,
Wenger (1998) makes the point that not everything that we do is learning. 'Learning
happens when there are significant changes in our ability to engage in practice, the
understanding of why we engage in it, and the resources that we have at our disposal to
do so' (p.95). He rejects the view that learning can be understood as changed mental
processes or acquisition of knowledge. For him, it is the ability to participate in the
development of practices, to negotiate their meaning and, in the process, to form an
identity.

Communities of practice also interact with other communities of practice. Wenger
accounts for cross-community communications by describing a special role for artefacts
and participants. When someone or something moves beyond a community of practice
they can take with them the practices of that community. When these practices (as
embodied in ways of doing things and artefacts or reifications around which people can
negotiate) leave the community they come into contact and interact with new sets of
practices. The issue of the interaction of practices is particularly relevant to my study. I
will be following children from one community of practice (the preschool) to a new
community of practice (the art gallery). In this sense, children's engagement in the
practices of the art gallery, as a relatively unfamiliar community to young children, can
be seen as an 'induction' into a new community. To appreciate Wenger's views on
induction, it is necessary to describe earlier work he has undertaken with Jean Lave.

Lave and Wenger (1992) were interested in how workers learn in different everyday
work contexts. They proposed that new workers are inducted into work-based
communities through a process of 'legitimate peripheral participation'. Newcomers
must find a community-sanctioned, or legitimate position within the new community,
which usually involves taking up a position on the edge, or periphery, where they can
undertake, or participate in, some form of practice that is acceptable to the community,
hence the term 'legitimate peripheral participation'. The specific practices of a
community create boundaries between communities. Peripheral participation involves
the three elements I mentioned previously and are the means by which new members
are inducted into communities - through mutual engagement, through participation in
the negotiation of the enterprise and though access to the repertoire of the community.
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'Communities of practice share their competence with new members through a version
of the same process by which they develop' (p.l02).

If community-constituted practices act as boundaries that define the scope of the
community then how do communities influence each other? This can occur when people
and artefacts cross the boundaries between communities. Wenger conceptualises the
notion of boundary objects (artefacts of practice) and boundary brokers (participants in
practices) that can cross between different communities of practice. However, Wenger
maintains that artefacts never have exactly the same meaning in two different
communities because their meanings are constituted through negotiation within a
community. Nevertheless, they still operate as a focus for negotiation and can be
common resources for different communities of practice to use in negotiating new inter
community meanings. In this sense, a boundary object can serve multiple constituencies
but each community 'has only partial control over its interpretation' (p.l08). Wenger
uses the example of an office memo as a boundary object between two separate
communities located within a large department. The memo's meaning is clear to
everyone on one level but is also interpreted slightly differently by each of the
communities of practice that makes up the organisation. When they act as brokers
between communities, people augment an artefact like a memo by providing crucial
participation elements. Through participation, people can form an interpretive bridge for
mediating particular meanings for the artefacts and practices they carry with them.

'Boundary encounters' are connections that occur between two different communities.
Wenger describes three types of short-term boundary encounter - a one-to-one
individual 'member-to-member' encounter, where an individual from one community
meets and interacts with a member from another community, an 'immersion

experience', where members from one community visit and become immersed for a
time in the practices of the other community and 'delegations', where both communities
swap members for a period of time. For example, in my study the type of boundary
experience we had was primarily an 'immersion experience' as children were brought to
the community of practice of the art gallery and immersed in its practices. Some
'member-to-member' interactions occurred as well, in prior negotiations with specific
gallery staff about the proposed excursion visits.
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As I mentioned above, despite his emphasis on local negotiation and community
constituted practice, Wenger does not propose 'that communities are in any essential
wayan emancipatory force' (p.85). They are often sites for the struggle and contestation
of meaning. Practices not only form the boundaries of the community but also can act as
barriers to participation for outsiders. 'Communities of practice can reproduce
counterproductive patterns, injustices, prejudices, racism, sexism, and abuses of all
kinds.' In fact, Wenger warns that they are 'the very locus of such reproduction'
(p.132). This point is important in my study because young children, as compared to
adults, have had far fewer experiences in diverse communities and have, therefore,
much less access to the practices and resources available to adults who have participated
in multiple communities. Access to resources is a critical element in understanding how
young children participate and are inducted into new communities of practice.

This review of Wenger's framework contains many useful constructs for analysing
learning as participation in the social practices of a community of practice such as the
art gallery. It focuses squarely on the social context of learning by highlighting the
centrality of participation in practices. It provides a way to see practices as reified in
both participation elements of practice and in material artefacts of practice. The notion
of material as well as linguistic artefacts, as focal points for negotiating the meaning of
practices, is a particularly powerful construct in a study involving such young, relatively
new language users. However, a more detailed understanding of the nature of
reifications or artefacts of practice can provide a way to understand their use by young
children, particularly when this use is not always accompanied by language. Language
is but one kind of artefact of practice and, as a form of mediation, it may be a less
salient and accessible one for many young children. In an analysis of young children's
participation in practices, it is particularly important to find a way to privilege the
mediation provided by, and the use children make of, material artefacts, such as objects,
places, spaces, smells, sounds, gestures and movements. In the next part of section one,
I have summarised Wartofsky's (1979) perspective on artefacts of practice as occurring
on three distinguishable levels of complexity, in order to illustrate how it complements
and extends this material aspect of Wenger's framework.

Wartofsky's Artefacts
Wartofsky (1979) provides an underpinning theoretical and philosophical framework
for mediation of meaning and for understanding how human beings have used artefacts
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of practice throughout human history. Wartofsky conceptualises artefacts as 'mediative
entities' in that they help shape meaning at different levels of complexity as people
make use of them. In his sense, the environment becomes 'the world made by human

praxis, nature transformed into artifact' (p.195). Even the natural environment cannot be
seen as a neutral, value and meaning-free place. This means that what we see or
perceive in the environment is always shaped by the tools or artefacts to which we have
access. 'Our perceptual activity is an activity mediated or conditioned by these very
forms themselves' (i.e. by artefacts), and, therefore, to a degree, "all 'seeing' is 'seeing
as' ... " (p.205). This 'theory-laden' view of observation rejects a cognitive approach that
says that people sense the external world and interpret it via mental constructs.
Wartofsky provides a practical example, which I have paraphrased. A river, he suggests,
can be seen as a human artefact rather than as a 'natural' object in the environment. It is
an artefact in that it derives its meaning for us from the way that it has been historically
construed by human beings through human activity as, for instance, an object for
swimming in, a fishing place, a dangerous location, a lovely scene, a valuable farming
resource, an eye-sore, a source of drinking water, and so on. Even nature 'becomes
historicized and socialized and has come to be a representation of a certain mode of
praxis or human action' (p.206). He describes three levels of artefact.

Primary artefacts are the tools or things used on a practical level that embody, and in
their forms, tend to preserve past practices. He suggests that everyday objects we use to
accomplish tasks, such as axes, clubs, needles and bowls, fall into this category. This
kind of artefact can be interpreted and used on a somewhat of a 'literal' level. What the
artefact looks like it could be used for, is what it is for.

Secondary artefacts are also representations of past practices, but on a more symbolic
level.

Representations... are reflexive embodiments offorms of action
or praxis, in the sense that they are symbolic externalizations
or objectifications of such modes of action- 'reflections' of
them, according to some convention, and therefore understood
as images of such forms of action- or, if you like, pictures or
models of them.
Wartofsky, 1979, p. 201
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Wartofsky cautions that such representations should not be seen as held in the mind as
mental concepts. Rather they are objectifications of human needs and intentions
available in the world. He suggests as examples of secondary artefacts, visual symbols,
words and marks, engraved, painted or drawn, bodily gestures, ritual performances,
recipes, songs, chants, etc.

Tertiary artefacts can be thought of as imaginary modes of representation. When we

interpret the world on a tertiary level, we draw on the secondary modes of
representation but are not bound by them. Wartofsky says that artefacts at the tertiary
level "constitute a domain in which there is a free construction in the imagination of
rules and operations different from those adopted for ordinary 'this-worldly' praxis"
(1979, p.209). This level of artefact provides the means to change, to perceive
alternatives to the 'real' world - a form of 'imaginative praxis'. At this level, tertiary
artefacts are like places that can be 'lived in perceptually' and that, therefore, "color and
change our perception of the 'actual' world." (p.209). Examples of these kinds of
artefact would include beliefs, values, ideologies, and worldviews.

Wartofsky's concept of artefacts, as capable of being categorised at three levels of
complexity, is useful for differentiating between different levels of reification in the
material world of the art gallery. Young children are likely to have had much more
engagement with the world through sensory forms of interaction than through language.
In analysing children's engagement in practices in an art gallery, a multi-level analytical
tool such as Wartofsky's recognises and registers the use of different kinds of material
manifestations of practice, as well as the more obvious linguistic practices, and provides
a powerful construct that complements and 'fine-tunes' Wenger's framework.

Section Two: Wenger's views contrasted with traditional psychological
and contemporary sociocultural views of learning
Wenger's approach stands in contrast to approaches to learning characteristic of
traditional psychological and educational studies where the focus has been primarily on
human beings as individuals and on their cognitive processes (Barab & Duffy, 2000,
Wilson & Myers, 1999). It can also be distinguished from other sociocultural, situated
theories of thinking and learning in contemporary psychological literature, although it
shares many basic assumptions with these theories.
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Studies of thinking and learning have traditionally used cognitive development and
information processing theories derived from psychology (Wilson & Myers, 1999).
Recently, sociocultural theories focused on language, thinking and learning have begun
to change the way researchers think about cognition and children's learning, moving
from a focus on the individual mind to the mind in relation to the social and cultural
world (Berk & Winsler, 1995). As a starting point, these theories have used the work of
Russian psychologist Vygotsky and his co-researchers to highlight the fundamentally
social nature of cognition and learning. In contrast, older (and still dominant) theories
from the fields of psychology and education have tended to examine children's thinking
as separate from the social, cultural, historical and institutional contexts in which it
occurs (Goncu, 1999, Lave, 1992, Lave & Wenger, 1991, Renshaw, 1992, Rogoff,
1990, Wertsch, 1991). Sociocultural views emphasise the importance of 'situating'
learning as essentially a social activity and of considering how children make sense of
their experiences through participation in specific activities and practices that are part of
their culture. This approach to learning is still emergent and not yet clearly delineated in
terms of vocabulary and the use of many basic constructs (Salomon & Perkins, 1998,
Wilson & Myers, 1999).

In the next section, I will discuss Vygotsky's key contributions to understanding
learning as occurring in a social context and then provide a general overview of situated
cognition theories and activity theories of learning. In reviewing these sociocultural
perspectives, I point out some differences between them and the more traditional
psychological views.

Vygotsky and sociocultural theories of learning
The theories of Vygotsky and his co-researchers have provided the basis for many
sociocultural views of learning, resulting in a shift of attention from the individual to the
individual in the social world as the source of the development and cognition (Renshaw,
1998).
Vygotsky's 'general genetic law' states that. ..

Every function in the child's cultural development appears twice: First
on the social, and later, on the individual level; first between people...
and then inside people...AII higher functions originate as actual
relations between human individuals.
Vygotsky 1978, p.57
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Vygotsky maintained that the context of learning is social and his orientation includes
not only the interactions with people in the social world, but with tools, signs and
cultural objects as well, when they are used symbolically (Wertsch, 1991). These tools
are said to mediate the development of thinking by providing the mechanisms or means
to connect the internal world of the child to the external social world (Berk & Winsler,
1995). He proposed that the use of these tools or cultural artefacts leads to more
complex cognitive functioning because they allow the child to represent things and
events that happen in the outer social world for use in the inner world of thought.
Examples of tools provided by Vygotsky include 'deliberate memory aids, various
systems for counting, algebraic symbol systems, works of art, writing, diagrams, and
maps' (Berk & Winsler, 1995, p.21). He gave prominence to language as the pre
eminent tool for mediating higher-level thinking (Wertsch, 1991).

A key concept provided by Vygotsky (1978) is the notion of the 'zone of proximal
development' (ZPD), defined by Tudge, Hogan, Lee, Tammeveski, Meltsas, Kulakova,
Snezhkova, & Putnam, (1999, p.67) as 'the ways in which a child manages to
understand and achieve something at a more competent level (culturally defined) after
having been helped to do it with the assistance of someone already more competent' .
This explanation creates the impression that it is in adult-child or child-child dyads that
a 'zone of proximal development' is created. This view of the 'zone' is considered to be
too limited by some theorists who see its emphasis on face-to-face encounters as leaving
out the wider social and cultural context (Guberman, 1991, Lave & Wenger, 1991,
Renshaw, 1992). A common interpretation of the 'zone of proximal development' is
seen in notion of the teacher 'scaffolding' learning for children (Wood, Bruner, & Ross,
1976). Recently, the 'scaffolding' metaphor occurs more and more commonly in
discussions of learning in early childhood and is used to describe a form of assistance
given by more able learners to less able learners in a contingent way (Elliot, 1995). This
'scaffolding' metaphor is critiqued for its emphasis on the process of learning and its
neglect of the content of the learning interaction in relation to the wider context in
which it occurs (Renshaw, 1992).

For Vygotsky, development 'is the transformation of socially shared activity into
internalized processes' (John-Steiner & Mahn, 2000, p.2). Even when people are alone,
they are still drawing on socially generated functions and constructs. 'In their own
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private sphere human beings retain the functions of social interaction' (Vygotsky, 1981
cited in Wertsch, 1991, p.27). Wertsch (1991) points out that the issue of internalisation
is problematic for those who have followed Vygotsky because his 'general genetic law'
seemed to suggest a one-way transmission of knowledge and skills from society into the
mind of the individual learner, rather than an interaction between the two. In later
writing, Vygotsky claimed that internal mental processes must always be seen as 'quasi
social' , even when a child is acting entirely on his or her own (Wertsch, 1991). Wertsch
(1991) has expanded Vygotsky's position by emphasising the dialogic structure of
mediational means, particularly the two-way nature of language. The importance of
Vygotsky's influence on sociocultural theories is his view that the social context is the
source of learning and development, his view that the relationship between the
individual and the social environment as mediated by a variety of symbol systems,
especially language, and his view that the process can be investigated through attending
to its historical development (John-Steiner & Mahn, 2000).

One assumption derived from these views is that knowledge is not an entity residing
solely in an individual's head. Rather, it is co-constructed within situations or activities
of cultural life. Learning is therefore a 'sociocultural phenomenon rather than an action
of an individual acquiring general information from a decontextualized body of
knowledge' (Kirshner and Whitson, 1997 cited in Stein, 1998, p.1).

In the early childhood field, a cognitive psychological view of learning has dominated
until relatively recently (Alloway, 1997, Dockett & Perry, 1996), a view characterised
by a 'representational' view of the mind where knowledge is conceived of as ...

.. .constituted of symbolic mental representations, and cognitive activity
consists of the manipulation of symbols in these representations, that is,
of computations (Shanon, 1988, p.70). ... Consequently, learning is
'acquiring' these symbols, and instruction involves finding the most
efficient means offacilitating this acquisition.
Barab & Duffy, 2000, p.2
This orientation is often referred to as 'constructivism', although the term is used
differently by different authors (Hruby, 2001). Dockett & Perry (1996) explain the
constructivist orientation in this way. 'Learning is built upon mental action as children
interpret experiences and adapt their current understandings in light of this new
information' (p.6). In this constructivist orientation, the learner is seen as a constructor
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of knowledge and concepts and those concepts are seen as acquired from the external
world. This is inherently an acquisition metaphor according to Hruby, 2001. A shift has
occurred in recent times to include a more sociocultural perspective on learning. Docket
& Perry (1996, p.7) offer three different constructivist orientations to learning currently

in circulation - 'constructivist, radical constructivist, and social constructivism'. Citing
Ernest (1994), Docket and Perry suggest that each position varies according to the
source theories used to explain it, i.e. whether Piaget's or Vygotsky's theories are the
basis of the approach.

In a recent article tracing the history of cognitive psychological explanations of people's
learning, Hruby (2001) attempts to untangle the often confusing terminology used to
describe cognition and learning, by discussing 'constructivism', 'social constructivism'
and 'social constructionism'. He says, traditionally, cognitive psychologists have drawn
on the work of Jean Piaget and used the metaphor of 'construction' to describe the
process of knowledge formation (Anderson, 1995 cited in Hruby, 2001). Bruner's (1986
cited in Hruby, 2001) use of the term 'social-constructivism' demonstrated an emerging
recognition of the importance of the social context of learning. In disciplines outside, or
on the edges, of psychology, the term 'social constructionism' has begun to be used,
providing a way to reorient the debate (Hruby, 2001). Hruby defines the first two terms
as follows.

Constructivism ... seems reasonably well understood as a theory or set
of theories about how individuals fashion or structure knowledge, rather
than receive it pipeline fashion, all of a piece.
Social constructivism ... pays more attention to the social scaffolds and
frameworks that promote the fashioning of such internal structures in
accordance with the requirements of an individual's social surroundings
(Schwandt, 1994; Spivey, 1997).
Hruby, 2001, p.1
Hruby argues convincingly that these various metaphors for thinking actually 'stake out
the parameters of our thinking' (p.l). While the different terminology or metaphors tend
to enable our thinking about learning in particular ways, they also limit what we can
understand. Therefore, he finds the 'constructor' metaphor problematic. Behind this
metaphor is an assumption that, in order for knowledge to be constructed, someone has
to be actively and consciously constructing it. He believes that the proponents of these
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constructivist views have not adequately explained the motivation of a learner to
construct knowledge in everyday contexts where learning is often incidental.

One of the noticeable gaps in the construction metaphor for educational
psychology ... to date has been the implication in such a metaphor of a
constructor, who is in fact absent in most of the metaphor's prevalent
iterations (Spivey, 1997). Constructions do not just appear, after all. The
existence of something constructed strongly implies a wilful constructor
with a deliberate purpose. In the case of metacognitive knowledge
production, of course, the active agent is the conscientious learner,
possibly assisted by adult or peer-aged counteragents. But most learning
or comprehension would seem to be consciously effortless or automatic,
and the understanding that emerges as a result ofpresumed nonconscious
processes thus seems to be received rather than constructed.
Hruby, 2001, p.1
With the various forms of the constructivism metaphor, Hruby maintains, we are left
with an implied transmission model for understanding learning. In my reading of his
argument, the 'social constructivist' metaphor being recommended more and more often
in early childhood literature suffers from these limitations, whereas the social

constructionist metaphor holds promise for interpreting thinking and learning in new
ways. He suggests that the 'constructionist' metaphor offers a better image for
understanding the processes of learning, mainly because its source is in the social world
rather than the individual. Constructionism focuses our attention not only on 'what' is
constructed but, more to the point, on 'how' it occurs, an important distinction
particularly when we acknowledge that group learning is often not intentional. He
describes constructionism in this way.

Constructionism... may be usefully understood as being about the way
knowledge is constructed by, for, and between members of a
discursively mediated community.
Hruby, 2001, p.2
Hruby's attempt at a succinct defining of terms is not meant to suggest that there is any
sort of universal consensus on their meanings. As his article illustrates, different
disciplines understand and use the term 'social constructionism' in different ways. He
actually discusses three different orientations, as they are used in communication,
feminist and social problem solving theories.

For my purposes here, it is possible to see how the adoption of a new metaphor
(constructionism versus constructivism) foregrounds important ontological and
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epistemological issues. The nature of the world cannot be understood in the simple
observation of reality because the world is not 'natural', but rather a social construction.
It is produced as people 'actively, cooperatively, (and) socially construct' it (Hruby,
2001, p.5). The role of language as a resource is pivotal, implicated as it is in
constituting reality rather than merely describing it, through the linguistic and discursive
conventions available and appropriated by people in particular situations. What is also
paramount is an understanding that thinking and learning processes are relational or
always embedded in social relationships.

Situated perspectives on learning
Following Vygotsky, sociocultural theorists have considered a number of ways to
conceptualise what it means to situate thinking processes in the social world (Berk &
Winsler, 1995). Arising in opposition to traditional cognitive and information
processing theories that focus on the individual, a fundamental assumption in
sociocultural views is that knowledge is not in an individual's head but originates in the
social world. Lerman (2000) is a proponent of this view.

From a socio-cultural point of view, the meanings and import of events
and objects in the environment have an entirely social origin, external
to the individual. The world of words precedes us.
Lerman, 2000, p.4
Lerman argues that Vygotsky' s 'zone of proximal development' brings the thinking of
the individual and the external world together, so that learning is seen as 'situated' in
the social world.

To view learning as situated is to view it as occurring within specific activities at
specific times and places (Lave & Wenger, 1991). This is in contrast to traditional
cognitive psychological views that conceptualise the learner as acquiring concepts from
the external world through the development of personal cognitive constructs. Situated
views of learning attempt to place the thinking individual 'within the larger physical and
social context of interactions and culturally constructed tools and meanings' (Wilson, &
Myers, 1999, p.30).

A number of researchers have developed theories, loosely referred to as 'situated
cognition' theories. Resnick (1987) has shown how situated views of learning arose in
reaction to and as a move away from 'representational' views that portrayed cognition
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as 'acquisition' of concepts or symbolic representations of the world stored in the mind
(cited in Barab & Duffy, 2000). Resnick's explanation highlighted the differences
between the kind of learning that occurs outside of schools (where learning is more
likely to be contextualised and collaborative) and the kind of learning that occurs within
schools (where learning is more likely to be decontextualised and individualistic).
Although there is no one definition of the term 'situated cognition' (Barab & Duffy,
2000, Light & Littleton, 1999, Wilson & Myers, 1999), proponents of the approach
agree on the central importance of the interactions between people and the historically
and culturally constituted contexts in which they interact. Wilson and Myers (1999), in
a review of situated perspectives, note that the terms 'situated cognition', 'situated
activity' and 'situativity' " are sometimes used to denote an array of related
perspectives, something similar to 'social constructivism' " (pl0) and all of which see
'individual knowing and social action (as) intertwined' (pll).

I have borrowed Wilson and Myers' (1999) view that situated perspectives can be
divided roughly into two camps, those that derive from anthropology and those from
psychology. Although they admit that this division over simplifies the diversity and
overlaps among the various situated perspectives, it is one way to organise a confusing
field of inquiry. In the anthropology camp, the preferred terminology tends to be
'situated action' or 'situated learning' and the focus is on ' the cultural construction of
meaning ... meld(ing) anthropology and critical theory with the socioculturalism of
Vygotsky.' (Wilson & Myers, 1999, p.l0). In the psychology camp, the focus tends to
be on 'cognition at individual and social levels' (p.ll) and, although it investigates
learning in similar ways to those originating in the anthropological camp, the primary
focus is on understanding the individual knower. In another review of situativity
perspectives, Barab & Duffy (2000) agree with this rough delineation and add that
'situated' views of cognition originating in psychology are primarily interested in
learning as it occurs in school contexts and are more likely to have a preoccupation with
learning outcomes and content. Those originating in anthropology tend to investigate
different contexts for learning and therefore pay closer attention to what it means to
learn as part of a community. Anthropological perspectives often take as their focus the
'everyday' contexts for learning, rather than the 'situatedness of meaning or content'
(Barab & Duffy, 2000, p.2). These distinctions have important implications for the unit
of analysis adopted in studies using situated theories of thinking and learning.
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The Situated Psychological Camp
Located in the psychological camp, Brown, Collins and Duguid (1989) have used the
metaphor of apprenticeship to describe how learning occurs.

Cognitive apprenticeship supports learning in a domain by enabling
students to acquire, develop and use cognitive tools in authentic
domain activities. Learning, both outside and inside school, advances
through collaborative social interaction and the social construction of
knowledge.
Brown, Collins and Duguid, 1989, p. 34
In this conception the importance of participation and practice, as constituting learning
and understanding, is central. Brown (1993) discuss the mediation of material artefacts
as well as other people in interactions. They give as examples artefacts such as 'books,
videos, wall displays, scientific equipment and computer environments' (Brown, 1993,
p.191).

When studying learning as situated, while a focus on the individual learner or the
internalisation of skills and knowledge is important, Pea (1993) tells us that the unit of
analysis must be the actual events and contexts in which learning occurs because ...

Knowledge, understandings, and meanings gradually emerge through
interaction and become distributed among those interacting rather
than individually constructed or possessed.
Pea cited Salomon & Perkins, 1998, p.9
In the same vein, Wilson & Myers (1999, p.11) suggest that situated cognition
intertwines individual cognition with cultural contexts to include physical and social
interactions, providing a 'person plus' unit of analysis.

Another new strand of situated research, located primarily in the psychological camp,
has been the development of situated activity theory. Activity theorists focus on human
activity settings as the unit of analysis and pay particular attention to the mediational
role of historically constituted 'tools' (Wertsch, 1991).

Central to the activity setting approach is Vygotsky's (1978) notion
that children's development unfolds from experience in socially
structured activities through the internalization of the processes and
practices provided by society and its members.
Goncu, 1999, p.1 00
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Leont'ev's (1981, cited in Goncu, 1999) framework for understanding variations in
children's development highlights the cultural and specific activity-situated nature of
tools. Leont'ev conceptualised children's development as 'becoming conscious of skills
as a result of participation in and appropriation from activities by using the tools of their
culture' (p.153). The orientation of activity theorists has been on systematic analysis of
all kinds of human activity seen as offering specific kinds of historically constituted and
situated tools appropriated by individuals through social interactions. The learner in
context replaces the solo learner.

The psychological camp, probably because of the field's traditional emphasis on
individual cognition, has tended to devote much of its effort to defining the nature of the
relationship between the individual and the social world and has construed the nature
and process of meaning-making as primarily a cognitive activity.

The Situated Anthropological Camp
Theories of situated learning derived from anthropology tend to work from the social
back to the individual. They 'emphasize the reciprocal character of the interaction in
which individuals, as well as cognition and meaning, are considered socially and
culturally constructed' (Barab & Duffy, 2000, p.2). Learning as an everyday activity is
highlighted. For example, Rogoff (1990), also using an apprentice metaphor, explains
how young children learn. Children can be seen as ...
apprentices in thinking, active in their efforts to learn from
observing and participating with peers and more skilled members
of their society, developing skills to handle culturally defined
problems with available tools and building from these givens to
construct new solutions within the context of sociocultural activity.
Rogoff, 1990, p.7

She has coined the term 'guided participation' to describe the way adults assist
children's learning, both explicitly and implicitly, as they engage in joint participation
in problem solving tasks associated with everyday activities (Rogoff, 1990). Through
joint participation in shared problems, adults structure activities to assist children to
learn culturally valued practices. Rogoff's (1990) conception is based on an
intersubjective sharing of purpose between children and adults where both are interested
in pursuing the same activity. She says that peers, as well as adults, playa significant
role by providing resources that assist children to learn. Her view highlights the role of
instruction and a breaking down of tasks into manageable portions. She suggests that
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there are differences among cultures in the goals of assisted problem solving and in the
ways that different cultures communicate about them, but she sees guided participation,
as a form of interaction, as a universal characteristic of adult-child interaction across a
range of cultures (Rogoff, 1990).

Lave and Wenger's (1991) perspective, referred to previously, is also an
anthropological orientation. By analysing five different activity settings involving
activities as diverse as tailors and meat cutters, they illustrate yet another notion of
'cognitive apprenticeship'. They describe how novice workers gradually develop
knowledge and skills through participating in valued practices alongside experts. They
maintain that it-is the apprentices' social participation in 'communities of practice' that
enables the development of skills, knowledge and beliefs rather than a transmission of
knowledge from experts to novices. The apprenticeship starts as the newcomer, located
at the periphery of the community, participates in some 'legitimate' way in the
community of practices. In this way, he or she gradually moves towards a more central
role through assuming the role of an expert. The practices are called 'legitimate'
because they are the real, authentic practices of the community rather than artificial
forms of activity such as are found in schools. In fact, Lave (1992) insists that not only
do people learn through the practices in which they participate, but that they always
learn when involved in practice. 'Learning is an aspect of all activity' (1992, p.1). She
explains that although it seems to be common sense to think of learning as the necessary
precursor to participation, in fact it occurs only through participation.

In the anthropological approach, the nature of learning and construction of knowledge is
seen as situated in a specific social context. The contextual or cultural conditions are
pivotal to understanding what and how learners learn. There is much overlap between
the different orientations and many constructs that both 'camps' appear to share.

Conclusion to Section Two
In conclusion, Wenger's framework is compatible with many of the key concepts used
in various situated sociocultural approaches. He does not discount psychologically
oriented situated theories but his purview shifts attention away from the individual
learner's cognitive processes and the preoccupation with what is, or is not, internalised
by the individual knower, to focus instead on the social dimensions of the process and
the emergent and dynamic quality of the negotiation that produces knowledge in
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communities of practice. Wenger also distinguishes his approach from activity theory.
The pedagogical focus of activity theorists diverges from his own, he maintains, being
primarily interested in the workings of activity systems of individual learners and
'bridging the gap between the historical state of the activity and the developmental stage
of a person with respect to that activity' ... or the 'zone of proximal development' in
which learners who receive help can perform an activity they would not be able to
perform by themselves' (Wenger, 1998, p.280). In relation to more anthropological
orientations, he argues that their roots, located in structural social theories, mean that
they attribute too much emphasis to the determining role of macro-level social
structures and, therefore, under-emphasise the role of individual agency. For Wenger,
the negotiation process is never pre-determined by wider discourses or societal
influences but, instead, becomes the site for the potential contestation as well as
reproduction of these. In summary, his approach regards other similar approaches, such
as those reviewed above, as significantly implicated in learning and development and as
offering useful directions for investigation but describes his pedagogical focus as
different from theirs. His focus is on learning as a community specific activity, always
embedded in a wider social context and where learning the practices of a community
constitutes the identity of the individual learner.

Wenger's discussion of the relations of power in negotiating practices, because it
attends to the process of identity formation more than the content of negotiations, tends
not to interrogate the differences people experience in accessing resources. Other
situated theorists, such as Lerman (2000), address this issue of access more directly by
stressing the importance of analyzing the knowledge contents of cultural practices in
terms of power. Lerman advocates a social epistemology. 'Things and objects, and
concepts are what they are because of what they signify for people in their social
practice' (p.12). Renshaw (1998) takes a similar position suggesting that sociocultural
views of learning, such as Wenger's, would benefit from more consideration of power
relations. He suggests a more direct focus on issues of 'resistance' and 'difference'. For
instance, he is concerned that some versions of sociocultural theory construct
'community' in the benign sense of the word and therefore overlook 'the politics of
gaining entry into communities, and the subtle and explicit ways that membership might
be restricted' (p.91). He urges us to think more about situations where 'speakers might
be ignored or marginalised because they sound unconvincing due to their gender, class,
ethnicity, and so on' (p.92) and, because I am working with young children, I would
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add, because of their age. While Wenger is certainly aware of the 'politics of
participation' and the nature of communities of practice as sites for potential harm and
disharmony, he does not discuss this dimension in any detail.

In the next section, I will review some key perspectives on how people come to know
and understand their world, derived from literary and discourse theory. Wenger's
'communities of practice' framework finds support in these philosophical and
epistemological orientations. In addition, these perspectives foreground a critical
perspective that calls attention to issues of power and access to knowledge.

Section Three: Discourse and Interpretive Communities
In this section, I will review key elements of the interpretation process as theorised by
three different but complementary sources. Fish's (1980) notion of 'interpretive
communities' provides a foundation. The 'discourse' theories of Fairclough (1989) and
those of Gee (1992, 1997) focus clearly on interpretation as embedded in the wider
social, cultural and historically constituted world through the notion of discourses.
There is significant overlap among these three perspectives on how people come to
know and understand their world and their experiences in it. Each view has influenced
those that came later. All three see interpretation of 'texts' (verbal and written) as
constructed, generated, constrained and validated within social contexts. These views
stand in contrast to those that see interpretation as an individualistic or solely cognitive
activity. Each author challenges this view as incomplete and emphasises the role of
social practices. The implications of these views for young children's learning are then
briefly explored as they support the use of Wenger's framework of communities of
practice.

Fish (1980) developed the notion of 'interpretive communities' as a way to understand
how individuals construct meaning from literary texts. He emphasises the key role of
the reader in interpreting a written or spoken text, arguing that an independent or
determinate text does not exist. The text is produced by the reader, or more specifically,
by the interpretive strategies shared by readers who belong to a particular interpretive
community. Fish defines interpretive community as 'any group who shares the same
interpretive strategies' (1980, p.327). Interpretive strategies are shared ways of
perceiving, and understanding 'what counts as a fact, of what is central, peripheral, and
worthy of being noticed' (Fish, 1980, p.337). These shared strategies not only enable,
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but also shape (or constrain), the meaning that can be made of a text. In Fish's sense,
readers do not interpret as individuals using independently generated strategies, but
derive these strategies from different interpretive communities to which they belong.
To belong to a community is to share its interpretation. Alternative strategies and
interpretations signify membership to different communities. Interpretive communities
then are 'socially legitimated ways of reading texts' (Eagleton, 1996, p76).

Fish's view argues that there is no objective knowledge because all knowledge is
socially constructed within communities. What one knows is, therefore, tied to the
community to which one belongs. The existence of different interpretive communities
explains the existence of a range of different interpretations of anyone text.
Interpretations, arising from communities with different assumptions or categories of
understanding, necessarily construct texts differently, though in his view in no way less
validly than each other because the meaning-making, and valuing of that meaning, lies
with the community, not with the text, and not with another community. Those who
accept Fish's notion of interpretive communities also accept that there is no 'right'
interpretation of a text.

Others have taken Fish's notion of interpretive communities and elaborated on it.
Eagleton, (1996, p.76) suggests that interpretive communities are always reflective of
the wider, dominant social and cultural forms of valuing and interpreting that exist in
the wider society. Fish provides little guidance for understanding how different
communities may interact and affect one another. He says that when one community
disagrees with another it is because 'each perceives the text (or texts) its interpretive
strategies demand and call into being' (Fish, 1980, p.327-328), which restricts
communication to that which occurs within a community. How communication
between two different communities can occur, when neither has access to the other's
meanings or strategies, is not clearly explained. Fish's description of interpretive
communities as stable, yet also temporary, suggests one way. Interpretive
communities ...

.. .grow and decline and individuals move from one to another; thus,
while alignments are not permanent, they are always there, providing
just enough stability for the interpretive battles to go on, and just enough
shift and slippage to assure that they will never be settled.
Fish, 1980, p.328
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Fish's view on how meanings are interpreted from texts has laid a foundation on which
others have built. This influence can be seen in Fairclough's (1989) book, Language
and Power, and his view of discourse theory. Fairclough sees a pivotal role for the
social world in interpretation, rather than seeing interpretation as individually
constructed. In his approach, language is of key importance as the primary vehicle
through which the social world has influence over (as well as being influenced by) the
individual. He sees language as social practice rather than something separate from it.
Discourse is the conventional and socially conditioned ways that we communicate our
understandings and understand each other's communications. In other words, people
communicate through the discourses available to them and these come from the wider
society through the discourses of the social institutions (or communities) to which they
belong. He calls these conventions 'member resources' (p.24) or MRs. MRs include
knowledge of language, representations of natural and social worlds that we inhabit and
the values, beliefs and assumptions of those worlds (p.24). People do not use MRs in a
passive way but are active in contributing to them. When people use discourses, and the
social conventions around which they are built, they are capable of reinforcing,
adapting, and resisting them, as well as being shaped by them. Within social
interactions the conventions of a discourse constrain participants yet enable them as
well - via the contents of interactions, the relations that take place and the subject
positions of participants.

Going beyond Fish, Fairclough pays close attention to the issue of power as critical to
understanding the effects of discourses. Socially and institutionally, dominant
discourses contain the ideological assumptions of those who have the most to gain from
them. These assumptions are embedded in the language of those discourses. People
enact the discourses of powerful entities in society, often unconsciously, while using
the language and practices of a particular discourse in their everyday social interactions.
In other words, the ideological assumptions that come along with the discourses that
people use, become taken-for-granted or 'common sense' ways of interacting and,
therefore, people tend not to critically appraise them.

These views and explanations of discourse are similar to Fish's interpretive community.
Both highlight the social over the individual and the role of socially-shared strategies
(in Fairclough's terms, 'member resources' and in Fish's terms, 'interpretive
strategies') in enabling and constraining the kinds of meanings that people make.
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Fairclough introduces a more political and practical dimension to Fish's basically
literary theoretical concern. He shows us clearly how discourses (and therefore,
language and the social practices of discourses) are sites for struggles over power.
Indeed, his aim is to 'raise consciousness in people's minds of exploitative social
relations through focusing on language and social practices' (p.4). He believes that
when people are able to make conscious the 'common sense' assumptions embedded in
discourses, dominant discourses can be disrupted. He suggests one avenue through
which the effects of discourses can be recognised is within intercultural
communications. In these encounters, miscommunications can often occur, which make
them potentially powerful sites for detecting the ideological, but taken-for-granted,
assumptions embedded in discourses. However, although he acknowledges that people
are always participants in multiple discourses, his approach still relies heavily on
people being able to reflect on and step outside of a discourse in order to be able to see
its 'effects'.

Gee (1997), in keeping with Fish and Fairclough, strongly argues that the ability to
make sense of one's experiences is fundamentally located in the social world and in its
practices, rather than being a product of individual cognition. He uses the term
discourse in a similar but more encompassing way than Fairclough. He uses Discourse
(with a capital 'D') to mean 'an amalgam of language, bodies, heads and various props
in the world' (p. 289). Through this distinction, he is indicating that the powerful
resources encountered through participation in social practices go well beyond
language. His view of 'Discourse' is used to describe the social practices, words,
objects, places and people who make up a meaning-making community. Like
Fairclough, he emphasises the active role of the individual in continually contributing
to, as well as being shaped by, a Discourse. People take up, unconsciously, the social
conventions of social institutions in the wider world by accessing the Discourses of
those institutions. As he puts it, "in acquiring social practices one gets 'deep' meanings
'free'" (p.274). This argument illustrates his belief, like Fairclough's, that all discourses

are value laden and contain ideological assumptions. Gee gives an example of how
even very young children acquire Discourses by taking up and enacting the interpretive
practices of those who share their social worlds. He suggests that this enactment is a
kind of social 'apprenticeship' that enables a young child to be able to 'mean' beyond
her own 'private resources' (p.276). This reminds me of Salomon and Perkins (1998)
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analogy of the 'Trojan horse' for understanding how artefacts of practice bring with
them more than is apparent.

Gee contrasts his view of the mind and interpretation of the world to that of cognitive
psychology. Instead of conceiving of the mind 'as a place where representations (of the
world) and rules are stored' (p.273), he sees it as being made up of a 'rich network of
associations from experiences we have had' (p.284) from which generalisations
emerge. This view of thinking, like Fish's and Fairclough's, is context dependent and
socially, historically and culturally constituted. He sees people as connected through
their personal networks of experience. He explains that, although common sense would
say that such personal networks should result in utterly idiosyncratic or individualistic
interpretation, people acquire organising frameworks from beyond themselves, in the
social practices of their social and cultural worlds. This means that they can create
meaningful relationships between their own and others' experiences. The making of
meaning is a dynamic process of being 'able to coordinate and be coordinated by the
resources (other people, types of language, objects and spaces) of specific Discourses'
(p.291). This aspect highlights his view of the interactive (individual and collective)
nature of meaning-making. It also moves beyond language as the primary tool for
mediating meaning to include other non-language-based resources.

His project, with Fairclough's, is concerned with the ideological effects of Discourses.
He points out that the 'free' meanings that come with all Discourses can have a
negative side. They can often work against the best interests of the individual who uses
them or work to the detriment of others without the individual necessarily being
conscious of it. These negative effects go unnoticed because 'we cannot stand outside
of Discourse' (p.296) as meaning only exists within it. Discourse 'always excludes
certain meanings and knowing that other Discourses include. Discourses are inherently
oppositional and limited' (p.296).

This emphasis on the pervasive effects of Discourse, as constraining as well as
providing the productive resources for thinking, is reminiscent of Fish who also
maintains that 'the thoughts an individual can think and the mental operations he can
perform have their source in some or other interpretive community' (Fish, 1980, p.14).
However, unlike Fish, Gee provides more direction for a way forward. He suggests that
Discourses can be scrutinised when we 'juxtapose texts from one discourse against that
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of another or juxtapose texts from different historical stages of one discourse' (p.296).
Both procedures allow us, potentially, to see the limiting effects of both Discourses and
thus provide the conditions for generating new meanings. In straddling two different
Discourses, he theorises that we may be able to access a kind of meta-language or meta
practice derived from the juxtaposition of both original Discourses. Gee recognises that
such a meta-meaning-maker is still constrained by this new Discourse because any
meta-discourse is still a discourse and therefore constrained. However, it is likely to be
more ideologically diverse than either of the originals.
These complementary views on meaning-making provide a socially constructed and
critically oriented foundation for understanding how people learn through engaging in
practices. They have important implications for learning in any arena. Young children's
learning from the viewpoint of discourse theories has received relatively little research
attention (Mac Naughton, 1995). The ways that discourses contribute to before-school
aged children's learning, or how these children themselves may constitute communities
of practice where practices and discourses (perhaps meta-Discourses) are used by
children to contribute to, reinforce and resist other discourses, is an emerging area of
study. This may be the case because of the emphasis that research based on discourse
theory has tended to put on the analysis of language alone. Children of four and five
years of age are relatively new language users. Their learning may not be expressed as
clearly in language as in other forms of representation (such as drawing or pretend
playing). In addition, perceived difficulties in interviewing young children have
discouraged many researchers from including them in language-based discourse
analysis research.

Far more attention needs to be given to understanding the diverse communities to which
children belong and to the resources that these communities provide, both in linguistic
and other forms. Fairclough's and Gee's emphasis on the ideological nature of social
interactions makes us more aware that hidden or obscured assumptions are embedded in
the practices and discourses that characterise all communities. Gee points to the
potential benefits of not only uncovering and critiquing, but also valuing and
preserving, the inherently diverse ways of knowing that must exist in any community.
These orientations to critical discourse analysis contribute significantly to Wenger's
framework and provide a critical focus allowing attention to be directed towards
relations of power within communities of practice.
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Conclusion to Section Three
A number of issues pertinent to this study emerge from this review and provide the
methodological and philosophical parameters within which I have conducted my study.
I have chosen Wenger's framework in order to understand children's learning in an art
gallery because it recognises knowledge as a social construction and as a continuously
emergent product of local negotiation. The focus of the framework on learning as
practice, rather than as individual thinking, makes it a good tool for analysing learning
in children's actions and interactions. The metaphor he uses for the learning process is
learning as negotiation rather than learning as transmission. The negotiation involves
interactions with the material world as well as with other human beings. Therefore,
attention to children's use of both linguistic and non-linguistic artefacts of practice is
necessary if we are to understand their learning. It also means that children's learning
can only be studied within the context in which it occurs - where, with whom, with
what, and as it occurs.

Using Wenger's framework, young children's actions need to be understood as, at least
in part, constituted by the kinds of context specific practices in which they are allowed
to participate. The negotiation process, understood as deeply social, situated and
constrained, both historically and culturally, means that access to resources becomes a
key issue, especially in relation to young children who are often positioned and take up
positions that can marginalize them. Various historical, cultural and institutional
practices can be seen as available (or not) for negotiation through the availability of
different kinds of artefacts that support them. This is not a deterministic process, so
children must not be seen as passive in this process. The community and the child
interact in negotiating the meanings that practices have for individuals and for the
community. Even young children have the potential to change the community to some
degree too, simply by participating in some legitimate way. The nature of the
negotiation as dialogic and dynamic, rather than fixed and deterministic, means that the
unit of analysis has to be children-engaged-in-practices.

Within the 'communities of practice' framework, newcomers gain access to new
communities when the new community provides a legitimate form of participation at
the periphery of the community. Legitimate peripheral participation occurs through the
provision of opportunities for mutual engagement in practices, for negotiating the joint
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enterprise and for accessing a community's shared repertoire. The artefacts of practice
that are part of the shared repertoire must be seen as constraining as well as enabling
participation. Some artefacts may advantage and/or disadvantage new participants
depending on the type and accessibility of resources (artefacts). My study is interested
to uncover potential differences in the ways that children participate and access
artefacts. Following this, those practices that are 'taken-for-granted' and seen as normal
and natural contain the dominant discourses circulating within the community. These
are often implicit rather than explicitly stated, according to Wenger. If all social
practices contain ideological assumptions and, as Gee (1997) points out, carry with
them 'free' meanings, then some of these can have negative effects when they do not
work in the best interests of those who appropriate them. Making these practices and
their ideological assumptions more apparent is another important aspect of the study.

The study takes place in two sites for learning enabling a juxtaposition of different
practices with different underpinning ideological assumptions (such as those dominant
in the preschool and those dominant in the gallery). This is an opportunity to detect
differences in practices that may help us understand how they interact. Children's
actions in these communities hold the potential to reveal the preschool excursion to the
art gallery as a site for contesting dominant practices in both communities.

Finally, because the study has focused on situated/contexualised views of learning and
involves young children, I have distinguished between sociocultural theories of learning
and psychological theories that have been dominant in early childhood education and
museums. The epistemology in Wenger's 'communities of practice' framework sees
knowledge as highly contextualised and continuously emergent. Ontologically it
recognises that human beings are not islands unto themselves. They are situated in a
pre-existing social world of meaning and practices while also being capable of adding to
it through the negotiation process. This orientation provides a framework for
conceptualising the relations among social interactions, agency and social structures, all
of which are implicated in a situated view of learning.

These then form the key underpinning assumptions guiding the study of how young
children are inducted into the practices of an art gallery community through
participation in its practices.
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Section Four: Research Methods and Data Collection
Research Questions
In order to examine closely how a group of young children engage in the practices of an
art gallery - largely an induction process for most of the children - this study is a
qualitative, critical, interpretive case study. By this means, I investigate the worth of
Wenger's (1998) 'communities of practice' framework for analysing how young
children were inducted into the practices of an art gallery and for exploring the
pedagogic implications for early childhood practitioners and gallery personnel. My
approach draws on sociocultural and critical perspectives that see children as
developing within a social context and as active agents in their own learning.

The key question guiding this study is, 'How are young children inducted into the
practices of an art gallery community through participation in art gallery visits?' This
question allows me to take a broad socio-cultural perspective while examining a specific
site. The study also explores the use of the notion of 'communities of practice' as a
framework for analysing how young children (4-5 year olds) enter into, and begin to
negotiate, the meaning of practices in a relatively new (to them) context for learning, an
art gallery.

Sub-questions that arise from this orientation are:
eWhat practices (implicit and explicit) does the art gallery make available for
induction of young children to an art gallery 'community of practice' as seen in
children's participation during an excursion?

eHow do this gallery's practices interact with the preschool's practices and other
practices children bring with them from other communities of practice?

eHow do the children negotiate the practices of this art gallery?
The phenomenon of ' practice' is made visible in the children's use of space, of words,
in drawings that children make, in their pre- and post-visit discussions, in the
interactions between each other and adults, interactions with objects, and in the kinds of
activities that they engage in, in the use of their bodies, of gestures and bodily stances.
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As such the framework of communities of practice will provide the means for
identifying what to 'look at' in the complex flow of events.

On the next page I have provided an overview of my data collection procedures and will
explain each element in the following pages. Procedures have been divided into phases.
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Data Collection Procedures
Phases
Phase 1

At the Gallery
Previsit gallery with preschool
teachers to prepare for children's
visit
Interview curator of target
exhibition ('Eye-Spy') for
curatorial intentions and
expectations for audiences. (tape
recorded)

At the Preschool
With preschool teachers plan preparatory
activities for excursions to gallery.

Prepare children for gallery visit by discussing
the purpose of the visit. Pool children's ideas
about what a gallery is, what they think people
do in an art gallery and what they think we
should do while we are there. (tape recorded)

Phase 2

Write their ideas and questions about galleries
on a wall chart for display and reference.
Divide children into two groups of 2 to 4
children- (A & B) and discuss appropriate
behaviour for the excursion.

Phase 3

Take Group A to the 'Eye-Spy'
exhibition.
Record field notes paying
attention to sequence and context
of activities.

Record field notes as children engage in typical
preschool post excursion visit activities (see
description below).
Take photographs as children engage in galleryrelated follow up activities.

Take photographs of children's
actions, (individuals and/or the
group) as they change from one
activity to the next.
Children use drawing boards to
draw what they choose and wear
tape recorders to record incidental
comments.
Phase 4

Repeat Phase 3 with Group B

Repeat Phase 3 with Group B.

Phase 5

Visit the gallery with Group A
again. Children guide visit.

Continue with post-visit activities and record
discussions/play/ and any products of play.

Phase 6

Visit the gallery with Group B
again. Children guide visit.

Continue with post-visit activities and record
discussions/play/ and any products of play.

Figure 2 - Overview of Data Collection Procedures

Research Participants
In negotiation with the preschool staff, director and parents, seven children were
originally selected to participate based on their full-time attendance at the preschool and
their age (4 -5 years old during the data collection period). Children who attended full
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time were considered to be the most appropriate participants because of their familiarity
with the program and with each other and for the opportunity that full-time attendance
afforded for following up the gallery visits with activities at the preschool. The children
themselves were consulted and given the choice of participation. The children involved
in this study will be referred to by their pseudonyms, as Bonnie, Rachel, Jake, Mary,
Tom, Karl and Harry. One child, originally selected, decided that she did not want to
participate and was not included. One of the remaining children, Karl, became ill during
the data collection period and only participated in the first gallery visit. Another 5 year
old, Tom, expressed interest in going on the excursion. Although he did not attend f1111
time, he was included and involved in both visits.

Case Study Methodology
Case study is a relatively new methodological approach. It is not yet fully developed or
defined (Yin, 1994) nor does it have an agreed upon definition within the social
sciences. Yin points out that 'case studies are the preferred strategy when 'how' or
'why' questions are being posed, when the investigator has little control over events,
and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some real-life context'
(1994-, p.1). These points represent the conditions under which this case study is being
conducted. 'How' and 'why' questions are appropriate to the investigation of a complex
social phenomenon, such as the induction of children into an art gallery. I cannot
control events nor do I wish to. One of my purposes is to investigate, describe and
analyse a unique, 'real world' process -induction.

As Yin (1994) points out, the types of questions that guide a study reveal the interests of
the researcher and therefore determine the appropriate methodological strategies to be
used. 'How' and 'why' questions seek to understand a phenomenon rather than to
predict, measure or evaluate it, as would be required when adopting an experimental,
surveyor historical methodology. Experimental methods are preferred when precise and
systematic manipulation of events is possible and desirable (Yin, 1994). Survey and
archival approaches are useful when the focus of study is 'how much' and 'how many'
or, in other words, when the aim is 'to describe the incidence or prevalence of a
particular phenomenon' (Yin, 1994, p.5). Neither of these concerns is a focus of my
study.
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Differences in methodological approach reveal differences in researchers' views of
reality and the nature of knowledge. Denzin and Lincoln (1994) show how the research
enterprise is discernible through the choice of paradigm within which the researcher
works. The key features differentiating research paradigms revolve around treatments of
epistemology, ontology and methodology. Epistemology describes how we know the
world and the relationship of the researcher to what is being researched and claimed as
known (Denzin & Lincoln, 1994). Therefore, the research perspective is guided by the
researcher's epistemological assumptions. I agree with Jo-Anne Reid (1998) who
explains that 

... we as researchers construct the objects of our own investigations in
ways that serve our own interests, the interests of our audience, and
the concerns of our fields ofaction. 'Data', therefore, should not be
taken for granted in any instance, or accepted as portraying 'the truth'
of any matter they purport to represent.
Reid, 1998, p.39
As a qualitative, critical, interpretive case study my work draws on critical interpretivist
assumptions that view knowledge as socially constructed and value mediated; a
transactional epistemology (Guba and Lincoln, 1994). Ontological assumptions refer to
the nature of reality or what claims the research makes in relation to the 'real' world. In
this study, 'reality' is understood as historically constructed by human beings, 'shaped
by social, political, cultural, economic, ethnic and gender values' rather than 'real' in a
deterministic sense where reality is assumed to be a natural given and 'driven by
immutable natural laws and mechanisms' (p.l 09). A methodology that uses these
epistemological and ontological assumptions is dialogic and dialectical, according to
Guba and Lincoln (1994), and is derived from critical theory. Paraphrasing Guba and
Lincoln's description of critical approaches, the methodology in this study aims to
attend to the social structures that may constrain our understanding of children's
learning and that appear to be immutable (mistakenly), but which can be understood
and changed.
Interpretive case studies can be distinguished from more positivist and scientific
approaches in terms of the claims to 'truth' that they can make (Mac Naughton, et. al.
2001).

Positivists try to explain and predict their surroundings in terms of cause
and-effect relationships between apparently random events and
appearances and an underlying order of universal laws. Those universal
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laws are hidden from our immediate gaze, like a building's foundations,
but we can discover them by observing and recording...
Mac Naughton, et. al., 2001, p. 33
My concern is not to gather 'facts' and then state the 'truth' of the induction of children
into art gallery communities of practice, as if this one case could be understood as
representing a universal law describing how all children experience an art gallery.
Rather, it is to describe, analyse and interpret the specific kinds of actions and
interactions that take place in a specific context, over a specific period of time and
involving specific people. In doing this, I am making a claim that this case stands 'for
certain general features of the social world focused in a particular circumstance'
(Walton, 1992, p.122).
The interpretivist researcher's task is to understand socially
constructed, negotiated and shared meanings and re-present them as
theories of human behaviour... It requires the researcher to actively
make sense ofpeople's behaviour - including their own.
Mac Naughton, et. al. 2001, p. 36
Case studies attempt to tell stories of cases (Stake, 1994) and, as such, must be seen as
situated and socially constructed forms of knowledge. Case study approaches 'orient to
complexities connecting ordinary practice in natural habitats to the abstractions and
concerns of diverse academic disciplines' (Stake, 1994, p.239). This feature, according
to Stake (1994), allows some cases to be used as exemplars on which to build
know ledge. The case of how young children are inducted into a specific community of
practice has been used to trial Wenger's framework for its usefulness in understanding
the more general phenomenon of young children's induction into communities of
practice. I do not presume to use one case study to determine the causes of events but
rather, to use Stake's (1994, p.238) words, to 'dramatiz(e) the coincidence of events,
seeing some events as purposive, some situational, many of them interrelated.'
Although a case study can be used to contribute to generalised understandings, Stake
warns that 'damage occurs when the commitment to generalize or create a theory runs
so strong that the researcher's attention is drawn away from the features important for
understanding the case itself' (p.238).

This study can be seen as an 'instrumental' case study, in which 'a particular case is
examined to provide insight into an issue or refinement of theory' (Stake, 1994, p.237).
By investigating children's practices in a gallery and how these interact with those they
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used in the preschool, I was pursuing an external interest, i.e. how these particular
children were inducted in a relatively new (to them) 'community of practice', the
National Gallery of Australia. I have used an in-depth case study because of its capacity
to provide detailed descriptive work. This approach was chosen explicitly to address the
identified gap in the literature regarding how young children learn in museums and
galleries.

Cases are by nature unique and particular accounts and, therefore, what they tell us
applies only in that one situation. They are necessarily unique because of their nature as
rich and detailed accounts of specific events, at particular times, in particular
circumstances and places, with particular people. Stake (1994) lists the dimensions
along which this uniqueness is recognised and that, therefore, identify the dimensions
that bound the case. These dimensions are 'the nature of the case, its historical
background, the physical setting, other contexts; economic, historic, political, other
cases through which this case is recognized, (and) those informants through whom the
case can be known' (p.238).

The most obvious reason for using the case study approach is the paucity of detailed
descriptive accounts of young children's activities in art galleries. As I detailed in
Chapter 2, there are few case studies that provide this level of detail or record their talk,
activities, actions and interactions in a museum context, with a view to interpreting
these behaviours to understand children's induction into these new practices. In this
sense, my case study also has intrinsic as well as extrinsic interests. Intrinsic cases are
undertaken 'to illustrate a particular trait or problem ... in all its particularity and
ordinariness' because 'this case itself is of interest' (Stake, 1994, p.237). In fact, Stake
maintains that 'we simultaneously have several interests, often changing,' and,
therefore, 'there is no line distinguishing intrinsic case study from instrumental; rather a
zone of combined purpose separates them' (p.237).

A high quality case study, according to Yin (1994), uses multiple sources of evidence.
This study has used photographs, taped interviews, children's drawings, interviews with
adults involved, and field notes. The use of many data sources contributes multiple
dimensions to the case and is a major strength of the case study methodology as
compared to other approaches. It enables 'the development of converging lines of

inquiry... a process of triangulation' with the aim of 'corroborating the same
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... phenomenon' (Yin, 1994, p.92). Mac Naughton, et. al. (2001, p.168) also recommend
that evidence gained from children, such as their talk, 'benefits from triangulation with
other evidence, normally from informal or systematic observation or from interview
with others.' The use of multiple data sources in reporting research findings from case
studies also has advantages for mitigating against a reader's tendency to misconstrue or
misinterpret when only given access to one source of data (Stake, 1994).

The issue of generalisation in case study is a source of debate. There is no denying the
singularity and uniqueness of studies using a case study approach. The level of detail
and particularity is, after all, their strength. However, it makes the issue of
generalisation, so important to building a research program, problematic. Perhaps the
most powerful potential for generalisation from case study methodology lies in what
Stake refers to as 'naturalistic generalisation'. This form of generalisation occurs when
the reader 'comes to know some things told, as if he or she had experienced them'
(p.240). The concept of generalisation through case study can be seen as a social and
dialogic learning process. 'We come to know what happened partly in terms of what
others reveal as their experience' (Stake, 1994, p.246) and partly through what we, as
readers, already know about cases similar to the one that we are reading. In sum, Stake
claims that case studies are of significant value beyond themselves. They 'are of value
in refining theory and suggesting complexities for further investigation, as well as
helping to establish the limits of generalisability' (p.245). Therefore, it must be
understood that generalisations are not in the case but in what readers bring to the case
and then take away with them. This gives the case some potential for application in the
world beyond the case. 'People (will) find in case reports certain insights into the
human condition, even while they are well aware of the atypicality of the case' (Stake,
1994, p.241). Rather than seeking 'to represent the world' (p.245), I am seeking to
investigate, document, and describe a case with the particular intent of raising and
investigating issues of interest and relevance to my project. My investigation may have
relevance to others who work with young children in preschool and gallery contexts
although, as a single case study, it is not possible to generalise in the traditional sense of
the word.
Such a mass of data as I collected cannot be analysed in one report. Some data couldn't
be analysed as thoroughly as others as a result, i.e. the drawings. Other aspects of the
study seemed much more productive and relevant to concentrate on than these. In
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addition, much more happened during this month long study than could be documented
or included. Many fascinating events occurred that never made it into the account
because they did not fit the purposes of the study.

In conclusion, I selected a case study methodology as the most appropriate
methodology because it enables the kinds of activities and orientations I have described
above. The study set out to investigate a particular kind of experience in a particular
setting (the induction process in an art gallery) and to document and describe this
process in detail sufficient to address a gap in the literature. As a study involving young
children, I have collected a range of different kinds of data, not limiting myself to
verbal interactions alone. The theoretical orientation of the study, as a study of situated
learning through engagement in practices, was based on particular epistemological and
ontological assumptions about what constitutes knowledge and how it can be known.
Case study methodology was the most appropriate choice for this project because of the
nature of the questions to be asked of the data and the capacity of the case study to
include a wide range of types of data.

Researcher Roles
In order to gather the kinds of data that I sought, I needed to become a familiar and non
threatening entity in the preschool. I also had to become involved in the everyday
activities of the preschool and in all aspects of the program. The role that offered this
flexibility was the participant-observer role. During the gallery visits, as a participant
observer, I acted as an auxiliary staff member, one not primarily responsible for a group
of children but involved with them in the visit. I was clear that I was not attempting to
become an 'objective' observer of events, one who stood outside of the action. The
participant-observer role was also a way to get to know and become accepted by those
involved in the research situation.

As a qualified early childhood teacher, I found that I was interacting with children and
staff within a teacher role as well as within my role of researcher as participant
observer. This became more and more the case over the period of the study. At first,
during the four-month period prior to data collection, my role was similar to that of a
volunteer helper in the preschool. I took direction from the staff about what needed to
be done and generally stayed in the background. Over time, a sense of trust and
familiarity developed, with both the adults and children, and recognised as so important
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to the participant-observer researcher role. As is often the case in early childhood
classrooms, the children did not distinguish sharply among the adults present. As time
went on, they began to come to me as one of the familiar and friendly adults who could
help them with problems, who would listen to them and appreciate their activities. The
staff also began to involve me in more of the daily planning and often left me to work
alone with children. In effect, they expected me to 'be the adult' in situations where an
adult would be expected to step in, such as in one case where a child was hurt. In other
words, my role became more and more like a teacher. I had not intended this to happen
but it did allow me to demonstrate my competence as both a teacher of young children
and as a researcher involving young children. I believe that child and adult acceptance
of me in both roles was important for achieving the goals of this research.

The issue of my position in the research deserves some attention, as I did not make any
attempt to remove myself from the action. I use Lerman's (2000) words because they
sum up for me and explain this position.

I am not an observer but a participant. My presence in the research
domain as in all the situations in which I live, affects the situation and thus
is an element in constituting the social relations in which I act. I am not a
neutral factor. Together with others, we researchers both constitute the
situation and are constituted by it.
Lerman, 2000, p.12
I was not trying to find out things that would not normally be apparent in the situation
so there was no need for subterfuge or for disguising myself as anything other than what
I was, a teacher familiar with the workings of preschools, a researcher investigating
children's learning in an art gallery and a person who enjoyed and was interested in
young children.

It became apparent to me that the children too had a variety of roles in the research
process, and were not simply 'subjects'. Through their construction of what 'research'
is, they participated in certain ways and helped constitute the form that the research
took, an issue not often considered in studies involving young children. Nespor (1998,
p.1) first brought to my attention the fact that "even relatively young people have
experiences with 'research' in the course of their everyday and institutional activities
that shape how they interpret and participate in our research endeavours". Although he
was referring to children much older than those involved in my study, I found the same
applied to some of the 4 and 5 year olds in my study. Some of these children were
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already experienced in research, having been at this university preschool for 2 or 3 years
where research was a common occurrence. I think that because this experience had
always been positive it contributed to their acceptance of me and to their willingness to
participate. They seemed to take my presence and my request to involve them in
research as a 'normal' situation. I recall, for example, how one of the children
interrupted me while I was explaining the workings of the tape recorder to inform me
that he already knew about it because he had used such a tape recorder before, with the
technician who helped with a research project the previous year. He remembered clearly
the use of clip-on microphones and stated that they were used so that children's words
could be heard.

Nespor goes on to discuss the 'routine suppression' of children's perspectives on the
research process in the ways that as researchers we neglect to consult and involve them
in design issues. He recommends that we should make 'the meanings of research for
kids an explicit topic of scrutiny and create new ways for them to participate in research
not as objects of study but as inquirers.' (p.2). I found this challenging advice. Although
I attempted to conduct the research in ways that allowed children to participate as
inquirers through making my research interests clear to them and by adjusting my
research activities after consulting them, it was always difficult to know how well they
understood the process.

Data Collection and Analysis

... what is needed is a set of approaches that cohere in theoretically
oriented ways, and not a consistent set of methods, given the range and
type ofdata collected within an ethnographic study or studies guided by
ethnographic perspectives. What remains constant in this approach is
the theoretical perspective and approach that guides selection and
analysis ofparticular methods of analysis. This approach allows us to be
responsive to the type of data being analyzed and the questions being
examined. To use a consistent set, selected on an a priori basis, would
require that we impose a logic on the data rather than constructing one
in response to the type of data under examination.
Gee & Green, 1997, p.161
This research was conducted in two sites; the National Gallery of Australia and a
university based preschool. It took place primarily over a four-week period in July
2000. I became very familiar with the children, staff, and with many of the parents, and
they with me, through my weekly visits to the preschool that began in March 2000.
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Over the data collection period, I attended the preschool every day. In consultation with
the whole staff of the preschool, we planned the excursion to the art gallery including
the preparatory pre-visit activities and follow up post-visit activities. The procedures for
the gallery excursions were very similar to those used for any excursion in this
preschool. Briefly, this involved a preliminary discussion of what children already knew
about the intended excursion venue and topic of the excursion. Their words were
recorded on a wall chart for future reference. Then children were asked to think of some
questions to investigate while on the excursion and these were also recorded. Children
were given clipboards with paper and pencils and told that they could write about/draw
anything that they wanted to remember during the excursion. This was a practice that
had been used often in the preschool. Follow up activities usually involved children
talking as a group about the excursion and then doing some activities related to the
excursion, such as making books about the excursion or drawing pictures. I tried to
adhere to these procedures as much as possible so that the gallery excursion would be
perceived as a 'normal' preschool activity. However, the 'normal' excursion always
involved all of the preschool children who attended on the day of the excursion, and
rarely a researcher equipped with tape recorders and cameras. It became a source of
concern to the children that only some of them would be going. We spent some time
discussing these differences and what they meant, which I have discussed in the section
below detailing pre-visit activities. The children were divided into two groups and each
group visited the gallery twice. Although we attempted to keep the group membership
consistent, absences due to illness and children's choices meant that the groups changed
between the first and second visits. The same children were not together as a consistent
group over both visits.

Primary data were the 'artefacts' of practice that children used, which were seen
through their activity and talk. I collected individual tape recordings of their incidental
talk at the gallery and their discussions at both sites. Because young children are
relatively new language users and the practices involved were complex, I did not rely on
verbal data alone. I treated as data the children's engagement in practices, as this could
be inferred from transcripts of their talk, their actions in photographs, my field notes
relating to their actions in the gallery, their drawings and other products that they
created during post-visit activities, such as the preschool art gallery that they set up on
return from the gallery visits. Data also included tape-recorded interviews with teachers
and with the curator of the 'Eye-Spy' exhibit analysed for indications of the preschool
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and art gallery as communities of practice and to provide multiple viewpoints. Each of
these data collection and analysis activities is summarised in the table below and then
discussed in more detail.

This table is somewhat deceptive in its neat and linear layout. It evolved over the data
collection and analysis phases of the study in a much more eclectic fashion than it
would appear. Immersing myself in the views and orientations of many sociocultural
and critical theorists I cannot claim the neat one-to-one correspondence between what I
used and the theorists cited that the table seems to suggest. In my analysis, it was very
much a synthesis of perspectives. In the following table, I have tried to pull this
synthesis apart in order to summarise a complex and emergent process.
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Data

Analysis Methods

Theories and
References

Purposes

Children's
Talk

Discourse analysis of
talk as texts and as
patterns or artefacts
of practice

Gee, 1997
Wartofsky, 1979
Wenger, 1998

To explore language as a
resource apparently used by
children to negotiate the
meaning of practices

Children's
Drawings

Analysis of drawings
as artefacts of
practice

Kindler & Darras, 1998
Wartofsky, 1979
Wiedel, 1995
Wenger, 1998

To explore and analyse the
drawings as artefacts of the
preschool community of
practice

Children's
Photographs

Analysis of
photographs as
graphic texts and as
artefacts of practice

Banks, 2000
Becker, 2000
Emmison and Smith,
2000
Holland, 1992
Wartofsky, 1979
Wiedel, 1995,
Wenger, 1998

To explore and analyse bodily
stance, gestures, and facial
expressions, use of space and
objects as artefacts of practice

Field Notes

Analysis using
community of
practice as an
analytical tool

Gee, 1997
Wenger, 1998

To provide contextual
information
To reflect on my evolving
understandings
To record and cross reference
children's practices to other
forms of data
To describe aspects of the art
gallery and preschool as a
'communities of practice'

Interviews
with
preschool
staff

Analysis of preschool
as a 'community of
practice'

Gee, 1997
Wenger, 1998

To provide contextual
information on the preschool as
a 'community of practice'
To provide multiple viewpoints
on children's activity

Interviews
with curator
for 'Eye
Spy'
exhibition

Analysis of art
gallery as a
'community of
practice'

Gee, 1997
Wenger, 1998

To provide contextual
information on the art gallery as
a 'community of practice' and
curatorial intentions and
expectations regarding the
exhibition

Figure 3 - Overview of Data Analysis

Previsit Activities
Before taking children to the gallery the preschool staff and I introduced the children to
the excursion to the gallery through typical preschool pre-visit activities. We held a
group time activity of the sort commonly used in this preschool. The aim was to gain
some understanding of what the children could tell us about art galleries and as a way to
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provide them with information about what to expect. I asked them if they had ever been
to an art gallery and many of them had been. Indeed, the parent of one child (not a child
involved in the visits) worked in the National Gallery of Australia. We recorded the
children's comments on a wall chart. This provided a common reference point for all of
us (staff and children) to reflect on after our visits to the gallery. Using another practice
common to the preschool, we asked the children to tell us about what they wanted to
find out about the gallery in the form of questions they could ask someone or investigate
while we were on our excursion. We also reviewed the rules associated with going on
excursions and explained that the gallery was a place in which they would have to be
very quiet and not touch things. The chart was treated as data that represented some of
the children's initial and emerging views on art galleries.

One of the differences in this excursion, as compared to the excursions they had
participated in previously, was that we did not take all of the children in the preschool
aged group but only a few children at a time. We spent some time discussing this issue.
It turned out to be more important to the children than any of us adults had anticipated.
They wanted to be with their friends. In the end, they accepted our explanation that
doing the excursion this way would help me with my research. Our promise (that when
I had finished we would take all of the children on a gallery visit) was another factor in
their acceptance.

I introduced the children to the tape recorders and camera gradually by showing them
how they worked and by using them frequently in the days leading up to the data
collection period. In order to give children a relevant reason to record their views and
actions, I suggested that their drawings, talk and photographs could be used to help the
nonvisiting children to learn about the gallery. As will be discussed in Chapter 4, the
ways that children made sense of the differences between this 'research' excursion and
their more 'normal' excursions affected how the excursions unfolded.

Post-visit Activities
Children's taped words, photographs and drawings from each visit were used as a
memory cue to assist children to recall the visit as well as acting as data. After each visit
to the gallery and on return to the preschool, we used the photographs, drawings and
children's comments about their visits in a typical group time activity. The focus of the
discussion was for the children to recall and share their visit with the other children in
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the preschool and their parents. I was aiming to give them an 'authentic' reason to
engage in these gallery-related activities in the preschool, rather than just to please their
teachers or me. The actual form that this sharing of the gallery visit took was not
predetermined but was negotiated with the children. This procedure was also similar to
the way that other excursions were 'processed'. The discussion was in a format already
recognised by the children as a normal early childhood teaching activity. We talked
about whether they wanted to make a book using their drawings and/or photographs
with dictated text, make a poster for parents and younger children using the
photographs, build a model of a gallery or to set up a pretend gallery. I did not want to
pre-empt the form that this post visit activity would take but I intended that children
would represent their ideas about galleries in some tangible and interpretable way.

Their first suggestion was that we should take the other children to the gallery. We
explained that this was not possible in the short term, although we did follow up after
my data collection period with a gallery visit. Their next suggestion was to make a
gallery in the preschool, which was the way we proceeded. Over the period of the
project, children also made personal books with photographs of their own choice and
dictated text to take home and show their parents. In addition, I made two group books,
one about the visit to the 'Eye-Spy' exhibit and one about the visit to the 'adults'
gallery. I added text by taking excerpts of comments that children had made in the
gallery. We also set up activities that allowed children to draw, paint, use construction
toys, make masks and puzzles and model with clay.

Analysis of Children's Talk
Children have been invisible and voiceless objects of concern, and
not understood as competent, autonomous persons who have a
point of view.
Smith, Taylor & Gollop, 2000, p. ix

I collected children's incidental comments via micro tape recorders with clip-on
microphones that they wore throughout the art gallery visits. One of the staff had made
small 'bum-bags' to hold the tape recorders so that the recording equipment would not
distract the children. The aim of collecting children's comments and their discussions
was to analyse their talk as resources they were drawing on in participating in the
practices of the art gallery. Their talk was considered to be important, not only because
it could be seen to represent their 'point of view', as Smith, Taylor and Gollop (2000)
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point out above, but also because it could be analysed as an artefact of their practice and
as evidence of their participation in the new practice of the art gallery.

This data was analysed using Gee & Green's (1998) discourse analysis and Wenger's
(1998) 'community of practice' framework in order to 'create a discourse-oriented
analysis of learning in social settings' (Gee & Green, 1997, p.146). Discourse analysis,
as described by Gee and Green (1997), is a way to examine 'patterns of practice that
make visible what members need to know, produce and interpret to participate in
socially acceptable ways' (p.124) and to identify principles that appear to guide the
practices of a group. This approach allowed for the examination and analysis of issues
of interest to this research, i.e., how children participated in discursive as well as
material and activity elements of practice, how children negotiated and constructed the
meanings of practices in specific situations as seen in their use of the resources for
speaking, acting, using spaces, objects and time, how children were shaped and
constrained as well as enabled by these resources and, finally, how people (adults and
children) interacted as they attempted to negotiate the meaning of gallery practices. This
meant that children's talk in isolation was not as meaningful as when it was analysed
along side the photographs, drawings and field notes.

This view of discourse analysis is an ethnographically oriented approach because it pays
more attention to ' ... what is happening among people out in the world ... ' than' ... what
is happening in their minds ... ' (Gee & Green, 1997, p.146). It is oriented towards
situated meaning rather than meaning as fixed or decontextualised. Gee & Green see
situated meanings as emergent and contextualised. It is the way that people
communicate in a specific situation, how they bring to it a history of meanings from
their other experiences and how they draw on the situation to make sense of it. It
involves a negotiation 'within and across events' (p.123).

Gee & Green's approach to analysis of discourse theory and Wenger's community of
practice framework are complementary and 'mutually informing' in that together they
provide 'resources for the study of the relationships among discourse, learning, and
social practices that neither perspective can provide alone" (Gee & Green, 1997, p.146).

Thus, the analysis must include the moment-by-moment, bit-by-bit
construction of texts (oral and written), the chains of concerted
actions among members, the role ofprior and future texts in
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connecting these 'bits of life', and what members take from one
context to use in another.
Gee & Green, 1997, p.147
Analysis therefore centres on 'what members construct together... what they hold each
other accountable to and how they view the actions of others' (p.124). The approach
sees the language used by people as taking specific meaning 'from the actual context in
which it is used, while simultaneously helping to construct what we take that context to
mean and be in the first place' (Gee 1996, p.127).

The unit of analysis is the children-engaged-in-practices. It strives to not separate the
context from the groups or individuals involved but to see them instead as mutually
constituted, in other words, to see them as a 'community of practice in which members,
through their face-to-face interactions ... construct the very patterns of practice that
define the community' (Gee & Green, 1997, p.146).

Different individuals may have more or less opportunity to access some practices within
a community of practice but are, at the same time, seen as active agents who can 'take
up, resist, transform and reconstruct the social and cultural practices afforded them in
and through the events of everyday life' (p.148). This approach focuses analysis on
activities and looks at them across time and events to identify patterns of compliance
and resistance. According to Gee and Green (1997), these patterns or similarities and
differences in children's activity can best be seen through contrasting different segments
of activity.

Analysis of Digital Photographs of Children
We are tuned to see photographs as illustration and we neglect the
power of the photograph to engage thought, expand the imagination
and to undermine the implicit authority of the written word.
Walker, 1993, p. 73
Photographs were chosen as particularly powerful forms of data because, as Wiedel
(1995) suggests, photographs are capable of recording nonverbal elements of a
situation. Photographs 'have a power that words often lack' (Wiedel, 1995 p.76)
Photographs also provided a visual record of the visit that could be used to link
children's activities in the art gallery to their tape-recorded comments. In addition, these
photographs became visual prompts to help children to recall and discuss details of their
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visits when we were back in the preschool. Walker (1993) describes the 'can opener'
effect of the photograph, that is, 'the capacity of photographs to open up conversations
between people' (p.84).

Using digital photography was considered to be preferable to conventional photography
because, as a research technology, it is so flexible and capable of producing immediate
results. In other words, there was no need to wait for days for commercial processing of
photographs and I could get immediate feedback on the success or failure of each
photograph that I took via the digital review function on the camera. I was also able to
print, enlarge, reduce and combine photographs for using them with the children in post
visit activities. Photographs were, therefore, a stimulus for discussion, a prompt for
recalling activities and a source of data that could be analysed for how children used
space, each other, gestures, and bodily stances in negotiating the practices of the gallery.

Howard Becker (2000), in discussing visual sociology, recommends the use of
photographs as an appropriate research method when the focus includes the study of
social interaction and affect. Photographs were considered as data when they recorded
aspects of children's non-verbal practice - actions difficult to capture when the
researcher has to rely on hand written notes. They can be seen to 'retain the distinctive
posture, expression and characteristic demeanour of people portrayed' (Wiedel, 1995,
p.89-90). Actions, such as use of hands, whole bodily action, stances, and facial
expressions, could be interpreted to understand how these bodily aspects might be
involved in children's negotiation of the meaning of practices.

Traditional anthropological and sociological use of photography has tended to treat the
camera as a neutral technology "capable of objectively recording social behaviour or
visible 'givens'" (Banks, 2000, p.2). I have aimed not to treat the photographs as direct,
unmediated, objective representations of reality but rather as 'texts' that can be read.
According to Bank (2000, p.2), it is important to recognise that photographs are 'subject
to the influences of their social, cultural, and historical contexts of production and
construction'. In this sense, they must always be seen as produced rather than
unproblematic records of events or people. The researcher does not simply record
reality. There is always a choice involved in taking a photograph and, therefore, always
a selection of certain aspects of action over others. While this can be seen as a
manipulation of 'evidence', many authors interested in using photography in research
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point out that, in this respect, photographs are no different from any other forms of data
collection. All forms of data are always researcher selections of what happened
(Emmison & Philips, 2000, Wiedel 1995).

Wiedel (1995) maintains that photographs may have some advantages over other forms
of data because of the potential for 'readers' to use them to 'see through' the researcher
to what took place in the research situation. A photograph 'creates an immediate if
vicarious sense of being there that is stronger than most readers will get from reading an
ethnographic description or selected interview transcripts.' (p.74). In this sense,
photographs hold the potential for the reader to 'share witness with the researcher'
(p.77).

Wiedel (1995) recommends that in order for the reader to 'see through' the photograph
to 'what happened', researchers must reveal and investigate both the context of
production and context of construction of photographs, in addition to using photographs
for their content. Becker (2000, p.2) also makes this point. He says that 'photographs
get meaning, like all cultural objects, from their context'. To this end, I have provided
detailed contextual information for each photograph, i.e. who was involved, when,
where, what was happening in the photo, who was talking and what was said and most
importantly, why I included the particular photograph. I included my own reasons for
taking a particular photo as well as a written interpretation of how each photograph
contributed to my understanding of the practices in which children were engaged. Both
interpretation and photograph then were seen as data. 'Social investigations choose to
create some marriage of text and image, where each provides a commentary of the
other' (Banks, 2000, p.3). Neither a photograph nor its interpretation is seen to be
complete in and of itself. 'Photos provide context within which to talk and write'
(Wiedel, 1995, p.77) and the written commentary provides the context within which to
interpret the photograph. Walker (1993) goes further in his analysis of the potential of
photography in research. He believes that photographs can interrupt the 'intrusive and
imperial nature of the research voice' ... because it is a form of communication so
different from language. Juxtaposing photographic data against language data provides
this potential for interruption.

Holland (1992), who has made an extensive study of photographs of children, also sees
photographs as social and cultural constructions. 'Even in their realist modes, pictures
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never merely reflect the world around us. The imagery always draws on and nourishes
the fantasy world of our longings. It mediates between our memory and our dreams.'
(p.I2). She argues that photographs of children can evoke a number of powerful cultural
images that shape and constrain our interpretations. Photographs of children can call up
a range of images, for example, child as ignorant, free-spirit, innocent, wilful, evil etc.
The 'innocent child' image seems to be the most powerful in contemporary western
culture, particularly in the field of early childhood education as Woodrow (1999) has
demonstrated. This is not surprising because, as Holland has shown, images of children
as innocent are used and promulgated throughout Western culture in all forms of media.
Pictures of children 'circulate between the media, echoing back and forth from
newspapers to advertisements, from pages of magazines to postcards, packaging and
wrapping paper' (Holland, 1992, p.9). The ubiquity of such images means that we tend
to take them for granted. The public imagery of childhood becomes, therefore, almost
indestructible, beyond our control, she says, and works to 'button hole viewers, to pin
them down and trap them within a limited field of meaning' (p.9).

Holland suggests that images can even create a kind of envy in the adult viewer when
we see children as 'free spirits' and uninhibited, rather than inhibited as we are by social
conventions. She suggests that such images tend to separate childhood from adulthood,
to make children 'other' than adults. Possible readings depend on which image of
childhood is invoked and, according to Holland, it is even possible for different images
to co-exist and interact. For instance, this happens when we simultaneously construct an
image of the child that is not just innocent, but also wilful, and free-spirited. Holland
explains how difficult it is to 'detach ourselves' (p.IO) or step outside this public
imagery because it creates the narratives that become part of our 'cultural competence'
and, as such, co-opts us into becoming joint authors of those stories as we experience
'the pleasure of recognition' (p.IO-I1). As an early childhood educator of long standing,
I am indebted to Holland and to these other writers for new resources for interrupting
my habitual and pervasive early childhood ways of seeing the faces and bodies of young
children and forprodding me to at least attempt to see them afresh.

I felt it was important to make the children fully aware of the camera and the uses I
intended for the photographs. I took many pictures during my visits leading up to the
data collection period so that the children would become familiar with this activity and
so that we could have discussions about them prior to my using them as data. The
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children were initially keen to see pictures of themselves and their friends but after a
while took little notice of or interest in my picture taking. I tried to explain, in language
comprehensible to a young child, why I was taking the photographs and how we would
be using them. The reasons I gave were - to help us to remember and to talk about what
happened at the gallery, to understand how they do things at the gallery, to show the
other children who didn't go on the excursion and to make a record of what we did on
the excursion that would help me with my research. The children seemed to take these
reasons seriously and in the gallery sometimes signalled to me that I should take a
picture. At one point, I complained aloud that there wasn't enough light for a
photograph in the adults' gallery. Flashes were prohibited because they could harm the
works of art. Later in the visit, one of the children suggested that I should take her
picture as she was standing in the light of an exhibit. Another time, I suggested to a
child that she could draw an exhibit in order to remember it. She told me to take a
picture.

The issue of taking photographs seemed to be seen by the children as a sensible and
logical extension of our other recording activities in the gallery. This aspect of the
research recalls Nespor's (2000, p.2) claim that children's views of the research process
'are likely to influence how they participate'.

Analysis of Children's Drawings
Children were given drawing boards and paper to draw or write in the gallery those
things that they wanted to remember. Both photographs and drawings 'share the
characteristic that they capture and retain aspects of the people they concern,' says
Wiedel (1995, p.89). She recommends collecting drawings as a source of non-verbal
data because, like photographs, they have a number of advantages over other data
sources. In the gallery, we asked the children what they 'liked', or what were their
'favourite' things, suggesting that they could draw them to show to other children who
had not gone to the gallery.

I also anticipated that the children's drawings could be useful because, as Wiedel (1995)
says, they have a projective quality and 'draw on subjective elements of experience,
perhaps magnifying them in the process' (p.88). Using drawing as a data collection
method is another way of 'giving people space to express themselves in their own
voices' (Wiedel, 1995, p.89). In studies involving children, Wiedel recommends
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drawing because it seems to be a relatively easily accessed form of expression and one
in which children have had extensive practice. Unlike adults, young children do not
appear to regard being asked to draw as a kind of test of their competence (Wiedel,
1995).

Not many museum studies have used children's drawings as opportunities for
understanding children's participation in practices. Sometimes they have been used as
'windows' into children's minds. Where they have been used they are often taken as
evidence of what children have learned. Moussouri (1997) and Wiedel (1995) maintain
that drawings have been used most commonly as an indication and method of
determining children's intellectual abilities. This form of interpretation has been
strongly influenced by Piaget's theories of cognitive development, which sees artistic
development and the acquisition of graphic competence as developing through a series
of predictable stages and as a function of individual cognition (Kindler and Darras,
1998).

Kindler & Darras (1998, p.147) propose an alternative approach that sees pictorial
imagery 'as a semiotic process that occurs in an interactive social environment'.
Considering children's drawings as 'pictorial repertoires' (Wolf, 1994 cited in Kindler
and Darras, 1998) is a way to recognise the significance of social and cultural influences
on children's development of graphic representations. This approach highlights the
communicative potential of drawings.

Using Peirce's semiotic theory (1931-35, cited in Kindler & Darras, 1998) Kindler and
Darras describe drawing as a pluri-media process because in the act of drawing children
also use other communicative means or media, such as vocal sounds, words and
gestures. 'Whether (a drawing) is conveying thoughts, ideas, facts, emotions, states,
understandings or interpretations communication occurs through the use of icons,
indexes, and symbols which constitute components of signs' (Peirce, 1931-35, as cited
in Kindler & Darras, 1998, p.148). This focus is consistent with Vygotsky's (1978)
conception of human development and highlights the role of social and cultural
mediation in the development of pictorial representation.

Kindler and Darras (1998, p.147) describe the problems that they perceive in a Piagetian
approach to analysing drawings. This approach tends to regard the accomplishment of
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realistic representation as the goal of graphic development. This particularly Western
European cultural view sees a picture as being more advanced developmentally the
more 'realistic' that it is. It also does not account for the fact that within any designated
stage of development children can and do exhibit abilities expected in other more or less
advanced 'stages'. Finally, in a Piagetian account, there is little attention paid to social
and cultural influences on graphic development thus promoting the assumption that
graphic development is a universal construct.

Kindler and Darras propose a teleological explanation in order to recognise both
biological and social determinants of children's graphic development. This view does
not see shifts in forms of representation as occurring in an orderly way. The teleologic
view sees graphic development as cumulative rather than substitutive in nature. It
doesn't presuppose that a new form of drawing is more advanced than an earlier form.
Rather, they suggest that children add to or expand 'pictorial repertoires' as they acquire
new abilities. Finally, this view recognises that particular iconic behaviours are related
to the social and cultural contexts within which they emerge and, therefore, these must
be considered when interpreting children's drawings.

Using Kindler & Darras' s perspective meant that anal ysis of the children's drawings
must include the surrounding talk and gestures and not just the end product of their
drawing. This was a potential dimension for analysing children's use of artefacts of
practice. Understood as a social and cultural phenomenon I encouraged children to
draw, talk together and share their drawings. However, children did not draw
extensively during their gallery visits or even in the preschool. In the gallery they drew
silently and only shared their drawings with their teachers. Analysis of their drawings
was, therefore, seen as evidence of what they 'liked' or paid attention to in the gallery.
In-depth analysis of the drawings as texts, as I had intended, proved to be less
successful because so few drawings were done. Children seemed to find the other ways
of investigating the gallery practices much more interesting than stopping to sit and
draw (i.e., walking through the gallery, talking about objects, looking at and touching
things). In the end, all of the children drew at least one of the objects in the 'Eye-spy'
exhibition but only one child chose to draw anything at all during the visit to 'adults'
section' of the art gallery. This was Tom who drew the clock in the foyer of the gallery
and a bust also located in the foyer but he drew nothing else after entering the gallery
itself. In the preschool, children rarely chose to draw or paint for their own art gallery.
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Analysis of Field notes
Two preschool staff members took primary responsibility for the children on the
excursions to the art gallery and in the preschool allowing me to dictate field notes into
a micro tape-recorder both in the art gallery and the preschool. My notes were guided by
and focused on recording children's activity as they apparently engaged in practices. As
they changed activity I made note of this and recorded the time and sequence of events
for future reference. I also coordinated the taking of photographs with these notes.

My field notes were primarily aimed at providing contextual information about the
settings and the activities and practices in which children engaged using Wenger's
(1998) concept of community of practice as an analytical tool to identify a community
of practice. The use of communities of practice as an analytical tool is a new approach
and has been applied rarely in research with groups of preschool aged children (see
Arming & Ring, 1999). After all, Wenger's indicators of a community of practice (listed
below) were developed with adult communities in mind. This project was guided by
these indicators in identifying the preschool and gallery as communities of practice.

A community of practice can be identified as one that exhibits 
Sustained mutual relationships
Shared ways of engaging in doing things together
Rapid flow of information and propagation of innovation
Absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and
interactions were merely the continuation of an ongoing process
Very quick set up of a problem to be discussed
Substantial overlap in particular descriptions of who belongs
Knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can
contribute to the enterprise
Mutually defining identities
The ability to assess the appropriateness of actions and products
Specific tools, representations, and other artifacts
Local lore, shared stories, inside jokes, knowing laughter
Jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the ease of
producing new ones
Certain styles recognised as displaying membership
A shared discourse reflecting a certain perspective on the world
Wenger, 1998, p. 125-126
I also used field notes for personal reflections about what I was seeing and thinking
throughout the research data collection process. This helped me to record my initial
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impressions so that I could reflect on these at a later time. I followed the advice
provided by Miles and Huberman (1994) that in qualitative studies, it is useful to think
of data analysis as an ongoing activity, beginning even before the first piece of data is
collected. As such I reflected on my field notes as I recorded them as well as after I had
finished data collection.

I was interested in how the practices of the preschool interacted with those of the art
gallery. Therefore I gathered information about children's everyday practices and use of
artefacts through observations in the preschool and in the gallery recorded as field notes
and using Wenger's list of indicators to guide my observations. Field notes were
analysed to search for themes or patterns of practice and to identify resources apparently
used by children.

Analysis of Preschool Staff Interviews
In order to augment my field notes and obtain alternative viewpoints I asked staff who
accompanied the groups to the gallery (the director of the preschool, the preschool
teacher and the assistant) about their perspectives on what the children seemed to be
actively engaged in while in the gallery. I used a semi-structured approach to
interviewing because it allowed for an open process and held potential to empower the
interviewee to, at least in part, guide the process (Sarantakos, 1993, p.177).

Example questions:
What do you remember that the children did at the gallery?
Do you remember any specific incidents?
What did the children seem to enjoy doing the most?
What problems did you notice children had, if any?
What did the children not do that you might have expected them to do?

These interviews were tape-recorded, transcribed and analysed using Wenger's
framework and as a cross-reference to my field notes.

Analysis of Gallery Staff Interviews
I conducted an informal and open-ended interview with the curator of the 'Eye-Spy'
exhibition, which I tape-recorded and transcribed. The following questions were used as
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a way to focus our discussion on the curator's purposes for the exhibit, the intended
audiences and his own expectations of how children would use the exhibit.

Example questions
Who is the target audience for this exhibit?
Tell me about the purpose you have for this exhibit.
How did you make decisions about what to include and what to leave out?
What do you think children took away with them after their visit to this exhibit?
How would you want young children of four or five to interact with it?

I used Wenger's framework of a community of practice and analysed the interview for
indicators of gallery practices. These data also provided contextual information.

Before interviewing I gained permission from each adult participant to tape-record an
interview and offered the option that I would write notes if the participant was
uncomfortable with the tape recorder. However, no one indicated that they were. These
tapes were transcribed. Participants were given copies of the transcript and asked to
check these for accuracy, relevance and fairness.

Summary of Analysis
Not until we try to make sense ofdata do we necessarily begin to
understand what is central, what is peripheral.
Wolcott, 1994, p. 21
Analysis was continuous and ongoing through reflections recorded in my field notes
and through discussions with staff also recorded in my field notes. Therefore, analysis
took place on a number of levels.

Data from children could be viewed in a holistic and detailed way. In a first pass I
attempted to analyse the data to identify discrete practices. For each day of data
collection I selected for analysis a series of children's actions and interactions within
specific time-bound activities (for instance, when they are looking at a particular exhibit
or when they are participating in a particular post visit activity). As Wolcott (1994)
suggests, the data that gets recorded are always a selection from everything that
happened. It is simply impossible to tell the whole story. However the study should
provide sufficient detail to allow the reader to understand 'What's going on here?' In
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addition, the level of detail provided must relate 'to the purposes of the study, those
details relevant to the account' (pI4).

Next I analysed each data-type across all children (for instance, all photographs of
children within a particular activity or all talk of children within a particular activity).
This analysis viewed them as texts that could be read for practices and artefacts that
children appeared to be using. By looking at all children across one form of data I was
able to gain a holistic view of the pattern of practices and artefacts in use. This was a
'wide angle lens ' (Wolcott, 1994, p.16) that could only focus on what was going on by
stepping back and attending to patterns that could be seen from a distance.

I also tried to analyse using a cross-section view of the data as it related to one child.
This level of analysis focused on data produced by an individual child and included all
forms of data generated by that child. The aim here was to analyse a slice of the action
across all the artefacts produced and used by one child. This meant that I searched for
patterns or themes related to how one child negotiated the meanings of practices. In
other words, how a child used spaces and objects, language, drawings and his or her
body in action (stances, facial expressions and gestures) for the spatial, linguistic, and
embodied resources he or she appeared to use to negotiate meaning about practices.
This slice of action bought together a disparate array of data as it related to one child
and revealed patterns across children as well as differences between children.

Ethical Considerations
Researchers have an obligation to ensure that they conduct their research activities with
attention to high ethical standards (Aubry, David, Godfrey & Thomas, 2000). Unless
these are attended to there is always a potential for manipulation or harm to research
participants, especially when these are young children. Given the involvement of young
children a number of ethical issues were particularly important to consider in this study,
namely informed consent and confidentiality.

Informed consent
As I have pointed out, above, many of these children were already somewhat
experienced as research participants but, nonetheless, informed consent with young
children is always problematic (Aubrey, eta al. 2000). Obtaining parent consent is a
starting point but gaining children's consent is less clear-cut. Aubrey, et. al. (2000,
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p.160) point out that although young children are apparently vulnerable to exploitation
by researchers, they are also capable of taking action in their own interests given the
right conditions.

Depending upon the practices the children are used to at home or in a
group setting, and upon the researcher's sensitivity, young children
can prove quite powerful because they will move away, where
possible, if they are bored or uninterested.
Aubrey, et. ale 2000, p.160
In the case of my project the children were not approached without first obtaining parent
consent. I felt it was important in this project to do research with young children as
opposed to on them (Woodhead & Faulkner, 2000). This distinction was achieved, at
least partially, through making clear my research purposes in language that children
could understand and through demonstrating the use of equipment (i.e., the tape
recorders and the camera). I tried to ensure that the children understood how and why I
was tape-recording their conversation by explaining my study in plain language. Before
we visited the gallery I familiarised children with both the tape-recorders and the
camera by using them during my preliminary visits to the preschool prior to the actual
research project. However, one child (Harry) told rne during the visit to the gallery that
his 'radio' wasn't working indicating that he had not understood the purpose of the
machine he was carrying around. We had another tape-recorder demonstration back at
the preschool after his comment. Jake also seemed to have constructed a notion of the
tape recorder as a transmitter of some sort. He was obviously aware of the recorder as
can be seen in his question to me, 'Well, how, how can you hear me?' Only one child,
Bonnie, expressed or demonstrated any discomfort with the tape-recorder or the camera.
Bonnie barely spoke during the first visit to the children's gallery. Her teacher thought
that she might have been distracted by or a bit concerned about the tape-recorder
because she understood that it would record her words. After the visit I asked her if she
was worried about the tape recorder. She said that she wasn't. On the next visit she had
apparently overcome her concerns and talked without hesitation. If any child expressed
a disinterest or resistance to participating, being tape-recorded or having photographs
taken, at any time, he or she was not required to participate and, as I have described
above, I tried to clarify the purposes of the recorders when it became apparent that a
child was confused. As Aubrey et. ale (2000) have observed, some children took the
option to opt out of the research in various ways. One of the children who fit the criteria
for involvement stated that she didn't want to go to the gallery because, as she put it, it
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was 'boring'. She was not included on the excursions. Another child was not interested
to go on the day planned for the excursion, stating that he would rather stay and play
with a friend who was at the preschool that day. We complied with his wishes and he
did not accompany us on that day but he did choose to come on the next day.

The research design also allowed for involving children directly in negotiating and
renegotiating some of the research processes. For example, in Chapter 5 I have
discussed one incident where children objected to our taking only three or four children
at a time on our excursion when the usual practice was to take the whole group. We
attempted to negotiate this change with the children but were constrained by my
research design. I recognised only in hindsight how this issue could have been managed
differently. I am still unsatisfied by our resolution, which I discuss further in Chapter 5.
On other occasions children voiced their interests or decisions and we were able to
accommodate them, for example, when they decided which method to use how to help
the other children in the preschool learn about galleries. I also talked to them about my
perceptions throughout the research process and thus tried to check and recheck them
for accuracy. I also asked the staff members who accompanied the children to the
gallery to check child transcripts for accuracy, relevance and fairness providing some
contrasting balance to my own assumptions (Aubrey et. al. 2000).

Informed consent for adults was achieved through provision of a plain language
statement that clearly explained the purposes, procedures and uses of my research
project. Only those staff members who agreed prior to commencing were involved in
the study. Drafts and final copies of conference papers derived from my study have
been read and commented on by gallery staff, preschool teachers, and one of the
parents. Their feedback and comments have helped to ensure that my accounts and
analysis of the research process have been ethically sound.

Confidentiality
Confidentiality through anonymity is also problematic, particularly when working in a
small city and when using photographs of children. I have attempted to address both of
these issues, On a basic level confidentiality for all participants has been achieved
through the use of pseudonyms. However, I needed to identify the research site as a
university-based preschool and in a city the size of Canberra this information makes the
preschool somewhat identifiable. I tried to minimise any harm by negotiating
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continuously with staff about data to be included in the final thesis and have not used
data that they considered to be sensitive or damaging to them or to the preschool. The
same applied for the curator in the gallery and other gallery education staff who have
read and approved with feedback a paper detailing the key data and conclusions for this
thesis. In this way confidentiality became less problematic.

The use of photographs as data made it difficult to ensure complete anonymity for
children. I gained permission from parents to use children's images in the copy of the
doctorate that goes into the university library and in published accounts and
presentations that I have undertaken. In the use of photographs for future purposes, such
as in published papers or for a website I have agreed to check with parents prior to
doing so and to obscure the faces of any child where permission is not given. This is
easily achieved when using digital photography.

In summary I have tried to follow Aubrey's, et. al. (2000) advice.

Trying to put yourself in the shoes of those reported upon can go some
way to ensuring sensitivity in this respect, but having another person
with different views from one's own would be an added security.
Aubrey, et. ale 2000, p.164
I have aimed to do no harm to those who participated and have tried to put in place
some strategies to ensure this. In addition, I have tried to ensure that there were son1e
benefits to the participants in being involved in my study. In many ways informed
consent with young children is still an ongoing concern because it is difficult to
determine what it looks like in young children.

For the preschool staff and the parents I have tried to ensure that participation in the
study would lead to some mutual benefits. For instance, parents were interested in the
photographs of their children. I made these available in the form of individual booklets
that children made to take home. I also displayed photographs and text describing the
excursions to the parents and other staff not involved in the study on a notice board. I
wrote an article for the preschool newsletter part way through the study to inform
parents of what we did on the excursions and my first interpretations of the process.
Parents approached me thanking me for involving their children in the gallery
excursions and for the opportunity to engage in activities associated with the gallery.
The teachers also indicated that they enjoyed the opportunity to work with me and to
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discuss the ways that children used activities and the excursions. Elsie, the key teacher
with whom I worked, also indicated that she appreciated the chance to work closely
with someone who was interested in sharing new perspectives on children's learning.

I was granted ethical clearance (Project number: 0031) from the university ethics
committee.

Description of Data Chapters
There are two data chapters each of which analyses children's engagement in practices.
Each data chapter tells the research story in a roughly chronological way and draws out
key themes related to practices used by children. In Chapter 4 I have described the
gallery as a community of practice with particular attention to two key practices,
'looking' in gallery endorsed ways and 'valuing' objects in the gallery as art object.

In Chapter 5 I have analysed the ways that children took up, negotiated, resisted and
reproduced gallery practices as an interaction of practices between the gallery and the
preschool. Surprising developments in the children's use of artefacts, particularly in
their use of seemingly irrelevant incidents that occurred over the period of the research
study, are problematised for how they can inform our understanding of children's
learning in the gallery.
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Chapter 4
Learning to 'look' 
Finding the practices in the art gallery fortress

Figure 4 - Welcome to the fortress
Figure 4 Context Information:
This is a photograph ofthe National Gallery ofAustralia that I took 3 months after I 'd finished data
collection when I realised that I had no photographs ofthe gallery from a distance showing its overall
size and shape. I have juxtaposed these two photographs (Figures 4 & 5) del iberately. as a way to
emphasise the relationship between the children to the building. The metaphor of the fortress seemed
apt.

Figure 5 - Children's first visit
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Introduction
When is a chair no longer a chair? This is an honest question. It contains some
notion of the kinds of hurdles that young children encounter when they first begin
to traverse the foreign terrain of an art gallery. A chair is no longer a chair when it
has been transformed, as if by a sleight of hand, into an art gallery exhibit. How
do we come to know when we see a certain chair in the art gallery that this is a
new kind of chair, different from any we have encountered outside of the gallery 
one to be walked around, looked at, admired and considered, but never sat on
again? How do we recognise its new status as an art object? What signals provide
us with this vital information?

I am reminded of an experience that put me in a position similar to the one I will
describe for the children involved in my research, the position of not automatically
'seeing' what is going on. I was watching my fourteen year old son playa computer
game called 'Mist', a game where the player hunts through a series of digital images
representing the rooms of an old Victorian house, looking for the clues that will
ultimately allow access to 'treasures' to be found beyond and beneath the surface
images in the house. Commonplace objects in the house, such as a figurine on a table or
the bottom left-hand drawer in a bureau, served as portals to new, hidden and
unsuspected layers of reality within the house. Each clue, uncovered, allowed the player
to progress. More and more layers came into view, but only to the accomplished player,
the one capable of first seeing and then recognising the clues as clues. In this way, the
player could gain access to the ever more complex and informative recesses of the
house. My son and his friends played this game together constantly over a six month
period. They swapped and shared the vital clues. They became a kind of community
comprised of those who knew what to pay attention to, what to look for and how to
interpret the double meanings of images, all practices that were quite beyond me until
my son initiated me into the mysteries. To draw the analogy back to the context of the
art gallery, they knew when a chair wasn't really a chair.

I have attempted to see the art gallery as this kind of a community of practice, as the
location for a specific kind of enterprise, a place full of specific kinds of practices
known to the players (those experienced in the game) but at least partially mysterious to
an outsider. I have chosen to use Etienne Wenger's (1998) framework for learning
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summed up in his term 'community of practice' because it provides a new way for me
to understand the induction of newcomers into a community like the art gallery.

Look back at Figure 5, the photograph of the children looking up at the gallery. This is
how I wrote about it in my field notes.

Figure 5 - Context Information:
This photograph was taken on the first visit we made to the gallery with the first group of children.
Two boys, Jake and Karl, and a girl, Rachel, went to the gallery with Elsie, their teacher, and me.
The person taking the photo is Cathy, the preschool director who drove the bus for us. We were
delayed in entering the gallery because it was not quite opening time. As we waited the children
looked around at the building. Their teacher noticed some triangle shapes on the roof and
commented on these to the children who looked up to see them. Assuming I was 'out of the frame', I
stood looking off into the distance. But I was never really 'out of the frame '. I have chosen this photo
to highlight both the relationships between the researcher, the children and the teachers, and the
relationship between the children to the gallery.

When I started this project it was hard to see pictures of young children without seeing
them through the eyes of my early childhood training. My 'first pass' at interpretation
came up with familiar developmental indicators and tender feelings. Annette Holland's
(1992) 'images of childhood' lens reminded me that pictures of children can evoke
memories of our own childhoods. We tend to compare ours to that being portrayed.
Does looking at this photo remind you, as it did me, of what it felt like as a young child
and stand at the entry of a strange new building? The children look so small. Their
stature tends to construct our view of them to some extent, so that we see them as
vulnerable, tiny and innocent. While I looked at this photo it occurred to me that
pictures of children in art galleries are very unusual, not often part of our public
imagery of childhood. Holland (1992, p.46) also suggests that such photos can be read
as 'diagram(s) of relationships' when we pay attention to how the people have arranged
themselves or have been arranged. Cathy, the preschool director, told us that she was
going to take this picture, so the children were not unaware of the camera, but she did
not arrange them. What, if anything, can this arrangement tell us about their
relationships with each other and their teacher? Perhaps we can see a gendered
arrangement with the two boys located further from the teacher than Rachel, who
stayed close by. It is also worth remarking that they chose not to stare with 'cheese'
faces into the lens. Perhaps the notion of triangles on the roof was too attractive to
ignore. Your reading may be different again. The photographs I have used to tell the
story of our visits to the gallery are all selections from a mass of data representing
'what happened'. They are texts that have been read and interpreted through different
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lenses. In the choice of lens we are able see certain things that may not be apparent
otherwise.

What does this building, as a kind of reification of a history of gallery practice tell us
about this gallery? What other places does it remind us of? What does this building,
taken as an embodiment of practice, tell us about the kinds of relationships the gallery
expects to have with its visitors? Reifications, according to Wenger (1998, p.60), are
like 'tips of an iceberg'; they refer to larger contexts, acting like 'tokens' for vast
expanses of human meaning. No doubt, this gallery was originally designed in
consultation with a range of experts - gallery staff, government officials, those with
funding interests, the architect and so on. As a result, it has ended up looking the way
that it does here. It might seem to be a somewhat unpredictable and random process but
it is no accident that it resembles other buildings that house art works in major cities
around the world. Without being told, we might guess this was an art gallery or
museum.

Russo (1999, p.72) has commented, 'The public museum has traditionally placed great
emphasis on its physical location in order to demonstrate its distinctive place within
cultural and political society'. The usual approach has been to locate a major museum or
gallery close to 'other cultural institutions, political arenas and commercial districts.
Museums are rarely found hidden away in the suburbs or in industrial areas.' The
National Gallery of Australia certainly fits this description. The building, as a reification
of practice, can act as a tool that guides our practice towards this place. Wenger tells us
that such a reification tends to 'ossify activity around its inertness' (p.61). In using this
'tool' (the particular material form of this art gallery building) we are somewhat
constrained, or limited, to seeing what the tool allows us to see. What kind of visitor
does this building suggest it is there for? It is a rather formal and traditional kind of
building with little visible evidence, at least in its public face, that there might be a
range of 'child-friendly' options inside. But what do children, who have more limited
experience of such buildings than adults, make of it? What, if anything, can we see in
children's embodied responses to this building? They look up, severely, heads tilted
back. Its bulk and height miniaturises them. Their facial expressions are somewhat
slack- jawed - with wonder? Intimidation? Or are they just trying to see the triangles
that their teacher pointed out? Although these three children had all been to this place at
least once before, they did not seem to treat it as a familiar place. They were very quiet,
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static and watchful while we waited for the gallery to open, unlike their usual practice in
other places, like the preschool.

Wartofsky (1979) pushes this analysis even further by providing a more refined lens for
interpreting artefacts. He also sees human practices as embodied in the material world.
Practices are historical ways of dealing with the world and become represented in
different kinds of artefacts. A representation of a practice, such as this building, he
would see as a secondary artefact, a symbolic form of a primary artefact or a reflection
of actions, 'if you like, pictures or models of them' (p.20]). This photo makes n1e think
about how, traditionally, art galleries and museums have been built to function as safe,
solid, and magnificent repositories of a culture's most valued art works and ideas. They
are places that need to be substantial - in order to protect what is inside. They tend to be
large and imposing places, the better to impress upon people the worth of their contents.
The building, in its very shape and form, helps to 'preserve' these practices. I wonder
what kinds of experiences children may have had that would help them 'read' the
meanings of the practice associated with this building. I imagine that children differ
from each other, depending on their previous experiences with this building and with
others like it. Or perhaps they only read it as a primary artefact, on a literal level - as a
rather strange, large kind of building that keeps the rain out, like other buildings do.
Seeing the art gallery as a fortress, complete with guards and drawbridges, is a playful
way to think about how one comes to learn things in the art gallery. It is also a metaphor
that highlights the material view of learning adopted in this study. It leads me to ask
different questions than I might were I to more traditional early childhood psychological
views of learning. It also challenges the approach, increasingly adopted in many
museums and galleries as they attempt to cater for young children, that learning is
primarily a brain-based cognitive pursuit, focused on the transfer of information from
the external world into the individual brain of the visitor and facilitated by a breaking
down of complex experience into developmentally appropriate and manageable chunks.
Wenger's framework provides an alternative, a view that affords learners more active
roles in their own learning. Learners are seen as producing rather than receiving
knowledge. They do so through negotiating the meanings of the practices that they are a
part of, as they occur, with other people, objects, and spaces. Wenger says that however
often we encounter a practice, new or old, 'We produce meanings that extend, redirect,
dismiss, reinterpret, modify or confirm- in a word, negotiate anew- the histories of
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meanings of which (these practices) are a part' (p.52-53). Learners are constantly and
actively involved in producing their own learning, and not just absorbing knowledge
and storing it for future use. Their activity with other people and things becomes the
primary focus of attention, rather than what they may be thinking, which is difficult to

see in any case. With this approach, the problems with learning cannot be explained
simply by uncovering deficiencies in the individual learner. The interaction of the
learner with the context and resources available becomes the paramount consideration.
As sociocultural theorists Luke and Freebody (1997) have put it, our vision of learning
is limited when we see children as bringing 'idiosyncratic, individual differences,
learning styles, skill deficits, or innate abilities' to a learning situation. In their terms,
learning is better understood when we see them as bringing to the negotiation a range of
'cultural resources' (p.195), a construct similar to Wenger's (1998) artefacts of practice.

This chapter explores these issues using the communities of practice framework as a
way to understanding how one group of young children entered into what was for them
a relatively new community (an art gallery) and began to engage in its practices. This
approach has allowed me to understand the children's induction into the art gallery
practices from a sociocultural perspective - as context embedded, fundamentally social,
and continuously negotiated. The key conceptual resources used to analyse the practices
of the gallery are Wenger's (1998) framework of a community of practice and
Wartofsky's (1979) multilevel analysis of artefacts of practice. The induction process
(the learning of new things) is sought through attending to children's participation in the
socially defined practices of the art gallery as they interacted with the adults and other
children involved. The practices children apparently used in their visits to the National
Gallery can be seen as resources, some that were available in the gallery and some that
children brought with them from other places and communities (Wenger, 1998). Such
practices are not limited to the human-to-human, language-based interactions normally
associated with the word 'practice', although these are critically important elements.
Practices also end up embodied and reified in the material world. Therefore, practices
should become apparent in children's interactions with the architecture, the physical
arrangements, the objects, in the use of time and with the exhibits themselves. In
emphasising this physically embodied aspect of practice, I am recognising that a sole
focus on young children's use of language would give me neither a full, nor accurate,
picture.
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The analysis reported here is organised spatially. By this I mean that I have focused on
practices as they could be seen in two distinct sections of the gallery; the children's
gallery and the 'adult's gallery' (as it was referred to by the children). The analysis uses
data from both visits made by both groups of children. During the first visits both
groups of children went specifically to the children's exhibition, 'Eye-Spy' and, a week
later, to different areas in the rest of the gallery. I am considering these two spaces, the
children's gallery and the adults' gallery, as providing two contexts for induction into
gallery practice. There is significant overlap between these two spaces as locations for
engagement in gallery practices, but also differences. The children's gallery, as a site for
practice, has been specifically designed/or children. In this sense it provides a platform
for reflecting on those practices considered to be core to the gallery and that have been
reworked or modified with the express purpose of including and accommodating
children. Analysing the children's use of practices in these two sites, as a comparison,
can enable me to see more clearly the differences and similarities between practices in
the two sites and reveal those practices fundamental to the enterprise of the gallery. It
seems fair to assume that the children's gallery, set aside and provisioned as it has been
with children in mind, provides an ideal location for analysis of induction practices.

In Part One I have described and analysed practices that children encountered in the
lobby and in the children's gallery. In Part Two I have done the same for the practices
encountered the adult's gallery. The practices under consideration are all related to
'looking' as this practice is constructed in the art gallery.
'Looking' involves many elements but those I have highlighted are 
-the art of 'looking' but not touching - a the practice associated with the
protection of artworks,
-skilled gallery 'looking' - a practice that is different from 'every day'
looking, and
-'looking' as a means of control that promotes authoritative interpretation.
It is only in the children's engagement in gallery practices that these practices become
apparent. The 'taken-for-granted' practices of any community of practice are, for the
most part, implicit, that is, known to participants in the community that produced them,
and, therefore, unnecessary to explain or describe explicitly (Wenger, 1998, Lave &
Wenger, 1991). In order to detect these practices I have had to take note of how children
interacted with objects, spaces, adults and each other. What they did and didn't do; what
they said and didn't say; and what they drew and didn't draw were all relevant sources
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of data. These data were taken from my field notes, the children's transcribed talk, their
drawings, and photographs I took during the visits . I have used these data together to
construct a kind of triangulation that, as each source interacted with, complemented and
contrasted with the others, produced insights into how children's engagement in
practices positioned them and how they positioned themselves in relation to them. I
have used transcripts of interviews, one with the curator of the 'Eye-Spy' exhibit for
what he could tell me about the 'community of practice' at this gallery and others with
the preschool staff who accompanied us on our visits.

Part One: The Children's Gallery: A Gallery within the Gallery
Children at the gate
Crossing boundaries between practices exposes our experience
to different forms of engagement, different enterprises with
different definitions of what matters, and different repertoires
where even elements that have the same form (e.g., the same
words or artefacts) belong to different histories. By creating a
tension between experience and competence, crossing
boundaries is a process by which learning is potentially
enhanced, and potentially impaired.
Wenger, 1998, p.140
We begin in the foyer of the gallery . Figure 6 (below) became the focus of attention for
the children, taking on significance well beyond what I had anticipated. Mary, Tom and
Harry were the children on this particular visit and Kate the preschool assistant.

Figure 6 - Cloakroom sign

Context Information:
We had just entered the gallery foyer. It was a cold and rainy day. I led the way over to the cloakroom so
that we could shed our handbags, jackets, an umbrella, and a small suitcase that I had for carrying all
the tape recorders. I took this picture because it was one ofthe first things that the children talked about
and because it seemed to show clearly the notion of embodied materialised practices.
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We can think of the cloakroom in the gallery as embodying a set of reified practices
related to the gallery's history of protection and preservation of artwork. It is a place
where people are obliged to leave those possessions deemed unwelcome in the art
gallery. - such as briefcases and umbrellas. It is a kind of boundary practice that stands
at the edge of the community, literally at the door and prior to accessing the artwork,
that is full of signals for the visitor. The cloak room contained markers of membership
to this community, both explicit and implicit, there to be read by those who recognised
them as such, i.e., in the sign posted next to the window of the cloakroom conveying the
rules via graphic images (Figure 6), in the cloakroom's spatial location at the entry of
the gallery where every visitor must pass, in the surveillance television mounted on the
wall next to the counter, in the form of a guard who physically redirected those who had
missed the other markers or misinterpreted them, and even in the guard's uniform
showing his official and regulatory capacity. How did the children use these markers?
Did they even notice them? Wenger (1998) says that the meanings of markers, such as
these, are re-negotiated anew every day, by every visitor, in the ways that they use
them. This is an excerpt from the transcript of our conversation as we all hovered
around the cloakroom. Harry, Mary and Tom are the children. Lyn and Kate are the
adults.

Lyn -

Harry 
Kate 
Harry -

Stopping here, stopping here. We have to wait right here, at this
cloakroom, and give the man all our extra stuff, so we don't have
to carry it.
(The security guard suggests putting everything together in one of
the large bins designed to hold things for school groups. I agree
it would be a great idea.)
I'll hold them. (He clutches his coat and hat to his chest.)
It goes in the bin. (Kate is the preschool assistant.)
Why does it go in the bin? (No one answers this question.)

Already, it is clear that there were practices that were not transparent to the children.
Harry's comment suggests that he was not at all sure that putting his things in the bin
was necessary or desirable. He was asking for more explanation. Why would we put our
things in this place? I thought that I had covered this by saying, 'so we don't have to

carry it', but these words answered another question, obviously not the one he'd asked.
I made it sound like a choice, that we could, if we chose, put our things in the
cloakroom, as if it was optional, which of course it wasn't. At this moment a large,
white plastic bin on wheels was rolled out from a cupboard beneath the cloakroom
counter. Written on the front of the bin was the numeral 1.
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Tom -

We got bin one! Woooooeeeee! Do we keep the key? (The guard has
handed me the token for the bin with a '1' on it.)

To this comment there was no adult response. Like many of the children's comments
none of the adults ever registered them in the situation. They only became apparent
later, when listening to the audiotapes. Did the number' 1' conjure up some association
with a competition for Tom? Coming first? Is that why he cheered? Where did this
notion come from? It apparently had little relevance to this situation, but if we try we
can see it as a resource, a practice gained through his participation in another
community and that he brought to this negotiation. He called the token a 'key' and it did
look a bit like a tag that hangs off a key. We adults heard none of this and so the
negotiation was purely between Tom and these material artefacts of practice, with no
clarifying verbal mediation. Getting the adults to engage with these issues was
obviously not worth persisting with as Tom moved on and spotted the sign (Figure 6). I
have included a rather long extract from the transcript to show how Tom, Harry and
Mary all eventually oriented to this sign and to other embodied artefacts associated with
protection practices.
Tom Harry 
Mary 
Lyn Harry 

Guard 
Lyn 
Harry 
Guard 

No umbrellas allowed. No umbrellas. No umbrellas Kate! I think,
a sign saying, 'No umbrellas'!
Where?
Hello! (She's speaking to the security guard.)
We were here yesterday with a different group. (I'm explaining to
the guard.)
Why is the TV on? (Referring to the security television positioned
to allow the guard to watch what is happening around the corner
in the shop area.)
That'sfor keeping an eye on the shop, the people in the shop.
Oh, look at that, a television.
D, d, do, do you keep it on even at night time?
No .. ..an alarm down below goes on, always covers the whole
gallery,
by night time
(I couldn't hear everything he
said.)

Lyn 

Harry 
Lyn 
Guard 
Tom
MaryTom 
Mary-

Remember how we were talking about how there might be an
alarm in the gallery? (Reminding the children about our previous
discussion. )
Yeah!
Are there any alarms here? (I ask the guard the exact question
we had written down to investigate in the gallery.)
You see them under... in those little white boxes.
Well, we bring... No, suitcases allowed.
Can ya eat? (This was the question Mary had contributed during
our prior discussion in the preschool.)
No suitcases allowed! (He's getting louder now.)
Where?
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Tom 
Mary 
Tom
MaryTomKate 
Lyn 
Tom 
Lyn 
Guard 
Lyn -

Guard 
Mary 
Guard 
Mary-

No suitcases allowed! (Pointing to the sign)
And we bringed some! (Said in shocked tone)
No suitcases allowed! (He's shouting now.)
And NOOO umbrellas. (I have been ignoring this interaction, still
chatting with the guard.)
No! Suitcases! Allowed! (He enunciates each word, and says this
very loudly.)
Pardon? Oh. No suitcases allowed. No, that's right.
No suitcases? How do you know about that?
Because that! (pointing to the sign.)
Oh, because of the sign!
Yes.
That's right. That (indicating the red circle with the line through
it) means 'don't, no'.
(Then to the guard) We've got tape recorders on for doing this
research and...
That's no problem... so....
Well... Well you brang one!
(Tape unclear but the guard is talking to me and I'm laughing).
That's why you gotta put 'em in there.

Despite its location well above the level of the children's gaze, Tom noticed the sign
and read it to one of the teachers. He seemed to understand that it was a sign meant for
us and that it was telling us about what we are not allowed to do in this place. Perhaps it
was Tom's concerned tone of voice that Harry picked up, and he asked, 'Where?'.
Through this interaction, Harry's attention was drawn upwards where he noticed the
security television and asked the guard, 'Why is the TV on?'. This question suggested
that he was familiar with televisions but not as it was apparently being used in this
place. Perhaps he had not encountered a television used as a security device. The
guard's answer provoked another question, 'Do you keep it on even at night time?'
Harry would come back to this issue of night time surveillance for our preschool gallery
as we will see in Chapter 5. Tom was not satisfied that the adults had taken sufficient
note of the sign and felt the need to point out to us that we had brought at least one of
the things that were shown as 'forbidden' by the sign. Something in this interaction
seemed to remind Mary of the conversation we had had prior to our visit when we asked
the children to think of some questions to ask during the excursion. Mary's question had
been this exact question, whether we could eat in the gallery. Perhaps the talk of
'don'ts' associated with the sign reminded her of this and she asked, 'Can ya eat?' Or
could it have been my asking 'Are there alarms here?' that reminded her of our
discussion of questions to be asked? In any case her questions went unanswered and
soon she too was asking about sign. When Tom said again, in a rather exasperated tone,

'No suitcases allowed', she too asked him 'Where?'. It is interesting that she, like
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Harry, didn't ask, 'What?' meaning 'What are you talking about?', but rather 'Where',
indicating that she knew that this information was located somewhere and that he had
seen something that was telling him this. Not only had we brought forbidden suitcases
but forbidden umbrellas as well and she told us. Finally Kate, one of the adults, heard
Tom and acknowledged his statement. Then I too heard the conversation and asked
Tom how he knew that, to which he responded by pointing to the sign and saying,

'Because that'. I provided some fairly redundant information as the children had already
clearly demonstrated that they were well aware of the meaning of the red circle symbol.
In reflecting on this tape, I can see that the children were trying to work out what these
cloakroom practices were about. Mary came closest but she was still unsure whether we
would ever be able to retrieve our possessions. As we moved away from the cloakroom
on our way to the Children's Gallery, Mary remarked, 'And when we get, when we go

back to preschool, will we get 'em?' I was talking to Tim so, once again, I didn't hear.
How do I understand this episode as children's participation in a community of
practice? I think of the sign as an artefact of practice that the children recognised and
could use. This sort of sign occurs in many places apart from the National Gallery. In
fact, there was a similar sign in the bus we used to bring the children to the gallery.
According to the teachers, whenever they took the children anywhere in this bus they
pointed out this sign (as a sort of pre-literacy exercise) asking them to 'read' it. It told
the children what they couldn't do on the bus, i.e., eat, drink or smoke. Signs like this
are everywhere in fact, in supermarkets, waiting rooms and other places that children
often visited. It was not surprising then that this galley sign was particularly salient to
them. Signs like these are part of the practices of many other communities. The children
drew on these practices, enacted in other places at other times, to engage with this
particular sign. But as resources, the practices gained in other communities were still
incomplete. There was more to the gallery's use of this sign than their experience could
account for.
Wenger (1998) talks about artefacts of practice that are located on the edges of
communities as acting like markers in that they position the visitors' status. They
position the visitor as an outsider, when they create a discontinuity between the
practices inside and the practices outside the community, and as an insider, when they
create continuities for participation. The cloakroom sign seemed to act as this kind of
'boundary object' for the children although not in any direct way. Artefacts as
'boundary objects' are 'things' that can cross boundaries, and be, as it were, taken away
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with the visitor from one community to the next to enter into the practices of another
community (Wenger, 1998). When an artefact leaves the community in which it was
developed, it tends to lose some of its meaning because the meaning is never in the
artefact but in the ways the artefact is used by the community. 'The communicative
ability of artefacts depends on how the work of negotiating meaning is distributed
between reification and participation .... Different mixes become differentially
productive of meaning' (Wenger, 1998, p.64). The more reified the practice the more
necessary it is for it to be negotiated through participation. Reification and participation
are both required and mutually constitutive.
Learning in this art gallery meant accessing the meanings of practices as these were
used in this art gallery, and this process was not as obvious as we might assume to those
who had not yet been inducted. The issue of accessing practices is complex, as can be
seen by reflecting on this two-minute excerpt from our experience in the foyer. The
children were actively engaging in a dynamic two-way negotiation around these
artefacts of practice. The negotiation process involved language, but it was certainly not
limited to language. In fact, more often than not, the language we adults used seemed to
'miss the mark' in terms of furthering children's understanding.
This excerpt of transcript can only provide a piece of stripped down language, extracted
as it is from all the action that took place around it. What cannot be seen through
analysing language alone are the body stances of children as they waited patiently for
the next move, their size

0

relative to the cloakroom where their chins were well below

the level of the counter and their expressions of concern and alarm when they realised
that we had brought 'forbidden' objects to the gallery. At this point in the excursion, I
had not thought to take a photograph of the children although I now wish that I had. In
fact, it seems clear that I was not even in 'researcher' mode! I was far more focused on
chatting with the guard than on what the children were doing. I can see now that I was
imagining that 'the research' would start after we got into the actual gallery. At that
point I had not yet included the foyer as a key site for negotiating gallery practices. Yet
the foyer was full of potential points for negotiation of gallery practices. It was littered
with artefacts - in its spaces and objects and in the activities of others. It occurs to me
now, that young children have worked hard since birth at reading the non-linguistic
aspects of their world. We should expect them to engage powerfully with the non
linguistic artefacts of practices as they apparently were attempting to do here. On the
other hand, young children are so much less experienced in the practices of the world
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than are most adults and older children who come to this art gallery. As a result they
probably miss many markers altogether.
Keeping in mind that practices of any community are mostly implicit and tacit , rather
than explicit and stated, it was pointed out to me that children only ever come to art
galleries accompanied by an adult. The adult can be seen as the 'pass' that a child needs
in order to enter into this community in the first place. It is an implicit expectation, one
of those 'taken-for-granted' assumptions that one comes to know without ever being
told. I looked for but found no notice or sign posted that made this assumption explicit.
Comments in the gallery's visitor's book seemed to confirm this provisional status for
children . According to a gallery education staff member who mentioned this to me in
passing, the single most frequent visitor comment relates to the presence of children and
complains about their noisiness and commotion. This suggests that many visitors do not
see children as legitimate participants in the art gallery, particularly in the part of the
gallery that adults use. The presence of a separate children's gallery certainly suggests,
quite explicitly, that families or other adults with children are expected and welcome
but, as a separate provision, another more implicit message is that their welcome is
conditional on them remaining within the children's section of the gallery .
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Figure 7 - Provision for children in the gallery
Context Information:
I wondered about the actual amount ofspace provided expli citly for children in the gallery as a
whole. so I scanned this map from a brochure provided for visitors. The gallery has two floors
open to the public. This map shows only the ground floor. The small yellow space is the allocation
designated specifically for children.
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The children's gallery was the first room following directly from the shop area and at
the entrance to the main gallery. Using this notion of embodied practice, its location
could be seen as a way to efficiently siphon off children before they enter the adult's
section. Of course, another explanation is that a children's gallery needs to positioned
close to the front doors of the gallery and in close proximity to toilets to save parents the
need to walk long distances with young children. However, the floor space allocated for
children, relative to that allotted to the rest of the gallery, is undeniably small. I wonder
how this allocation of space relates to the percentage of children versus adults who use
the gallery. With its narrow door, opening only at one end, it serves to contain
children's activity and noise rather effectively. The question is, what does this spatial
location and arrangement say to visitors about gallery practices in relation to children?
Its location, size, and position, relative to the rest of the gallery, could suggest that
children are not a high priority for the gallery or that children are allowed and expected
to use this space, rather than the rest of the gallery. The issue of separate versus
integrated provision for children is an area of ongoing debate within the museum field
(Black, 1998, Caulton, 1998, Hein, 1998, Thomas, 1994) as it is outside the gallery. As
James, Jenks and Prout (1998) have noted, in most Western cultural contexts the
allocation of public spaces for children says something about our constructions of
childhood.

Children either occupy designated space, i.e., where we put
them, or become conspicuous by their inappropriate or
precocious invasion of adult space.
James, Jenks & Prout, 1998, p.37
Inside the children's gallery it was immediately clear that the 'child as audience' was
the priority. This place looked, felt, and even sounded, different from the adults'
section. There was an access ramp for wheel chairs that also provided an excellent
running space. Cushions had been arranged around the room on the carpeted floor
showing that softness and comfort had been an important consideration. Two computers
were positioned centrally on two levels for use by either sitting on the floor or on a
stool. Display cases of different shapes and sizes were positioned on different levels; a
triangle case in the corner of the room, some rectangular cases at different levels, cases
embedded into the floors and some porthole cases at the back containing single objects.
All but the porthole cases were tightly packed with an array of intriguing objects. Two
torches were attached to the front of one of the cases. Lighting had been used creatively
and dynamically; lights cast symbols of question marks on the floor, green pools of light
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radiated from the floor cases, and blue and red lights flashed on and off in the corner
case. From the ceiling lights illuminated words on the walls writ large and small and in
different coloured paints. A mirror ball sparkled and rotated on the ceiling casting tiny
dots of light across everything. The overall impression was of a colourful complex
space made dramatic and dynamic with lighting. Nevertheless, the space was very
small. The presence of ten children would fill the Children's Gallery. Any more than
that and it would have been too crowded. All objects were contained in cases and
behind glass. There were no gallery objects or replicas available for children to handle
(although these kinds of resources would have been made available if we had been
visiting as a prearranged tour group). Unlike the rest of the gallery, there were no
echoes, no alarms and no guards.
It is important to emphasise at this point that gallery staff were not involved with our
visits, except incidentally, i.e., when we spoke to the security staff encountered as we
wended our own way through the gallery. In my prior arrangement with the education
staff, I had not organised for them to participate with us. Compared to the trained and
experienced gallery education staff, the teachers and I had much less experience in this
community, which became apparent as we attempted to help the children to participate.
Our visits were not like organised school visits or guided tours. They were more like a
family visit where a group wanders in off the street to see what the gallery has to offer.
This exhibit, 'Eye-Spy', was a particularly good vehicle for investigating how the
children, who were relatively new to art gallery practices, were inducted into the gallery
ways of doing things. According to the curator, Matt, the implicit agenda of this exhibit
was to teach the practice of 'looking' at artwork. By noting and analysing what the
children did and paid attention to, it was possible to see how the children used the
children's gallery as a resource for engaging in gallery-endorsed practices. What
resources did they take up? What exactly did these resources direct children's attention
to? How did these resources position children as lookers? How did children themselves
resist or reposition themselves? What did they ignore? I will be discussing how children
used different resources (spatial arrangements, accessories, computers, lighting, display
arrangements, each other and the adults) each considered as an embodiment of practices
of the gallery. It is only in the practice of the children that I could begin to identify the
complexities of the gallery's practice. I have identified these practices by analysing
photographs, drawings and children's talk to see what they could tell me in combination
as they complemented or disrupted each other.
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Learning to 'look'- What's an 'Exhibition'?

Context Information:
Jake is the child with plaid trousers in the foreground. Karl is next to him. Cathy is
the adult. As you can see, the children's gallery was a very colourful and
dramatically lit space. I included this photograph to show how physically accessible
the exhibition was, in terms ofscale, for children this size. Also we can see that Cathy
has her hand on Carl's arm, drawing him back off the glass ofthe floor case. Most of
the children treated the glass cases on the floor as solid, reliable and 'walkable'
surfaces whereas the adults never walked or put weight on them.

As we were approaching the children's gallery, located at the point where the shop
merged into the gallery, this interchange occurred. I had just announced that we were
now ready to go to the 'Eye-Spy exhibition'. Jake was wide-eyed with anticipation.
He was looking around at all the objects as we passed through the shop.
Jake 
I spy. I spy something!
Lyn 
Do you spy something already?
Jake - Yeah! What is it? Haven't we got there yet?
(He seemed to notice, from my use of 'already',
that he is not meant to have started 'spying'
anything yet as we are not 'there' yet.)
Cathy - We're nearly there.

We walk on a bit.
Jake - I spy...
Cathy - It's just behind the wall.
Jake - It's just behind the what?
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Cathy - The wall. Ah! Look at this!
Jake - Wow! Wow!
Cathy
What can )70U see? First thing?
(He spins around as if trying to look everywhere at once)
Jake
Wow! Look! A/ish!
At the start of this interchange Jake did not seem to realise that the 'Eye-Spy' exhibition
was a specific place apart from where we were. The notion of 'an exhibition' as a
specific collection of objects, gathered according to certain criteria, arranged and often
enclosed in glass cases and contained within a specific location, is a typical museum
and gallery practice (Silverstone, 1994). This was, apparently, a new practice for Jake.
He did not know what to look for to find this thing called an 'exhibition'. Learning in a
new community of practice means having to deal with the often-invisible boundaries,
the kinds of boundaries that always confront newcomers. The meaning of 'exhibition'
was being negotiated and produced here, through the process of participating in the
practices associated with it.
Wenger (1998, p.53) likens the process of negotiation to 'negotiating a curve', to
emphasise its gradual achievement and the need for give and take in the interaction that
produces the meaning of practice. Engaging meaningfully in practice is a productive
process where people are neither solely responsible for inventing the meanings of
events for themselves nor are they simply imposed. Meaning is continually negotiated
through participation in practices. We can see that Jake took an active role in this
negotiation, by looking around and engaging his caregivers in conversation and
questions and by listening carefully to what was said. In this process, he began to
understand what was meant by 'the exhibition'. He found out, along the way, that 'an
exhibition' was not 'the shop', although the shop did display objects in much the same
way as the gallery (i.e., in glass cases, on pedestals, with directed lighting and so on).
Interestingly, there was less glass between the shopper and the goods than there was
between the visitor and the gallery objects. 'Glass' was another confusing artefact of
practice that children engaged with in different ways, as I will return to in the next
section.

Learning to 'Iook'- Bodies 'look'
Perhaps even more challenging for the children was the idea that, when encountered
outside the gallery, the same objects can have very different meanings when they are
found inside an art gallery (Silverstone, 1994). In the everyday world most objects are
there to be used in some way. They are rarely 'functionless' or simply there to be
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regarded and contemplated as they tend to be in an art gallery. The gallery practice of
'only looking' is one that is particularly challenging to young children given their
propensity to touch and handle things as a way to engage with them. Rice acknowledges
this impediment to visitor meaning-making. "Touching, as a way of making contact
with the physical world, is more basic than 'looking' . Not touching is actually an
unnatural thing to do.' (Rice, 1988, p.146).
In the Children's Gallery, children's inclination to do more than look, to use their
bodies at least in some fashion, was accommodated within the constraints of the
conventional protection and conservation requirements of the gallery. They could and
did walk, run, jump, hop, crawl, lie down, lean, stretch, touch and sit in the Children's
Gallery . However, there was no danger of them touching or breaking any of the gallery
objects because these were secured behind glass. This key gallery practice, as embodied
in the conventional display of objects in glass cases, seemed to say to visitors that
neither should they, nor would they be allowed to, touch anything. In the Children 's
Gallery, none of the children asked why they could not touch things . They seemed to
accept that this is 'the way it is' in this place . In this sense, they accepted the practice
and, perhaps with it, their position as ' untrustworthy' . Alternatively, whatever they
could touch, was touched.

Figure 9

Figure 12

Figure 10

Figure 13

Figure 11

Figure 14
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Figure 15

Figure 16

Figure 18

Figure 19

Figure 17

Figure 20

Context Information:
I have purposely presented these photographs en mass, as a way to fo cus on the children 's bodily stances
and actions collectively. The photo graphs were all taken in the children's gallery and combine both
groups of children visiting on different days. We can see here how children used their bodies to 'look' at
the exhibits. They interacted with their whole bodies, not just their eyes. The space seemed to invite and
even sanction this physi cally acti ve form of engagement.

All of the children used their hands on the things that could be handled - the mouse
on the computer (Figures 16 & 20) and the torches attached to one of the cases
(Figure 14). Both are examples of 'loose parts ' as Nicholson (1971) first referred to
these kinds of accessories that allow children to manipulate and rearrange their
environment, although in both cases cords tethered these 'loose parts' . In Figure 11,
Karl used the only completely unsecured object in the room, a cushion. You can see
how children tended to embrace the display cases with their hands on the glass as
well as leaning on them (Figures 9,10,12,13,15,17 & 19). They walked, crawled,
sprawled on the glass cases on the floors. They crouched, hopped, wriggled and ran
around the room. The adults did few of these actions. They usually stood, sat or
knelt on the floor.

What children seemed to notice was not always what gallery staff may have
anticipated or desired. For instance, as this excerpt from his tape indicates, Harry
was feeling the back of the computer to see if it was overheating (Figure 18).
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Harry - Watch outfor these, cause they are hot! Feel the
black computer. It's even hotter.
Mary - The red one is hotter
Beckman (1999) describes how children kept finding 'unintentional exhibitions' at
the Queensland Art Gallery. These included the bubble shaped donations box,
'elevator buttons, emergency exit doors, escalators and thermohygrographs (p.10).
This observation led staff to develop exhibits that used the same interactive
elements that apparently appealed to children in the 'unintentional exhibitions'. This
'appeal' factor could also be understood as certain objects having resonances that
triggered practices found in early childhood programs and family homes. In such
settings, children participate in communities within which certain ways of
interacting, touching and handling objects have developed. Children have
appropriated these practices as legitimate forms of participation in these contexts.
According to Wenger's framework, communities of practice can make their
practices available to outsiders by providing legitimate ways for newcomers to
participate. Practices that allow this are often 'modified forms of participation that
are structured to open the practice to non-members' (Wenger, 1998, p.100). Here, in
this children's gallery, as in the Queensland Art Gallery, modified forms of gallery
practice provided legitimate ways for children to engage in 'looking' at artwork.

Learning to 'Iook'- Touching with torches
Despite the opportunities to use their bodies, there was not a lot to actually touch
in the children's gallery. However, the torches could be seen to provide a form
of 'virtual' touching that incidentally invited a kind of focused looking. The
same could be said of the provision of drawing boards for children to draw their
favourite exhibits.
When Jake first entered the children's gallery he focused on the large fish
sculpture positioned in the centre of a very dimly lit, low-set, glass-fronted case
that contained a large assortment of different objects. I could not tell you why he
chose that particular item out of all the objects in the room. The case was not
directly in view as the children entered the room. It was around the corner to the
left. Jake literally spun around upon entering the room, looking here and there
before locking onto the fish. The fish case was the least well lit of any in the
room with faint blue and red lights blinking on and off, giving it a murky,
mysterious look and reminding me of an attic full of intriguing 'stuff' seen at
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dusk. The curator, Matt, explained that this effect was contrived purposely, as a
way to slightly obscure the objects in the case so that children might use the
torches, attached to the front of the case with wire leads, as light-pointers for
,

picking objects out of the gloom of the case. The fish, being positioned front and
centre in the case, was visible without the need of the torch. In fact, initially,
Jake did not use or even notice the torches.

This next photograph is Karl and Jake exploring this comer case using the torches in the
way that Matt had anticipated. In this way, the torches acted as 'induction tools'.

Context Information:
Jake is in the background and Karl is the child in the foreground ofthis
photograph. As Matt (the curator ofthe exhibit) predicted, these boys used the
torches to light up different objects in the case. They talked about them with
their teacher, Cathy, who was standing behind them. I took this picture to
show how accessible the case was and how comfortable the two boys seemed
to be using the torches.

What follows is an excerpt from a longer conversation that occurred as I took this
photograph. Jake looked at the objects in this case for about 90 seconds, a relatively
long period of engagement compared to other cases.
Jake Cathy Jake Cathy Jake -

And look over there. There's a bird.
There's a bag.
Look, another bird over there.
That's right.
What's that bird called?
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Cathy - That bird? I don't know what that one is. It looks a little bit like a
seagull.
Jake - Yes, it is a seagull.
Cathy - It does look like a seagull.
Jake - It is a seagull.
The torch gave Jake a nonverbal way to show Cathy exactly what he was looking at. It
allowed them to engage in a kind of joint looking. As such, the torch can be seen as a
mediating artefact that 'told' Jake, in his use of it, what could be and perhaps even what

should be done here. The torch provided a tool for specifically directing his attention
towards 'looking', as it illuminated only one or two objects at a time. It was used almost
as an extension of his body; an extension for pinpointing the objects that he couldn't
touch. It 'worked' as an artefact for induction to gallery practices in that it enabled Jake
to negotiate the kind of practice that the curator of the exhibit had envisioned.

The curator explained his views on the importance and problems of 'looking' in an art
gallery during our interview. His expressed 'bottom line' was that children would 'stop,
look and engage'. The torch acted to direct Jake's attention to do just that, to stop and
look. The curator's definition for 'engagement' implied some sort of emotional
response, an act of judgement ('I like that!'). Jake didn't make an explicit judgement
until later, when we asked him what he liked the most in the exhibition. He indicated
that his 'favourite' thing was a flower sculpture in the darkened case. He drew the
flower on his clipboard so that he could take it back to the preschool to show the other
children.

The inclusion of a torch attached to this darkened case could be seen as an modified
artefact of practice, specifically designed to mediate gallery ways of 'looking', an
'induction tool' included because this was an exhibitfor children, as Matt (the curator
of the exhibit) explained in our interview 

Matt -

Lyn Matt 
Lyn -

It's somethingfor them to do besides just looking. ... That was
part of it as well. And because the cases are dimly lit, to actually
see much beyond is (difficult) ... because it's just that red and
blue light that comes on and off.
Sort of tantalising isn't it? Because you can almost, just see, but
not quite well enough?
That's right. So, you ...
Then the light goes off.
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Matt -

Lyn 
Matt
Lyn
Matt-

Lyn
Matt-

Yes. So once they have the torches, the idea was to have two so
not only can they look at the works ... with a better light, but they
can also communicate about the works of art, with the light.
With the wand!
'Look at that one!'
It's a pointer, isn't it? Yes.
That's right. It's kind of like a laser pointer in a way. "Look at
this. Look at this thing". And... they do, in fact. Again, when we
were in there yesterday, I saw two kids doing exactly that.
Talking about the (art) works. "Look at this one over here. Look
at this one over here". ...
So they can't touch them, but they can touch them, with those
lights. Yes.
Yes.

By including the torches Matt anticipated his child audience. He predicted that they
would find engaging with artworks in glass cases a bit difficult. As Rice (1988)
points out in her analysis of the skills and knowledge required to engage with art
works, "knowing what to do when you are confronted with an object that is made or
displayed 'just to be looked at', as is commonly done with art objects in this
culture ... is not a simple act" (p.144). In fact, she maintains, ' Those without a
training in studio practice, art history, criticism, or esthetics generally have little
sense of how to look at, or what to look for, in a work of art' (p.144-145). Even
highly educated adults are often at a loss and can feel intimidated in art galleries if
their education lacks knowledge of art. She contrasts the 'cultured' way of looking
that goes on in art galleries with the 'everyday looking' that occurs in the world
beyond the gallery. 'Everyday looking' is more instrumental, selective and focused
on specific goals (such as looking to see if there's a car coming or to find your
socks). The kind of looking required inside art galleries or museums is a 'deeply
complex, culturally loaded action requiring a specific framework' (p.145).

To return to the torch as a mediator for looking, Rachel used it initially for its own
sake, as a primary artefact in Wartofsky' s (1979) terms, and only later as a mediator
for looking at the art objects. In this latter use, the torch could be considered a
secondary artefact. When used to single out objects, similar to positioning them in a
glass case or on a pedestal, the torch acts as a representation of a certain way of
'looking' endorsed by the gallery community. In that use, it represents 'gallery
looking'. When she started, Rachel was only interested in the torch itself and where
the blinking lights in the case originated. Later, through the guidance and
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participation of her teachers, who got her to use the torch as a way of looking at art
objects, she too began to use it to 'look' closely at the gallery objects

Context Information:
Rachel was talking to Elsie, her teacher, about using the torch. At first she seemed to
be more interested in the torch itself and the other lighting in the display case than in
the objects to be looked at. I took this picture when Rachel was first starting to use
the torch.

For Rachel noticed that the lights in the case seemed to be changing colour. In the
following excerpt from her transcript she started talking to Elsie (her teacher) about
what she noticed. Later, Cathy, the preschool director, joined the conversation.
Rachel
Elsie Rachel
Elsie Rachel 
Elsie Rachel 
Elsie 
Rachel 
Elsie 
Rachel.
Elsie 
Rachel
Elsie 
Rachel
Elsie 
Rachel 

It tumes (turns) colour.
It does Rachel. And does it make it easier to
see what's in here?
Yeah? Can't see the blue very much.
Can't see the blue? Why do you think you
can't see the blue very well?
It's really dark.
It's very dark. What can you see right at the
back?
Koala!
You can!
I can see a seagull
What else?
Stairs?
And where are the stairs going?
Oh, I can see them without the torch (giggles)
You can.
Oh, a silly pig!
Are the different coloured lights there all the time?
They keep on changing, the SAME colour!
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Elsie
Rachel
Elsie
Rachel
Elsie
Rachel
Elsie-

Rachel
Elsie Rachel 
Elsie 
Cathy Rachel 
Cathy 
Rachel 
Cathy -

What colours are they changing to?
Red and blue.
Red and...
Turn this off. How do you turn it off?
You press on the button. That's it!
Yeah. Eh? It's still working!
Ohh! Where's it coming from? Do you think it is
coming from the torch, or not? Where are the
lights coming from?
I switched in off. ..
You switch it off but look what..., it's still on.
Look at that!
Eeeahh! Cathy! It stillflashes!
She's... (turned off) the torch and it still flashes.
What is it? What did you see in here Rachel?
What did you spy with your little eye?
This stairs case. Staircase.
The staircase. Where?
There, silly!
I didn't see that before! What a good looker.
Aren't you good at looking. What else is in here
with the shark? Have a look over here. What's in
here? Rachel, did you have a look over here? I
found this when I had a look. Look. Come and
have a look. Do you know what this is? Come
and have a look.

This conversation went on for another full two minutes with Cathy and Rachel finding
and commenting on all the different things they could see in the case. At the beginning
Rachel was attending to the lighting effects and trying to work out where the blue and
red lights were coming from. She seemed to think they were related to her torch. Elsie
took up her cue and tried to help her sort out the source of the light by asking her to turn
her torch off. At that point Rachel switched to talking about what was in the case. What
were the practices here that Elsie and Cathy were trying to teach Rachel? It seemed to
be a combination, both the gallery practice of looking at the artwork and an early
childhood practice of naming things that could be seen. A common early childhood
practice is to follow a child's interests, to help her verbally in this case, to work out
what was happening with the lighting. This interaction of practices goes on all the time
in everyday learning situations. Gee (1996) refers to Bakhtin' s (1986) concept of
'mulitvocality' that helps us to understand how this occurs.

His stress on the multiple ways in which any concept, piece of
language, discourse, or practice that I internalise - make part of my
mental and physical apparatus - is always a heterogeneous mixture of
different and often conflicting 'voices' connected to different social
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groups and different histories, different interests and desires, is a light
leading in the proper direction.
Gee, 1996, p.280
This issue of multiple practices will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 5, but I
mention it here to show that an important feature of the excursion was the interaction of
practices. This needs to be understood if we are to understand how children learned in
this context.

Wenger (1998), with Gee (1996), has stressed the importance of the participation of
community members in the work of interpreting artefacts according to community
sanctioned meaning. The meaning of an artefact is never fully contained within it. The
artefact itself does not 'tell', in any direct way, what should be done with it. I could ask
the question, 'What is the purpose of the torch as an artefact of practice?, and answer,
'To direct looking towards art objects'. This purpose is so obvious to us as adults that
we don't even think about how dependent it is on a whole history of practice. As we can
see in this extract though, it is not necessarily obvious to all of the children. It became
apparent in the ways that we adults interacted with children in the gallery. We
constantly re-directed children's attention away from some things and towards others;
often away from extraneous interests that children expressed and towards the art objects
as objects to be considered and reflected upon. It was in this participation with the
artefact that the meaning of the artefact (the torch), and associated gallery practices of
'looking', began to be taken up by the children. For instance, Rachel began to play the
game that Elsie had originally initiated, of naming and pointing to things. In her
engagement with Elsie and Cathy, Rachel's focus on the issue of light sources ebbed
and flowed until it was replaced by the focus on objects in the case.

Learning to 'look'- The computer knows
The presence of computers in the Children's Gallery was a particularly attractive
and engaging aspect of the 'Eye-Spy' exhibit for this group of children. All of the
children spent a significant amount of time using a computer. According to the
curator (Matt) the inclusion of computers was an innovation for the Children's
Gallery having not been used previously in a children's exhibition. Matt explained
that he had included computers, not only because he believed they would be
attractive to children as a way to focus their looking, but as a way to enable the art
works to be labelled as is required. This is the excerpt from his transcript when I
asked him about the purpose of computers.
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Matt -

Lyn 
Matt 
Lyn 
Matt 
Lyn 
Matt-

...1 knew the children are also attracted to that sort of
thing. But it did ..it did help overcome one of the
problems, which is labelling the works of art. Because
we, of course, are obligated to, anything we display, we
have to label.
Right.
It's no point in presenting ..
You have to label?
Well, yes.
In order to give, um..
Well, we have to give information about what it is. So,
we can ...and it's importantfor children too...So we can
show the works of art. We couldn't label them in the
way that we displayed them, because it would have
been... the labels are quite large and would have taken
up twice as much room again (as the objects themselves
in the cases). And it seemed to sort of defeat the purpose
ofdisplaying them in that way.

The labelling of objects was a critically important practice in the art gallery. As Matt
started to say before I interrupted him, from his perspective there was no point in
displaying artworks without such labels. My comment, 'You have to label?' reveals
quite clearly my own outsider status to the gallery; that I would even ask the
question showed how little I knew about the conventions associated with display of
artwork. It was a dilemma for Matt to incorporate labels, a key element of exhibition
practice, into the design of the display cases because the art works were so close
together leaving no room for labels. He solved the problem by putting the label
information on the computers. The computers contained scanned photographs of
each of the display cases showing all of the art objects in silhouette form. Only
when the mouse highlighted an individual silhouette could the photograph of the
object come into clear view. When a photograph was highlighted the artist, date, and
place information also became visible on the screen. Matt wanted the computers to
be a kind of game for children, one designed to be fun, but also a strategy for
engaging children in looking at and learning information about the artwork.

Matt -

Lyn -

The floor cases are exact on the screen to what they are in the
cases... So when you're presented with the silhouette of the item...
when you move the mouse over the item, it comes into view. And
that way, only one item can be in view at anyone time on the
computer screen ... When you move over that item, the information
about the work of art that normally appears on the label. ..
(appears on the screen), and in fact, it actually includes a little bit
more information than we normally put on the label.
Yes. Cause you've got a bit more room there on the screen.
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Yes. Right, right ...
Matt 
Have
you noticed kids reading that stuff?
Lyn 
Matt - Ummm, yes! I think, some of the older ones more.
And later he explained that it was more often through parent interest that the labels
came into play, especially in younger children's use of the computers.

Whether they're actually reading the information, I don't
know. And ... whether they really care! (laughs)
Yes (laughs)
Lyn 
Matt - In most cases, ... who made it (the art object) and when ...
But I have seen parents encouraging the kids too, because
they're interested. So, ... people are interested with the
information of what it is and where it's from.
Lyn 
Who's made it and ...
Matt - Who made it and how old it is and... that sort of thing.
So...not only did we...were we able to label the works this
way, but we're also, in a way, encouraging them to find out
that information by looking at the screen. Because it's,
there's not much point in doing it otherwise.
Mmm
Lyn 
MattYou can go over and you can 'mouse' over these things but
it's the same as in the cases, but (laughs) only smaller. So,
it...kind of makes them (the children) make that connection.
Matt -

The practice of reading labels, in order to find out authoritative information about
objects, was another gallery practice, like 'looking', that was central to this community
of practice. It was also a new practice for children and, as Matt anticipated, was
mediated for the most part through adults' interest in who had made the object, where
and when.

I began to think about how the computer 'worked' as mediating secondary artefact - a
representation of a gallery practice. In the form of a game, the computer directed
children's attention towards the practice of 'looking' while at the same time towards the
practice of seeing the gallery as a source of 'factual' information about artwork. I also
noticed that different children used the computer differently, that is, with more or less
skill, ease and familiarity. This meant that the computer, as a mediating artefact of
practice, was more or less accessible depending on who used it. I have used the example
of Jake, who was very familiar with computers, to explore this use of the computer.

One of the first things that Jake noticed (after the fish sculpture) was the computer. This
is an excerpt from Jake's transcript when he was talking with me at one of the
computers.
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Jake -

yeah .... Wow! Look over here. Look here! (He's standing in
front of one of two computers in the middle of the room)
What's thisfor? What do they do? What do they do?
Lyn That... we need to investigate so you can see how it works.
What you do is, you move that mouse and you move it onto
different things until the lights come on, and those things are
in that cabinet. (I point to the cabinet nearby that holds the
objects we are currently looking at).
So ifwe looked in that cabinet, we wouldfind something that
looks just like that (pointing to the image on the computer) in
that cabinet, or in that one. We might find some ... there it is!
See that black thing right there?
Jake - Yeah, that's it!
Lyn So you can match things up.
Jake - Here, 1found that. 1 would, 1found that. 1found that. Do you
know what 1found first? 1found this first. 1 saw this first. ' (At
this point Cathy entered the conversation).
Cathy - 1 can see a fish. (And in fact Jake had illuminated the same
fish sculpture that he had seen previously in the dimly lit
case).
l

-

.. --.
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These photographs were taken one after the other. Jake and Karl played the game of

highlighting an object and then finding it in the appropriate case. Karl is pointing to an
object that they rushed offto find in a case. I have included this photograph to show
lake's relaxed stance and the easy way he used ofthe mouse to successfully illuminate an
object on the screen. This also shows how engaging the computers were to the children.

Jake could hardly wait to take the mouse out of my hand and use it to point to the
silhouettes on the screen. He, with Karl, became very absorbed in illuminating
silhouettes and then finding the corresponding objects in their locations in the cases.
From the transcript, it was clear that he connected the silhouette on the computer with
the fish that he had just seen in the case. The game of finding the objects became a
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powerful form of mediating 'looking' at art objects for Jake and for most of the other
children.

Jake spent the longest time of all the children in using the computers. He was very
familiar with computers. He told me in the bus going back to the preschool that he
always used his parents' computer at home. This home practice was a resource that
made it easy for him to use the computer in the children's gallery. For him, it was a very
accessible practice that worked to mediate his looking.

I have compared Jake's use of the computer to Bonnie's use, to show how differences in
children's resources positioned them differently in accessing the computer as an artefact
for 'looking'. Bonnie did not have a lot of experience using a computer at home. Her
father told me that they had not encouraged her to use it. They preferred that she played
with other children and left computers for later (field notes). In the children's gallery
Bonnie did not use the computer until she was invited to do so by one of the teachers.
She struggled to make the mouse work for her, as can be seen in Figure 16 in her
awkward stance and her facial expression that was full of concentration. She had to use
both hands to make the mouse do what she wanted it to do. I found it fascinating that,
when asked what she had liked the most about the gallery, the first picture she drew was
of the computer. For Bonnie, the computer was accessed more on a primary level using
Wartofsky's (1979) scheme. She spent more of her time trying to manipulate the mouse
to successfully highlight the photographs, i.e., to make it work as a simple tool, than as
a way to look closely at objects themselves.

I will briefly describe Tom's use, or rather non-use, of the computer. He was the only
reader in the group as one further example. He explored the computer when he first
arrived but only for a moment. For him, the text on the walls seemed to have a greater
pull. In this analysis, children each brought different resources with them and these
provided them with differential access to artefacts of practice available in the gallery.
Having access to a resource is like having access to a tool that tends to direct our
attention in particular ways Wenger (1998) maintains. Having access to reading as a
resource enabled Tom to use of the game of words on the wall, a tool that was
inaccessible to all of the other children except as mediated by the adults. It also
dominated his attention to the extent that he became totally absorbed in the game to the
exclusion of almost everything else.
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Going back to the computer as a mediator, Jake talked continuously about what he saw.
He identified, labelled, and categorised the objects he saw. This way of participating in
the art gallery fits well with another key gallery practice - displaying objects
systematically and according to certain historically constituted criteria. As Cruikshank
(1992, p.4) argues, collections of objects in museums and galleries are not randomly
collected sets of neutral objects, but are 'shaped by explicit objectives of the collector
and funding institution'. What ends up in an art gallery is already a highly refined
selection according to the tastes and worldviews of the collectors. Was this deeply
implicit form of practice available to Jake and the other children? According to Matt,
criteria for selecting items for inclusion in the 'Eye Spy' exhibition was driven by both
his assumptions about what would appeal to children as well as other more gallery
related criteria. In one way, all of the art objects in the gallery competed for inclusion on
an equal footing, because they were all part of the 'national collection' and therefore all
'worth' looking at.

Matt -

So, I found that, as I was selecting....Some things in the
final edit didn't make it because even though they were in
the national collection... , they are of a certain standard
anyway, they just didn't seem to have enough of a presence
on their own.

Later we talk about the different assortment of objects that he had selected and
juxtaposed in the cases.

Well, again because it...we always have to come back
to...It's about the collection here. We're drawing on our
collection here and making it accessible to people.
Lyn 
Right.
Matt - So, because we've included so many things, there's over a
hundred and fifty objects in the show, with that many, I
wanted to make sure that lots of mediums were covered. I
... wanted it ...to be diverse so that, if teachers came in and
wanted to use it, they could, in fact, draw the children's
attention to the various mediums, that artists use to create
works of art.
Lyn 
Yes.
Matt - And what actually makes a work of art? Why is ..why is the
duck tea set collected as a work of art and it's not just a
teapot?
Lyn 
Yes.
Matt 
What sets it apart from being a regular teapot? Um..
Lyn How could they (the children) decide that? How do you
(tape cut off- horrible noise)
Matt-
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Matt 
Lyn Matt 

Lyn 
Matt Lyn Matt Lyn 
Matt-

Lyn 
Matt 
Lyn 
Matt -

Lyn -

Well...
The decisions about the artwork, where's the information
come from, or the um, knowledge that ... ?
I think the people come into a art gallery...so they're
coming to the National Gallery ofAustralia, and they are
(thinking) ifwe display it, it's art.
Must be art (laughs). Yes.
I mean, I think that's the assumption that, that people
make.
So, it's like validating a tea set as an artwork, because it's
here?
Because it's in the National collection. It's been collected
as part of our decorative arts collection.
Yes.
So, even though it's 'decorative' arts, it is still collected
as...And we have a very diverse collection. So, we collect a
lot of different things that maybe other museums don't...
That exhibit certainly shows that, doesn't it?
Mm. Yes.
So many different things in there.
So, from an educational perspective, by including so many
different things and saying, 'These are works of art in the
National collection', ... I'm hoping that children will go
'Ah. So these are works of art? This can be a work of art? '.
Mmmm.

In a later section of the tape he continued this theme.

Matt -

Lyn 
Matt 
Lyn Matt -

... There were also the...historical aspects of selecting the
work. So there are some things that are very old. And some
things that are con/temporary. Like the dentures on the
(unintelligible).
Yes
...That's a contemporary conceptual work of art.
But the Buddha's head or something (like that) might be
old?
The Buddha's head and the golden burial gloves that are
in, also in that case that's why those things are slightly
separated, because they're actually quite special and ...

I wondered how the practice of authoritative valuing and interpretation, i.e., 'if it's
in the National Gallery it's art', could be accessible to such young children. I have
provided this excerpt of Jake's transcript to show how this practice was embodied in
the mediating artefact of the computer and in my participation with Jake as we
looked at objects together. Jake and I were looking at the images of objects on the
computer. As he ran the mouse over each one it illuminated. He found a photograph
of a painting of a lizard.
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Jake 
Lyn 
Jake 
Lyn -

Jake -

It's a bearded lizard. It's a bearded lizard
Is it a bearded one?
Yeah.
You know how you can find out for sure? We can read right
here. Cause it tells us what it is. It says, 'What is it? Find
out more about selecting the shapes '.
(I am reading the text on the computer).
That little one is called (reading the text on the computer) a
'frilled neck lizard'.
Yes, I see. A frilled neck lizard.

Later we had a similar 'naming' discussion.
Jake 
Lyn Jake 
Lyn 
Jake 
Lyn 
Jake 
Lyn -

Jake 
Lyn -

What's that ... b?
What's that thing? It's a bronze sculpture. Made
in 1967.
Yeah. We're gonna go andfind that thing
Ok.
Gonna go andfind that. Woo. Woo!
The crocodile?
It's an alligator.
You reckon? Put it (the mouse) down on there (on the text)
and I'll read it. Put it on there and then I'll... What it says,
over here, to find out what it is... It's a frisky mouse, isn't it!
(He is trying to get the mouse to highlight the text.) There it
is. Ok. It says it's 'a carved and painted crocodile'
Oh. Well, what does that say?
'Back' (meaning that he'd pointed to the back button on the
computer)

Jake seemed to prefer the computer to me as a source of authoritative information. This
might not seem surprising in that I was a person who he had known for only a relatively
short time and not his 'teacher', but rather an amorphous entity called a 'researcher'. I
noticed that he did not quibble with the text on the computer, as he did with my
information, but immediately accepted the computer as providing the 'right' answer.
His teachers commented later that Jake often had strong views and opinions and
asserted them, even in the face of different views held by adults (field notes). I can
understand this interaction not so much as a feature of our relationship (although it is
not discounted) but perhaps as a practice he brought with him, one that positioned both
of us as always less knowledgeable than a computer. By invoking the computer as the
arbiter, I helped to reinforce this belief and also the practice that there are 'correct'
interpretations in response to questions related to gallery objects.

'What is it?' and 'What is it called?' are important domains of authority in
museums and art galleries. Cruikshank (1992), in her discussion of the meanings
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of objects in museums, describes how the naming institution exercises the power
to define an object. This practice, of naming and categorisating of objects, tends
to position viewers in particular ways (Cruikshank, 1992) because, regardless of
what the object was in its original context outside the gallery, it becomes
something else, a work of 'art', once it has ended up in an art gallery. This view
echoes Matt's comment about 'art' being what the National Gallery holds. It is
very 'early days' for these young children to have appropriated the full meaning
of this practice. In fact, as Jake's transcript showed, he often seemed to be
'looking' at the objects in the functional and literal ways used outside the
gallery. Jake focused on the images of objects that portrayed animals, a topic
familiar to young children in other contexts. By participating in this practice of
looking and nanling in the art gallery, the children were beginning to learn that
objects in this context did have 'correct' names and that they should be named in
accordance with the authority of the gallery.

These can be seen as first steps in the acquiring of the gallery-related practice of
looking at objects as not simply objects, but as works of art. As Gee (1996) has pointed
out, children often take up practices without having full knowledge of what they
contain. In taking up the social conventions of social institutions, such as this gallery
practice, Jake "gets 'deep' meanings 'free" (p.274) which enables him to 'mean'
beyond his own 'private resources' (p.276).
There are more personal ways of interpreting objects in an art gallery or museum
(Hein, 1998, Ealk, et. al, 1998). These ways can become marginalized if the
resources that act to endorse personal forms of interpretation are not made
explicitly available. Much recent museum literature talks about the importance
of personal interpretation, recognising that this is an important aspect of the
visitors' experience, but explicit validation of such interpretation is less apparent
within the actual practices of most museums and galleries. I have extracted a
section of Mary's transcript as an example. When asked what she wanted to
remember about the visit Mary wrote letters on her clipboard. She explained that
she had written, 'King, Queen, Cat and Rabbit'.
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Figure 26 - Mary's writing

Context Information:
Mary sat and wrote for about 2 minutes and then told Elsie and Kate what she was
writing. I chose these pictures because they showed Mary's intense concentration
and the results of her work. Most of the letters she used in her writing were those in
her own and her sister's names.

Elsie sat near Mary and whispered to her, asking what she was writing.

What else have you seen ? (no response for about 15
seconds just noise like writing . Elsie whispers again.) What
else did you see ?
Mary- I can write 'em down. I saw... I'm gonna to write
something down called king and queen, cat, king and , king
and qu... , queen. It says, king and queen , cat and rab-bit.
King and queen , cat and rabbit!
Have you seen that.. ... ?
Elsie 
Mary 
King and queen, cat and rabbit. I'm just writin ' that.
You 're just writing that.
Elsie 
Mary - I'm writing king and queen, cat and rabbit, Kate! I'm
writing king and queen, cat and rabbit.
Sorry ?
Kate 
Mary - I am writing king and queen, cat and rabbit. (She enunciates
clearly and speaks more slowly saying this.)
Oh, that's beautiful.
Kate 
Mary 
Yeah! See.
Kate - Is there something here, that's your favourite thing to draw?
That you can take back to show the other children? Just to help
you remember. So you can show them what you saw.
Mary 
Trampoline. Ha Ha!
Elsie 
Did you see a trampoline here, in this room ?
Mary 
No, on another day I went here and they had a trampoline.
Lyn 
Did they ?
On holidays.
Mary 
Lyn 
They actually have a trampoline here ?
Mary 
Yeah. On the grown-ups, um. on the grown-up 's room.
Oh. Right. So you've been here before. They hadfun things to do.
Lyn 
Mary - And in the, and guess what! And in the grown-ups room I
saw king and queen, cat and rabbit. And in the grown-ups
room I saw king and queen , cat and rabbit statues!
Elsie -
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Lyn 
King and queen , cat and rabbit statues!
They were getting married.
Mary 
Oh. How wonderful. I wonder where they are now ?
Lyn 
Mary - That's silly. I been in the grown-up '.'I sec, section . Heee!
All of the adults in this conversation found it a bit perplexing. Was Mary remembering
a visit to this gallery, or perhaps another gallery, where she had seen some statues and a
trampoline? Or was this an imaginary story? In any case, we were all trying to get Mary
to write about what she had seen here, in this exhibition, 'Is there something here?'
'Here, in this room?' Elsie asked . 'I wonder where they are now?' I asked . In some
sense, we all tried to indicate to Mary that she had not interpreted the task correctly. But
Mary persevered with her memory-fantasy, even in the face of some discouragement
from us. In fact, her memory-fantasy was so strong that it resurfaced again and again
when we visited the adults' section of the gallery. I asked gallery staff if they could
recall an exhibition with the statues that Mary mentioned but they could not, nor could
they remember a trampoline ever being in the gallery. Mary's memory (or
imagination?) was obviously a powerful resource for resisting the dominant practices
operating in the gallery (as reinforced by the adults). Contesting the gallery
interpretation may not be anything as dramatic as an 'overt challenge' . It could be seen
in simply an alternate reading (MacDonald, 1996, p.l 0).

Learning to 'Iook'- Words on the Wall
From the first moment Tom entered the gallery he noticed the words written in brightly
coloured sparkly paint on the walls. He was the only conventional reader in the group,
so for him the words on the wall were compelling resources that seemed to capture and
focus his attention .

Figure 27 - 'Eye Spy' clue words on the wall
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Context Information:
These are some ofthe clues on the walls written to assist children in learning to 'look'.
Harry directed me to take this photograph as we were leaving the gallery. I chose to
include this photo because it showed more clearly, than a written description, the
'presence' of the word artefacts that Tom was engaging with.

Matt explained that he had chosen to make an 'I-Spy' game with clues written on the
wall. He anticipated that children of a variety of ages would be coming to the exhibition
so he developed clues written for at a range of different reading and interpretation
levels. There were very simple literal clues that referred directly to the physical form of
an art object ('a shovel') as well as more difficult clues that played on words or made
reference to texts and ideas outside the gallery, such as the clue 'seven little Australias'
that referred to seven tiny 'Australia-shaped' brooches scattered amongst other objects
in the cases. Tom knew how to read, but did not immediately see how to play the game.
The 'I-spy' game is a common game played in early childhood classrooms and one that
these children had played in the past (field notes).

Context Information:
Tom and Harry are hunting for 'little Australias', the tiny brooches in the shape ofthe Australian
continent. You can see in this photograph how Tom was literally jogging around between the
different cases as he located one after another. What this photograph does not show is how excited
Tom was as hefound each brooch, nor how loudly he shouted out his discoveries.

In this excerpt from Tom's transcript I talked to him about the words to help him
understand how they related to the exhibition.

Tom - 'A bal-in-sees sward' (reading offthe wall)
Lyn - 'A Balinese Sword'. You're supposed to look in there (to see)
if there is a Balinese sword.'
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Tom Lyn Tom Lyn Tom Lyn Tom Lyn Tom Lyn Tom -

HA!
Yeah. Youfound it!
Sev-ven lit-tle Aus-tra- li -as.
Seven little Australias. Any little Australias in there?
Hummmm. No?
What does Australia look like?
Australia?
Yeah.
It has a, it has a ... HAA! (shouted)
Did you see one?
One there! HAA! One there! One there! (He's shouting
loudly with excitement)

Tom slowly sounded out the phrase 'Balinese Sword' but in a phonetic way that held no
meaning for him. He looked confused. I said it with him, pronouncing Balinese in the
more conventional way. When he heard me say it, he seemed to recognise the word
Balinese immediately. Many middle class Australian children are familiar with a place
called Bali, which until recent political problems in Indonesia was a popular family
holiday destination. My explanation was necessary to help him to see how the game
worked.

His search for the 'Seven Little Australias' took up the greater share of his time in the
Children's Gallery. Like 'Balinese, at first the clue 'little Australias' did not mean
anything until I pointed out that he could look for the shape of Australia. He obviously
understood what I meant by 'what Australia looks like' because he immediately
recognised the Australia-shaped pins in the case. At the time I wondered whether this
comment would actually help him.

'Seven Little Australias' could also be seen as a reference to the well known children's
book by Ethel Turner, Seven Little Australians, first published in 1894 and reissued in
1973. Was it possible that these four and five year olds in the year 2000 had heard of the
book? I thought it unlikely. This reference probably would not have 'worked' as a pun
for these children unless an adult with Australian experience mediated for them. We can
see this is the way Tom interpreted it literally, as small maps of Australia.

Matt told me that he had purposely created multilevel clues so that children of different
ages and abilities, as well as their parents, would not only be able to play to the game
together but find satisfaction through engaging at different levels of challenge.
Understanding how to play this game was a culturally referenced activity to which some
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of the children would not have had access. Through Matt's design, some practices
outside the gallery were being brought in explicitly via the clues in this game.

Children at this preschool were familiar with the game 'I spy with my little eye' which
was often used as a pedagogical tool for teaching children to observe categories of
properties of objects such as their colour, shape and size. Teachers used the game to
teach children initial sounds, such as 'I spy with my little eye, something that begins
with B' (for ball for example). In addition, these children may well have played this
game with their families while driving in the car. In fact, we played this game with the
children on the bus coming to the gallery. However, according to Matt, the game also
referred to the popular children's book, 'Where's Wally?' (Handford, 1990). This book
asks children to find a character (Wally) hidden on a page amongst an array of densely
packed images. If the children had seen this book then the layout of the exhibit (a mass
of small objects put together in one case) would have worked as a key for unlocking the
game and Matt's exhibition design rationale. In any case, the use of written words as
clues in a familiar game was a resource that Tom could use but was one apparently not
as easily accessed by the other children.

Tom tried to engage other children in the hunt for 'little Australias'. He gave Harry the
task of helping him and Mary took an interest as well.
Tom - You need a find little Australia, in here. AH! There's
Australia! HEY! I found four! I found four! (shouted very
loudly)
Lyn - Four Australias! (Whispered in a voice full of admiration)
Tom - FIVE! (shouted again very loudly)
Lyn - Five Australias. You're nearly there.
Tom - We're done?
Mary - Turtle Australia.
Tom - What?
Mary - Turtle Australia.

Mary had been watching and listening. By offering 'turtle Australia' I think she
was trying to enter the game but was not entirely clear about what Tom meant
by 'little Australias'. After all, from the words alone, it was not a transparent
idea. The shape of the map of Australia may not have been something that she
recognised or perhaps she hadn't interpreted the clue 'Australia' to mean a map
at all. She seemed to make a good guess though, or an approximation at what
was required, by suggesting 'turtle Australia'. The photograph below (Figure
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31) shows her pointing to the wooden carved turtle decorated with Aboriginal
designs. I was not surprised that Mary would think that this Aboriginal object
could mean 'Australia'. There had been ongoing discussions at the time of this
,

research in all forms of media about Aboriginal issues and rights to land in
Australia. Recently in the children's preschool they had completed a topic on
Reconciliation (field notes). These could be some of the resources that Mary
drew on to make this link. However, Tom found her contribution irrelevant or
confusing and dismissed it.

Context Information:
Mary points to 'turtle Australia' to show Tom. This is her' answer to the
clue 'Seven little Australias'. I took this photograph so that I could
remember what she was referring to. It also shows the serious expression on
Tom's face. This was a serious game.

Perhaps Tom didn't understand what Mary meant although he clearly saw what
she was pointing to, the painted turtle in the case. In any case, he ignored her
suggestion and carried on with his game. I found it interesting that from that point
on he referred to the preschool aide, Kate, instead of other children, as if he
recognised in her a shared repertoire that the other children lacked.
Tom-

Kate 
Tom
Kate 
Tom
Kate 
Tom-

One, two, um, four. One in there. Two in there ?. What
else? You needa find Australia in here. Ifound Watch.
One in there.
Yes.
That little one. And one there.
That's right.
Some other Australias and those two more.
That's right there are more.
I'll show you. There's one there. There and there.
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Harry also tried to join the game but didn't seem to understand what he was
looking for. He seemed to be satisfied to run along behind Tom and look in the
same cases.
Lyn Did you find an Australia?
Harry - There's an Australia, that marble.
Tom That's not a...
Harry - What did you do! (exasperated tone)

He asked Tom, 'What did you do?' as if to say, 'How do you recognise an
Australia? '
Neither Harry nor Mary could use reading as a resource to draw on as Tom did,
even though both children knew a lot about reading. They accepted that Tom
could do something that they were not yet able to do. However, they also did not
quite understand this clue 'seven little Australias' and Tom seemed to recognise
this. He turned away and stopped trying to engage them. Later Mary had another
go. Tom read out the clue- 'a head in the way'. This was a particularly tricky clue.
Hey. We have to find 'a head in a way'.
Tom 
Elsie 
Where does it say that?
'A-Head-In-The- Way' (reading the clue off the wall).
Tom 
Elsie 
Ok.
Hmmm. Hmmm. Silly one.
Tom 
Does that say 'head in the way? (She points to the text on
Mary 
the wall.)
Yeah.
Tom 
Mary 
He's got a head in the way. Maybe? (She's referring to an
object in the case.)
Tom - Who?That's nonsense! (He says this witb all the intonation
ofan adult putting afoolish child in her place.)
Lyn 
What's nonsense Tom?
Elsie - He's trying to find this one. (She refers to the script on the
wall)
'A Head In The Way'
Lyn 
Mary - Hey! 'Head in the way's' there. A head, in the boat, but the
boat's, in the way. Hey! Yeah!
Where?'
Tom 
There.
Mary 
Huh?
Tom 
Mary- See that? (But Tom moves away to look somewhere else)

This is the object Mary was referring as a possible answer to the clue 'a head in the
way'.
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Figure 32 - 'a head in the way?'

Context Information:
Mary suggested that this object could answer the clue- a 'head in the way'.
Perhaps she inverted the clue to 'a boat in the way- ofa head '.

Mary clearly wanted to participate in this exciting game. She made some interesting
connections between the clues and the objects in the cases. However, the links she
made were different from Tom 's, suggesting that she was not drawing on the same
resource pool. She seemed less constrained by the words on the wall and relied more
on her observations.

In listening to the tapes, I found that Mary had commented on this same object
(Figure 32) at an earlier stage in the excursion. It seemed to draw up memories
associated with some sort of burial ritual. This excerpt of her transcript was when she
first called this object a 'boat'. Harry also joined the conversation.
Mary -

Look. That's what happens when they 're dead. They go in
that boat.
Elsie 
Do they ?
Mary 
Cause I been to that world.
Elsie 
Have you'!
Mary - Yeah. and when a person got dead. and... it went in that
boat.
Elsie 
Ok. That's how they bury them?
Mary
Yeah.
Harry 
Then they get burned'!
Elsie 
Do they '!
Yeah. When they be old.
Mary 
When they're old ?
Elsie 
Harry 
And they get smaller....?
Mary - Then they'll be old.
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I spoke to Elsie about this later asking her what she thought Mary was referring to
but she did not know (field notes). As many writers maintain, art objects do not
speak for themselves. The meaning is not in them (I-Iooper-Greenhill, 1999a,
Jackson, 1999). Gurian (1999, p.6) explains that 'Objects loose their meaning
without the viewer's knowledge and acceptance of underlying aesthetic or cultural
values'. I found it fascinating to think about the kinds of interaction, or
negotiations, that went on between the objects and the children. These children
had little access to the underlying cultural meanings of objects in the gallery,
except as mediated by adults and, for the most part, the adults relied on the
information provided by the gallery. In any case, Mary expressed little interest in
finding out what this 'boat' was called, who made it, when or where. She had her
own explanation and it was clearly meaningful to her.
Roberts (1997) in her review of museum practices describes how museums are
changing to be more receptive of visitor's views, experiences and values. In the
more traditional gallery and museum, the visitor is usually positioned as the
recipient of the official interpretation of the objects as communicated by a
written label. Newer views attempt to legitimise 'personal experiences as a
source of meaning different from but no less valid than curatorial knowledge'
(p.70). Worts (1993) also emphasises how powerful personal idiosyncratic
interpretations can be for the gallery visitor and how rarely such interpretations
are explicitly legitimated in the practices of the gallery.

In many ways, the 'Eye Spy' exhibition was a reflection of traditional values in
the official interpretation of objects as Matt described. On the other hand, in the
exhibition the 'facts' about the exhibits, a key part of an official interpretation,
were only ever 'in the fine print' as it were, literally in small print on the
computer. Its location apart from the art objects themselves meant that the
official interpretation did not 'get in the way' of more private interpretation. Its
remote location left some space for children to make connections and meanings
in their own ways. I suspect that if there had been a label under, next to or on
this 'boat' object that Elsie or I would have used it to tell Mary what the object
'really' was.

According to Wenger (1998) artefacts of practice enable the user to see in a
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certain way, i.e., to see what the artefact was designed to point to. This means that
artefacts of practice tend to obscure or marginalize what is not indicated. Artefacts
of practice are tools for specific purposes as constituted by the community in
which they are used. Art historians, curators or critics create artefacts that assist
them to talk about and look at artwork. Not only may those of us without these
tools make different meanings for the same objects, but we may actually see
different things.

Conclusion to Part I
Wenger might explain this exhibition in terms of how the practices of a community
have become reified in the material world and in the participation of experienced
participants in this community. 'The repertoire of a community of practice includes
routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres, actions
or concepts that the community has produced or adopted in the course of its existence,
and which have become part of its practice' (Wenger, 1998, p.83). The community's
repertoire 'reflects a history of mutual engagement'. This process does not need to be
seen as a rigid, unchanging or coercive force. In Wenger's view, the community's
repertoire does not impose or enforce meaning because it always 'remains inherently
ambiguous' (p.83). Well-established meanings of the community can be, and often are,
used in new ways when they are reinterpreted in practice.

For example, Matt used the traditional practices of the art gallery in designing the 'Eye
Spy' exhibition, but also negotiated new meanings for these practices. He tried to build
a bridge between established practices of his community and his audience, children. He
told me in our interview that his original inspiration was his own children's love of the
'Wally' books. Obviously his participation in practices with his own children as well as
his participation in the gallery community contributed to the design of this exhibition.
Wenger explains how the entry of new members to the community of practice creates
the conditions for the transformation of practices. Newcomers bring demands and
expectations that create opportunities for change. Consideration of children as potential
members of the art gallery community is such a change. In this case, such consideration
may have been the catalyst that produced the conditions within which this exhibition
could develop as it did, with many opportunities and resources that children could take
up and use to participate in legitimate ways. The introduction of the computer and the
torch in the children's gallery can also be seen as such a change opportunity that Matt
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used to good effect. To accommodate new members often requires modified forms of
participation in order "to open the practice to non-members" (p.100).

In his work with Lave (1991), Wenger identified two types of modification 
peripherality and legitimation. Peripherality refers to opportunities for approximation of
full practice. Legitimation refers to the treatment of new comers as legitimate potential
members. In order to open its doors to new members, to provide access to its practices,
a community of practice must provide opportunities for peripheral participation in its
practices. This kind of peripheral practice involves 'lessened intensity, lessened risk,
special assistance, lessened costs of errors, close supervision, or lessened production
pressure' (Wenger, 1998, p.100). The children's gallery with its adaptation and
reconfiguration of older practices can be seen as such an access point for new members.
It succeeded on many levels, but also illustrates the complexity of learning new
practices. In the next section I have explored the practices that children took up in the
adults' section of the gallery showing how very different this part of the gallery was for
newcomers such as these young children.

Part Two: 'Welcome' to the Adult's Gallery
The immediate and overriding impression as we moved from the children's to the
adult's gallery was that it was a much bigger place in terms of scale. There was much
more space, both vertical and horizontal. It was less soft as well, with only the
occasional chair or couch for sitting on and hard, shiny floor surfaces throughout. The
high ceilings, in combination with the overall hardness of the fixtures, produced a lot of
echoes. Sounds that children made were magnified and seemed to travel, unimpeded,
throughout the gallery. The issue of noise in an art gallery is problematic. On the one
hand, it is the normal convention for art gallery visitors to be very quiet so as not to
annoy other visitors. Yet, a docent leading a tour speaks in a loud voice in order for the
group to hear what is said. In other words 'noise rules' could seem to be a bit
inconsistent to an outsider. When we visited the adults' gallery on our second visit there
was an insistent noise-like-music wafting throughout the Asian gallery. I don't know
what the children thought about it, although they did spend some time trying to locate
its source. I found it irritating and distracting.
The exhibits were positioned primarily at one level and that level was designed for a
standing adult. There was very little that could be touched and no 'loose parts' such as
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we saw in the children's gallery. There were a few 'touch screen' computers and spot
lighting that illuminated certain exhibits and paintings. Most of the exhibits had labels
with text written on small plaques. The wall colours were subdued and mostly in
neutral shades. Under some paintings there were alarm mechanisms and in each new
section a security guard was present. There was less glass than in the children's gallery.
Some unshielded objects stood on pedestals, on slightly raised bases or directly on the
floors. On the days we visited there were no other children in the sections we explored,
only silent adults and not very many of those. There were a number of rest areas,
corridors and stairwells that we used rather than simply passing through them. Judging
by the amount of time we spent in these places, the children seemed to like these 'non
display-spaces' as much as they did the exhibits. They took every opportunity to sit on
the couches, run up and down stairs, run their hands along handrails and look out of the
windows.
The practice of 'looking' has been problematised again in this section showing
how learning to look at art gallery objects occurs through participation in practices
and as an interaction of resources the children brought with them and the resources
that were available. In the adults' gallery as compared to the children's gallery,
there were far fewer resources made explicitly available in general and on a level
that children could access. Nevertheless, children could and did participate as
legitimate participants in the practice of interpreting the objects on display. They
were much more reliant on adults to help them know what to do than they had
been in the children's gallery, yet their ability to extract sophisticated and
personally relevant meaning was impressive.
Both groups visited the adult's section in the week following the visits to the children's
gallery. This was not our original intention. On arrival at the gallery we suggested to the
children that they could go to see the children's gallery again. I was concerned that the
novelty of the first visit distracted them and that a return visit would be more focussed.
However, none of the children wanted to do this. They were enthusiastic to see what
was in the rest of the gallery. We suggested they could lead and we would follow. Once
again, gallery staff were not involved, except incidentally through encounters with
security staff. The quality of the photos in this section is low because I could not use the
flash due to the risk of damage to the artwork.
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Useless Bodies
I have used photographs en mass again as a way to reflect on children's activity at a
distance. Viewed as multiple static moments, they 'summarise' the kinds of activity that
went on. I could not help but notice how children used their bodies differently in the
adult's gallery as compared to the children's gallery.

Figure 33

Figure 34

Figure 35

Figure 36

Figure 37

Figure 38

Figure 39

Figure 42

Figure 40

Figure 43

Figure 41

Figure 44
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Context Information:
These photographs were taken as we progressed through the gallery. I admit to some
consternation as I was taking them. I had imagined it would be easy to identify moments to
photograph by noting children's changes in activity, but there was so little activity. In the end I
simply took a photo whenever children moved on from one thing to the next. Only after I had
looked at them many times did I begin to see a pattern in their stances.

The obvious issue that emerged from this global analysis was that children's body
stances were much more static in the adults' gallery than in the children's gallery.
Notice how rarely children did more than merely stand and look. They used their hands
much less frequently, although they still reached out often to touch. Sometimes that was
not a problem, as in figures 37 and 38, because the objects were in glass cases.
However, in figures 39,42,43 and 44, there were art works not covered with the
protective barrier of glass. Experienced visitors are supposed to know that such objects
in the gallery are untouchable, so little mediation is provided. But what is it that tells
the newcomer about this tacit 'no touch' rule? When is a chair not a chair, but an
artwork, as in figure 44 ?

This is the transcript from Mary's tape when she was standing next to the chair. I think
it shows clearly how implicit and embodied the practices of the art gallery have become
and how difficult, for the uninitiated, they are to access.
Mary 
You can sit on those seats.

Elsie 
Look, what if that seat's on display... ?
Lyn Yes, that's what, except it says here, 'Please do not touch.'
So even though it looks like you could sit on 'em, you really
can't, unfortunately.
Mary- Someone did! (thumping feet noise as she stomps off).
The expression on Mary's face looked somewhat deflated as she contemplated the
seats. She also seemed embarrassed, blushing slightly. There was mediation there for
those of us who knew how to read the practice (the way the chair was 'displayed') but
Mary didn't see it until we pointed it out to her.

In the adults' gallery were two new artefacts of practice not present in the children's
gallery, the alarm and the raised platform or pedestal, both of which acted to mediate
visitors' practice towards objects in much the same way glass did in the children's
gallery. We had tried to point out this practice to Mary earlier, in relation to another
free-standing exhibit like the chair.
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Elsie 
Lyn -

Mary
Lyn Lyn Mary
Lyn 
Mary
Lyn -

Ok, you need to come away from there.
Mary, I need to show you that, oh no, it doesn't actually have
it there, but sometimes they have alarms on these things,
because that's suppose to be... This one's sort of like ... The
box, with the plastic on it, that's supposed to be showing you
that you're not supposed to get any closer than there.
Mmmm?
Can't be touched. Beeeep! (An alarm went off somewhere
else in the gallery)
Ooops! There goes an alarm. Somebody must have touched
something a little bit too closely.
We're in the grown-ups gallery (she says this very loudly)
We are!
I TOLD you!
You're right.

I was trying to tell Mary about the alarms but when I got close to the object I could see
that it was not actually 'alarmed'. Rather, it was placed on a slightly raised platform,
the plastic box I referred to. This raised status signals as if it were enveloped in
invisible glass that this object is not supposed to be touched. Without the verbal
mediation of adults, this practice of putting things 'on display' and, therefore, 'off
limits', was not apparent to the children.

The other key issue that emerged was the most obvious one of size. Children were
much smaller than adults. Most of the time in the adults' section of the gallery, they
stood and looked up with heads strained back in order to see what was on display.
Wenger (1998) says that as practices become embodied in objects they can have the
effect of excluding as well as including. We can see the height of display cases and
hanging points for paintings as including those of a certain height and generally
excluding those who don't measure up. The average display level for art works in this

gallery was 1.5 meters according to gallery staff. This practice clearly projects an
expectation about who belongs in this part of the gallery. I am not suggesting that this
was an intentional exclusionary practice. Practices that have become reified, or made
into tangible form, tend to ossify and become less flexible. In their material form they
are slow to change or to reflect changes that may have occurred in other aspects of the
community.
There was also much more space surrounding the children. In the adults' gallery there
was not the same intimate or familiar scale of space that we had found in the children's
gallery. The physical dimensions of the adults' gallery, in relation to the dimensions of
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the children, looked and may well have been experienced as overwhelming. Even space
can be seen as an artefact of practice in that it too directs and constrains the focus of our
attention, as Worts (1993) has pointed out. He has advised galleries to create more
inviting spaces 'that are modulated in scale, colour, and atmosphere' rather than
adhering to the more traditional kind of gallery space, that is, 'the normally white
walled, no-seating, everything-Iooks-more-or-Iess-the-same kind of art gallery ' (p.44).
He has suggested that such spaces may actually distract and exhaust people rather than
focus their attention in ways that galleries would desire. Faggetter (1996) has
emphasised this issue as well.

The logical conclusion of all this points to the need to arrange
everything in the interpretive space with the greatest of care
and respect. Everything we do and say is interpretive, down to
the last detail. No one parti cular element carries all the
responsibility.
Faggetter, 1996. p.7
Interpretive practice can become reified in the architecture, the uniforms of the
guards, the sounds of the gallery and perhaps even in the smells as much as in
specific exhibit design elements and interpretive texts attached to exhibits. It is not
an accident that so many gallery spaces look, feel, sound and are used like those that
Worts described. When practices take material form they are difficult to change and
powerful in their ability to preserve practices from the past.

'Hey I know where it's from!' - Multiple practices in the adults' gallery

Figure 45 - Mary, Jake & Elsie with 'Broken Ear'

Figure 46 - Jake 'gets it'

Context Information:
Elsie called the children' s attention to this statue and Jake immediately identified it as something he'd
seen in one of his books. I included this picture to show the children' s vantage point in viewing the
statue and Jake' s expres sion as he was recalling the 'Tintin ' story.
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The conversation around this statue was fascinating and produced a chain of events that
fed into the children's construction of their own gallery in the preschool. I will explain
more about this connection in Chapter 5 when we look at gallery practices as they were
transformed in the preschool. In the excerpt from Jake's transcript below, Jake speaks
to Elsie and me about this statue.

What's this a statue of I wonder?'
Hey! I get it! (shouted out in the Eureka fashion!) I know
where it's from. I've got a Tintin book of it. 'The 'Broken
Ear'.
Elsie  The Broken Ears?
Mary  Eh? It's not a ear. He's got no ear.
Jake - Yes, that's right, so it's, so it's from my Tintin book (said
very enthusiastically). The Broken Ear... and Tintin
found, ... and it got lost, and then they made it... (He is
talking so fast I cannot understand exactly what he is
saying).
Lyn 
Tintin book?
Jake  Yeah, my Tintin book.
Lyn And that (indicating the statue) actually is in the book, is
it?
Jake  Yes! (His voice isfull of amazement).
Lyn Let's read this thing here. (I'm referring to the label) This
is attributed to, this man's name is really hard to say, Ra
ha-ra-lu-gu-po (sounded out slowly).
Mary  And I think this is it! (No one responds. I think we are
listening to Jake)
Elsie - And what do you think he's doing with his hands? You can
see, he's holding (She leaves her sentence dangling inviting
the children to fill in the gap.)
Lyn 
You think he's got a tummy ache or something?
Jake - No, I think he's hungry.
Elsie 
Jake -

Jake connected this figure with a Tintin story. He had a reference from outside the
gallery to bring to his interpretation. He could use the statue as a secondary artefact
(Wartofsky, 1979) as a symbol or representation of something else. When I went to
find the Tintin story, The Adventures of Tintin - The Broken Ear (Herge, 1975,
reprinted 1998). I was amazed to find that it was about an art object, a 'rare fetish'
stolen from the 'Museum of Ethnography'. Tintin had to go through long and
tortuous escapades to retrieve the object from the thieves who had stolen it from a
museum. In addition, it did look remarkably like the statue we found in the gallery.
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THE BROkEN EAR

Figure 47 - Arumbaya Fetish

Context Information:
This is the first page in the Tintin book. I have included it so that the similarity
between the statue and the fi gure in the book can be seen.

Jake brought more than simple recognition to his interpretation. He also brought this
narrati ve of thievery in the museum as well as the excitement and joy that he
associated with the story. The way that he said, '[ get it!' seemed to suggest that he
had been trying to figure out what was going on here in this gallery. What were all
these things 'for' ? When he saw this familiar statue he somehow 'got' it.
Deciphering the meaning of objects in art galleries is a very complex many-layered
process and relies heavily on knowledge beyond the object itself, and beyond the
gallery. Objects, as artworks , gain their meanings via the frames and concepts that
visitors bring to them (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, Marsh, 1996, Pearce, 1999).
Initially Mary seemed to take little notice of this object. For her, attending to the
statue at all seemed to be mediated by Jake's interest and identification of it as the
'Broken Ear'. She seemed confused by his term 'Broken Ear' when what she saw
was no ear at all, but a missing ear.

A number of different systems of meaning or discourses were at work in this episode. In
my actions I drew Jake's attention back to the traditional gallery practice of categorising
objects by referring to their origins and their makers as displayed on a label. Elsie
referred to the statue as 'he', and I followed this up by giving 'him' a tummy ache. This
kind of interaction is common in early childhood. We often anthropomorphise
inanimate objects as a way to engage children's interest in them. This early childhood
tactic was quite unnecessary and probably distracting in this case. Clearly, Jake was
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already interested in and focused on the statue. However, look at how he changed his
tack when we offered these comments. He joined in, offering his own explanation, 'he's

hungry'. He was very familiar with this forn1 of practice, this early childhood way of
talking about things. This excerpt shows how the children were always interacting with
artefacts embedded in practice. Wartofsky's scheme gives us a very materialist way of
seeing the many discourses embedded in practices and in the artefacts of practice. These
discourses are reflections of wider discourses that always compete in the local situation
for space and attention. This also shows the complexity of artefacts of practice as
carrying multiple meanings that must be negotiated through participation in practice.
Hooper-Greenhill (1999b, p.263) reminds us that mediation in an art gallery is usually
limited to 'looking and reading'. Such mediation provides very little support for young
children who do not read and who may have trouble even seeing, given their height
relative to the art works. In order to see this statue Mary and Jake had to look up from
below the foot of the statue. Its position, under a spot light and elevated on a pedestal,
does 'pick it out' as worthy of attention, and, as a result, directs a visitor's focus. What
made this statue stand out for the children? There were so many other art works
positioned like this that the children completely ignored. Elsie had picked it out for
them with her question, but she and I had done this many times before without the
children necessarily taking much notice. What seemed to be the catalyst that picked this
particular statue out of the crowd was the resource that Jake brought from another
community of practice, his family, where reading Tintin books was a familiar and much
loved activity (Jake's mother, personal communication). Elsie and I were not familiar
with this particular story. In our attempts to mediate, we ended up directing his
attention away from what was so personally meaningful and towards two alternative
interpretive frames - towards the official meaning as embodied in the gallery label and
towards an early childhood meaning that involved pretending the statue was alive. In
that moment of practice Jake became 'swept up' in the early childhood version and
seemed to let go of his own. However, later he returned to his original version that
echoed the Tintin story. This is the negotiation process that Wenger emphasises. The
negotiation process is never directly determined by wider discourses or by societal
influences, but is the site for potential contestation as well as reproduction of these.
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On the Ledge - Interpreting space

Context Information:
These are two photos taken within seconds of each other. Mary noticed this ledge as we went up the
stairs and immediately went to sit on it. A moment later she invited Jake to sit on it with her. Their
teacher (Elsie) was standing next to me watching the children as I took a picture. I have chosen these
images because I was intrigued by the children's attention to, what was for me, a fairly non-descript
space .

We cannot tell ahead of time what practices children will use or what they will mean
to them. But we can assume that what they choose to do has meaning for them,
rather than regard it as random, irrelevant or mischievous behaviour. Wenger (1998)
reminds us that people engaged in practice are always active agents. They negotiate
practices rather than simply taking them up directly. These photographs came to
represent, for me, this dimension of practice - agency as seen in physical activity.
A 'communities of practice' framework provides me with a new way to interpret Mary
and Jake's activity in these photographs. Instead of seeing 'misbehaviour' (my first
impulse was to tell them to get down), I could consider the possibility that their
behaviour was constructive and productive activity. Wenger (1998) says that people
appropriate and use practices from a range of 'communities of practices' . Children, like
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all of us, bring their familiar practices with them and, when there appears to be an
opportunity, they bring these practices to bear on new experiences in new places.
Climbing, sitting and crawling around on raised spaces like this ledge can be thought of
as such a practice. Viewed from within a 'communities of practice' framework this
incident could be seen as the children resisting one set of practices by using another set.
I am not suggesting that this resistance to the dominant practice of the gallery was a
consciously defiant act on the part of the children. In fact, I don't think they 'thought'
about it. Rather, they responded to the artefact, this ledge, with practices that made
sense. In order to understand this, I have tried to put myself in their position. What, out
of everything there was to look at and do in the gallery did they choose to engage in?
How did this compare to what I and the other teachers noticed and did? What resources
were there in the gallery that directed their attention? When they transgressed the
expectations of the gallery, what other resources could I see them using? It became
obvious to me that the children and the adults were often using different sets of
resources.
Lave and Wenger's (1991) construct for explaining induction called ' legitimate
peripheral participation' describes how those new to a community of practice, and who
do not yet know how it operates, learn how to belong. They must find legitimate ways
to participate. This adults' gallery, as a particular community of practice, offered the
children a limited set of participation options. We could read these photographs as the
children finding it hard to distinguish the legitimate from the illegitimate forms of
participation. In this new context, the children appeared to have found a way to
participate, using a practice from another community. They used their competence in
climbing to crawl around on the ledge, to explore and find out what it felt like to sit up
there, a practice valued and rewarded in other communities such as their preschool.
This activity was unlikely to be seen as a legitimate form of participation, at least in this
section of the gallery. In the children's gallery (the week before) climbing, craw ling
and using their bodies in this way was a legitimate form of participation and perhaps
this was a source of confusion about acceptable gallery behaviour.
Wenger (1998) explains that 'The communicative ability of artefacts depends on how
the work of negotiating meaning is distributed between reification and participation'
(p.64). Some additional form of mediation was required for children to interpret this
ledge space in a gallery-constituted way. The children's use of the ledge illustrates how
incomplete artefacts are on their own. As reifications of practice they rely heavily on
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participation elements of practice to complete their community-endorsed meanings.
Wenger says we cannot assume 'an inherent correspondence between a symbol and a
referent, a tool and a function, or a phenomenon and interpretation' (p.61). Many of the
artefacts of practice in the gallery were like this, incomplete without someone who
could enact their appropriate use. Without such participation the artefact is incapable,
on its own, of acting as a coherent focus of ongoing gallery-constituted practice.
Artefacts become ambiguous and take on many possible meanings. Where is the
participation element for helping children to see the adults' gallery as an exclusively
'looking' type of place? One such potential mediator (the researcher) was taking
photographs and the other (the teacher) was trying not to block the photographer's shot.
Without verbal mediation (a caution, a reminder, a command) the gallery perspective
on this space (i.e., for display) was hard for children to see. It was also difficult for
them to see how their practices might appear to those from outside their community,
such as gallery staff. This was just one of many such spaces that children found and
attempted to use in these familiar but, in gallery terms, unsanctioned, ways. For
instance, until we called him away, Tom spent some time pulling on a cord trying to
lower a window blind. Bonnie, Rachel and Harry ignored the art works in one section
of the gallery completely and huddled together, pressing their faces to the windowpane
discussing the depth of the pond outside the window. When we tried to get them to
move on they resisted, content to stay there for ten minutes. Bonnie recalled her friend
having fallen into the pond on a previous visit. They discussed how high the water
might come up to on their bodies if they were to stand in it. As the children made their
way through the gallery they often wandered into rooms with open doors or doors just
slightly ajar that were obvious to me as 'off limits' to visitors. They investigated (and
admired greatly) the lifts and would have spent much more time in them if the adults
had allowed it. Jake and Mary sat for ages on chairs next to a huge window on the top
floor gazing out over the whole of Canberra and discussing where their houses were,
certain that they could see them. They quizzed a security guard about the purposes of
some velvet ropes he was positioning in front of a small lecture theatre. They looked
behind doors and in stairwells. They sniffed the air. Mary remarked in the foyer that it
smelled like 'swimming lessons' (chlorine?). Harry told us. 'There's cappuccinos!'
because he could smell them. They sprawled on every couch that they saw and ran their
hands, and sometimes cheeks, along the smooth, cold shiny, metal handrails. They paid
attention to all sorts of spaces and objects not often considered as core to the art gallery
experience.
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Going back to the Mary and Jake 's use of the ledge, Wartofsky's (1979) distinction
between different levels of artefacts reveals another way to understand their behaviour.
Ledges are like chairs , historically constituted forms of action. His view is that 'what
we have learned to see something as becomes in tum the guide to our outward practical
activity' (p.207) . As a thing to sit on, a thing that affords sitting, the ledge is a good
example of what Wartofsky calls a primary artefact.
It may be easier for children to appropriate many of the artefacts available in the adult's

gallery on this primary rather than a secondary level. On the primary level the object is
used as a tool, a thing used literally for what it is apparently good for (i.e., for 'sitting
on' in this case). A secondary artefact mediates on the more representational level, like
a symbol of something else . This ledge, as a secondary artefact of gallery practice, is
meant to convey, "This is a display space", but this meaning is incomplete without a
community participant to bring to it the rest of the meaning. The children had trouble
seeing it as a secondary artefact because what it represented, the practice of 'display' ,
was still so new and outside their current sets of practices. More mediation was required
to bridge the gap. This begs the question of how adults can mediate this kind of
secondary artefact without constantly telling children what to do. The participation
element of practice seemed to be critical for mediating children's induction into the
adults' section of the gallery where children appeared to interpret so many artefacts at a
primary level.

Resisting Practices: Horses Bums

Figure 50 - Rachel, Harry, Tom & Bonnie in adults' gallery
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Context Information
Rachel is in the purple shirt. Harry is the child with the blue shirt in the foreground. Tom is the
child in the burgundy shirt and Bonnie can be seen at the back in a cap. Rachel didn't speak with
the others. She looks worried, doesn't she? I have included this photo because, after listening to
the tapes of children's conversation, I became aware that their focus of attention wasn't on what I
assumed at the time. In combination with the transcript I can interpret the stances and facial
expressions I see here in a new way.

We had just come into the Asian Gallery looking for the Buddha because Harry had
announced that he wanted to find it. He and Rachel had seen an image of the Buddha on
the touch screen computer in the lobby.

As an aside, it is interesting to note that although neither Rachel nor Harry had ever
used a touch screen computer before, they did not hesitate to engage with it. Rachel had
some problems at first because she had neglected to take off her gloves, but once this
was pointed out both of them easily used the computer to locate different images.

As we walked into the Asian Gallery we looked in a few display cases and then the
children suddenly noticed the huge horse statue. I had been taking their pictures as they
changed from each case to move onto the next case.
Bonnie - Oh, there's more! Horsy. This is Kim's favourite!
ElsieIt is!
Bonnie - Horsy, horsy, horsy! Huhhhh! Come here. Come here. (to
me) Look at this horse! This horse.
More light.
By saying 'more light' Bonnie was suggesting that I should come and take her picture
because there was more light near the horse. I had just said to Bonnie and Rachel minutes
before that my photographs might not work because there wasn't enough light in the
gallery and flashes weren't allowed. I have taken an excerpt from a longer transcript
where the children began to talk about the horse. At the time, I could not hear what they
were saying as I was standing back and taking photographs and they were whispering.
Lyn Isn't he beautiful. (referring to the horse)
Harry - A Big Fat Bum! (whispering)
Bonnie - (giggles) I want a big fat bum!! (a bit more loudly)
Tom - Ok, big boof! (even more loudly)
Their conversation about the horse's bum went on for a few seconds longer and
got louder and louder. I finally noticed and asked them not to make so much noise.
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Earlier we had seen another horse statue in the foyer. Elsie had made the remark at
the time, 'Kim would love this wouldn't he. He loves horses.' (field notes). Kim
was a 2 1/2 year old child in the preschool who had not come to the gallery with
us. He seemed to be a special favourite of many of the children.
Again, an appreciation of the interaction of multiple communities of practice
provides an interpretation for this incident. These children can be seen as members
of a community of practice that includes the four and five year olds at this particular
preschool. They were very familiar with one another having already spent two to
three years together, every working day, all day. I had observed (field notes) and the
teachers confirmed (Elsie interview) that this kind of 'bum-talk' went on in the
preschool centre too. From their vantage point, it should also be noted, the horse's
bum must have looked very large. Wenger might explain this conversation as the
children using the horse's bum as an artefact of practice around which to negotiate a
connection with each other. They were aligning themselves to each other's interests
through the 'bum talk'. Generating and participating in this conversation may have
been a way to belong. Wenger's view tells us that it is not just practices that people
learn through participation, it is also about identities. Participation isn't simply a
way to acquire knowledge; it also 'transforms our identities as social beings' (1996,
p.3). Through participation in practices children are learning how to become certain
kinds of people.
This photograph shows that learning in the art gallery was more than learning how to
look at statues. It was also about exploring and developing a satisfying identity as a
four-year-old. For these children, at this time, this seemed to involve participating in
'bum-talk'. A way to understand the 'bum talk' is to see it as part of a shared repertoire
or set of resources, a repertoire 'that reflect(s) a history of mutual engagement' (1998,
p.83). Repertoires help people to negotiate meaning by acting as common reference
points. This example reflects, in different language and using a different theoretical
orientation, what many museum studies point out as well, that social affiliation aspects
of museum visiting are at least as important to visitors as other aspects (Falk, 1998,
Griffin, 1996, Hein, 1998).
On another level of analysis, this horse statue, positioned in a glass case, elevated on a
pedestal, located at a certain point in the room, and illuminated as it was, is both a
primary and secondary artefact of gallery practice. The history of art gallery practices
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embodied in these elements represents a view of the world, but may also act as a
physical set of barriers. The lighting, the elevation, and the glass combine to say, 'Look
this way, at this thing. It is precious and therefore untouchable'. The children appear to
take up, at least some part of this message. I can see their hands are at their sides. They
only look and do not attempt to touch.
For Bonnie, the statue initially acted as a secondary artefact, calling up the conversation
with Elsie earlier about Kit loving horses. Then, through Harry's mediation and the
'bum talk', she began to see it as referencing a different idea. This 'bum talk' may
indicate children's use of the statue on a tertiary level through the work of imaginative
language play. Wartofsky (1979) says that human beings move beyond the apparent
present form of activity when they represent it imaginatively. 'Such artefacts, abstracted
from their representational function (are) tertiary artefacts' (p.209). On this level our
interpretations can create possible worlds, worlds that 'come to colour and change our
perception of the actual world' (p.209). In this sense, the children's use of the horse as a
tertiary artefact rnay have produced the means for resisting the gallery practice of
speaking quietly and reverentially about an art work, allowing the children to move
beyond the apparent present form of activity in Wartofsky's terms. They were told
explicitly and implicitly, over and over, not to talk loudly. They tried hard to comply,
but the more familiar practice, in the form of the 'bum talk' and the sense of belonging
it engendered, seemed to override the importance of talking quietly.
Although it might not seem so at first glance, this was clearly an engaging and powerful
conversation, and not so different to those that adults have when they talk about art
work! This kind of interpretation probably goes on in art galleries everywhere but, more
often than not, remains unseen and unheard. No overt or explicit invitation to express
such alternative interpretations as the 'bum talk' was available to visitors.

Computers: Who cares what's real?
There is currently much discussion of the role of new technologies such as
computers in museums and art galleries (see for example, Fahy, 1995, Gurian, 1999,
Jackson, 1999, Wallace, 1995). The crux of the debate centres on whether the virtual
will supplant the 'real'. I have included the following episode to show how the
children used the computers in the adults' gallery in quite different ways than they
had in the children's gallery. In this series of photographs, Elsie and I followed two
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children, Mary and Jake, as they led us through the gallery. We passed by a couch in
front of a touch-screen computer, which attracted Jake like a magnet.

Context Information:
When he spotted the computer Jake sat down and started touching the images on the screen. The images were of
objects to be found in the gallery. I chose these photographs because they showed the attraction ofthe
computer. It was an incredibly accessible artefact, being physically at child level and within at least Jake's
competence to use. These photographs also show how the computer 'captured' Jake, to the extent that his
teacher had to intervene to get him to go beyond the computer.

We were upstairs in the gallery wandering through as the children led us. Mary was
impatient to keep going, to explore some more of the gallery. For a short while she
stood watching Jake using the computer. She is not pictured here but did participate in
the conversation.

Jake - Another computer! (We had seen another computer in the
lobby where Jake had spent some time using it).
Lyn - Another computer.
Mary - OOOhhh! Ohhh! Ohhh!
Lyn - What does this one tell you?
Jake - Oh, look!
Lyn - That one works better, doesn't it? This one is so neat.
Jake - Hey, what's that noise? (The speaker on the computer tells
the viewer about the image when the image is touched. Jake
keeps touching different things so the narrative starts and
stops).
Lyn- (It's) actually moving (meaning the pictures on the screen).
In reflecting on this episode, I have become more aware of how, in the moment-to
moment decision making of our interactions, we all rely on what MacNaughton
(1996) calls habitual ways of interacting. I came to this research situation with
longstanding and deeply entrenched habits of interacting, with early childhood
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habits of mind. I can see this in the way that I asked Jake questions and commented
on what I saw happening. I narrated events as they occurred. As a result, I was
directing attention to certain ways of thinking about these events. I didn't think
consciously about this way of interacting. It felt 'normal' and 'natural' to speak to a
young child in this way. The children also responded to me, and initiated
interactions of their own, in ways that focused my attention.
Lyn 
Jake 
Lyn Lyn
Mary
Jake
Mary
Lyn
Mary-

Lyn Mary 
Lyn 
Jake -

Looks like television.
Yeah, look.
What's it showing you? (Asian music and a commentary)
come from the computer.)
He's talking to us.
He's blue. (She's referring to the image on the screen.)
Yeah.
Oh. (She's noticed something on the screen.)
What's that?
Hey! That's the god. That's Buddha!
Buddha, Buddha, Buddha (singsong voice) Buddha,
Buddha, Bud. (The children who had visited with me
two days before had told the group, including Mary and
Jake, about the Buddha at the gallery.)
That's in this gallery. Maybe we could find it! (Said in
an excited voice.)
Buddha! (She says this softly, in a voicefull of wonder.)
Now, you see, there's a god...
Look. (He's already opened up another image, ignoring
my comment.)

I was cut off as I tried to focus children's attention back onto the idea of gods. The
children appeared uninterested. This ignoring may be interpreted as a resource for
negotiation, a kind of option available to someone who is listening to someone else.
Ignoring is a way of using this option. The children were never merely passive
recipients of gallery, or early childhood, messages or practices. By deciding not to
listen, they were helping to shape what was happening here, in very definite ways.
Jake tapped on an image of the Shiva.
Mary 
Lyn 
Mary 
Lyn -

Jake 
Lyn 
Mary -

Hey!
Look at the arms she's got!
She's got lots of arms.
Maybe we should go and see if we can find the Asian
Gallery.
.. Cause he called that the Asian Gallerv.
.. (The
'he' I am referring to is the male voice on the
computer).
No. No. I want to see this.
You mean this?
Buddha! (She's saying this like a counter argument, ...
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Lyn 
Mary
Lyn -

'I want to go to see Buddha instead of staying here. ').
You mean. You like this ...
Buddha! (Speaking loudly now, interrupting me).
... this television thing? (said in a gentle teasing tone).

On reflection, I see that I was trying to move Jake on from his preoccupation with the
computer so that he would go and see what the gallery had to offer. I did this by gently
denigrating his wish to see the virtual in preference to the 'real'. I was, in effect, teasing
Jake for wanting to stay with the computer, 'this television thing' as I referred to it. It is
hard to 'hear' in the written transcript but clear on the tape through the tone of my
voice. I have come to identify these kinds of interactions as 'pivot points' in the
research relationship, places where power is being negotiated.

Following Bloom (1998) I have begun to think about relations of power in the
negotiation process that occurred in the gallery. I can see power as on a balance, rather
than power lodged permanently or inherently in the researcher. Through our
interactions, access to power tipped one way or the other, continuously. It becomes
obvious that we were always both producing and disputing power relations as we
interacted with one another in practice, including in the practice of doing research.
Saying this does not minimize the fact that adults start out having more leverage in
power relations than children, by virtue of their greater experience and more privileged
position as decision-makers for and about children (Mayall, 1994). The access to power
is already tilted in the adult's favor. In fact, it may be more appropriate for the
researcher to identify these 'pivot points' as 'danger points' in terms of negotiating
power in research relationships with children. Who gets to say what is important and
worth doing here? The agenda setting went back and forth. Jake, by continuing what he
was doing and ignoring us got us all to attend to the computer again.

On the computer the commentator was telling us about Shiva and the 'Dance of Bliss'.
Lyn -

Elsie -

The dance of Bliss! That's how you do it. (I imitate the
statue on the screen by striking its pose.) 'The dance of
bliss' (The adults are laughing and the children laugh
too). Shall we go see the real statues?
Would you like to go find that in the gallery? Jake and
Mary? (She's speaking in her teacher's voice to the
children, softly but very directly, asking for their
attention).
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Elsie and I were both working, in concert, to entice Jake away from the computer. We
kept referring to the 'realness' of the objects in the gallery as if this notion would be an
incentive to Jake. It obviously was not. The idea of seeing something 'real' in a gallery
is a highly constructed notion of worth that held much less meaning and value for Jake
than it did for us. We did not make overt demands for Jake to comply, using instead
suggestions, questions, and other indirect strategies for getting him to do what we
wanted him to do. We would have preferred that he came of his own accord. This too is
a commonplace practice in early childhood classrooms, couching implied directives in
the form of questions, 'Would you like to go find that in the gallery?' Elsie asked. Jake
took the question at face value, as a choice, and ignored it. Finally, we convinced the
children to go to see the 'real' Shiva, but not without resorting to approaching Jake
physically, and telling him it was time to leave, which he did reluctantly. (Figure 53)
As Wallace (1995) points out, young children's exposure to computer technology
provides them with a different orientation to its use in a gallery than many adults may
have. He reflects on a common fear in museum circles, that we are only a 'dial-tone'
away from eliminating museums and galleries altogether. When people can see art
objects online, via a computer, will they no longer need to come to the buildings that
house them? Matt, curator of the children's exhibition, expressed a similar concern for
children becoming computer bound. When I interviewed Matt he alluded to concerns
about the 'virtual experience' interfering with the 'real experience' of viewing
artworks.
Matt -

Lyn 
Matt 
Lyn Matt-

Umm, they're certainly attracted to the computer
screens. There's ... , as you know, it's inevitable
that they're going to go there. But that was one of,
well, we didn't want kids to just get stuck at the
computer screen and not go look at the real thing.
Yes.
And that was a real danger. That was...
It's a real irony isn't it? That you could have that
happen?
Oh definitely. And it almost happens with some
kids. They get stuck at the computer. But...that is
one of reasons that we didn't actually have the
image appear beyond a silhouette of the image
until you 'moused' over a particular image, so
that they didn't just stand at the screen looking at
all these images. They could only see one at a
time..
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While Jake was on the computer he was totally engaged and fascinated. Instead of
registering and acknowledging his right to do this, I persisted in wanting him to move
away from the computer to do what I had imagined would be our focus , the
contemplation of the 'real' artwork in the gallery.
The presence of computers raises the dilemma about the priorities of the institution. Is it
the objects or the information and ideas that are the core activity of the museum or
gallery (Gurian, 1999)? Computers challenge the fundamental definition of the museum
and art gallery as uniquely object-based and as the authority most suited to describe and
define these objects. By allowing virtual access to art works and objects and more
democratic access to information about them, the gallery community is inviting change
that may not be welcomed by all of its members. As I have pointed out (above),
introduction of new elements into a community, such as audience accessible computer
technology, both disrupts old practices while providing new opportunities. Matt
worried , as do many others, that children and others would be captured by the
technology and not pay attention to the real objects. In fact, this is one interpretation of
what was happening with Jake. On the other hand, the computer could be seen to have
provided the information and motivation needed for the children to look for the 'real '
statue of Shiva until we found it. I have described this interaction in the next section.
The Dance of Bliss- Why's Shiva Smashing the Baby?

Figure 54 - The Shiva
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Figure 55 - Jake & Mary looking at the Shiva
Context Information:
Jake and Mary found the Shiva after asking one of the guards. They knew what they
were lookingfor because they had seen it on the computer. I have used Figure 54, the
Shiva, to show the small figure at his feet, the 'baby' or dwarf. I include Figure 55
simply to show you the children's vantage point for viewing the Shiva.

Jake finally accepted that it was time to leave the computer. We weren't sure where to
find the Shiva so I suggested that we ask someone. Jake saw a security guard and asked
for directions.
Jake Guard Mary Guard Mary Guard Lyn Guard -

Where is that statue that has lots of arms and like the,
all those hands and like arms?
That's in gallery 9, uh, that's in 10.
Sheba.
Asian gallery. It's Buddha.
Sheba! (more insistently)
That's it.
How do we get there?
You walk along here ... (and he explained how to get
there)

Obviously Jake had taken note of the figure on the computer screen as he described the
Shiva well enough for the Guard to identify the statue. Mary contradicted the guard
when he said that the object we were looking for was Buddha. I wondered about her use
of the term 'Sheba' for Shiva. Was it just a childish speech form or did she 'hear' the
word 'Sheba' when we talked about the figure? 'Sheba' is an action figure in a popular
commercial cartoon. Perhaps Mary was familiar with Sheba of action figure fame? I
don't know because I never asked her. She continued to refer to Shiva as 'Sheba'
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throughout the research period. We finally arrived at the Asian Gallery by following the
guard's directions and found an object that looked like it might be Shiva.
Oh look. She's got lots of arms.
Mary 
I think you might have found the Shiva.
Lyn 
That's not Sheba!'
Mary 
Yes it is. Look! She's got lots of arms.
Jake 
That's not Sheba.
Mary 
Last time I came here ...
Elsie 
She's not Sheba.
Mary 
Mary was definite that we had not found the Shiva and she was, in fact, right. She must
have looked closely at the photograph on the computer screen. We discovered another
statue a bit further along.
Hey! There is, there is Shiva.
Jake 
That looks like 'the dance of bliss' to me!
Lyn 
Jake 
Hey ...
Lyn (Reading from the label) 'Shiva '. That is Shiva.
'The Lord of the dance'.
She's STANDING on a BABY!
Mary
Oooh! Certainly looks a bit like a baby, doesn't it?
Lyn 
It is. It's HER baby. It's HER baby.
Mary
No it isn't.
Jake 
Yes it is.
Mary
Elsie - Can you remember how she's standing so we can show
the other children?
Yeah, uh, you to take a photo of her.
Mary
Lyn 'His right foot shown squashing ignorance in the form of
a dwarf. ' (still reading from the label)
Mary- 'Squashing.' (She says this in a dead flat tone of
disbe lief.)
LynMmmm, ignorance. Show me how to do that, that pose, so
that I can remember it.
Elsie
Like this? Hands up?
What is she squashing?
Jake
Baby (said in a shocked voice)
Mary
Lyn
A dwarf, it says.
Jake
Why is he, why is she squashing a dw, a dwarf?
Lyn
I think it's supposed to be....
A baby (She interrupts me)
Mary
Lyn Nnnn, well it's supposed to be showing us... , that,
ummm, if you're ignorant and you don't know
anything, that it's going to be, umm, stamped out.
You know what ignorant is ?'
Jake - Hey, why's she have three hands, why's she have
fourhands,andfouranns?
I don't know.
Mary 
Lyn She's actually a...
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Mary-

Lyn 
Jake Lyn Jake 
Lyn -

I'm goin' over, here. Goin' over here. (She's
speaking over me and then leaves).
... of god that some people believe in.
This is a kind of god? Why was she squishing the
dwarf?
Remember what it said about ignorance, about
people who don't know anything?
Yeah.
Well, it's actually a 'he'. It looks a bit like a 'she',
but it's a 'he'. It says it's a 'he' on the label.

My voice was interrupted as Mary returned and started talking over me.

(reading again) '... and hisfoot is lifted from the
ground, symbolic of a man who can liberate
himselffrom the cycle of being. The four hands
further enunciate other aspects of life ... ' Well, it's
written for an adult really and it's kind of hard to
explain.
Jake - Why, why, why's she squish out the ideas of the
thing.
Mary She's holding a candle and a map.
Elsie  What is she holding?
Mary  Candle and a map.
Elsie  And a map. What might she use the map for?
Mary - To read and the light. And the candle to light. And
stop.
Lyn -

At this point Jake gave up his focus on the Shiva.

Jake -

Oh, that other one that had even more hands.

This incident clearly illustrates the difficulties of the separation of an object from its
context of participation, such as a Hindu religious context or an art historian context.
Later, in the preschool, we had another conversation about the Shiva and the baby. I did
not tape this conversation but I recall that I drew the children's attention to the 'don't'
symbols on the side of the bus as a way to begin to talk to them about 'symbolisation'
as a concept. A picture of a hamburger inside a red circle bisected by a red line told us
that eating wasn't allowed on the bus, as Harry had pointed out at the time. We talked
about how the actual symbol was a hamburger but that it meant you weren't supposed
to eat anything on the bus. I tried to tie this use of a symbol to the use of the dwarf or
baby as a kind of picture of an idea, in this case a symbol of ignorance, people not
knowing things.
Initially the children appropriated the Shiva on a primary level. From the children's
perspective the statue was, in fact, a person 'squashing a baby'. I should not have been
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surprised at this focus, given their viewing vantage point literally from the foot of the
statue where the tiny figure of the dwarf and Shiva's feet were precisely at eye level.
Mary seemed to be making an interpretive leap from primary to secondary level when
she said that the baby was 'hers' (Shiva's) and reasoned (perhaps) that, therefore, it was
'her' prerogative to squash it (?) Jake also focussed on Shiva as a baby or dwarf
squasher, but tried hard to grasp the notion of the statue as a secondary artefact - a
symbol or representation of something else. My attempt to translate the gallery label for
the children, as a form of mediation, was not particularly helpful. When an object is
separated from its context of production and use (in this case the Shiva separated from
the Hindu world view) it loses meaning and then gains meaning from its new context
(in this case as an art object in the gallery) (Gurian, 1996). Wenger might describe this
phenomenon as the partiality of reification. An object, as an artefact of practice, cannot
carry unambiguous meaning on its own. It always requires the participation of members
of the community of practice to focus the meaning. Both participation and reification
work together to mutually reinforce each other.
It probably did not help that both Elsie and I also seemed to pitch our mediation at two
levels. We diverted the children's attention away from the baby-dwarf and toward more
familiar and 'safe' arenas of meaning, ones that used this object as artefact at a primary
level. For instance, we asked the children what Shiva looked like as he danced, whether
Shiva was a 'he' or a 'she', and what Shiva was holding in his hands. These were all
levels of meaning based on simple 'everyday' types of seeing. We struggled with, and
then shied away from, the challenge of mediating the interpretation of the baby (or the
dwarf for that matter) as a symbol or metaphor for ignorance. In effect, we deflected
their attention from seeing the statue as an art object on a tertiary level and within a
complex, ideologically loaded, social and historical context.
Through the twists and turns of our conversation and through our joint attention to this
statue as an artefact of practice, some meanings were produced, however partial and
confusing they might have been. As Wenger maintains, meaning is not delivered in a
mechanical transmission fashion but comes about through a dynamic, dialogic and
situated process. The next day in the preschool during a group time discussion we were
looking at pictures of different objects in a book produced by the gallery. Jake found a
picture of the Shiva and talked about it, using some of the same words that we had used
the day before.
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I saw Sheedy, Sheedy.. um Shiva.
Jake 
Mary, you saw Shiva too, didn't you? Can you tell
Lyn us about Shiva? Cause you were really interested
in that Shiva. You need to sit down Jake.
I saw, I saw...
Jake 
No, Jake, you need to sit down and then I can ask
Lyn you to tell us. Otherwise everybody crowds up.
I'll show you what I saw.
Jake 
Ok Jake, come show us. (He finds the page in the
Lyn book picturing the Shiva).
Here.
Jake
Ok. So here he is. Yeah. And look at how he's
Lyndancing, and actually, it said on the sign ... I think
you're blocking that (child) Jake.

Two other children took this opportunity to talk about a picture of the Buddha that they
saw in the book. I returned to Jake and asked him to go on.
Jake 
Yeah, and Shiva, Shiva was squashing that baby.
Dwarf(She almost whispers this).
Mary
What
Mary? (But she won't repeat it).
n
L.-v 
Jake - So that, so that, um, people, cause people weren't
knowing things.
Lyn Yes. Yes.

At this point Tom started to talk about a painting he remembered with wavy lines so the
conversation went no further. It seems clear that Jake was attempting to re-enact the
meaning for the statue of Shiva squashing the baby based on the interaction we had had
in the gallery the previous day. Wenger explains how the meanings of practices are co
constructed through interactions between people and people and between people and
things and they are always unsettled, always being renegotiated.

Conclusion to Parts One and Two
In this chapter I have tried to provide detailed and descriptive accounts of young
children's participation in the 'communities of practice' at an art gallery with specific
attention to their induction to the practices of 'looking', looking but not touching,
looking as a skilled practice different from everyday looking and looking as a means of
controlled access to gallery-endorsed, authoritative interpretation. The analysis of
'looking' practices of the gallery, as these interacted with practices children brought
with them, indicates that barriers to traditional participation exist. The differences in
participation suggest the importance of providing multiple forms and levels of artefacts
for mediating the meanings of practices.
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More forms of mediation were available for directing children's attention and
supporting their 'stopping, looking and engaging' with the artwork in the children's
gallery compared to the adults' gallery. In the children's gallery, children had
opportunities to use practices familiar to them from their participation in communities
outside the gallery, in the preschool and in their homes. These included scope for free
movement and opportunities to touch and handle at least some things, like the torches
and the computer. Children's size was not an issue in this gallery because all exhibits
were positioned to allow them easy visual access. However, in the adults' gallery, some
of the spatial arrangements created barriers to traditional participation, such as the level
of display cases relative to children's eye level, the scale of the rooms that
overwhelmed rather than focused attention, and lack of noise-absorbing features.
Computers, as artefacts for mediating gallery constituted practices, seemed to be quite
effective and accessible in both the children and adults' galleries. Most of the children
could use them with a little support from adults. They also provided information about
objects in multiple forms, via pictures, audio commentary and music. They seemed to
motivate the children to look for specific objects.
Children appeared to access many artefacts of practice at Wartofsky's primary level,
attempting to make sense of objects and spaces in direct and functional ways. Objects
on minimally raised platforms, or that lacked glass enclosures as markers for not
touching, created problems for the children in interpreting what was permissible
behaviour. What children saw something 'as', tended to guide their practical activity as
Wartofsky indicated. They used spaces they interpreted as 'useable', for climbing,
sitting and so on, when these were meant to be spaces for display, for storage or
transition spaces. Artworks were often (but not always) interpreted literally rather than
as representational or symbolic. Only one form of mediation and one source of
authority were available for higher-level interpretations, via the written text on labels.
These labels provided limited support when used by adults trying to help children.
Children used the practices in the gallery in combination with the more familiar
practices they brought with them to produce new meanings. Without giving explicit
endorsement to such meanings, or marking alternative meanings as legitimate, children
were unlikely to persist with them. The presence of multiple meanings displayed along
with artworks suggests to visitors that many meanings are possible and that no one
meaning is the 'correct' or final authority (see for example Roberts, 1997, Wallace,
1995, and Worts, 1993 for approaches to inviting multiple meanings used in a variety
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of exhibitions). What seems to be important is that a museum or gallery tries to project,
in some tangible way, an awareness and acceptance of the potential for multiple
meanings.
Museum literature is full of references to the importance of courting new audiences in
order to bolster the funding base, enable greater access and change negative public
perceptions (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999). A sociocultural framework for learning
informed by Wenger's (1998) 'communities of practice' and Wartofsky's (1979)
analysis of artefacts can provide new avenues for analysing negative audience
perceptions of galleries and museums and gallery practices that may be reinforcing
such views. The complex practice of 'looking', seen as physically embodied in reified
artefacts, redirects attention away from primarily written and verbal forms of mediation
dominant in art galleries towards a range of resources that people draw on to make
meanings. Despite what may be said, about empowering visitors to interpret artworks
in personally meaningful ways and about reaching more diverse audiences (in policy
documents or education plans, for example), a legacy of past exclusionary practices
lives on in the material world and may speak more loudly than mere words. Children
may not be the only audiences who would appreciate more tangible and accessible
'markers' for how to look, what to look at and for identifying what kinds of activity and
meanings are permissible in the art gallery.
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Chapter 5
Incidents and Accidents: The Gallery Goes to Preschool
Introduction
In this chapter I have described and analysed ways in which the children involved in
this study engaged in typical early childhood excursion practices and how these
practices interacted with others, primarily those of the gallery, to produce a surprising
mix of practices and meanings. The chapter begins with a focus on early childhood
pedagogical practices associated with taking young children on excursions. This
includes the process of 'going on an excursion' and activities designed to 'follow up an
excursion'. The systems of discourse and practice that circulate around and within any
community of practice tend to order, regulate and influence people's actions. Excursion
practices, which are the focus of this chapter, are just this kind of system of practice.
They can be seen to normalise particular ways of being a learner, just as gallery
practices do. This chapter shows that there is nothing linear or uniform about the ways
this occurs. Practices, and positions within practices, are not available in any direct
way. Different actors take up different positions depending on the access they have to a
range of resources and discourses. The children in the study appeared to negotiate
within a kind of dynamic hybrid space created as they drew on resources from their art
gallery experiences within their preschool community of practice. This analysis has led
me to problematise some naturalised assumptions about learning in early childhood as a
process of representing experience gained on an excursion. Wenger's (1998)
community of practice framework provides a new way to understand children's
learning from excursions - in terms of access, engagement, resistance, and compliance
to practices within the fluid process of negotiation rather than transmission, scaffolding,
construction and internalisation of knowledge.

This chapter describes in detail what went on in the preschool before, during and after
the excursions to the art gallery. The analysis describes the preschool as a community
of practice and focuses specifically on the practices associated with the excursion
process. I follow this with a description and analysis of practices children brought into
the preschool from a diversity of sources including the art gallery and how these
interacted productively and unpredictably with the practices of the preschool.
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The Preschool Context
The preschool was a university-based childcare and preschool facility located within
the university's faculty of education building. Early childhood students who had
completed a sufficient amount of the early childhood specialisation within the teacher
education course were employed in the centre as qualified staff. Two permanent
qualified staff and an aide worked in the centre as well. One of these staff was a
member of the teaching team in the Bachelor of Education course in which the students
were enrolled and did not work directly with the children. The other qualified,
permanent staff member worked directly with the children at different times during the
week but was usually involved with administrative duties. Since teacher/students were
completing their course work as well as working with the children they were rostered to
work in the preschool for four days and attended classes every Friday. This meant that
on Fridays the usual teachers were replaced with other teacher/students who had
worked in the centre the previous year. It also meant that the preschool aide and I were
the only adults who worked with the children continuously and directly for the full
week over the period of data collection.
The centre offered a full-day preschool/child care program for children aged 2-5 years
A separate program for 2 to 3 year olds operated alongside the preschool program for 4
to 5 year olds. The children were together at different points in the day, such as during
eating and resting periods, outside playtime and during some indoor play periods. This
allowed the two age groups to mix together for many activities but also provided each
with separate times for specifically planned age-related activities. Adults distinguished
the two groups by referring to the under 3-year-olds as 'Caterpillars' and the over 3
year olds as 'Butterflies'. Children referred to themselves by these names as well. The
centre layout comprised two large playrooms with direct access to a large, well
developed, garden play space and toilet facilities for the children. Office, kitchen and
storage spaces were located nearby.
The routine for the day varied somewhat with the weather but usually began with an
indoor activity time where children had access to play materials throughout the centre
(i.e. puzzles, building toys, pretend play, books, etc). Specific activities planned for the
preschool children were set up on tables and in play centres, and children were invited
to use these after a group time. Children came together for a snack, followed by a group
time and then a child-selected activity time. Group time usually involved the whole
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group (both age-groups) in a short storybook reading, discussion, and/or singing time,
after which the younger children were taken into the other room to pursue their own
specifically planned activities. The older children stayed on in the group for another 10
,

to 20 minutes after the younger children had left. This time was usually devoted to a
discussion of topics or themes to be pursued over a fortnight. On completion of the
group time, the children were asked to choose among the different activities set up for
them on tables or to continue with activities associated with ongoing projects.
I attended the centre from the start of each day until about 1:00 p.m., or for the period
of specifically planned preschool activity. I had visited the centre for three months prior
to starting my fieldwork and took the role of an aide and assistant to the teachers.
During that period I often took pictures of the children and showed them how these
could be seen on the back of the camera through a digital display. While this was
intriguing to them at first they became less interested as the novelty wore off. I had
these photographs printed and showed them to the children. When I started attending
the centre during the four week field work period, my role changed from primarily
observing and assisting to a role more like that of a second teacher. On most days I
worked alongside 'Elsie', who was the skilled and sensitive teacher/student who had
elected to assist me with my research. I had initially discussed my project with the team
of teacher/students and other staff who worked in the centre and Elsie volunteered to be
the teacher with whom I would work most closely. We planned a range of activities
around the art gallery excursion using the centre's usual format for planning.
I

LonleXlln/onnanon:
Mary hadjust given me a mortarboard hat. I show this photograph because it helps me to
understand my relationship with the children as positioned by them as well as by my own attempts to
find a role in the preschool. Notice that Mary is sitting stiffly and away from me as I extend my arm
around her. Cathy had told her to sit down next to me so that she could be in the picture. Mary has
given me a position but is still, at this point, a bit unsure ofme.
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As soon as I arrived in the preschool to begin my data collection I was introduced to the
children as someone who would be 'doing research' with them, an adult role with
which children in this preschool had some experience due to their location in a
university-based preschool. An incident illustrating this occurred when I had a
discussion with the children, asking for their help with my research project. I explained
what I would be doing and what they could do to help me. Later in the morning when I
was sitting watching the children play, Mary came up to me with a pretend mortarboard
she had found in the 'dress-up' corner. She said, 'You can put this on your head'. I did
so and Cathy, the director, noticing this, suggested that she could take my picture
(Figure 56). I asked Mary if she gave me the hat because she was going to help me with
my studies and she nodded. Later Cathy explained that parents of children in this
preschool regularly 'graduated', and that what 'graduating' meant, to the children, was
wearing the cap and gown. This was an important event for the families of many of
these children. Recognizing this, staff had made a set of 'props', like the mortarboard,
for children to use in playing 'graduation'. Until our discussion, I had just been a visitor
like so many others who 'helped' the children in this preschool. Identifying myself as a
research student seemed to place me into a new context, one that the children
recognized and valued in ways I had not anticipated. Without saying so, perhaps Mary
was showing me something about what she understood me to be and incidentally
providing me with a legitimate place in the preschool.

Typical Preschool Excursion Practice
The usual approach for excursions in this preschool was to include all of the children in
the preschool age group (approximately 20 children) together on a single outing.
Typically, venues for excursions were chosen on the basis of their relevance to the
fortnightly program theme or topic. Sometimes excursions were more spontaneous,
undertaken in order to take advantage of unanticipated events. However, any excursion
that involved leaving the campus was never truly 'spontaneous' because parent
permission to take children away from the centre was always required. Permission
notes were sent home inviting parents to attend if possible and to give authority to the
preschool staff to take the child out of the centre. Parents frequently arranged to bring
children to the centre on the day of the excursion, even when the child normally did not
attend the preschool on that day. Parents regularly accompanied staff and children, in
order to ensure that the required ratio of children to adults on excursions (4: 1) was
achieved. The university bus was available to transport children to an excursion
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destination. I found out how well rehearsed this set of routine practices was when I
volunteered to drive the bus. Some parents preferred that the long time assistant in the
preschool or the director of the centre drove the bus.

Before any excursion children participated in a group discussion introducing them to
the excursion topic. The discussion typically started with teachers asking children what
they already knew about the topic. Children's comments were then recorded in the form
of a web of ideas using the children's own words (and sometimes pictures to illustrate
the words) on a large piece of paper. From this initial webbing exercise, children were
asked to think of some questions to ask, or issues to investigate, while on the excursion.
These questions were also recorded. This activity, and the written chart, provided a
baseline record of what children said and seemed to know about the topic and what they
wanted to find out while they were on their excursion. Sometimes the children were
given clipboards, paper and pencils to record their observations and ideas while on the
excursion. Immediately prior to leaving the centre, staff would review rules for
behaviour on an excursion, which included listening to the adults, staying with the
group, and being 'good' children. After an excursion, activities related to the topic
would be offered as a way to help children to process and represent what they had
learned. I attended an excursion that happened to be planned while I was visiting the
centre, but prior to my data collection. Staff took the children to an exhibition of
collages used in the popular children's book, 'The Hidden Forest' written and
illustrated by Jeannie Baker (2000). This excursion provided an excellent opportunity
to see how a 'normal' excursion was conducted and provided the children with a recent
art gallery experience that they obviously used in discussing art galleries with me at the
beginning of my project.
In the next section, I have applied the Wenger/Wartofsky lens to these early childhood
excursion practices, in order to understand how they mediated our excursions to the
National Gallery. I begin by describing the process we used to introduce the children to
the excursion and to my research project in general. This detailed description is
important because it provides the context for how early childhood pedagogy mediated
children's understanding of the purpose of the excursion to the National Gallery. The
way that we prepared the children to the excursion was primarily achieved through a
typical preschool practice of verbal discussion in a 'group time' format. 'The
excursion' has been singled out as a key pedagogical practice in early childhood
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programs for bringing the 'outside world' into the preschool. The practices used
directed children's attention in particular ways, and positioned them as particular kinds
of learners. What children came to understand about the purpose of the excursion and
how they participated in and processed their experiences can be understood as a
selectively mediated experience of art gallery-going, and turned out to be different from
what we adults had anticipated.

Group time - Verbal Orientation to the Excursion
During the week before we took the children to the National Gallery they were
introduced to the excursion through their normal 'group time' discussion. The
preschool director (Cathy), the teacher (Elsie) and I started this group time as we
normally did, with a finger play and a song. All of the children in the older group (over
3-year-olds referred to as the 'Butterflies') were present. The under 3-year-olds
('Caterpillars') had already been taken into their own room. Our goal was to explain
what I wanted to do and why. I started by telling the children that I was studying at the
university and wanted to understand how children learned. I asked if they would like to
help me with my research project. They responded as a group, as young children often
do when asked such an open-ended question by an adult, with a group 'yes'. King
(1984, p.126. cited in Carr, 2000, p.46) describes this phenomenon and surmised that
'any accidentally leading questions were always affirmed. "Yes" is easier to say than
"no'". The director talked to the children about what 'research' meant by reminding

them of other students and university staff who had come to the centre in the past to do
research. The children who had participated in previous projects recalled the use of
clip-on microphones and videotapes, and especially the technician who had video taped
their activities for a number of research projects. I explained that I wanted to find out
what children thought about art galleries because I didn't know. As I was an adult, I
had forgotten. To do my project, I would need their help. I also told them that if they
did not want to help they could tell me, or tell one of their teachers, and that would be
'ok'.

Before this group time, Elsie and I discussed the types of questions we would ask, but
agreed that we would not be bound by these. We would 'play it by ear'. We also
discussed the use a 'brainstorm' approach for recording children's comments as a web
of ideas about art galleries. The usual routine when preparing children for a new topic
was to conduct this 'brainstorm' activity and write all of their ideas on a wall chart. I
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have summarised children's responses to our questions below. We asked our original
questions and when children looked confused, or failed to respond, we rephrased them
or asked new questions. The group time lasted for about 25 minutes. 1 tape-recorded the
discussion with a small hand held tape-recorder.

What would you find in an art gallery? Think about when you went to a gallery
Do you remember going to an art gallery? Remember when we went to see the Jeanie
Baker exhibition ? (We asked this series of questions before the children began to
respond.) 1 was not always sure who had contributed which ideas so 1 have identified
only those children whose voices 1 recognised or recorded in my field notes at the time
as making the contribution.

•

A TV, a sofa, pictures, movies

•

The Lost Forest (corrected by Bonnie to 'Hidden Forest' referring to the
Jeannie Baker exhibition).

•

Real pictures (Harry suggested this idea. When we was asked why he thought
they were real, he referred to the Jeannie Baker collages we had seen. He said
they were 'real' because they had 'real sand and real wood on them').

•

All those things like, um, animals under water. They are like art galleries. (I
supplied the word 'aquarium' and the child agreed).

•

Alan, whose mother worked at the National Gallery, but who was not a part
of the research group, mentioned that he had seen the Eye-Spy exhibition. He
said you could see 'torches, computers, faces that turn colours, ' and (you
could) 'see what letters it is '.

Can you remember a time when you might have been to an art gallery? What did they
talk about?
•

Jake commented that people 'talk about making bread. Making cakes, and
pancakes, and dough. And cream'.

Were there other people there at the art gallery, when you went?
• Yes (in chorus)
What sort of other people?
• (Nothing)
Grown ups? Children?
• Old people (This was Harry, and despite the fact that we had seen another group of
children at the Jeannie Baker exhibition only the week before).
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Who takes you to an art gallery? Can you remember who you went with?
•

Mum

•

Cathy (preschool director)

•

You (meaning me. I had gone with them to the Jeannie Baker exhibition).

What are you supposed to do in an art gallery? What rules are there at a gallery?
• It was really quiet.
•

Can't say swear words.

•

Don't drop food on the floor.

•

Have to be careful with crumbs.

•

Not supposed to eat in art galleries because you get into trouble. (When asked
why people aren't supposed to have food in a gallery the child said,

'If you have

a sticky lollie and you touch...
•

Bonnie commented that you can see 'other kids screaming'. Tom corrected her
and said, 'Not screaming'! (We had a discussion then about how the other group
of children they had seen at the Jeannie Baker exhibit had been very noisy.)

•

The director offered the centre's motto- 'We share, we care, we love to learn'.

In this interchange we can see some practices characteristic of this community being
used to mediate children's discussion about 'art galleries'. A community of practice
creates 'regimes of competence' where competence is what is experienced and
produced through engagement in the community's practices (Wenger, 1998). No two
communities of practice are the same (so no two preschools are identical communities
of practice, although they may share many similar practices) because what defines a
specific community is its locally negotiated regimes of competence.

The joint enterprise of 'doing preschool' gives coherence to and produces this
community's repertoires of competence. 'The repertoire of a community of practice
includes routines, words, tools, ways of doing things, stories, gestures, symbols, genres,
actions, or concepts that the community has produced or adopted in the course of its
existence, and which have become part of its practice' (Wenger, 1998, p.83). These
resources for 'doing excursions' are part of the competence of the people who
participate in the practices of this preschool. They include how children sit at group
time (cross legged, tightly bunched together on the carpet), how they orient towards the
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teacher (facing her as she sits at the apex of the huddle on a child-sized chair), how
children gain the right to speak (by adopting the preschool routine of 'wriggle your
finger if you want to talk'), how their attention is frequently drawn towards literacy
learning (by the regular practice of the teacher scribing their words on large wall charts
during group discussions) and how they are dismissed from group time ( by teachers
using a game; for example - 'If you have blue on today you can now choose a place to
work') to name just a few. These are all practices that are part of the regime of
competence in this preschool. They have become part of the shared repertoire of
children and adults as they negotiated the meaning of everyday events. In Wenger's
terms, the word 'repertoires' is not limited to what people do and say as we normally
think of it, but involves the use of material artefacts or props and how people use their
bodies as well.

One of the shared repertoires I want to look at more closely is the way that we used
questions to orient children's attention towards the topic of art galleries. At first,
children struggled to understand what we were asking. We had to rephrase questions
that were apparently too vague and broad in order to draw children's attention towards a
common reference point, the shared experience of the Jeannie Baker excursion. What

would you find in an art gallery? Think about when you went to a gallery. Do you
remember going to an art gallery? Remember when we went to see the Jeannie Baker
exhibition?

Questions began to take the form of 'leading' children to the 'right' answer despite the
fact that we had discussed how we wanted to ask open questions, questions that would
help us to find out what children already knew about art galleries. We had intended to
accept any and all ideas that came up, without suggesting that any answers were more
'right' than any others. In other words, we planned for a 'brainstorm' rather than the
typical IRE question-asking routine (Pappas, 1999). IRE stands for initiate, respond
and evaluate. The teacher initiates with a question, the child responds with an answer
and the teacher evaluates the answer by affirming, ignoring or correcting. As it
happened, a teacher who had not been part of our previous discussion joined our group
in the middle of the group time. Her contribution suggested that Jake's comments did
not 'fit'.

Elsie -

Can you remember a time when you might have been to an art gallery.
What did they talk about?
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Jake They talk about making bread.
ElsieThey talk about making bread.
New teacher - In an art gallery? (incredulously)
LynWe're trying to get every idea, yeah.
ElsieThank you Jake.

Jake was relatively new to the preschool. He had only just begun to attend in the week
before I started my data collection. No one really knew what he was talking about.
Perhaps he was recalling an experience he had had when he went on an excursion with
another centre or with his parents. It seems likely that what he was recalling was a visit
to a house museum, of which there are a number in Canberra. He could easily have
observed a cooking activity used by house museum staff in order to create the
atmosphere of the period of the house. A friend suggested that he may have interpreted
gallery to mean a 'galleria', as some shopping centres are referred to these days. There
are plenty of cakes and things to eat there. In any case, the new teacher responded to
Jake's contribution in a way that told him it was 'off-centre', not really what was
expected. This kind of response, as it monitors and corrects children's ideas, tends to
realign the focus of the group discussion. Because the new teacher had not been part of
our original agreement to use a brainstorm type approach, she used another repertoire
typical of the preschool, one meant to 'nudge' the children towards the expected
answers to questions. Many discussions in the preschool were of this sort. The
brainstorm type of discussion was used much less often.

It was clear that children were drawing on a range of previous experiences in trying to
talk about what an art gallery is. Aquariums, house museums, galleries, and dinosaur
museums seem to have been evoked by our questions. All of these institutions exist in
Canberra as well. These children's responses are similar to those found by Piscitelli, et.
al. (1999) and Kindler and Darras (1997) where children recalled a specific museum or
gallery experience rather than describing the type of institution.
The Jeannie Baker exhibition, as an excursion that all of us had recently attended,
seemed to work as an orienting artefact of practice. We could all draw on it and, in
doing so, negotiate the difficult focus of our questions, i.e., 'What is an art gallery?'
When children's attention was drawn to this specific experience, they recalled that there
was a sofa in the foyer of the gallery, and a television in a small room next to the
exhibition. When Harry offered the comment that there were 'real pictures' in an art
gallery, he was making a distinction that we had made as we looked at the Baker
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collages. We had talked about how the artist had used 'real' things in her paintings, like
sand and wood, and not just paint. During the Baker excursion, the children had
commented on the children who had followed us into the exhibition. This group had
been very noisy, not orderly and not listening to the adults who were with them. I recall
that one of our teachers had commented aloud on this group's behaviour, using a
slightly scandalised tone, and comparing our group favourably to this rowdy crew. As
an artefact, the Jeannie Baker exhibition proved to be a much richer and more accessible
resource for negotiating ideas about art galleries than the abstract questions with which
we had started. The highly verbal character of our questions, as the main form of
mediation, made the engagement with 'the content' (What is an art gallery?) very
difficult. In effect, our questions asked the children to 'represent' a disembodied
concept, an art gallery. The children and adults tried to coordinate their actions and
meanings around these words alone, but struggled. Once we began to use the Jeannie
Baker exhibition, as a shared experience around which to situate and contextualise the
negotiation, the children were able to participate more competently.

Once again, this interaction recalls Wenger's (1998) notions of reification and
participation. Words are particularly ambiguous forms of reification. They always
embody histories of participation. We cannot assume that young children, who have
much less experience in the world, are able to interpret the meanings of words in the
same ways that we adults do, although we often act as though they can.

Reification always rests on participation: what is said, represented or
otherwise brought into focus always assumes a history ofparticipation
as a context for its interpretation. In turn, participation always
organizes itself around reification because it always involves artifacts,
words, and concepts that allow it to proceed.
Wenger, 1998, p.67
One of the key practices that allowed this discussion to go forward was the children's
familiarity with group time and how it is conducted in this community. Children knew
well how to engage in the question and answer routine of group time. They were
familiar with the practice of taking turns, listening to the teacher, offering ideas and
having their ideas recorded in the form of words on a chart. Despite the initial
confusion about what it was we were talking about, children could still participate.
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Resisting Practices: But everyone goes on our excursions
I inadvertently introduced a practice that was not familiar to the children. I suggested
that only some of the children would be going on the art gallery excursions. We had
anticipated that some children might find this strange and so had prepared an
explanation, but we had no idea that the children would resist our plans to the degree
that they did. In discussion with the director and Elsie, we had decided that only the
full-time preschoolers would be directly involved in the research because they would
have the best opportunity to be actively involved over the continuous period of the
project. Eight children in the group fitted this description. Usually all of the children
who attended preschool on an excursion day went on the excursion. This is part of the
discussion we had about who would go on the excursion.

Cathy, the director of the preschool, introduced the new way of doing excursions.

Cathy - And tomorrow, there will just befour of us who'll go to the
gallery. Andfour more on Wednesday.
Harry - Well usual, well usual, well usually more people go.
Lyn Yes usually.
Cathy - What?
Lyn Usually more people go. But this is a special kind of excursion
to help me with my studies and...
Cathy - Do you think you know why we only having four people going
at a time?
Child - Cause there's not enough room?
Cathy - That's one reason.
Lyn I've been hunting allover and I finally found four tape
recorders so I can only take.. ... ? (I don't finish the sentence so
that the children will finish it for me.)
Children- Four children! (in chorus)
Harry - So four tape recorders means four children.
TomWhy didn't you find FIVE tape recorders?
Cathy - We didn't have any more. (She sounded sad, regretful.)
LynThey're very expensive.
The adults brought to the discussion the logic of numbers and expense of tape recorders
to legitimise the fact that we would only be taking some children on the excursion, but
this reasoning obviously did not seem logical to the children. In their response, they
saw such logic as 'unfair' and perhaps 'untrue'. In retrospect, I recognise that a more
honest reason for limiting the numbers was my data collection strategy. I could only
manage to take photographs, field notes, tape record and transcribe four children at a
time. I can see that Cathy and I wanted to avoid a lengthy explanation or discussion.
Although the excursion was planned for the next day, when this discussion occurred we
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had still not received permission notes from all of the parents so that we were not
actually in a position to say which specific children would be going. The children
reacted with resistance to this change in the usual practice. Tom, using our discourse of
logic, offered a solution -' Why didn't you find FIVE tape recorders?' to which I
responded with a new argument, an economic argument. The adults' use of logical and
economic verbal arguments apparently stalled the children's resistance and allowed us
to proceed. But it didn't stop the belief that the decision was unfair or the children's
ongoing resistance. For instance, when we were about to leave on one of our visits,
Harry, the child who had told us in the transcript above that 'usually more people go',
simply refused to come on the excursion saying he was 'too busy'. He wanted to play
with his friend who was not going on the excursion. We ended up taking another child
instead. Then, on the next excursion day, Harry decided that he wanted to come and so
he rejoined the research group. Part of our planned explanation of this change in
practice was to tell the children that we would be taking them all to an art gallery after
my project was finished. We ended this discussion with this assurance. For the children
it seemed that the point was not whether we all went to a gallery at some point in the
future, but that we would ever go with only some of the children.

In retrospect I can envisage a different way to have handled this issue. I could have
explained that the excursion, as a 'research' excursion, would be different to the usual
preschool excursion, instead of trying to pretend that it was the same thing. For
instance, we could have shown the children the tape recorders, counted them and tried
them on. The children might then have agreed with us about the need to limit numbers
or perhaps they would have come up with some other solution. They may have decided,
if we had let them, to change my research design. Conducted as a verbal discussion,
with the adult's agenda's already firmly predetermined, there was little room for
negotiation This incident highlighted for me the importance of paying attention to
power relations produced as the children and adults negotiate what it means to go on a
'research' oriented excursion. What I can conclude is that there were many unstated
assumptions about what such an activity is, what it is for, who it is for and how it
should 'work' and these obviously differed significantly from the usual excursion
practice in the preschool. We assumed that the children would simply comply with our
plans. There was a history of shared practices around excursions that made the changes
we proposed difficult for the children to understand simply by discussing them in the
superficial way that we did. The more closely our research excursion had fitted with
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their usual excursion practice, the more accepting they may have been. In any case, we
did proceed with this new way of 'doing excursions'.

As I thought about this incident, I reflected more deeply on the notion of an 'excursion'
as a way to visit an art gallery. When preschool children and their teachers talk about
going on an excursion, what do they mean? The excursion is a specific kind of
pedagogical practice. In some ways, it is one of the primary mechanisms used to bring
the 'outside world' into the protected world of the preschool. It's not unlike a
harvesting exercise. Children and their teachers venture out of the preschool in order to
gather up some worldly 'content', through a first hand and direct experience, and then
process this content for nourishing the minds of the children. What is 'out there'
becomes something to be reconstituted within the preschool. The excursion is a
particular way to visit a new place and that takes on a character different to other kinds
of visiting that young children might make to new places, such as family visits to
museums or galleries for leisure purposes. When a visit is 'an excursion' it becomes a
different order of experience, an 'educational' experience. The ways that we orientated
the children to the art gallery excursion clearly shows that we were attempting to shape
their understanding about going to the art gallery as a harvesting exercise. Children
were positioned as recipients of this view of visiting, as 'learners' who would be
expected to observe and collect information about what people do in art galleries and
about objects as art objects. However, as will be discussed below, they were never
simply recipients of this process. They also actively contributed to the shape this
orientation took. They could and did resist and realign this singular positioning as
'learners' .

Being 'Detectives' in an Art Gallery
The next day we talked some more about the excursion. We suggested that those
children who went could become the 'investigators'. They could 'find out' about art
galleries for the children who weren't going to the gallery with us. In the way this
conversation unfolded the ambiguity of words, as artefacts for representing ideas, was
apparent once again. Our particular choice of words, as artefacts around which we tried
to coordinate our practice and negotiate the meaning of the excursion, created an
unanticipated, yet persistent, context for understanding art galleries.
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This is an excerpt of the discussion that occurred before the first group's excursion to
the gallery.

Elsie -

Those people who are going to the gallery, they have a special job to
do. They need to be investigators! Do you know what someone who
does an investigation is called? Sometimes they have a magnifying
glass! What might they be called?
Tecitives! (detectives)!
Karl
Elsie  What did you say Karl? Can you say that again?
They called de-tecitives.
Karl
Elsie  Have you seen detectives before?
Alan  I have.
Elsie  You have! Where have you seen one Alan?
Alan  I saw one in Sesame Street.
Elsie - And did she have a hat on. Sometimes they have a funny hat
on and a magnifying glass. And what do they, why do you
think they need a magnifying glass?
Jake - To look, to look, to spy on, that, footprints, that that robber
have been making.
Child - (inaudible)
Elsie - That's right. So they can look very closely and find out as
much as they can, about what they see, like ... ? (She leaves
this sentence dangling, willing the children to think about
what there is to be seen at an art gallery with a magnifying
glass, but no one answersfor a moment).
Lyn So you do find a lot ofdetectives, like Jake was saying, when
there are robbers. But we're not going to go see robbers are
we?
Children No (in chorus)
Lyn When some of us are going to go see a gallery we need to be
detectives, or investigators, because we're going to come back
and tell all the people who didn't go, what we saw and what we
found out!
(I hold up one of the clipboards with a marker pen tied to the
clip with string).
This is the special clipboard for the detectives to use. We're
going to put some paper in there and have this special detective
pen and you can write down anything you see or anything you,
think, when you...
Elsie - ... and can draw ..
Lyn um, drawing, or you can make letters and you put that on there
(I'm showing them were the pen clips onto the board). Then
when we come back you can show everybody- 'This is
something I saw at the gallery that you might be interested in. '
Alright. So that's for the four detectives that are going to go
today. '
Child - Can the kids draw it?
Lyn Kids can, this is for the kids.
Child - Ah.
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The purpose of the investigator/detective metaphor was Elsie's and my attempt to
provide the children with a common focus for going to the art gallery and with an
incentive to represent their experience in some tangible way, through documenting and
reporting on it. However, at this point there was little for the children to 'hold on to' in
terms of understanding what we were trying to convey. The suggestion to 'be
detectives' was not a familiar idea. It needed to be negotiated. From the start, the word
'detectives' was taken up by the children in a fairly stereotypical way, a way that we
teachers reinforced by linking it to cartoon notions of detectives with funny hats and
magnifying glasses. Elsie did attempt to disrupt at least the gender stereotype of the
detective as male when she referred to the detective as 'she'. Use of the female pronoun
was a common practice in this preschool for unsettling children's conventional views of
gender roles. As the conversation continued, it became more and more apparent that the
children were attending to the excursion to the art gallery as a site primarily for
investigating robbers. In the following conversation, we asked the children to think of
some questions that we could ask at the gallery.

Lyn-

Ok, to help the kids that are going to the gallery we need some
questions about galleries.. .that we could investigate
Jake 
Well I have!
Lyn 
Jake, Jake wriggled his finger so...
They make gooey stuff? (perhaps recalling his visit to the
Jake house museum and the cooking activity"}
Elsie  What do they make? Gooey stuff, did you say Jake?
Lyn 
Ok. (I write the question down on a chart).
Elsie  Yes Mary, well done with your finger.
Mary - Umm. Do they have paper there? (I write this question down.
Perhaps she is recalling the clipboard that I showed the
children which actually had no paper attached to it at the
time).
Alan  What about when they find (... ) and robbers?
Elsie 
What? What do you want to find out? What happens when
they find a (Alan starts talking over her.)
Alan  When somebody steals something. You might find some
footprints.
Elsie  And how might you find that in an art gallery?
Alan  You might see some big footprints. (I write 'What happens
when somebody steals something?)
Elsie  You might! Thank you Alan. Well done wriggling your finger
Jake.
Jake  (inaudible)
Elsie  (Elsie repeats what he said.) Um, sometimes robbers could
come and steal things from art galleries. Do you think we
could find, what might there be in an art gallery too, so that
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people know that a robber has taken something? What might
we see? Kerry?
They might see footprints.
They might see footprints. What about...
Or we may see trails, see trails, ...
(inaudible)
See a line of crumbs.
See a line of crumbs. Ok. I lvas thinking. You know, sometimes,
ifpeople try to break into a car, what happens? Something goes,
something goes off.
Tire?
Beep, beep, beep.
Alarm!
That's right an alarm. Do you think we could find out if there
might be an alarm?
So that what Jake said, doesn't happen!.
Yes. So that the robbers couldn't take anything from the art
gallery.
So I'll put that one down. 'Is there an alarm?' (I write this
down.)
So that people could warn us and catch the people.
That's right and so they'd know something was taken.
In the Bananas in Pyjamas there was (... ).
In the Bananas in Pyjamas, what did you see?
They had a magnifying glass.
They had a magnifying glass. What were they using the
magnifying glass for?
For, for detective things?
There might be alarm that's going off very loudly sometimes.
There might be an alarm that's going offvery loudly.
Yup
Mary?
Can you eat there? That's a good question. I wonder if you
can?(I write this question down.)
Alan
What about you see, little footprints or cookies?
Footprints or?

Jake interrupted Elsie at this point and started to relate a long story, which I couldn't
hear because a child from the under-3-year old group had just started playing the piano
behind where we were sitting. I left momentarily to take her back to her group. Jake's
story ended with

Elsie 
Mary
Elsie -

'if the robber has a knife and he puts it in... '.
Hmmm. It could. What about, what's another question, about
art galleries?
Fish at the art gallery?
Do you think that might happen in an art gallery? Would
there be fish in an art gallery?
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Mary -

Hee, hee (She laughs, a bit sheepishly, registering the
implication in Elsie's comment that her answer is off centre)
Children - No. (in chorus).
We'd better put that picture down, I mean that question
Lyn down. There might be a (I was about to say, 'a picture of a
fish' when Mary interrupts.)...
Eat it. Eat the fish. Eat the fish.
Mary 
(inaudible)
Child 
You're into eating aren't you? You're worried about that
Lyn food side of things.
Fish fingers?
Mary 
What was that about a zoo? Did someone say something
Lyn about a zoo?
Maybe there was a WAY big alarm at the art gallery.!
Karl
Maybe a really big one. Yes. I've put it down here. Where did
Lyn I put about the... 'Is there an alarm that goes off really
loud?' Cause that's what you guys were asking. Ok. I think
that might be enough questions. There's a lot for our
investigators to do.

Again, this practice (a group discussion about an excursion) relied heavily on the
mediation of words alone. Without a history of shared experience around which to
negotiate what we meant by the term 'detectives', the negotiation of coherent meaning
was difficult for all of us. To complicate things further, I noticed that Elsie and I used
two terms, 'detectives' and 'investigators'. Also, despite our sincere intention to make
this a brainstorm, in the transcript it is clear that both Elsie and I were trying to get the
children to focus on a specific view of an art gallery, as a place full of art work to be
looked at closely. Children were trying to comply but focusing instead on the notion of
robbers and alarms, which at that point we adults found little relevance for.

Seen from a 'communities of practice' framework, the group time was bound to be
confusing because there was so little shared history of interpretation in this community
around the meanings attached to the word 'detective', the notion of alarms, or to a
generalised concept of an art gallery. The word 'detective' for instance, seemed to
trigger off a trail of crumbs that, for the children, led more directly to robbers in art
galleries than artworks in art galleries. If we use Wartofsky's (1979) framework for
analysing artefacts, we could say that children used the word 'detective' as a secondary
artefact, something that operates on a symbolic level, as a reflection of and embodiment
of past modes of action, and perhaps also as a tertiary artefact, where there is a freer
construction of meaning, one that starts with, but can go beyond, the limitations of the
real world referent. How did the word 'detectives', as a pivot point around which to
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negotiate meaning, work? What did it draw children's attention to? In which
communities had they encountered this word in the past? As I reflected on this
transcript, among the most vocal children there did seem to be a history of shared
practice on which they drew for interpreting the word 'detective', only we adults were
not a part of it.

Children apparently drew on a range of resources for making sense of the task we were
presenting. As young children, they had participated in family and other contexts where
encounters with the notion of 'detectives' included cartoons. One example was the
Australian Broadcasting Corporation children's television characters 'Bananas in
Pyjamas' and another, the American television show, 'Sesame Street'. We adults
participated in this community of practice only very occasionally, i.e., children's
television. We did not immediately recognise as legitimate, the contributions brought to
the discussion from these sources. But, at the same time, we had determined that this
discussion would be a brainstorm. The rules of brainstorming told us to accept all ideas
regardless of their relevance or apparent value, which we tried to do. All of the
children's contributions were written down on the chart for future reference. However,
even as we 'obeyed' the rules of brainstorming, we were working hard to bring the
children back to what we had determined was worth recording, i.e., what could be seen

in an art gallery. We were operating towards the same object (what goes on in the art
gallery) but through a mix of different practices and frameworks.

Wenger discusses the use of imagination as a mode of belonging in a community of
practice. He describes how the use of imagination can link local practices to the wider
world. His use of the term imagination 'emphasizes the creative process of producing
new images and of generating new relations through time and space' (p.177). In his
terms, fantasy is a meaning-making mode too. He gives this example.

Imagination does include fantasies. But this is precisely because it is a
creative process that reaches beyond direct engagement, not because it
is inherently misleading. I remember once standing with my children
around a globe and pointing proudly: 'This is where we live '. They
were duly impressed - not for a moment doubtful, yet a little puzzled 
and I started to reflect on the kind ofprocess by which it made sense to
indicate a point on a globe and claim it is where we live. It involved a
kind offantasy. It was the work of imagination, not in the pejorative
sense of a fantasy but in the sense of creating a picture that was not
obviously there. It was very different from entering a house and saying
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'we live here '. It was not imagination as opposed to fact, because the
issue was not whether what I was saying was factual. At issue was
constructing a picture of the world such that it did make sense to point
to a globe and say that we live 'there '. We talked about the earth, the
solar system, and gravity, and from that perspective I think that it did
seem rather exciting to them to think that, indeed, we live 'there' 
little stick figures glued to a huge revolving planet.
Wenger, 1998, p.177
He sees the use of imagination as primarily related to belonging in a community.
Imaginative or playful engagement is "a way to open up new ways of seeing ourselves
and orienting our attention beyond the 'here and now' to the wider world and our place
in it" (p.183). Perhaps by proposing the notion of 'detectives' we were inviting this
kind of imaginative response from the children. In any case, they readily took up this
artefact, both as a symbol and as an imaginative resource, to think 'fantastically' about
the art gallery. 'Imagination plays with forms. It rearranges them, lets them propose
their own combinations, builds on incongruity and serendipity. Reification thus affords
an opportunity to step back and see situations in a different way' (p.186). While it had
seemed like a straightforward ploy from the adults' perspective, the children use of the
notion of 'being detectives' diverted the discussion in unexpected ways. Their
orientation created something new. It became more and more obvious to me that an
understanding of the children's responses involved an understanding of learning as a
process of building on 'incongruity and serendipity'. The children worked together as a
group, searching imaginatively amongst all that they had ever experienced or done over
their short lives, in order to participate in this discussion and 'belong' as preschoolers.
They were extremely competent in the ways they were able to pull in and meld together
a seemingly disparate collection of elements, resulting in an amalgam of detectives and
art galleries.

Mary seemed to focus on the art gallery in the ways we adults had expected. It seemed
that she alone could 'hear' our real agenda, the one that went on behind the apparent
'brainstorm' activity. Her questions were relevant within our terms. She even said of
one of her questions, 'That's a good question' in much the same way that an adult
endorses a child's contribution. In our proposal that the children could 'be detectives',
we had chosen a highly ambiguous yet powerfully evocative artefact as our point of
focus for negotiating 'what mattered' in this discussion., We then had to work hard to
make a place for children's contributions about detectives, in a conversation that was
meant to be about art galleries. We never had control over what children did with this
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artefact. What the children felt mattered, in terms of the art gallery, ended up being
primarily about the robbers, alarms, and trails of crumbs.

This discussion can be seen as a typical early childhood practice designed to provide
children with an orientation to the art gallery excursion. It involved such things as
asking questions, doing a brainstorm, talking about art galleries as a general concept,
drawing on a specific previous experience at a gallery, writing down children's ideas on
a wall chart, and doing all this as a group discussion. These were all familiar practices
for both children and adults. It was the 'ways we do things' in this community. I
believe that it was this familiarity that allowed our discussion to proceed at all, given
the tenuous consensus we apparently had on the overall purpose and intent of the
excursion.

As people pursue any shared enterprise over time- working, living,
playing together- they develop a common practice, that is, shared ways
of doing things and relating to one another that allow them to achieve
their joint purpose. Over time, the resulting practice becomes a
recognizable bond among those involved.
Wenger, 1996, p.4

It was clear that participation in this preschool community of practice and engagement
in the joint enterprise of 'doing preschool' had produced a shared repertoire among the
children and the adults on which they could draw in negotiating the meanings
associated with going on this excursion to the art gallery. The teachers tried to direct
children's attention towards a generalised representation of an art gallery. The children
brought to the discussion a range of other kinds of situated meanings. The word
'detectives' brought to the fore a cascade of meanings, imaginatively patched together,
enabling the children to arrive at an overall meaning quite different to that which we
had intended. Therefore, some intended (by the adults) and some unintended meanings
were generated as we engaged in these practices. The unpredictability apparent in this
example is always characteristic of the negotiation process in any community according
to Wenger (1998).

Harvesting the Gallery Back in the Preschool
Elsie and I had discussed and drawn up a series of plans for 'processing' the gallery
visits back in the preschool. In various ways our plans were all typical preschool, self
directed, play activities that asked children to re-present their experience of going to
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the art gallery. In this section, I will describe some of these activities, as a way to show
how the preschool community of practice conceived of the excursion to the gallery as a
'harvesting' exercise. We planned to give the children a range of opportunities to draw,
paint, talk about and construct, based on their experience of being in a gallery. These
kinds of representational activities are familiar and fundamental practices in early
childhood.
I wanted the children to contribute to planning the activities that would follow up the
excursions, not only because I thought it was a valid way to involve them in
determining the research process, but to do so reflected the typical practice of joint
planning used in this preschool. After the first round of visits to the gallery, we talked
to the children about what they would like to do to help the other children learn about
the art gallery. One child suggested the obvious, that we should take them there! Given
that that wasn't possible, for a few weeks anyway, they suggested that we should make
an art gallery in the preschool. This would allow the 'non-gallery-goers' an opportunity
to learn about galleries. I was pleased about this decision because it provided me with
useful data, a way to see how 'gallery-goers' represented their experience.
The making of an art gallery in the preschool was only one of a number of typical
early childhood activities provided for helping children to process their gallery visits.
We also set up a range of other kinds of play activities related to the gallery. As was
the normal practice in this preschool these were primarily 'table activities'. Each day
activities were set up on small tables and after group time children would choose to
work at one or more of the tables for the activity period. These activities included
making 'cases' for children's donations of art gallery objects, making objects for the
art gallery out of construction materials, making puzzles from enlarged photographs
of the children taken in the gallery and from the 'Eye-spy' exhibition post cards that
we picked up in the National Gallery, painting and drawing activities, clay work,
mask making (as a follow up from a discussion about the Ned Kelly paintings we had
seen in the gallery) and making books with photographs of children taken during the
visits to the art gallery. Most of the group time discussions over this period also
focused on the art gallery experience. We used photographs taken in the gallery and
the children's drawings in our group discussions. We read and discussed some gallery
produced art books. One staff member brought in her collection of Buddhas and told
the children the story of the Buddha.
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Before making the preschool art gallery we used a brainstorm activity to help the
children think about what materials we would need in order to make a gallery in the
preschool. Children suggested that we needed some 'things' to put in the gallery

'special things from home', 'glass cases with really strong glass' to put the objects
into, signs 'to tell people what to do', 'guards', 'dinosaurs', 'seats or cushions', 'a

torch', 'computers', 'question marks' (like the question marks that shone on the floor
of the 'Eye-spy' exhibit), 'words on the wall', and 'people'. These ideas were written
on a wall chart. Many of these ideas did seem to come directly from the gallery
experience but it is too simplistic to think that the overall process was this direct.
We needed to rearrange the room to allow for the inclusion of an art gallery space
because it was already very full. On the weekend, Elsie and I rearranged the furniture
in the preschool to allow for a gallery space. With some minor rearrangements, we
found a comer that could be sectioned off for this use. In response to a letter asking
for resources, a parent donated a large refrigerator box. We cut it up and lashed it
onto a long table with a length of rope to form a kind of barrier with an opening at
one end like a door. When the children arrived back at the preschool, there was a
space for the gallery. We put out some tools and supplies on a table nearby, such as
cardboard, tape, clear plastic sheets, coloured streamers, glue, paint and equipment
from the craft trolley for making things for the art gallery. We also found and
included some small felt boards and wire stands that we imagined could serve as
display pedestals, a range of different sized boxes, two magnifying glasses, and a
torr- h

Context Information:
This is the section ofthe preschool that we used to make a preschool gallery. Before there was anything
to look at the children went in to investigate the space.
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What goes in an art gallery?
Some of the children brought objects from home for the gallery. Elsie and I also
brought our own 'special' things for the gallery. I brought in a string of painted beads,
made by an Aboriginal friend from gum nuts. During group time we showed each other
what we had brought. I showed children the necklace saying I had brought it in because
it was precious to me and, because it was precious, I wanted to put it in the gallery.
Elsie brought in a range of things, some crockery and a plastic duck like the ceramic
one we had seen at the gallery. She told the children she had brought them in because
they reminded her of some of the things we had seen at the National Gallery. We
wanted the children to tell us why they were donating a particular object so they would
verbalise their ideas about what belongs in an art gallery.

I have listed below children's donations from home and their reasons for bringing these
objects as direct quotes. Not all of these objects were brought on the same day but I
have put their contributions and reasons together so that they can be seen as a group.
'Child' indicates a child who was not part of the research sample but who brought in a
donation for the gallery.

Harry - a shadow puppet from Singapore ('Because it's special.') a Thai
elephant ('We got it on our holiday' and 'because it looked like what
was in the gallery)
Karl - a small toy grader ('So people can learn about it')
Tom - a small action figure ('So people can learn about it') a coin
embedded in plastic (because it's a 'special kind of money, and it's
made of metal') a carved wooden head (because 'it's different' and
'It's special for my dad'),
Bonnie - a bright multi-coloured skipping rope (because 'It's my mum's'),
Child - a candle decorated with gold paint (because 'my mother said'),
Jake - a carved wooden head, and a tambourine ('because they'refor the
gallery')
Child - a dinosaur ('because it's plastic so people can touch it').
The child who brought the dinosaur was very clear that it should have a sign on it that
said 'Please DO touch'. His mother worked in the gallery. On the first day when
children were bringing in objects from home, Tom had brought in the small action
figure. I suspect he decided to put it in the gallery because he had actually forgotten to
bring anything. During group time when we were talking about things that children had
brought in, he went to his bag and got his action figure. He used the same words as Karl
to describe why he'd brought it, 'so people can learn about it'. The next day, as soon as
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he arrived, he ran up to me with a coin embedded in plastic and a wooden head like
Jake's, telling me that he had brought it because it was 'special for my dad' and

'different', like Jake's. At some point he must have retrieved his action figure from the
gallery, because later that day it was no longer in the display case that he had made for
it.

Not every child involved in the excursions brought something from home (i.e., Mary
and Rebecca did not bring anything), nor was it only the children who had gone to the
gallery who brought things in for the gallery. We can see that children' explanations for
their choice of objects reflected some of the conventional gallery purposes for
collection and display, such as objects as sources of learning or objects as 'special',
different and from other countries, as belonging in an art gallery. We had written notes
for children to take home asking parents to help children find an object for the art
gallery and emphasised that the children should choose the object themselves. I
explained that children's own choice was important to my research project, though in
most cases parents had apparently taken a role in what their child brought. The nature
of gallery objects as exotic things from other countries seemed to be a common
approach. The notion of objects chosen for their aesthetic properties was less apparent.
I think now that what we were asking children to do, to verbally describe their reasons
for choosing an object, was too difficult given their minimal exposure to the art gallery.
The original source of objects was not what took their attention while they were in the
gallery. However, Harry did ask his teacher later whether the guards made all the
artwork in the gallery, which indicates that he had been thinking about the sources of
gallery objects. I can now understand that the children needed the involvement of their
parents to complete the task we had set for them. At this point in the research process, I
will admit to feeling some disappointment at the rather paltry collection of gallery
objects that had come in from home. I was still imagining that children would somehow
directly represent in their own gallery what they had seen at the National Gallery.

Donations of objects for the gallery included things made at the preschool as well as
things brought from home and involved both children who had gone to the gallery and
those who had not. Two girls who had not gone to the gallery made the clay Buddhas
(see Figures 58 & 59). I think they made them because of two incidents. In one of our
discussion groups, Harry had talked enthusiastically about seeing a head of Buddha at
the 'Eye-Spy' exhibition. A teacher, overhearing this discussion, offered to bring in a
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book about the Buddha and her collection of statues. The children were fascinated with
both the story and the collection.

Figure 58 - First Buddha

Figure 59 - Second Buddha

Context Information:
Two girls made these clay Buddhas on a tahle set up with clay and tools. When they
finished they asked that they he put in the gallery. I show these photographs because they
illustrate how children . not involved in the visits. hecame a part of the art gallery
activities .

'Some children made things from construction materials for the gallery (Figure 60 and
61). The building materials were available every day and were not set up specifically as
a 'gallery-related' activity.

Figure 60 - Constructions for the gallery
Context Information:
Two boys who had not gone to the art gallery made these constructions. They are much like the
constructions they made every day. I chose this photograph to show that children who had not
gone to the gallery had less to draw on in deciding what goes in an art gallery. An alternative
interpretation is that the boys may have simply wanted to he 'part ofthe action' and so it did not
matter what they made. so long as they had 'something' to put in the gallery . When I mentioned
my interpretations to one ofthe teachers in the preschool she suggested an even more plausible
explanation . She recalled that this tahle used to he the 'show and tell' space in the preschool
hefore it hecame a 'gallery' display space! Anyone (or even all) ofthese explanations could he
the 'right ' one. I never thought to ask the boys about their constructions.
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Figure 61 - Buddha collection and 'a funny statue'

Context Information:
This photograph shows the 'funny statue ' (bottom right hand corner) made by another child
who had not gone to the gallery. I don 't know why it was a 'funny statue ' as she didn 't say.
This was one of the few gallery objects that was given a label. However, labels are common
practice in early childhood classrooms too. They are used to promote litera cy and name
recognition . I wonder if she called it a 'funny ' statue because she was not sure whether it
could be called a statue at all. Or perhaps she, like the boys in Figure 60, simply wanted to
have something to put in the gallery and felt that by calling it 'a statue', it could belong in the
gallery.

The day that the children brought in their objects, we talked about how we needed to
protect the things that people donated, so that they would not get broken or lost. We
had provided a range of different sized cardboard boxes, plastic sheets and tape for
children to make display cases.

Context Information:
Figure 62 shows Jake standing next to his case. He worked on it for about fifteen minutes using lots of
sticky tape to make sure that the plastic on the top was secure . He told me that lots oftape was needed,
otherwise, people could put their hands in the top. In Figure 63, Bonnie was looking at every object in
every case. She slowly walked through the gallery looking systematically at each obje ct. I have included
these photographs to show the different kinds of cases that children made.
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Protecting the Objects in the Gallery
In this section I have described how the children came to focus on issues of protection,
robbery and alarms in their preschool art gallery, and how these meanings associated
with art galleries became apparent in their practices. In this way, we can see how the
practices of the art gallery community of practice interacted with the practices of the
preschool around representing the gallery.

An accident happened one day when Harry brought in a large Indonesian shadow
puppet. He said that it wasn 't allowed to be touched, at all, because his mother said. He
was showing us the puppet at group time and asked me put it up on top of the lockers
next to the gallery and not down low where people could touch it. While I was holding
it up for him to show the other children the head came off in my hands! He was very
upset until I was able to put it all back together again with no sign of lasting damage.
This incident, accident though it was, acted as a powerful demonstration of how easily
their gallery objects could be broken, even when an adult touched them. This accident
then, as well as parent' s cautions to their children about precious home objects going
into the preschool, was one of many elements that tended to reinforce the idea that
gallery objects need protection.

After this discussion we told the children about the table activities that were available.
We suggested that some children might like to do a painting for the gallery and set up a
table for this purpose. Jake, Tom, and Karl chose to work at the painting table.
However, instead of making paintings to go in the art gallery they made signs you see
below.

Figure 64 - No eating! Because you might leak crumbs

Figure 65 - No breaking
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Figure 66 - No guns, no smoking, no drinking water Figure 67 - No soccer balls, no lipstick
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Figure 68 - No drinking, no eating,
no lunchbox and no roller scates (sic)

Figure 70 - No touching
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Figure 69 - No scateboards (sic), no paint
and no throwing toy whales

Figure 71 - No guns
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Figure 72 - Emergency!
Push button to get firemen

Figure 73 - Harry's sign

Context Information: .
In some cases the words on these signs were dictated to a teacher who wrote what the children indicated
and in some cases the children wrote or copied the words themselves. I show all the signs to illustrate the
range of 'don'ts' that emerged in their discussions. I was not at this table while the children made the
signs so I am not sure which children made which signs nor did I hear the discussion .
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These signs were put into the art gallery. Jake helped me to put them up. I asked where
they should go and he pointed to the refrigerator box that formed a kind of counter, not
unlike the counter at the front of the cloakroom in the foyer of the National Gallery.
Figure 74 is a photograph of the gallery after we had put up the signs.

Figure 74 - Gallery with signs posted
Context Information:
I chose this photograph to show the prominen ce ofthe signs in the children 's gallery.

As I have already described in Chapter 4, one of the practices in the National Gallery,
to which children apparently paid close attention, was the handing over of our things to
the security guard in the cloakroom. They looked closely at and talked about the sign
on the counter (Figure 75) illustrating those items we were not allowed to bring into the
gallery.

Figure 75 - 'Don't' signs in National
Gallery
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This artefact stood out for the children as particularly important in the National Gallery.
The silhouettes on the sign are iconic representations of the objects not allowed in the
gallery. The children tried to point out at the time that we had a number of prohibited
items, like my suitcase for carrying the tape recorders and the umbrella, showing that
they had no trouble registering this sign as a series of rules. In Wartofsky's (1979)
terms, these pictures and their purposes as guiding practice in the gallery could be
accessed on both a primary and secondary level, literally and symbolically. They
seemed to 'stand out' for children who were able to 'read' them, because they were
visual rather than word symbols and so, accessible to non-readers. In addition, we
enacted the meaning of the symbols as I handed in the forbidden items. These signs, as
explicit statements of rules, were particularly salient to the children.

Wenger (1998) makes the point that, although they are rarely stated this explicitly, the
rules of behaviour in any community of practice become apparent to outsiders because
they are embodied in so many of its practices. Some examples of how these rules of
behaviour were embodied in many ways in the gallery can be seen through the
children's activities in the gallery. For instance, when we were in the children's gallery
I took photographs with the flash on, being careful, as I had been asked, to not take
pictures of the artworks themselves. At one point, Mary fell off the computer stool and
cried out loudly. A security guard came into the children's gallery to find out what was
happening. Seeing there was no problem he left. However, Harry came up to me
immediately after the guard left and said in a worried tone, 'No Flashes Lyn!' showing
that although he had not mentioned the camera in the earlier conversation about the
sign in the foyer, he had certainly noticed it. I explained that I had permission to use the
flash in the children's gallery and he was placated.

In the adult's section of the gallery, the children ran into many of the more implicit
rules, such as not touching anything, being quiet, and moving slowly. They encountered
these rules over and over when they behaved as novices and needed frequent reminders
as they transgressed rules. Their whispering, their cautious approach to exhibits and
their frequent awe-infused references to the fact that they were 'in the adults' gallery'
signalled that they felt their outsider status and registered the presence of these rules.
Another incident occurred when I was explaining how the alarms worked in the adult's
gallery and Mary interrupted me to say, 'We're in the adults' section!' On another
occasion I was pointing to an Aboriginal artwork dangling from the ceiling and
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inadvertently set off the alarm myself, as my hand passed through the sensor. Bonnie
and Rachel, who were with me, gasped in dismay and literally huddled up closer to me
when a guard entered the room to see who had set off the alarm. Overall, what the
children seemed to pay most attention to was what they were allowed and not allowed,
to do in the gallery. Therefore, perhaps it is not surprising that rules of behaviour
became one of the key practices they reproduced for their own gallery in the preschool.

It is interesting to look at the range of prohibitions the children chose to signpost in
their own art gallery, showing an interaction of practices. All the sign-makers in this
group were boys. We can see that they reproduced the conventional gallery related
prohibition on touching in Figure 70. We could surmise that 'no roller skates', 'no
skateboards' (Figures 68 & 69), 'no smoking' (Figure 66), and 'no eating', 'no drinking
water' (Figures 64,66 & 68) are all related to 'don'ts' associated with other kinds of
public spaces that children may have experienced. The signs telling gallery visitors 'no
guns' (Figures 66 & 71), 'no soccer balls', 'no lipstick' (Figure 67), and 'no throwing
toy whales' (Figure 69) seem to be taking the don'ts into a more imaginary realm.
Wartofsky (1979) might explain this as the children's use of the sign in the gallery on a
tertiary level. From this perspective, children incorporated and then took the meaning
of the sign beyond its real world referent, playing with the idea of 'don'ts' in
imaginative ways. Of course, an alternative interpretation is that this range of 'don'ts'
reflect some 'real world' rules children may have actually experienced. I have no way
of knowing this. However, I do recall that in one of our pre-visit discussions about rules
in the gallery one child did mention guns, and the need to not 'leak crumbs' (Figure 63)
came up in our group discussion. It could be that the focus of these previous
discussions also contributed to, and guided, the sign making.

The signs for the fire alarm button (Figure 72) and the sign inviting visitors to 'Please
eat and drink here' (Figure 73) were both made by Harry. I can trace this sign to
another chance occurrence. In the gallery on one of our first visits, we asked the
security guard whether we could eat our morning tea on the bench in the foyer because
it was a very rainy and cold day outside. The guard said 'no' and suggested that we
went down to the cafe. We did not want to have to deal with refusing to buy the
children the more appealing food that we knew we would find there, and that we
suspected the children would prefer to the dry biscuits we had brought with us, so we
took them to the bus to eat. As soon as we had started eating, Harry pointed to the
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window in the bus and said to me, 'Oooh. Look! Lyn! It says no eating!' He was
pointing at the sign on the side of the bus which was similar to the gallery 'don' t' sign
with a picture of a hamburger, milkshake and cigarette, each encircled with the red
circle and line.

I jokingly responded, 'Oh, it's ok Harry. We're not eating hamburgers!' He looked at
me with an exasperated expression on his face and said, 'No Lyn. That MEANS no
eating ANYTHING!' I think the issue of where we could eat, as well as the need to
give permission for eating, may have become important to him at least partially because
of this incident. Mary had also talked about eating in the gallery during a previous
discussion and this may have added to his focus on eating. This is a particularly
interesting example of the way the children pulled in seemingly irrelevant incidents and
made them part of what mattered in understanding the art gallery.

The concern for gallery rules and signage was not limited exclusively to the boys in the
group. On the same day that the boys painted their signs, Bonnie made this sign (Figure
76). Bonnie used letters rather than pictures to represent her rules. She also cut her sign
out and glued it onto another piece of paper. The teacher wrote down what she said.

Figure 76 - Bonnie's 'don't' sign

Context Information:
Like the other children Bonnie seemed to incorporate a range of 'don 'ts', some from
the gallery (no bags), some from the excursion bus (no hamburgers and no drinks) and
some from other places and times (no keys and no guns). Bonnie's sign arrived two
days after the boys made their signs.

Negotiating a Mix of Practices
From the adult's perspective, much of what emerged in the excursion and in follow up
acti vities seemed to be incidental and peripheral to the core business of our planned
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curriculum, which was to represent the art gallery. Children hardly focused at all on
'artwork' or on 'display' as I had anticipated. I expected them to 're-present' these key
aspects of the gallery. They almost seemed to have gone to a different place than I had!
They became 'very involved in making signs and talking about rules. The topic of
robbers also continued to be a feature of our conversations about the gallery.

As I pondered this situation, I recalled a seemingly irrelevant incident that happened the
day after children had brought in their 'gallery objects'. We arrived to find that the
'Caterpillars' (the under 3-year-old children) had deconstructed the gallery. Two
energetic, early-arriving toddlers had quietly stacked all of the display cases and art
objects under a table in the comer of the gallery, without their caregivers noticing what
they were doing.

Context Information:
As Bonnie, Rachel and I stood looking at the devastation ofthe gallery these two-year-olds
carried on with their investigations oblivious to our presence. I reached into my bag and
took this picture. This photograph shows how the gallery was a centre-wide phenomenon
that even the younger children got caught up in.

Bonnie and Rachel arrived at the preschool at the same time as I did. For a moment we
all just stood in dismay to find the gallery in such a state. Finally I spoke saying, 'The
Caterpillars don't understand about art galleries.' Then, with the two toddlers helping,
we put the gallery back together again. I turned on my tape recorder to tape the
discussion we had while fixing up the gallery. Harry arrived a few moments later and
came to observe. He found my shoebox display case and put my beads back inside their
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case. Here is an excerpt from the tape where Harry pointed OLIt to me how inadequate
our gallery was in terms of security. He was holding my display case.

Harry - Lyn, Lyn, well someone could break that with their fist, like
that. (He demonstrates punching the air in front of the plastic window
of my display case to show how easy it would be to break it.)
Yes, they could! But why would anyone do that?
Lyn 
Harry  Well, but, ... if robbers came, they couldjust go ... BANG!
That's true, but why would robbers come to take it?
Lyn 
Harry  Well ... That would be ... rare.
You think it's a bit rare, and that's why they might want it?
Lyn Remember we were talking about the security guards at the
university ?
Harry - And we could, and, and we could have a water pistol.
(pointing to the ceiling).
(laughing) On the ceiling?
Lyn 
Harry - (nods with a serious expression on his face)
Harry seemed to have taken up the notion that galleries were places where rare objects
were kept and that this was what made them targets for robbers. He was not reassured
by my reference to the fact that security guards patrolled the university and would,
therefore, look after our gallery. He wanted to create more security, such as a water
pistol on the ceiling. I actually did think that he was joking and laughed, but he was not
joking. Later that day he returned to the issue of security. He asked me whether the
security guards would come on the weekends and I assured him that they would. He
then took me over to the cardboard barrier Elsie and I had secured in place by lashing it
to a table with rope. He said, 'Watch this' and proceeded to show me how easily the
rope could be undone. I responded by tying it back up again with a stronger knot, which
he promptly undid. We went through a couple of cycles before I finally said that I could
see what he meant. The gallery could be broken very easily, but we would all just have
to be careful of it.

Harry continued to be concerned that our makeshift gallery was not properly secured.
During the activity time he made a paper construction (Figure 78). He told us that it
was chair for the guard to sit in. Later he made some guards as well (Figure 79) and
told us that they should be hung up in the gallery.
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Figure 78 - Harry's guard's chair

Figure 79 - Harry's guards for the gallery

Context Information:
Harry must have felt a strong need to improve the protection of our gallery . He
made both a chair and some guards for the gallery . I wonder now why the guards
are spotted but I forgot to ask Harry at the time. These images seem to be
representations ofthe idea ofprotection .

As a result of the toddler incident earlier in the day, we had a conversation with the
whole group of children, both under- and over-three-year-olds. Elsie led the discussion.
I have provided it in full.
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It is an art gallery that we've made. And this art gallery, we
thought we'd just remind people about some of the rules to do
with art galleries. It's a special art gallery, where people have
brought special things
It's good that I put up my signs!
Jake 
Elsie - Yes, it is Jake. I was just going to say Jake, those signs they're
helpful, aren't they. They're reminding people of what we do in
galleries and (what) we do not do in galleries. And some people
brought in very special things from their houses and they want
people to really look after them so people can look at them. So
can you think of some things that we want people, that we might
need to remember to do when we're in the gallery?
Jake 
Could we do some more painting, some more signs?
Elsie 
Yes we could do that.
TomBecause we could do it for other people so that they know that
you can't just touch something.
Elsie - That's right Tom. Did you hear what Tom said everyone? We
can remind people, with the signs, not to touch some of the
things. Some people said you can touch some of their special
things.
Lyn 
That was Alan.
Elsie 
That was Alan.
Tom- Alan said you can touch his stuff. Yeah, because it was hard
plastic, ... and no one can break it.
Lyn But my beads are very special. Also, when Harry brought in his
special puppet, remember when I picked it up, being so careful
and I, and I picked it up, and what happened?
Harry 
Broke it. (very sad voice)
Lyn The head came off! It was so fragile. But we were able to put it
back together. It wasn't really broken but it was very
.. .fragile .. .delicate.
Elsie -

After the discussion I noticed the same two toddlers of the morning incident in the
gallery. They were actually using it 'like a gallery'. I did not see them when they first
went in, but as I took this photograph (figure 80) I wondered whether the older
children, by enacting 'gallery-going-behaviour' in the preschool, had provided a way
for these younger children to begin to participate in more conventional ways with the
objects in the preschool gallery. For instance, they began to use the torch in the same
way it was used by the older children in the 'Eye-spy' exhibit. It seemed to be directing
their attention towards 'looking' rather than touching.
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This two year old went around to all of the exhibits and pointed the torch in through
the flaps to look at what was inside. I show this photograph as evidence that even the
younger children were beginning to participate in new practices brought in by the
older children.

I have interpreted the children's concern for security in our preschool art gallery as an
interaction of practices used in different communities. On the one hand, it reflects our
first discussion in the preschool, the one about 'being detectives' on our excursion to
the National Gallery. On the other hand, it also reflects a key practice that children
apparently found salient in the National Gallery, the practice of making art objects
secure through alarms, glass protection, rules and guards. This interaction of practices
was not something that the teachers or I could have predicted or controlled. The ways
that particular meanings emerged and continued to develop over the term of this project
exemplify for me the dynamic, productive and continuously emergent nature of
learning through practice.

Why Buddhas and Gods?
Another topic that children focused on, and seemed to take more notice of, than other
possible topics on offer in the National Gallery was the statues of Shiva and the Buddha
and the business of gods. This preoccupation can also be seen as arising out of a dynamic
interaction of practices, as a feature of the children's selective use of resources from
multiple communities of practice and as evidence of mutuality of engagement in the
preschool community of practice. I will briefly describe how this focus emerged in our
preschool gallery.
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The children seemed to pay attention to the Buddha from their first visit to the
children's gallery. A large stone head of Buddha was in one of the porthole cases on the
back wall of the 'Eye-Spy' exhibit by itself, rather than in one of the cases with lots of
other objects around it. In fact, the curator, Matt, had talked to me about its placement
in our interview, as an example of how curatorial decisions were always made in
collaboration with others in the gallery. He had originally wanted to put the head in
amongst other objects in one of the floor cases, but had been dissuaded from doing so
by the curators responsible for the Asian objects. Placement of an object, such as this
ancient Buddha head, amongst a range of other kinds of objects, particularly underfoot
in the floor level case, could be construed by visitors as showing a lack of respect for
the traditions and ideologies surrounding the Buddha. By this special placement, apart,
singular and elevated, the Buddha head could be seen as already foregrounded for
children's attention in the gallery. But this placement alone does not explain its
significance to this particular group of children. It was not the only object with such a
placement.

Harry had recently visited Thailand with his family. It was he who first mentioned and
took notice of the Buddha in the gallery. Seeing the Buddha head seemed to be linked
for him to his previous experience of Buddha. He talked about Buddha in our group
time after this visit, telling us that Buddha was a king. Tom disagreed and said that
Buddha wasn't a king, but a god. As the argument didn't seem to be resolvable, then
and there, I said that I would look it up and let them know what I found out. I saw this
as an opportunity to demonstrate to children what adults do to resolve these kinds of
disputes. We look for information from experts, such as in books or on the Internet. I
told the children I would look on the Internet to find out more about Buddha because I
didn't know enough about it. That night I found some pictures of the Buddha and a
simple story of his life that I intended to show the children in the next group time. In
the meantime, Sonia, one of the teachers not involved in the research, overheard our
discussion and approached me with an offer to bring in her Buddha collection. She also
said that she had a suitable children's story of the Buddha that she could read.

In group time the next day Sonia told the Buddha story using a picture book, adapting
rather than reading the text. She explained to the children that Buddha could look
different depending on who made the statue or the picture of him- sometimes he looked
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fat, sometimes thin. She told them that sometimes Buddha statues were made of golden
metal, wood or ceramic material. Children paid close attention to this discussion.

Figure 81 - Sonia reading Buddha book
Context Information:
Sonia read the story and showed the children afew Buddha s from her collection.
This photograph shows how a teacher usually reads to children in the large group by
holding the book outwards so the children can see.

I taped this discussion and provide this excerpt as an example of the children's ongoing
interest and focus on this topic.

Mary 
I saw that one, at the gallery
Sonia 
Did you? Are they more like the ones you saw at the gallery or
did you see the fat ones at the gallery ?
I saw two of 'em.
Mary 
Jake - Yes, and we saw, we saw three horses and we saw that big Buta
(Buddha).
Yes, and we saw one like this.
Lyn 
Yes.
Jake 
Lyn 
And do you remember what he was sitting on ?
Jake 
He was sitting on a kind offlower.
Sonia - A lotus. So Prince Siddhartha. when he got finished thinking ,
then he became the Buddha.
(to Harry) So Prince Siddhartha, you were right. He was the
Lyn 
son of a king. So if he 'd wanted to, he could have become a
king himself. (This was in reference to Sonia 's explanation that
Buddha was a prince, the son ofa king)
He gave that away.
Sonia 
Harry interrupted at this point because he was listening to what is going on in the next
room where the under 3-year-olds were. He said, 'It's not fair, they (the
'Caterpillars') get to watch TV '. Sonia told him that is was not the TV that he heard;
it was the computer, so the discussion continued.
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ElsieAnd why are some of the Buddhas fat and others aren't?
Sonia - Some of the Buddhas are fat and some are thin, because
people... , there are soooo many types of Buddhas. These are
only just two. There's hundreds of different types. People make
Buddhas as they want them to be, totally individual. Zina's
(one of the children in the group who had made a Buddha from
clay) Buddha was as good a Buddha as any other, because it
was how she wanted him to look.
And it's differentfrom Beckie's Buddha too. (Beckie is the
Lyn other child who made a clay Buddha)
Sonia - And it's differentfrom Beckie's Buddha. He's all thin cause
that's how Beckie wanted hers to look. It's totally however you
want your Buddha to look. That's how he looks.
Harry - Did he have a thin chair?
Sonia - He had a thin chair, that's right. So I'm going to put these in
the gallery, BUT they're very special.
Mary - That means you have to put a case over them.
Sonia - You could make a case to put over them for me, do you think?
Do you think you could... or I might put them up on the shelf
with the lockers. And people can look at them from there.
Children- Yeah
Bonnie - (can't hear)
Sonia - If you'd like to touch my Buddha, if you come and ask, then I'll
come and sit with you and you can touch it. But please don't
touch it by yourself. (To Bonnie) Yeah, so you can just rub it.
So I'll put them up, in the gallery with the rest of the things.
Lyn Why would you want to rub it Bonnie?
Bonnie - (can't hear what she says)
Sonia - You know. It's actually thought to be good luck to rub a
Buddha's belly, cause it's such a jolly big fat belly. (Laughing).
Lyn Well, thank you so much Sonia for sharing your Buddhas, and
we're going to take very good care of them and make sure
that... and we might need to remind the 'Caterpillars '.
As we can see from the transcript, the children were very focused during Sonia's story.
There was little need, apart from the one interruption, to remind children of the rules for
taking turns or listening. The fact that one of their teachers, Sonia, had a keen interest in
Buddha was another kind of accident or coincidence that helped to reinforce and extend
children's collective interest in the Buddha. Her obvious enthusiasm, the use of tangible
Buddha statues and the pictures in the book about Buddha were all nonverbal artefacts
that, in addition to the verbal discussion, seemed to help the children to focus on and
recall the Buddhas that they had seen in the gallery. In fact, these artefacts acted to
build the entire group's knowledge of Buddha, involving even those children who had
not gone on the excursions. The National Gallery seemed to be more present in this
discussion of Buddha than it had been in many of our other discussions. Children
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clearly stayed 'on track' during the discussion. Mary even suggested the idea of
protective cases, as a way to protect the teacher's Buddhas. After this discussion I
thought we were finally on our way to constructing the art gallery in the ways that I had
anticipated.

After Sonia finished, I showed the children my Internet images of Buddha, explaining
that I would put them in our gallery so they could look at them more closely. Bonnie
went directly to the gallery to look at these pictures as soon as I put them up (Figure
81). During the day, I saw other children looking at both the pictures and the Buddha
statues.

~onleXllnJonna"on:

Bonnie spent some time looking at the pictures of the Buddhas I had found on the Internet. This
photograph shows her relaxed stance and close inspection of the pictures.

The idea of Gods came up in another discussion. In the bus on our way for a second
visit to the gallery, Mary and Jake had this conversation about the nature of God,
showing how the topic continued to be of interest. The conversation wasn't recorded
but I wrote these notes while children were talking. Mary was looking out of the
window at the clouds as we drove along and offered this comment.

Mary 
I wish I could see heaven.
Lyn 
Where's heaven?
Mary 
Up there. Up in the puffy clouds.
Jake 
Yes. Heaven is up there. But my mother says you can't see it.
Mary- Yes, you can. (Then after a moment) I know where it is, but I
want to see in it.
Jake - You can't see in it because God is a spirit. My mum said. God
is a spirit. You can't see a spirit.
Mary - I've seen God. I saw him in the sky and he's a person!
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No, he isn't a person. He's a spirit.
Jake 
Mary 
Person!
Jake 
Spirit!
Mary 
Person!
Jake - Spirit!

At this point I couldn't resist entering into the discussion.
Lyn-

You know, God could be different for different people. People
have different ideas about God and what God might look like.
Your mum says God is a spirit, so that's 'The Truth' cause
that's what your mum thinks. But if you ask some other people
what they think you might find different people have different
ideas about God.

This was greeted by a period of silence. I decided to keep going.

Lyn -

Jake -

Remember how we talked about Buddha yesterday and how
some people thought that Buddha was a god? And how some
people thought that Jesus Christ was a God? Why don't you
ask some different people and find out what they think?
(After thinking for a bit) Oh! I get it. Different people have
different ideas about God!

Many adults do not think of topics such as gods, religions, sacred objects and so forth
as typical preschool curriculum content. Some may even think that such abstract,
ideologically loaded issues are not appropriate material for young children. Even as I
entered into the conversation about 'gods' I admit to a twinge of anxiety about
complicating the children's notions of god and to the possibility that their parents might
not appreciate my comments. It is easier for early childhood teachers to shy away from
these topics, as beyond their domain and more properly left to parents. But these are
topics that are implicated in the practices to which children have access. They were
obviously keen to discuss the topic. In addition, as we can see in this and the other
chapters, the children were able to talk about them with a sophistication that seemed to
be beyond their years. This may be an example of the generative nature of Discourse, in
Gee's (1996) terms, He has referred to a young child's ability to acquire Discourses by
enacting the interpretive practices of those who share his or her social world. Perhaps
this is an example of the social 'apprenticeship' that enables even a young child to be
able to 'mean' beyond her own 'private resources' (p.276).
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The resources Jake and Mary used to have this discussion were derived from home and,
according to Mary, from her own experience of seeing God. We can recall from the
previous chapter that Jake and Mary were the children who encountered the Shiva in
the gallery and became fascinated with the presence of the 'baby' or 'dwarf' under the
foot of, perhaps, a god. Over a series of seemingly chance, disconnected, unplanned as
well as planned events, we had built up some ways to talk about abstract ideas such as
the nature of god. These resources became available to the whole group of preschool
children, including those who had not visited the gallery. Through our participation in
practices in the gallery, in the preschool and through home experiences, a web of
meanings was emerging.

Conclusion - Multiple Practices: Hybrid Communities
This chapter has looked at learning from within a community of practice framework. It
has highlighted the process of negotiation of art gallery practices within the context of
the preschool practice of 'the excursion' . For me, this view of learning challenges some
fundamental early childhood assumptions about young children and how they learn.
When children are seen to belong to multiple communities of practice, they have access
to multiple resources in the form of practices and discourse used in their various
communities.

Chance occurrences, or what I have referred to as accidents or coincidences, happen in
the course of any series of planned educational experiences. They cannot be anticipated
or controlled. These unanticipated events turned out to be important elements for
building the group's knowledge and pivotal resources children used in making
connections between experiences. The ability to learn was not, as I used to think,
simply about being exposed to content on an excursion and then representing it in a
direct and uncomplicated way in the preschool. Rather, the learning process seemed to
be more about negotiating and contesting what counted as worth paying attention to, in
other words, what counted as knowledge worth learning about. This chapter has
explored how children engaged in this negotiation process and how they co
constructed, reconstituted and contested gallery practices within early childhood
practices.

There are multiple and often-contradictory things going on in any community of
practice, even within this preschool. In Wenger's (1998) framework this is explained by
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the interaction of multiple communities that are always present within the identities of
the people participating in a community. As such, any community of practice is a
hybrid space for the intersection of multiple meanings. One example, highlighted in this
chapter, was the gallery practice associated with rules. Children brought a range of
meanings about rules from other experiences and communities encountered in and
beyond the actual gallery visit. We can see this in their focus on the importance of
rules, their forms and their uses. Children used these meanings in negotiating two kinds
of rules, rules about what could and what could not be touched and what could and
what could not be done in an art gallery. Harry's sign about where you could eat and
Alan's insistence on what you could touch (his dinosaur) showed this awareness.
Bonnie's request to Sonia, to rub the Buddha's stomach, was another example of
negotiation around what is allowed. The sheer production line approach to making
signs and the creation of such a diversity of 'don't' signs showed that rules were of key
concern and particularly prominent in the children's enactment of gallery practices. We
adults did not intend to emphasise rules, nor did we suggest to children that they should
make signs for their gallery. In fact, the activity that generated most of the signs was
designed for another purpose, for making paintings for the gallery. Although we had
seen and talked about many paintings in the gallery, the children never produced a
single painting for their own gallery; they painted instead, signs telling people what to
do and not to do.

It is clear from this analysis that children weren't passively representing knowledge
gained through their excursion. They were actively negotiating what to do in an art
gallery and trying to sort out what practices were key to this new community. They did
not choose just any practices, but rather those that 'stood out'. Young children,
probably more than most other age groups, are constantly being regulated by rules,
made by other people, no matter where they go or what they do. We should not be
surprised then that rules turned out to be one of the most salient aspects of the gallery to
the children. Making sense of the world 'out there', an art gallery in this case, can be
seen as mediated within this wider social context. No one child or adult directed or
determined how the meanings around rules in the gallery emerged. Rather, the focus on
rules unfolded gradually and gained momentum through a process of ongoing
negotiation. Having to eat morning tea in the bus, in the glare of signs prohibiting such
actions, was not part of any preplanned learning experience for understanding an art
gallery, but became another pivotal incident in directing children's attention, once
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again, towards rules. For the children, the art gallery came to be more about its rules
than perhaps any of its other purposes. This was clearly a profoundly social and
dynamic process, productive and discursive in nature, drawing on a complex history of
practices outside and beyond the current situation. What I became more and more
aware of was how the children linked up these 'accidents' or chance occurrences,
connecting the 'here and now' to the world beyond the preschool.

The same can be said for negotiation around the need for security and protection of
precious objects in an art gallery. Perhaps the focus did begin with a chance choice of
words, the 'detective' metaphor, to describe how the children would collect data about
galleries during their excursions. The word was meant to provide children with a role
that required the collecting of information about the gallery and the need to represent
what they saw in some tangible way, i.e., through recording it in picture or written form
on their clipboards. The children took up this term and added to it the practices they
accessed from other contexts, practices that focused their attention on the likelihood of
robbers, footprints, lines of crumbs and thievery in the gallery. Particularly in relation
to the adults' gallery, this notion no doubt gained added momentum and relevance as
the children encountered both explicit and implicit markers for security - the glass
cases, alarms, and uniformed guards. They evidently took up the importance of
protection in their own gallery by producing a literal wall of signs telling people what
they could and couldn't do in this gallery. Jake's familiarity with the Tintin book was
another link to security issues, given that it was explicitly about a theft of a museum
object, and one that looked remarkably like the figure we saw in the gallery. The
destruction of the gallery by the younger children in the preschool, another chance
occurrence, fostered even more concern. Just after this event Harry felt the need to
show me how easily a robber could steal things from our gallery with only our flimsy
cases and makeshift walls to act as barriers. He recommended that we install a water
pistol on the ceiling, adding symbolically to our security arrangements by making some
pictures of guards and a chair for the guards to sit on. These ideas were not suggested
by any of the adults.

We teachers also took up the incident of the gallery destruction to teach an 'object
lesson' in our group time that day. We used it to illustrate what could happen when
people didn't understand what to do in art galleries. In our discussion that day, Jake
commented that it was good that he had made his signs and suggested we might need
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even more signs. Tom added that people need to know that they can't touch things in an
art gallery. During this discussion I also brought to the group's attention the incident
with Harry's broken puppet, linking it to the gallery destruction and to Tom's comment
about touching. Throughout this discussion, we teachers emphasised that the things in
the gallery were 'special' and needed protection. There was little that was neat and
predetermined about the way these ideas evolved. Through this negotiation process, it
is clear that not only the adults, but also the children themselves, were key actors in
directing the negotiation towards particular kinds of meanings.

Even in the children's choices of objects for their own gallery, we can see the
negotiation of an interesting web of meanings. That art galleries contain exotic,
precious, and special kinds of objects was an idea co-constructed and increasingly
better understood by the children as the project developed. For instance, the teachers,
the parents and the children all contributed to the construction of these meanings
around gallery objects as 'exotic things', things from other cultures (i.e. the painted
beads, the Buddhas, the Indonesian puppet, the Thai elephant, and the carved heads).
The notion that gallery objects are 'special' was co-constructed as well. Even the idea
that gallery objects can be sources of learning was offered by one child, and echoed by
another. All of these meanings are closely linked to the publicly modelled
understandings of objects used in art galleries themselves, Children did not pick these
ideas up by osmosis through their gallery visits, nor did they receive them by direct
transmission from adults or construct them individually through representing the
gallery in their preschool activities. Rather, they negotiated what counts as a gallery
object, through participating in a range of experiences with others, some planned and
some accidental.

That traditional practices around the kinds of objects that belong in a gallery came
through (as well as alternate practices) is not surprising when we consider the resources
accessible in our negotiations. Early childhood settings are not hermetically sealed or
insulated from the wider world, but draw on the same resources that are used beyond
their walls. One clear example is Alan's contribution to the gallery. He was the child
whose mother worked in the National Gallery but who did not accompany us on our
excursion. He announced that his dinosaur should and could be touched. We can see
how an alternative to the 'no touch' rule literally came in the door with Alan. It was not
part of our negotiations up to that point. Harry only made his sign giving permission to
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eat in our gallery after Alan announced that his object could be touched. In our
discussion about not touching, Tom was able to take up Alan's contribution as a
resource for expanding on the 'no touch' rule. He offered the explanation that Alan's
dinosaur could be touched because it was made from plastic, suggesting that he was
trying to reconcile this new example with the 'no touch' rule. The rule could be
transgressed, in this one case, because the object was not breakable. What 'got in the
door' as a legitimate contribution to the community's knowledge did seem to be
determined by how this community, as a whole, negotiated its place amongst other
meanings.

This does not deny the fact that the preschool's practices were powerful in shaping
what went on. Many of the things that we did were taken-for-granted by both children
and adults, showing how deeply patterned our practices were. Learning 'takes place
through our engagement in actions and interactions, but it embeds this engagement in
culture and history. Through these local actions and interactions, learning reproduces
and transforms the social structure in which it takes place' (Wenger, 1998, p.15). What
happened in this preschool around the excursions to the gallery is similar to what
happens in many preschools, even while is it situated and specific to this preschool. The
practices reported here will sound familiar to many early childhood educators in
Australian preschools and perhaps even in preschools in other parts of the western
world. As Dahlberg, et.al. (1999) have pointed out, early childhood teachers'
pedagogical practices with young children, and the ways that they use language to
name these practices, have become homogenised and reflective of traditional Western
approaches to education. When one view of children and how they learn begins to
dominate, in this case Western cultural assumptions, alternative perspectives about
children and learning are marginalized (Mac Naughton, 1995). The communities of
practice framework provides new ways to identify and reflect on normative Western
assumptions about learning processes in early childhood settings.
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Chapter 6
Excursions as Induction and Border Crossing

Introduction
I set out to address a gap in the museum and art gallery literature concerning young
children as learners and to provide a detailed descriptive account of their induction into
some key practices in an art gallery. Wenger's (1998) 'communities of practice'
framework, coupled with Wartofsky's (1979) conception of multi-level artefacts, was
piloted as a framework to illuminate these practices and children's engagement with
them as part of a preschool excursion. This chapter draws together the arguments of the
preceding chapters, addresses the questions that guided the study, discusses some
tentative conclusions and implications of this study for the early childhood field, the
gallery field and for myself as an early childhood educator. I will also discuss some
methodological implications emerging from the study, describe the contributions and
limitations of the study and indicate areas for future research.
The key questions that guided this study asked 
How are young children inducted into the practices of an art gallery cornmunity
through excursions to an art gallery?

How does Wenger's 'communities of practice' framework illuminate dominant early
childhood ways of thinking about children's learning?

Sub-Questions
What practices (implicit and explicit) does an art gallery make available for induction
of young children to an art gallery 'community of practice', as seen in children's
participation during an excursion?

How do this gallery's practices interact with preschool practices and other practices
that children bring with them from other communities of practice?

How do the children negotiate the practices of this art gallery?
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Wenger's (1998) view of learning, as participation in a community of practice,
complemented by Wartofsky's (1979) multi-level analysis of artefacts of practice, was
a useful overarching, analytical framework for illuminating young children's learning
through an excursion. It provided a way to see the excursion as an induction to a new
cornmunity of practice and children's engagement in negotiating of the meaning of
practices as they took up socially, historically, culturally and politically construed
artefacts of practices. The explanatory potential provided by the framework enabled me
to view learning through excursions in new ways, problematising and interrupting
dominant ways of thinking about learning in early childhood and museum studies.

The study was a planned intervention, substantive and methodological, into early
childhood theorising about young children. Two broad orientations, traditional early
childhood views and a family of views that contest this traditional orientation, referred
to loosely and collectively as 'reconceptualists', currently dominate the early childhood
field. Traditionalist orientations have used psychological views of development and
learning and are most clearly represented in a key early childhood document
'Developmentally Appropriate Practice' originally published in the United States in
1987 and recently updated in light of criticisms (Bredekamp, 1987, 1997). Based on
Piaget and his followers, its principles and philosophical assumptions have been
adopted widely in the early childhood field and have formed the basis of many
programs and policies throughout the Western world (Dahlberg, Moss & Pence, 1999,
Fleer, 1995, Penn, 2000) and increasingly beyond (Cannella, 1997, Woodhead, 2000).
Katz (1999), a leading traditionalist, recently articulated the traditional early childhood
stance that gives primacy to the concept of development and its relation to practice in
early childhood. She has described development as including two major dimensions;

normative (i.e. 'the probable range of what children typically can and cannot be
expected to do and learn at a given stage' (p.l) and dynamic (i.e. the dimension which
'raises questions about what children should or should not do at a particular time in
their development in light of possible long-term dynamic consequences of early
experience' (p.1-2). These traditional views are still the most dominant voices in early
childhood despite a growing body of reconceptualist contributions that contest them
(Bloch, 2000, Burman, 1994, Cannella, 1997, Dahlberg, Pence and Moss, 1999, Fleer,
1995, Lubeck, 2000, Mac Naughton, 1995, McLachlan-Smith & S1. George, 2000,
Smith, 1996, Woodrow, 1999).
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'Reconceptualist' views include a range of different orientations. Although these views
are diverse, each reconceptualises some basic assumptions related to the nature of
children and their learning. Reconceptualists draw on perspectives from different
disciplines; critical sociological and psychological views (i.e. Walkerdine, 1988), the
'new sociology of childhood' (James & Prout, 1990, Mayall, 2000, Woodrow, 1999),
neo- and post-Vygotskian views (i.e. Fleer 1995, Lambert & Clyde, 2000), feminist
post-structural views (Mac Naughton, 1997, Davies, 1989) and sociocultural views
(Anning & Ring, 1999, Wertsch, 1991, Woodhead, 1999) to mention a few. The
reconceptualising of the early childhood field coincides with the move to
professionalise early childhood through preparation in universities, an interest in more
theoretical orientations and research that draws increasingly on diversified paradigms,
disciplines and assumptions.

This study can be located within this reconceptualising movement as a sociocultural
orientation to the study of young children's learning. There are many explanations of
learning with psychological accounts being the most prominent in early childhood. My
use of Wenger's 'community of practice' framework (1998), combined with a critical
orientation, positions this study as contesting traditional early childhood practices
related to learning through excursions. The study provides a social, materialist account
where learning is viewed as a production of knowledge that occurs through local
negotiations between people and between people and the material world as these are
constituted within broader social, historical and cultural contexts. The use of critical and
reconceptualist orientations to traditional early childhood practices in the preschool and
the art gallery enables young children's learning to be re-read through a 'communities
of practice' framework. These ideas can also be linked to emerging interests within the
gallery and museum field about the nature of know ledge, the nature of the child as
learner and the role and purpose of art galleries in contemporary society. This study has
provided me personally with reflexive resources for uncovering my own assumptions
and identifying new and emerging understandings about learning. The pedagogical
focus of the study was the children's participation in excursion practices and
appropriation of artefacts constituted within communities of practice.
The study also set out to produce a more detailed and contextualised account than is
currently available of children's learning through excursions to an art gallery. A key
limitation in visitor and evaluation studies has been a reliance on surveys and language
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based research methods and a positioning of young children as either incapable or
unworthy of study. In a study involving such young children, the analysis of their use of
language alone could produce only a limited account. Therefore, I attempted to gather
data that recorded both linguistic and non-linguistic forms of engagement and that
focussed specifically on children's use of artefacts of practice. The collection and
analysis of a diverse range of data became a methodological issue of importance and
produced a way to complicate my traditional views of the child and of learning in early
childhood. In analysing the photographic data, I have taken note of the ways that images
of childhood adopted in research with young children can constrain the types of
questions that can be asked and the methods used (James, 1995, Stake, 1994). The
adoption of a reconceptualised view of the child, as active and competent, and the use of
the Wenger's (1998) sociocultural framework for investigating learning, required
methods that provided more powerful and detailed ways to investigate children's
learning than those often used in traditional early childhood research.

Social constructionists, through their objections to positivist methods
and assumptions, are more likely to be of the view that children are not
formed by natural, social forces, but rather that they inhabit a world of
meaning created by themselves and through their interaction with
adults.
James, Jenks, & Prout, 1998, p.28
I will discuss how this case study contributes to a growing body of other cases that
provide rich descriptive accounts of young children in art galleries. As a case study, it
has both limitations as well as advantages. The study was an 'instrumental' case study
pursuing an external interest, i.e., how particular children were inducted into a new
community of practice, the art gallery. It attempted to provide a detailed and descriptive
account that addressed the identified gap in the literature regarding how young children
are inducted to new practices in museums and galleries. As a case study involving only
seven children from a specific university-based preschool context, it cannot be
generalised. Cases are by nature unique and particular accounts. They are necessarily
unique because of their nature as rich and detailed accounts of specific events, at
particular times, in particular circumstances and places, with particular people.
However, my study may have relevance to others who work with young children in art
galleries, as I will explain below.

Case studies are often distinguished from more positivist and scientific approaches in
terms of the claims to 'truth' that they make. I have not gathered the 'facts' and then
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stated the 'truth' of children's induction into art gallery communities of practice.
Rather, I have described, analysed and interpreted the activities of one small group of
young children as they engaged in practices at the National Gallery of Australia. In
doing this, I am not making a claim that this case can be generalised beyond its specific
context. However, as Stake (1994) has pointed out, 'naturalistic generalisation' can
occur when the reader 'comes to know some things told, as if he or she had experienced
them' (p.240). This kind of generalisation from a case study can be seen as a social and
dialogic learning process. 'We come to know what happened partly in terms of what
others reveal as their experience' (Stake, 1994, p.246) and partly through what we, as
readers, already know about cases similar to the one that we are reading. Therefore, in
this case study, readers may find significant value beyond the case itself but only
through the generalisations that emerge in what they bring to the case. The notion of
'naturalistic generalisation' gives this case study some potential for application in the
world beyond itself if readers find 'certain insights into the human condition, even
while they are well aware of the atypicality of the case' (Stake, 1994, p.241). While not
claiming to make broad generalisations about learning in art galleries, this study has
allowed me to discuss some tentative conclusions that can contribute to early childhood
and gallery educators' understanding of young children as learners in art galleries.

Areas for further research include, firstly, the worth of the 'communities of practice'
framework, in combination with Wartofsky's multilevel artefacts, to frame research
studies in other early childhood, museum and gallery settings. In addition, research
involving young children can explore the potential benefits of collecting and analysing
multiple forms of data, particularly photographs, in ways that complicate, interrupt and
inform each other.

Learning through practice
Wenger's framework enables a description and analysis of the art gallery as a
community of practice, and of children as newcomers to the community who are
entering into and being inducted into a range of art gallery practices. Two key and
related practices, that insiders know and that newcomers n1ust learn, were identified as
learning how to 'look' at objects in an art gallery and how to value them in particular
gallery-constituted ways. Objects that make their way into collections in art galleries
are there to be looked at and are constituted as valuable by the community that displays
them (Cruikshank, 1992, Pearce, 1999). Both practices, looking and valuing, were
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analysed as socially constructed ways of engaging with objects and as distinctly
different from the everyday ways of engaging with objects found outside the gallery
(Harrison, 1999, Hein, 1998, Pearce, 1999, Rice, 1988). The gallery, viewed as a
community of practice, allowed the identification of barriers to participation for young
children as well as artefacts of practice that assisted them to appropriate gallery-related
meanings. Because of the implicit nature of many of the gallery's traditional practices,
access issues became a key focus for attention.

I will briefly discuss traditional approaches to introducing children to an art gallery to
make clear the distinction between these and a 'communities of practice' approach. The
museum field has only recently come to the debates about learning in the education
field and at a stage when there is no clear consensus on how to educate young children.
Newer post-modern approaches, paralleling similar movements in the field of early
childhood, are being explored in theory but have not yet found their way into the
practices of many museums or galleries. The clearest voice in the gallery, as in early
childhood, appears to be the traditionalist rather than the reconceptualist voice.
Traditional early childhood approaches view children as 'developing' and construct
their capacities with primary reference to their psychological and cognitive status.
Developmentalists tend to call on the work of Piaget to guide practice (Burman, 1994,
Cannella, 1997). Therefore, programs for children drawing on this discourse look for
'developmentally appropriate' ways to package learning. 'The Piagetian describes
children as internally constructing their own understanding through equilibration
processes and the establishment of reciprocal relationships' , a view that Cannella (1997,
p.l 04) says, 'assumes that the child exists as a psychological being whose human
characteristics can be scientifically determined'. The goal in this approach is to
determine children's developmental capacities and match these up with the demands of
the activities designed for them. In Chapter 2, I gave some examples of how the
museum field has appropriated many traditional early childhood practices when
catering for children (Cohen, 1996, Donowa 1996, Desantis, 1997, Edeiken, 1992,
Haas, 1997, Ingle, 1999). This literature makes many recommendations that reflect its
borrowings from traditional early childhood developmentalist perspectives. Core
practices, such as 'hands on', 'child-centred', and 'active learning', are adopted
unproblematically as ways to cater more appropriately for young children. Critiques of
this approach see it as ultimately controlling children's access by omitting more
complex tasks and restricting activities to those deemed developmentally appropriate.
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Cannella's (1997) analysis of developmentalist pedagogy draws on postmodern and
discourse theory to deconstruct early childhood practices for hidden assumptions that
position children as 'other'. She points out that developmentalist early childhood
practices are social constructions that reflect reductionist assumptions about the nature
of the child, of knowledge and of learning. Active, hands on, concrete rather than
abstract, and child-centred learning, are all terms associated with the developmentalist
perspective. Cannella asks the question, 'How can I assume that the world is separated
into active and passive experiences, concrete or abstract materials, much less that I
could determine these categories for other human beings?' (1997, p.105). Activities
constructed this way, she maintains, are essentially covert forms of adult control and
affect children differently depending on the degree to which they conform to
developmental expectations and, therefore, are seen as 'normal'. The irony is that many
of these practices, at least in part adopted to address access problems that the more
'adult-centred', older gallery practices had created for children, aimed to provide
children with more choice and 'freedom' in the gallery, not less. But when
deconstructed, as Cannella (1997, p.118) has shown, child-centred, developmentalist
pedagogy is 'a structured form of human regulation' and, more importantly, one that
tends to 'reproduce(s) the cultural capital of the dominant group'. When children do not
perform within developmental expectations they can be positioned as deviant,
disruptive, deficient or underdeveloped rather than different. However, difference may
have more to do with social, cultural, historical and political factors than developmental
ones.

Similar to the early childhood reconceptualist movement, newer cross-disciplinary and
postmodern approaches to gallery work have emerged. These approaches are beginning
to reconceptualise 'traditional' gallery practice, theorising it from multi-disciplinary
perspectives and putting more emphasis on professional preparation in universities.
These developments have generated a range of new views on visitor meaning-making
including the notion of making exhibits less static and more interactive, making exhibits
more relevant to visitors by using linking elements related to visitors' everyday lives,
and practices that explicitly acknowledge visitors' own meanings of gallery exhibits as
valid (Jeffers, 1999, Hein, 1998, Gurian, 1999, Hooper-Greenhill, 1999a, Jackson,
1999, MacDonald, 1996, MacLulich, 2000, Pearce, 1999, Ravelli, 1999, Silverman,
1994, Wallace, 1995). The 'Eye-spy' exhibit we visited in the National Gallery was an
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example of such newer approaches to gallery practice. The move to reconceptualise the
gallery and museum focuses on access and equity for visitors, analysing the need to
adapt practices in order to cater to and attract new audiences, including children (Irvine,
1999, Hein, 1998, Piscitelli & Anderson, 2001, Hooper-Greenhill, 1995). In some cases
this has meant that galleries have relied on developmental and psychological
orientations to learning as a way to cater to young children.

I have argued that different views of learning reflect different assumptions about the
nature of the child, of knowledge and of the learning process. My orientation reflects
many of the assumptions used within the reconceptualist early childhood tradition (i.e.,
Cannella, 1997, Holland, 1992, James, Jenks, & Prout 1998, Mac Naughton, 1995,
Woodrow, 1999). Children in this study were seen as active and competent participants in
their own learning and as capable, in concert with others, of appropriating artefacts of
practice from a range of communities. Using the 'communities of practice' framework,
the study has tried to illuminate the induction process as a process of knowledge
production through engagement in practices, as social, situated and emergent and as
continuously negotiated by children and adults.

This dynamic process of knowledge production has been contrasted with a traditional
view of knowledge as fixed and absolute and as transmitted from the gallery to the
visitor. Although the nature of knowledge is being debated currently in art galleries and
within the museum field in general, this older view is still evident in many of its
practices (Hooper-Greenhill, 1999c, MacLulich, 2000, Pearce, 1999, Worts, 1993).
Wenger's notion of reification shows how knowledge can become embodied in the
material world and, therefore, relatively resistant to changes that may be taking place
elsewhere in the community of practice. Regardless of gallery assertions to the
contrary, i.e., in discussions, articles in journals, policy statements and the like, a kind
of sluggishness in gallery practice remains. This helps to account for the continuing
influence of older views of knowledge on current practices. I have suggested that the
conception of knowledge as transmitted and as absolute is still implicitly embodied in
many of the material artefacts of practice in the National Gallery, particularly in the
adults' gallery. Through my analysis I have tried to show how these views, embodied
as they are in the material world, continue to be apparent to and used by visitors, such
as the children in my study.
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We can see this in the ways that children involved in this study did not simply observe
and internalise ideas and meanings directly in the art gallery, as if these meanings were
pre-existing and absolute. Rather, the relationship between experience and meaning was
dialogic and mediated through negotiation and children's use of diverse resources as they
engaged in practices of the gallery. The description of children's participation highlights
the political nature of knowledge production. In other words, while the children were
engaging in practices they were also negotiating what counted as worth knowing about
the gallery. The knowledge they produced was a transformation, rather than a
transmission, of knowledge.

In the next section, I have provided some examples from my data to illustrate this value
laden and dialogic learning process. This is followed by a discussion of the contribution
and implications of this analysis for gallery and early childhood educators.

Using the Signposts: Inclusion and Exclusion in the Gallery
Wenger's (1998) framework has provided a new way to talk about the material world of
the gallery as a world constituted by and containing a history of practices. This is a
marked world, a world full of signposts that speak to insiders and tend to marginalize
outsiders. The markers of practice that stood on the borders were seen as those that
must be negotiated in order to gain entry, hence my use of the fortress metaphor in
Chapter 4. Many of these markers were implicit and embedded in practices and
artefacts of practice rather than stated explicitly. This conception of artefacts of
practice, particularly those located in the material world, the world beyond words, has
relevance to both gallery educators and teachers of young children who visit an art
gallery, because both rely so heavily on words to mediate gallery experiences for
children. Instead of focusing primarily or solely on verbal artefacts, this study suggests
that closer attention be paid to children's use of such material resources as spaces,
objects, symbols, gestures and patterns of practice.

Examples of the kinds of markers that Wenger describes were discussed in Chapter 4.
For instance, I took note of the size, scale and architecture of the gallery building as an
embodiment of a history of practices suggesting that the building's grandeur and
imposing scale started the work of interpretation before the children even entered the
building. A message that could be read was that visitors should be impressed and
reverential. As Jackson (1999) points out, even 'the site, the architecture' in addition to
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the 'signing systems, decor, label design, all conspire to create interpretive messages for
the visitor' (p.91). In observing children's uncharacteristically subdued behaviour at the
gallery entrance, I surmised that they might have been taking this implicit meaning on
board.

The location and size of the children's gallery, combined with the observation that
children do not come to the gallery without an adult, were interpreted as portraying an
implicitly held view of the status of the child in the gallery. Children seemed to be
negotiating this meaning particularly when they were in the adults' gallery. I showed
this by contrasting their behaviour in the children's as compared to the adults' gallery.
When they were in the adults' gallery they tried to whisper, to walk slowly and
frequently commented that they were 'in the adults' section'. However they also spoke
loudly at times, as if to test this practice. In the children's gallery, I showed with a
collection of photographs that children used a far wider range of postures and actions
than they did in the adults' gallery. They also made more noise, moved more actively
and engaged with exhibits using their whole bodies and not just their eyes as they had
in the adults' gallery. These differences were interpreted as indicating children's
appropriation of embodied artefacts of practice rather than simply following adults'
directions or rules stated before the visit. This also reminds us of the complexity of
practices, the meanings of which are only ever partially 'carried' in language and which
are always open to renegotiation.

I interpreted children's apparent disinterest in many of the gallery objects in the adults'
gallery as evidence of their appropriation of markers that implicitly indicated who
belonged in this section. I suggested that one such marker could be seen in placement of
most of the gallery objects at or above children's head levels. Children may not have
paid attention to many of the objects because they literally did not see them. This
placement of art objects at a certain height was also an example of how markers can
position outsiders and act as barriers to participation, particularly when they are built
into the environment.

Material forms of practices seemed to be the kinds of resources that spoke to children
more directly and clearly than much of the verbal mediation undertaken by their
teachers and me. At this level of analysis, Wartofsky's (1979) views complemented
Wenger's framework. The notion of artefacts, as readable on three levels, allowed for a
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more detailed and finely tuned analysis of how children appropriated artefacts of
practice and helped me to clarify why certain artefacts seemed to be more accessible to
the children than others. Children often interacted with the spaces and objects on a
primary level according to Wartofsky's scheme, although their appropriation was
certainly not limited to this level. The way that Mary and Jake used the ledge-display
space in the adults' gallery was an example of children appropriating an artefact on a
primary level. They apparently interpreted this as a place to sit because it could be sat
on - an instrumental interpretation of the space. A secondary level of interpretation was
not apparent to them, i.e., that the ledge was a potential display space. An example of
their appropriation of an artefact at a secondary level was the gallery cloakroom sign.
This sign, as a set of graphic symbols, depicted rules in a way that the children could
read on Wartofsky's (1979) secondary level, as symbolic representations of what not to
bring to the gallery. I explained their ability to use these signs by recalling their
engagement in practice with similar signs in other places and times, particularly the sign
on their excursion bus. The glass cases seemed to be read as barriers to touch (a
primary level interpretation) but not necessarily as prohibitions to touch, which would
have reflected an understanding that the object contained within was untouchable (a
secondary level interpretation) because it was valuable (a tertiary level interpretation).
When objects were unprotected by glass in the adults' gallery children did not interpret
correctly that these too were untouchable objects. This is a very implicit practice. In not
protecting the object with glass the presumption seemed to be that anyone corning to the
gallery would somehow recognise the object as untouchable, simply because it was in a
gallery space and 'on display' . As an embodied practice, the elevation of objects was
also misinterpreted by the children. They did not access it as signifying untouchability.
When Mary saw the chair on the slightly raised platform, she interpreted it on a primary
level, a chair to sit on, rather than a gallery object only to be looked at (a secondary
level artefact). At the third level of interpretation, the children had little access to
mediation that would have helped them interpret an object like this chair as a object
valued in a particular culture, belonging to a certain unique category of furniture, or as
an object valued for its link to a certain historical period. In this way, many of the
embodied practices that children encountered positioned them as outsiders to this
community of practice because they could not access many of the deeper meanings of
these practices at the levels required. In addition, I suspect that only those practices with
which they were already familiar (from their involvement with other communities)
seemed to be read on more than the primary level. There were some indications that
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children were able to move between different levels of interpretation as they engaged in
practices, showing that they were beginning to appropriate some meanings of practices
on a tertiary level even while they used artefacts at a secondary level. This was most
clearly seen in the ways that they renegotiated and reproduced gallery practices in their
own gallery in the preschool. Children's concerns with protection and security of their
own gallery objects reflected the valuing practices of the National Gallery, a tertiary
level interpretation.

The children's gallery seemed to have more accessible markers that invited children
into the community. They began to learn the practice of how to 'look', in the gallery
sense of looking. The use of the torches attached to one of the cases helped children to
isolate individual objects and to coordinate their talk about specific and individual
objects. The computers and drawing materials also seemed to mediate their engagement
with individual objects and to use these objects as things to be looked at and reflected
upon. The name of the exhibition, 'Eye-Spy', familiar to the children as a term and a
game, acted as a powerful mediating artefact providing a 'way in' to the gallery
specific practice of looking, but not for all of the children. Tom, the only fluent reader,
found the words on the wall a stimulating and exciting key for unlocking the exhibition.
The emergent readers found more satisfying access through the computer images, but
only those children who had already mastered the 'mouse'. I have suggested that these
artefacts all 'worked' well as mediators because they called on practices that children
had used in other communities to which they belonged, such as the preschool and their
families. These kinds of artefacts were also 'boundary objects' that acted as powerful
ways to open up the practices of the community to newcomers, particularly when they
are used in combination with the participation of more experienced members, like the
adults involved.

The practice of valuing art gallery objects according to community-defined, cultural or
historical values was a particularly difficult practice for the children to appropriate and
for the adults to mediate. However, they certainly began to pick up and use some of the
practices of which these values were a part. One embodied form of this practice was the
use of an alarm under certain objects. Although one child (Tom) noticed that some
objects in the gallery had alarms under them and asked why his favourite painting
didn't, most of the children did not seem to associate the use of alarms under a certain
art object as indicating that object's particular worth. However, when they made their
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own gallery in the preschool, they seemed to be building a set of valuing practices that
clearly reflected those used in the National Gallery. This can be seen in the ways they
enacted practices to do with what 'belongs' in an art gallery. They used a variety of
valuing criteria for including objects from home in their own gallery (i.e., things that
were 'different', 'special', 'rare', 'got on holiday', 'plastic', and 'so people can learn
about it'). These criteria are not so different from gallery-endorsed reasons for
including different objects in the gallery although no one ever told children this
directly. Nevertheless, the children seemed to reproduce a version of this practice in
their own gallery. I have explained this as stemming from their participation in the
practices of the gallery. Through appropriating the artefacts of practice on primary and
secondary levels, it seems that some inklings of the tertiary meanings of these practices
came along with them.

An example is in the rather alarming set of meanings children negotiated around
practices for ensuring the security of objects in their own gallery. Why are there glass
cases, guards, signs and alarms in an art gallery? They are there for protecting the
gallery's precious art treasures from the very real threats of theft and vandalism.
Children seemed to take up artefacts related to security as key to the gallery enterprise.
I pointed out a number of different incidents that acted as catalysts for the development
of this set of meanings. We adults may have started it by suggesting that children could
be 'detectives' who would 'investigate' the art gallery. These words seemed to be
interpreted to mean that art galleries attract robbers, which of course they do, although
this was not the sense that we were trying to convey. On our second visit to the gallery,
Jake came across a statue that looked remarkably like the 'broken ear' statue in his
Tintin book. This may have brought to mind the Tintin story that just happened to
concern the theft of a precious gallery object. Jake went on to be the main producer of
signs for the preschool gallery, signs meant to protect our gallery and that gained even
more importance after the younger preschool children deconstructed it. Harry, also
picking up on security issues, felt the need to demonstrate to me the inadequacy of our
preschool constructed display cases. With no encouragement from adults, he chose to
ensure symbolic security in the preschool gallery by drawing a picture of gallery guards
and making a chair for a guard to sit on. We can see in all these incidents that some
notion of valuing gallery objects was definitely part of what children learned through
participating in the gallery excursions. But in no way can this be seen as a direct
transmission of information. Rather, it was a negotiation where meanings emerged out
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of diverse sets of practices brought together by these children, at this time and in this
place.

The practice that art objects are of value according to the authority of the gallery was
also subject to negotiation. Children both complied with and contested these gallery
endorsed meanings. For instance, Jake used the computer as a source of authoritative
knowledge in the children's gallery and accepted, without question, what it told him
about the art objects while arguing with my interpretations. Children also brought up a
whole range of meanings that differed from those put forward in the gallery. Jake saw
the 'broken ear' statue as literally the very same one described in his Tintin book.
Mary's time in the gallery was preoccupied with looking for a memory (of 'king,
queen, cat and rabbit' and trampolines). She also maintained throughout that the
'Sheba' was squashing a baby. Children made many meanings that were not part of the
publicly sanctioned meanings as seen on exhibit labels or other interpretive materials
such as the computer information. For the most part, there were few artefacts provided
in the gallery that invited or endorsed alternatives to the authoritative meanings of
objects, yet children still made them.

The children entered this community as relative newcomers and took up the artefacts
that they could, in other words, those that were available to them. Lave and Wenger
(1991) have explained how newcomers are inducted into new communities of practice
through the provision of accessible practices on the boundaries. Newcomers, when
given access to artefacts of practice, can become what they term 'legitimate peripheral
participants', without having to fully understand practices associated with an
experienced member. On the periphery of the community, approximation of
experienced performance is enough. This is what seems to have happened in this study.
Children took up and used practices with only partial understanding and, by enacting
these practices in their preschool gallery, began to build meanings that not only
reflected those of the gallery but also produced new meanings. They seemed to be able
to use one of the means by which one community connects to another community, i.e.,
boundary objects, or 'artefacts, documents, terms, concepts, and other forms of
reification around which communities of practice can organize their interconnections'
(Wenger, 1998, p.l05). The other kind of connection was provided by people who acted
as 'brokers', to 'introduce elements of one practice to another' (p.l05). In the ways that
children's gallery was set up, and in the types of practices that were available there, a
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form of legitimate peripheral participation took place. There seemed to be a number of
boundary objects that enabled children to approximate full participation. In the adults
gallery these were much less available.

This analysis and examples of children's engagement and negotiation of practices has a
number of implications for gallery and early childhood educators that I will discuss in
the next sections.

Implications for Gallery Educators
I hope that this study demonstrates, to those who may have doubted it, that young
children can and do learn through a visit to an art gallery. The gallery, as an excursion
destination, was definitely a 'learning experience' for this age group. It was also clear
that it was very engaging and enjoyable for the children. They remained interested, for
at least three weeks, in the topics that arose from the excursions to the gallery. Their
experiences in the art gallery became a focus for building a wide range of meanings and
for exploring topics associated with a range of philosophical and intellectual issues. The
children were highly attuned to and deeply intrigued with some practices of the gallery,
many that teachers had not anticipated, such as the rules for behaviour, the spaces that
were not part of exhibitions, as well as many specific exhibits. However, many of the
practices of the art gallery were implicit. If these could be made more transparent they
would provide even more accessible 'ways in' for newcomers like young children.
Children readily took up the resources that were available to them, found most often in
the children's gallery, and apparently appropriated some of the key gallery-related
practices associated with looking and valuing art gallery objects. However, the use of a
separate space for children may not be the best way to ensure that they learn the core
practices of the gallery.

These children were interested in a range of abstract ideas and issues often assumed to
be inappropriate or uninteresting to children of their age group. The Eye-spy exhibit
took children seriously by displaying a range of objects that, as the curator explained,
were more than 'cute' and 'simple' objects. Many of these objects were noticed by the
children and provoked much discussion and their ongoing interest as I have already
discussed above and even more examples that I have not been able to include. Young
children's interest in negotiating and exploring the meaning of abstract and seemingly
obscure art objects suggests that the use of predetermined trails, ones that direct
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children to only those exhibits that adults judge to be appropriate for their age group,
underestimates their potential interests and denies them the opportunity to engage with
the gallery on their own terms. This study suggests that young children can use the art
gallery in much the same way that many adults do, through the opportunity to 'self
guide'. Of course, this does not mean that children, like adults, would not also enjoy
and benefit from guided tours where these were responsive to their interests.

What children made of exhibits was influenced by the participation of adults who
accompanied them as well as their access to other artefacts. As I have pointed out, the
adults' section of the gallery provided few resources for helping visitors interpret
exhibits, other than the written labels. This type of artefact also suggests, whether
intentionally or not, that only one meaning is appropriate, that being the gallery
endorsed meaning. Alternative meanings could be invited and legitimised by the use of
multiple interpretations of art objects such as those I've noted in Chapter 2. In addition,
it makes sense to make these interpretations available through artefacts on multiple
levels, so that children could more directly access them. Indeed, many adults who come
to galleries with young children may not be familiar with their practices, as Jeffers
(1999) found in her study of preservice teachers. The practices that are possible in the
art gallery are embodied in a whole set of unstated rules. Galleries could provide more
support for parents and other adults, both material and through verbal/written
information, explaining explicitly what is possible to do in the gallery, not just what
there is to learn. This is not obvious or self-evident to newcomers, even when they are
adults. In fact, even adults familiar with galleries need to think and act differently when
coming into an art gallery.

When gallery practices are too opaque and implicit, they may act as barriers to
participation, particularly when they are reified and made tangible in material ways.
Clearly children could read some of the practices that were embodied on this implicit
level. For instance, they had no difficulty detecting differences in expectations for the
children's as compared to the adults' gallery. Those with familiarity were able to use
the computers to 'navigate' with some success around the gallery, even when using the
touch-screen computers which none of the children had encountered before. The
computers in the adults' gallery, as in the children's gallery, were very accessible
artefacts for engaging them to look for specific objects and in gallery-related ways. But
on a very fundamental level, children's access was impeded, particularly in the adults'
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gallery, by physical barriers such as height of cases, the echoing of their noise, and the
overwhelming proportions of space. Cases positioned at different heights through out
the gallery would assist young children on a very basic level by allowing them visual
access. The scale of rooms and the quality of the spaces could be adapted to reduce the
impact of inevitable incidental noise made by children's voices and activity. By
considering the practices with which others are familiar, particularly young children,
the gallery could include more soft furnishing and chairs for sitting on thus enabling
stopping and looking. Vault-like echoing gallery spaces could be made less
overwhelming by creating within them more intimate, smaller scale spaces. The
inclusion of more dedicated space where children could use those practices that are
already familiar to them outside the gallery, such as touching things to find out about
them, talking in their 'normal' tone of voice, moving around without having to worry
about making a racket and so on, would open the gallery to them in a meaningful way.
Even at this very simple level, by addressing these kinds of physical barriers, the
overall amount of space accessible to young children would be increased. If
participation in communities of practice is not just about generating meanings but also a
sense of belonging and identity then the opportunity to participate in legitimate ways is
crucial for developing in children the beginnings of a life long 'gallery-going' identity.

Art galleries must protect their collections and they do so by not allowing people to
touch objects and by putting alarms on certain highly valued objects. I have suggested
that this practice, where certain objects are displayed in ways that position them as
more valuable and more precious than others, is often difficult for young children to
access. The tertiary level interpretation that underpins this practice is apparently
unavailable. One way to help children to begin to access the meaning behind the
practice of 'no touching' would be to create displays that allow participation in this
practice on more levels in Wartofsky's (1979) scheme. The foyer would be a logical
location for a display of this sort. Hands on, open displays juxtaposed next to 'no
touch', glass-protected displays, both using the same object, would show how an object
deteriorates when it is touched and would do so in a way that could be accessed on a
primary level, secondary and perhaps even on a tertiary level when mediated by
participants in the community. A similar display that encourages children to explore
how an alarm mechanism works would help them to access the way it 'works' as well
as its purpose. Such a display would also need to show how gallery-constituted value
judgements are made, why only some objects are deemed to 'deserve' alarms. An
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explicit exploration of the purposes and values behind the use of alarms in the gallery
would make what is currently a highly implicit practice (the differential valuing of
objects) a more accessible one and, therefore, open it to multiple views of value and to
contestation.

The issue of hands on learning is complicated in the art gallery. The 'untouchability' of
gallery objects is a core and important practice in art galleries. Children need to learn
that some things cannot be touched if they are to be put on a trajectory towards true
membership in this community. By following traditional early childhood practices in an
attempt to become more child-friendly, many museums and galleries appear to be
inviting such membership. It might seem that legitimate peripheral participation could
be achieved in the form of separate, child-focused, play spaces where hands on
activities are sanctioned. However, the kind of provision that uses child-proof
exhibitions and child-safe spaces also has the additional effect of relegating children's
participation to the margins of the gallery and to practices that are not core practices,
i.e., the practice of touching art objects. If this kind of provision is the only one made
for children it is not clear how children will 'pick-up' the no-touch practice. In addition,
by providing a separate gallery for their use, children could be forgiven for concluding
(often correctly) that their presence is not welcome in the main body of the museum or
gallery.

Penn (2000, p.83) critiques separate provision for children as a kind of 'generational
segregation'. It is becoming an increasingly common feature of our contemporary
Western industrial societies. She argues that we are making the majority of public space
'off-limits' to young children, purportedly for their own good, as a way to protect them
in a world that seems unsafe or, in the case of an art gallery, as a way to help them
learn. Penn suggests that another reason for such separate provision is to reduce or
remove children's impact on and access to our adult activities. Children are increasingly
confined to their homes, to a range of institutions set up expressly for them or to any
spaces that are not claimed by adults. As a consequence, Penn fears that they are given
fewer and fewer opportunities to learn how to participate responsibly or become aware
of their 'wider obligations to others' (p.83), obligations that go with sharing public
spaces with other people of other ages.
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It is worth reflecting on how children themselves hold a range of values associated with
what is allowed to be touched. Touching rules are not the province of adults alone. We
can see this in the children's concerns for their own gallery objects. Harry was
concerned that no one should touch his puppet. Karl brought in a truck for the gallery
and then immediately took home so that no one would be able to touch it. Adam
explicitly stated that his dinosaur could be touched. Children can distinguish between
expectations of different places when these expectations are put to them in transparent
and explicit ways such as those I described above. They are quite capable of
understanding and negotiating agreement around the idea that some things are precious
and cannot be touched. I would suggest that even young children can learn the values
and expectations of shared public spaces but, in keeping with a sociocultural
perspective, they do so by being allowed to participate in the communities where these
expectations and values are enacted. This suggests that children need to be welcomed
into the adults' section of the gallery if they are to learn their practices. By only
providing a modified version of the 'real' gallery, in the form of a hands on children's
gallery, children's learning of key gallery practices may be impaired.

Many of these suggestions may sound remarkably similar to those promoted by
traditional 'developmentally appropriate practices' viewpoints. However, the
explanation is different. The art gallery viewed through a 'communities of practice'
orientation frames different aspects of practice and considers interactions in new ways.
Wenger's sociocultural lens provides new and more generative resources for thinking
about young children's engagement in the art gallery. It highlights the deeply implicit
nature of the practices in the gallery and therefore the importance of providing visitors,
any visitors, with legitimate ways to participate in the 'real' practices of the gallery,
rather than providing 'watered down' versions according to perceptions of
incompetence or innocence. Informed by Wartofsky's scheme it recommends making
core artefacts of practice more transparent and available on a variety of levels so that
people, children and adults alike, can gain access to the currently implicit practices of
the gallery. It illustrates that all visitors, even very young children, make multiple
meanings of the gallery experience. However, the provision of a separate, 'child
friendly' space designed on the basis of children's developmental needs alone, if it is
the only 'solution' for including them, may be misguided. There is some indication that
people are beginning to consider the issue of separate versus integrated children's
provision in new ways in the museum and gallery literature (Caulton, 1998, Black,
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1996, Rein, 1998). As Engelbert (1994) has pointed out, 'exclusion and protection are
two sides of the same coin, implying each other' (in Strandell, 2000, p.147). This study
suggests that a separate 'child-friendly' provision may unnecessarily restrict children's
access to core behavioural practices of the adults' gallery and limits the potential
enjoyment and learning that comes with accessing the full range of art works and
exhibitions in the gallery. It could also perpetuate the implicit message to children that
the 'real' gallery is 'off limits' and that they are not welcome there. Perhaps the
provision of a separate 'induction' gallery would be more appropriate than a children's
gallery, where any novice visitor, regardless of age, could become a legitimate
peripheral participant by being given access to core artefacts of practice. In any case
this would allow the visitor to choose rather than have the decision made for him or her,
based on age.

Implications for Preschool Teachers
Although early childhood educators apparently reject the view that knowledge is
directly transmitted, many of us use such practices as those I have described in Chapter
5 that seem to reflect this view. We use common early childhood symbolic activities (to

prepare for and follow up excursions) that ask children to represent their experience in
some way. Such activities seem to embody a conception of knowledge as a direct
representation of experience, as if children's art work, speech, play and other activities
were direct representations of their experiences, and as if these representations could be
used by teachers like 'windows' through which to see how experience was being
recorded in children's minds. I have argued that the children involved in this study did
not simply record and re-present their experiences of the art gallery in their discussions
and play activities set up for that purpose in the preschool. Instead, they actively
negotiated it and, through participation in the preschool community of practice, they
transformed the meaning of art gallery practices. Learning, from within a 'communities
of practice' framework, can be seen as a profoundly social and remarkably volatile
process. Different practices were brought together and had to compete within the
preschool. At no time did we, as teachers, have control over what children learned.
Although we may not have been aware of it or acknowledged it as such, access to
knowledge, even what counted as knowledge, was always part of the negotiation.
Learning as transformation, rather than as simple representation, can be seen in the
ways that children used the different preschool play and discussion activities set up for
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them to 'process' the gallery excursions. In our planning, these were primarily
conceived of as activities for 'representing' experience. Such activities were seen as
providing us with ways to see what children gained from the gallery visits, in essence,
activities that would generate products through which we could see what was going on
in children's minds. Each day children were offered a range of preplanned activities
including group time discussions, table top activities such as painting, drawing, clay
modelling and puzzle making and the making of their own gallery. An example of our
thinking is the painting activity where we suggested to children that they could make
some paintings for their gallery. Instead of simply focusing on reproducing or creating
paintings and objects they had seen in the gallery, the children used this activity to
make signs to tell people what to do in an art gallery, or more to the point, what not to
do. The gallery as a rule-bound space took on more salience for the children than the
teachers had anticipated or planned for.

Their negotiation around rules can also be seen to include more than just the
experiences they had during the excursions to the art gallery. Their negotiation of the
meanings of rules for their own art gallery drew on diverse resources brought from
beyond the gallery or even the preschool. In children's ongoing preoccupation with
rules we can see how incredibly important they were. This preoccupation seemed
surprising to us at the time, but should not have been. Children of this age are always
being told what to do and what not to do, wherever they go. In making their own gallery
this pattern of practice around rules must have 'leapt out' as important, although for the
adults it seemed to be of only minor interest, a procedural consideration for preparing
children to go to a new place rather than part of the core practice of the art gallery. The
ways that the children took up the issue of rules was not straightforward or a simple
transmission of information from the gallery to the preschool. This can be seen in
children's use of signs.

It is clear that the signs children made for their own gallery reproduced the conventional
gallery-related prohibition on touching. In this sense they certainly 'learned' an
important core art gallery practice. But their use of signs went beyond a direct
representation to include 'no skateboards', 'no roller skates', 'no smoking', 'no
drinking', 'no guns', 'no soccer balls', 'no lipstick', 'no throwing toy whales' and 'no
eating'. I analysed this explosion of sign making as the dynamic interaction practices;
those of the gallery mixed in with those associated with other communities to which
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children belonged. Using Wartofsky (1979) I explained children's appropriation of the
signage in the gallery as being on both a secondary (representational) and a tertiary
level (imaginative). Harry's picture of the guards to be stuck on the walls of the gallery
might be understood in the same way. I can understand children's appropriation of the
meaning of many gallery artefacts of practice as going beyond their real world referents
in imaginative and playful ways.
Another example of understanding participation in new practices as transformation
rather than representation is children's negotiation around the Buddha, the Shiva and
the notion of gods. This example also illustrates how children brought together different
resources that they drew from participation in different communities of practice. Harry
had seen other Buddha figures on his trip to Thailand and Singapore. I suggested that
his interest in and focus on the Buddha could be traced to this experience in his family
and the resources it had provided for him. Other children heard him talk enthusiastically
about the Buddha in our group time discussion. They too began to take an interest in
looking in the gallery for this thing called Buddha. Despite the fact that we had given
both groups of children the choice about where to go in the adults' gallery, both groups
ended up in the Asian gallery. Two children, who had not come on the gallery
excursions, chose to make clay Buddhas for the preschool gallery. In doing so they also
contributed to the momentum this topic took on in the negotiation. One of the teachers
brought her Buddha collection to the preschool and offered to tell the children a story of
the Buddha. I found photographs on the Internet showing Buddha in different stances
and made from different materials. At the start there was never any intention in our
minds that we would try to teach the children about the Buddha. This emerged and
grew as an interaction of practices brought together by the different people involved
and our trips to the gallery. Each of us contributed resources that the group used in
building and negotiating the notion of Buddha. It was much more of a transformation of
meanings than a direct representation of what children had seen in the gallery.

In these examples learning was portrayed and described as a profoundly social and
dynamic process. As such, different practices competed within the community of the
preschool. This highlights the political nature of the process where access to
knowledge, even what counts as knowledge, is always part of any negotiation. It was
not possible to simply observe and assess individual children's learning as if they were
absorbing stable, identifiable, value-free chunks of knowledge directly into their minds.
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Within the specific social and situated contexts in which the negotiation occurred (the
preschool and the art gallery) certain values and beliefs could be seen as embedded in
the different artefacts of practice derived from different communities of practices. Some
of the art gallery's priorities and interests (i.e. the valuing of art works) apparently came
through in the ways that children took up many core practices. The learning that
occurred in this one, small, local, and situated context reflected and reproduced, but
also reconstituted and contested, some of the ideas and values circulating outside in the
wider community. The communities of practice operating within the preschool and the
art gallery were dialogic spaces for the intersection of multiple practices and contained
value-laden resources derived from multiple communities of practice. That so many of
the core gallery views came through demonstrates the dominance of available
discourses and values despite difficulties children experienced in access.

Social experiences, such as the excursions to the art gallery in this study, are usually
used as a basis for planning a range of typical, early childhood, representational
learning experiences. These activities asked children to reconstitute their social
experiences in myriad symbolic forms- through playing it, drawing it, writing it,
painting it, sculpting it, building it, puzzling it, as well as talking it into tangible form.
In doing this, we were treating the representation of experience as a straightforward,
value-free, unproblematic and primarily cognitive process through which we can read
the mind of the child. What we see in children's products becomes the basis for
scaffolding children's learning so that their representations more closely approximate
our views of the world. From Wenger's perspective, representation thought of in this
way is not possible because experience does not simply 'get recorded' in another form.
The process, as a negotiation rather than as a representation, is more accurately
described as transformative. 'The process of representing an experience is a negotiation
of meaning and so is transformative - transforming learners, transforming the situation
in which the process occurs and transforming the experience being represented'
(Wenger, 1998, p.68). Therefore, the relationship between experience and
representational activity must be problematised as more than merely instrumental. It is a
two-way transaction, in that both the children and the teacher are actively contributing
to the practices and thus the meanings that can be made in the preschool.
We live in a society where representation of experience is a common schooling
practice. Preschool play and discussion activities should be seen as more like
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productive symbolic exchanges between people in specific situations than as
representations of experience. They are better thought of as more fundamentally social
than individual and more emergent and uncontrollable than pre-planned and
predetermined. In a 'communities of practice' framework, negotiation of knowledge is
continually emergent and productive of a multiplicity of meanings. We can see this in
the ways that the children's understandings of the art gallery developed in divergent and
often unpredictable ways over the period of the study. I have attempted to trace the
practices that emerged to children's engagement with and appropriation of a variety of
resources from within the range of communities brought together by the different
individuals participating. As such, children's learning was never under the control of
the adults or, in the sense that we usually think of it, pre-programmable. While on some
level early childhood educators are well aware of this volatility in program planning for
young children, they have tended to justify their preference for emergent curriculum
models, as well as their resistance to prescribed curricula, on the basis of
developmentalism, Using the knowledge base of child development, which constructs
the child as constrained by developmental characteristics, in essence, blames the child
for the problems encountered in trying to plan for ways to teach them.

Early childhood educators have long appreciated the need for a
certain serendipitous quality in their curriculum planning and
enactment. If the teacher is going to claim to build on children's
strengths and interests then the curriculum cannot be tightly
prescribed, neatly packaged into 'everything-you-need' kits
complete with objectives, resources, teaching and evaluation
strategies, put together well in advance and used in a totally
predictable time frame.
McLean 1992, p.42
What happened in this preschool, and probably what happens in most preschools, is
always unpredictable, as anyone working with young children will attest. The reasons
for this unpredictability can be explained differently depending on assumptions about
the learner and learning held by teachers. Early childhood teachers often say that
planning for young children's learning is unpredictable, that we must be prepared to see
our plans as only preliminary and be ready to abandon and adapt them in light of
children's interest or disinterest. This need to build on and follow children's interests
and strengths is often used as the justification in early childhood for rejecting
predictable, linear curriculum and program planning. We can see this view as derived
from traditional early childhood beliefs about child-centred and individually responsive
pedagogy. New (1999. p.6) calls this a 'deference strategy' (p.6) used in early
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childhood to acknowledge and respond to the diversity of children involved in any
program. Her concern, following Delpit (1995) is that this sensitivity to individual child
differences, when it is adopted uncritically, may inadvertently exacerbate inequalities.
When differences in young children are used to justify limited expectations of their
potentials then responsiveness to individual differences can be disabling. New (1999)
and many others (Dahlberg, et. aI., 1999, Cannella, 1997, Mac Naughton, 1995)
maintain that early childhood educators' uncritical acceptance of the notion of
'individual differences' to guide their practice can be traced to the concept of
'developmentally appropriate practice', a concept which 'supports teachers' willingness
to accept children's choices, even when such choices reinforce gender-based or cultural
differences in academic competencies' (New 1999, p.9).

Developmental guidelines also tend to define children by what they lack as compared to
older learners and, therefore, reinforce teachers' expectations that planning for their
learning is particularly problematic. For instance, children's supposed short attention
spans, their need to talk about the concrete rather than the abstract, their inability to
remember more than a few things at a time and their lack of conceptual thinking have
been used to justify a form of planning that follows development rather than leads
learning. Teacher expectations for learning come to hinge on judgements about moving
at a pace constrained by children's inadequacies. Some practitioners may regard
unpredictability in program planning as an irritating necessity and try valiantly to cover
the curriculum by offering 'free-choice' activities. At the same time, they insist that all
children are run through the series of activities, as if 'doing' all of the activities will
somehow ensure learning. Alternatively, some may even use the perception that young
children's learning cannot be pre-planned with any degree of precision or control as a
justification for 'anything goes', holding few clear expectations or outcomes for their
learning.

This thesis offers a new set of resources for thinking about learning in early childhood.
It provides another way to think about program planning. In this conception, program
planning is a necessarily volatile process and one that may well apply to any age group
The 'communities of practice' framework shifts our gaze from the child as inadequate,
and as a source of constraint, to focus instead on the learning process itself. What
Wenger's framework foregrounds is the learning process as a dialogic negotiation of
meanings among people, rather than the more usual early childhood understanding of
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learning as adult-mediated construction of meaning by individual children. As a
negotiation the process, learning is acknowledged as unpredictable and points to the
possibility of seeing this unpredictability as a positive rather than a negative feature.
The conception of learning within practice, as always a negotiation and, therefore,
always dynamic and productive, opens up new ways to view an emergent curriculum
planning framework. Planning an excursion becomes planning the induction of children
into different communities of practices. Such planning would focus on the practices of
the community and on the boundary objects that may provide 'ways in'. This
orientation would give a focus for planning different from 'following children's leads'
or addressing their 'needs'.
Wenger discusses this unpredictable nature of learning by explaining that it is not
possible to design a community of practice in terms of the forms of participation that
will take place. He says that while we can design such things as the policies, roles,
visions and procedures, the practices that develop around these artefacts emerge in

response to them. Therefore, 'practices cannot be controlled or even predicted with
accuracy' (Wenger, 1998, p.229). Practices are our responses to design rather than the
outcomes of design. In such a conception, ambiguity and diversity in outcomes become
an expected and welcomed part of the process. Rather than the design elements
removing ambiguity, they create a kind of engine for production of meanings and
therefore a 'zone of opportunity' (p.233). This seemed to be the case in the kinds of
practices that emerged as important for the children in this study. They began to see the
gallery as a place where security was paramount, despite the fact that the teachers,
myself included, tried to direct their attention more towards interpreting art works.

This dynamism can also be understood, in part, through Wenger's notion of reification
and participation, the two necessary parts of the same puzzle. An artefact of practice by
itself (as a reification) is not enough. People in participation around the artefact make it
a resource for generating meanings. 'Representing an experience isn't merely
articulating something that already exists' or 'giving expression to existing meaning'
(Wenger, 1998, p.68). Reifications reconstitute those things or events to which they
refer, rather than being stable or direct reflections of them. Participation plus reification,
as a productive, transformative, and interlocking process, actually creates the conditions
within which new meanings are negotiated. When we suggest to children, 'Draw a
picture of what you found out at the gallery' or 'Make a gallery' or 'Tell us about what
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you saw' we are opening up an opportunity to negotiate and generate a range of
possible meanings for an experience, not merely recalling and representing it in
uncomplicated and direct ways.

Of course, by offering children typical early childhood representation activities for
processing their experience, early childhood teachers and museum professionals are
also directing their attention towards those elements that we adults regard as important
and relevant. This conception highlights the political nature of the practices of a
particular community. What we adults see as worthwhile becomes constituted in what
we offer to children as worth doing, or worth representing. But what becomes known or

learned is, in the end, the result of a joint enterprise and is thus always, to a degree,
beyond our control. Meaningful knowing then is what is constituted from within the
context of the joint enterprise, in this case, the practices of the preschool, of the peer
group, the gallery, and even the family. Thus, each community constitutes what counts
as legitimate knowledge in their valued practices. This process is political in that
knowledge is built up gradually, with necessary struggle, through negotiation within a
diverse range of communities. Children and adults, together in various groups and in
negotiation, continually build what counts as worth knowing. The knowable world
develops as a dynamic, unpredictable interaction producing a web of diverse meanings
brought into focus through our patterned practices, through the connections that
children make and through their participation in the preschool and in other communities
of practice.

What may appear to be accidental events, such as those I have described in Chapter 5,
can be seen as key connection points and gain added salience when they are taken
seriously as potentially powerful catalysts for bridging meanings valued in different
communities. As such, accidents and apparently random incidents can be seen as
valuable choice points for teachers. Teachers who are alert to the serendipitous
connections that children are making need also to recognise that within the different
practices children bring together there are a range of values at work. With this
awareness comes a responsibility to make these values more apparent, not only to
children, but to ourselves as well. This can create a space for the recognition of multiple
practices and multiple meanings replacing a stable or static view of knowledge as
absolute. Instead of positioning children as recipients of dominant forms of knowledge
and the values associated with them, teachers can learn to recognise and complicate the
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meanings that are available by allowing more diverse practices into the preschool, to be
inspected, reflected upon, contested and problematised through negotiation.

It is apparent from this study that children actively pulled in resources acquired through
their participation in different communities of practice and that these resources carried
with them the meanings and values used in different communities, a process
reminiscent of Salomon & Perkin's (1998) Trojan horse metaphor. Gee (1997) also
recognises this phenomenon when he talks about children using interpretive practices
without a full understanding of their import - when they apparently 'mean' beyond their
means. He says that although children may not have full understanding of an artefact
they are, nonetheless, quite often capable of appropriating and using it in practice and,
as he points out, 'in acquiring social practices one gets "deep meanings" free' (p.274).
We need to begin to recognise that the preschool is not a sealed and safe community
but rather a site for the convergence of a constellation of ideologically loaded practices
brought together by children (and teachers). Therefore, a constellation of mostly
implicit values and meanings come along with them. Gee (1997) also reminds us that
some of the practices that children appropriate may not work in their own best interests,
and, it should be added, in the best interests of other children.

What gets in the door of the preschool is part of a dynamic, somewhat accidental and
ultimately political process. For example, the teachers, myself included, avoided or
diverted children's attention from the topic of the Shiva squashing the baby (dwarf)
while we were in the gallery. I cannot help but think now that our hesitancy was at least
partially due to our (unstated) view that the topic of god, or of dwarveslbabies as
symbols of ignorance, was too value-loaded or too abstract to follow through with the

children. Was this a reflection of a conception of the child as innocent and needing
protection? Alternatively, could there also have been a timidity about dealing with
topics that we knew would require the involvement of, and discussion with, parents if
we were to pursue them? The study has helped me to see that whatever children bring
in the door needs to be taken up by teachers as part of the learning practices of the
preschool, because it is already a part of children's practice and not something that can
be ignored or suppressed. Ignoring or suppressing it leaves the children to negotiate
their own way through.
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As teachers view induction through Wenger's framework, they may gain new resources
for reflecting on the nature, the practice and the potential uses of excursions in the
preschool. Understanding visits to new places as induction into new communities of
practice provides teachers with different orientations and interests than developmental
lenses provide. Ensuring that children become competent practitioners in a range of
communities gives a new edge to the practice of early childhood excursions. The
'excursion' can be seen as a kind of boundary crossing exercise. Going out into the
world beyond the preschool often involves entering new territories, often organised
through very different kinds of practices to those that children already use. For children
of four and five years, this boundary crossing is nearly a daily event. They are
constantly encountering practices from diverse communities that are not yet within their
repertoire. They seem to be incredibly alert to these differences in practice, attuned to
pick up on and 'zoom in on' those practices that are new to them. In this sense, we
could almost see them as 'excursion experts', as compared to many of us adults. We
have lived longer, seen and experienced so much more, and have often stopped putting
ourselves into the kinds of situations where we have to be novices again. As adults,
many of us rarely have the intense daily kind of boundary crossing experiences that
must be so common for young children. We forget what is involved in the process of
induction. We are familiar with the world's 'ways of doing things', gained through
years and years of participating in different institutions, different locations, and with a
variety of different kinds of people. When we do find ourselves on new ground, such as
returning to study at a university, going on a holiday, or even attending a meeting with
a new set of colleagues, I suspect that we, like children, also experience at least a
degree of uncertainty and confusion, as well as the rich excitement that comes with
novelty and discovery. It is worth remembering that when we are in this position, we
come to it equipped with many more resources than young children do. A key role then
for preschool teachers is preparing children for induction to new communities of
practice.

Most of the boundaries that define the edges of communities of practice are invisible,
but also powerful. As Wenger (1998, p.104) maintains, and as I have tried to show, 'the
status of outsider can be reified in subtle and not so subtle ways - through barriers to
participation - without a reification of the boundary itself'. Museum and art gallery
communities are consciously trying to open up to new audiences and to cater for
existing ones in more inviting ways, particularly groups of children from institutional
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settings. Carol Scott (1999, p.20) from the Power House Museum in Sydney, has
recently written, 'school and education groups are one core audience that museums
cannot do without'. Museums and galleries taking heed of this message are consciously
trying to make their communities more accessible to outsiders. Preschool teachers can
use the 'communities of practice' framework for meeting gallery and museum
educators half way. They can use the 'boundary objects' associated with their preschool
community and act as 'brokers' for translating practices associated with these objects.
Prior to a visit, they could meet and discuss with gallery education staff the practices,
interests, constraints and their preschool 'ways of doing things', so that the gallery will
begin to understand the practices of their particular preschool community. They could
also take up those boundary objects provided by the gallery, by having phone
conversations or meetings with gallery staff, using gallery website information, printed
matter, and probably most important, through direct participation in the gallery with
experienced members prior to an excursion. By making every attempt to go through the
gallery with the sensibilities of a newcomer, hunting for those practices that will seem
new to their children, they can participate with their group of children in more explicit
ways during the actual excursion. Piscitelli and Anderson's recent research program
through the Queensland University of Technology Museums Collaborative is
generating important descriptions that make 'insider' knowledge and practice more
transparent, from both the early childhood and museums and gallery perspectives. They
are, if effect, playing a broad brokering role by translating practices across the
boundaries of these two communities. For a general orientation to each field, this work
is invaluable, but it does not remove the need for more personal, situated and context
specific sharing and brokering that only the preschool teacher and gallery staff from a
particular gallery can achieve.

Teachers can also begin to reconceptualise the excursion, from a view of it as an
opportunity to represent experience, to a more complex orientation through the
'communities of practice' framework. The framework makes us think differently about
what is involved in an excursion. The excursion, as participation in a new community, is
a productive process where meanings are negotiated through participation in practices of
the community, rather than simple representations of experiences. It is more a joint
process of knowledge building by a group of specific people whose values are reflected,
reinforced, contested or interrupted in the negotiation. This includes the teacher's own
knowledge. As Wenger (1998) continually emphasises, the word 'community' in
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'community of practice' does not suggest the conventional meaning of simple, peaceful
co-existence. Rather, his use of 'community' underlines the way to understand the
learning that goes on in groups as containing a complex mix of relations and a 'politics of
participation'. Children come to preschool programs from a range of different
communities and therefore bring with them the resources and practices valued in those
communities. The preschool is, therefore, a dynamic arena for negotiating what counts as
worth doing and, following this, what is worth knowing. Although different children will
come with many of the same resources for engaging with practices that teachers value,
many will not. In addition, teachers may not recognise some resources as valid, because
they have not participated in the communities concerned or have not participated
sufficiently to understand fully the meanings and underlying values associated with them.
A rather modest example of this was the ways that the children took up the 'detective'
resource, using meanings appropriated through practices located outside of the preschool,
in watching cartoons and other media that were less familiar to the teachers than to the
children. Obviously more divergent and important value differences arise daily in any
group of people, including in a group of preschool children and their teachers. Many
opportunities for the group to discuss and contest as they negotiate may go unnoticed
when teachers conceive of preschool play activities as children representing their
knowledge. Ensuring that children become competent practitioners in a range of
communities of practice makes practice a key concern to early childhood practitioners.

Methodological Implications
This study has led me to reflect on some important methodological implications for
research with young children. It has highlighted the importance of the conception of the
child held by the researcher and the impact that this conception has on the way that
research is framed and conducted.

The study draws on sociocultural views of the child and is informed by reconceptualist
interests in uncovering and contesting taken-for-granted assumptions about knowledge,
learning and the child dominant in psychological scientific early childhood studies. It
recognises as central an understanding that childhood is not a natural, universal, or
predictable condition applying to all children regardless of context. Childhood is defined
differently in different situations and cultures and is thus a social construction (Hatch,
1995, Holland, 1992, James & Prout, 1998, Mayall, 1994, Smith, Taylor and Gollop,
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2000). How children develop is a feature of their active participation in communities
where different values about children and childhood operate.

This study has illustrated how research with children contains many 'pivot' and
'danger' points where power relations are negotiated. As we move to adopt new
perspectives on children we need to pay close attention to what these perspectives
mean for our research practice. Viewing children as an active agents and competent
participants has implications for our research relationships with them. There are
ethical dimensions to our constructions of the child in how our constructions position
children in contributing to the research. I have discussed the image of the 'child as
innocent' as dominant in early childhood (Cannella, 1997, Woodrow, 1999) and
recognised that I could adopt other images. However, adopting an image is only one
step in a long process and means nothing until it is literally put into practice.
Equitable relations between researchers and children are produced, or not, within the
minutiae of our research practices. This is particularly important when we consider
how children themselves position teachers and other adults as 'other' than children
and as authority figures. We must remember as well that children, as competent as
they are, are not adults and therefore research relationships that involve adults and
children are particularly problematic because of the potential for abuse and
exploitation (Mayall, 2000). If we want children's full participation and aim to learn
more about their lives we have to learn how to 'do' research ethically and equitably.
This requires constant attention to issues of power, not as something that resides
inherently within us, as researchers, but as contextual, complex and relational
(Bloom, 1998).

What does it mean for a child of four or five to give consent to be involved in a research
project? I had hoped that I could collaborate with children and that they would become
co-researchers. I tried to explain what I was doing using language that children could
understand. To a degree they apparently did understand but, like the other meanings
produced in this preschool, the meaning of my research was also subject to negotiation
through our practices and therefore emergent and multiple. Mary provided me with the
makeshift mortarboard from the pretend play props on hearing that I was a student
doing research. These children were very familiar with people who claim to do be in
their preschool to do 'research', who tape record and video their activities and who,
eventually, as a result of doing research, graduate with a mortarboard on their heads.
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For Mary 'doing research' seemed to be linked to this practice of graduating. Jake was
more confused about, but nonetheless interested in, this thing called 'research'. At one
point he asked me how I could hear what he said in the gallery when he was wearing a
'radio'. I thought I had explained and demonstrated the use of the tape recorders so that
all of the children would understand, but Jake's comment suggests I was wrong to
assume this. Elsie (the teacher in the preschool) noticed that one of the children, Bonnie,
hardly spoke on our first visit to the children's gallery and this was certainly evident on
her tape when it came time to transcribe it. She hardly said a word on that first visit.
None of the other children responded in this way. Elsie suggested that Bonnie's silence
may have been due to her familiarity, rather than unfamiliarity, with the tape recorder
and thus her understanding that the tape recorder would record her speech. Her silence
suggests a resistance to being recorded. Perhaps my query about whether the tape
recorder bothered her changed her mind because by the second visit she seemed to have
overcome whatever reservations silenced her on the first visit. The use of the camera
was another instance of children's conscious awareness of the research. Mary did not
miss a beat in suggesting that I should take a photograph of the Shiva rather than expect
her to draw him. Bonnie came and told me when there was 'more light' in adults'
gallery, indicating that there was enough to take a photo without a flash and suggesting
that she was becoming willing participant by trying to 'help' me with my research. I
agree with Nespor (1998, p.1) when he reminds researchers that "even relatively young
people have experiences with 'research' in the course of their everyday and institutional
activities that shape how they interpret and participate in our research endeavours".
Although he was talking about ten-year-olds I would confirm his views. I would
recommend spending much more time than I did using the tape recorders with the
children before starting formal fieldwork and include more opportunities for them to
listen to some of their taped conversations and talk about how they could be interpreted.
However, even with these reservations, I believe that children began to take up the
practices associated with 'research' in ways that showed they had an impressive degree
of understanding and interest in participating in research, an understanding that could
have been extended.

Perhaps the most important methodological implication of this study is the potential
value to early childhood researchers in using Wenger's 'communities of practice'
framework. It seems to have provided a productive alternative framework to the
developmental and psychological frameworks commonly used in early childhood
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research. Its main strength may have been in providing an understanding of young
children's learning through preschool excursions as 'induction' into new practices and
learning in general as children's participation in the practices of a range of different
communities. The framework provides alternative explanations for children's behaviour
with people and things to those provided by a developmental discourse. Instead of
seeing children progressing along scientifically, predetermined, universal and linear
pathways towards more and more advanced development the notion of learning as
participation in diverse practices suggests that there are multiple and non-linear
pathways that children will pursue because these pathways are constituted differently
within particular communities, Instead of seeing children's learning as the
unproblematic internalisation of universal and decontextualised knowledge held by
more competent others, learning is seen as a transformation of meanings produced by
the child through participation in practices valued in different communities. The unit of
analysis becomes children-engaged-in-practices rather than the scientific observation of
individual children's behaviour analysed according to universal, developmental criteria.

Communities of practice are powerful local contexts for the negotiation of the
discourses and structures dominant in the wider society. Wenger's emphasis on how
these powerful outside forces are negotiated within local situations allows for analysis
of the micro dynamics of the production of knowledge as it occurs through participation
in practices and shows that what can be learned in any community is neither
predetermined nor value-free. It is a dynamic and political process, a process which
researchers as well as teachers need to recognise as a negotiation in order understand
and assess children's learning and take part in its production.

Another important methodological implication of Wenger's (1998) framework was its
capacity to provide of an overarching and inclusive research framework for
incorporating multiple forms of data. Using many different forms of data potentially
enables a more holistic consideration of children's learning than using only one form
such as verbal data. By emphasising the importance of participation and reification of
practices in material forms, Wenger's framework directs us to pay attention to more
than language alone when researching children's learning. In addition, the use of visual
forms of data like the photographs of children and drawings that they make offers non
verbal ways to collect data. As the study illustrated, young children appropriate and use
non-verbal artefacts of practice as well as verbal forms. Photographs are one way to
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highlight the material and embodied aspects of practice. The collecting of this kind of
visual data, combined with other forms of data, can be used to confirm interpretations
through cross-referencing. This juxtaposition of data also potentially disrupts the
analysis process in a productive way. The nature of each form of data forced me to pay
attention to different aspects of children's actions and brought elements into view that
may have been overlooked when only attending to one form. I chose a range of
complementary resources for analysing photographs of children for what they might
allow me to see, rather than limit myself to anyone approach. The use of Holland's
(1992) notion of the power of public imagery of childhood to shape our perceptions of
children, Wenger's (1998) notion of communities of practice which sees learning as
always embedded in social participation, and finally, Wartofsky's (1979) view of
historically constituted perception enabling analysis of artefacts of practice at different
levels, provided me with the tools to construct a diverse set of interpretations and to see
children's actions in new ways.
As an experienced early childhood educator I have had many years of interpreting
young children's behaviour for evidence of their developmental status. I needed to
find a way to complicate and disrupt this ingrained perspective in order to be able
to see beyond developmental indicators. The analysis of photographs of children,
viewed 'en mass', was a particularly helpful strategy for provoking me to see
children differently than I have done in the past. Instead of viewing children's use
of spaces and objects in the gallery as stemming from their incompetence or as
typical of immature preschoolers trapped within their particular developmental
stage I could look at them as people engaged in a negotiation within a dynamic
interaction of practices and where access to practices became pivotal. Drawings,
photographs, my observations and children's talk each called on different
discourses and different kinds of interpretation processes. While I have made only
a modest beginning on using this strategy I believe it holds promise. As others
have pointed out (Wiedel, 1995, Christensen & James, 2000) the use of
photographs was a powerful, non-verbal way to remind children of what they had
done in the gallery and to assist them in talking with others about what they did.
Children often referred to the photographs in the ongoing preschool activities and
in our discussions. They were useful resources for adding to the overall
negotiation of gallery practices.
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In summary there are many implications for early childhood teachers, gallery
education staff and early childhood researchers stemming from this study. The use
of the 'communities of practice' framework, as a sociocultural shell for
understanding children's learning, provides many leads for those who see its
worth.

Contributions, Limitations and Areas for Further research
This study makes a number of contributions to the fields of early childhood and museum
studies, both substantive and methodological. A key contribution from this study is the
detailed, descriptive account of what a group of young children did in an art gallery as
interpreted from within a sociocultural perspective. As I have noted, there are few such
accounts currently available and my study provides a case on which others can build. I have
trialed the WengerlWartofsky theoretical framework, which may be used by others to think
beyond entrenched views framed within a developmental paradigm. It was a vehicle that
allowed me to see the familiar in new ways, so that my own taken-for-granted early
childhood assumptions could be uncovered or disrupted. If others are convinced of the
power of this framework, to complicate and illuminate young children's learning in art
galleries, then they will use it to build on the beginnings offered in this study or to
disconfirm the findings if that is their experience. As a single case study involving only
seven children in one gallery setting, the findings are, in themselves, of limited value.
However, as a detailed description, it makes a significant contribution beyond itself, in the
way that Stake describes, as a generative example to which others can refer and read into it
the meanings that make sense to them.

A high quality case study, according to Yin (1994), uses multiple sources of evidence. The
use of photographs in educational research is still relatively unusual (Wiedel, 1995,
Christensen & James, 2000) and this study provides a potentially powerful analytical
framework in combining perspectives from Holland (1992), Wenger (1998) and Wartofsky
(1979). The study used photographs as a way to highlight children's active, embodied
engagement with practices in combination with other forms of data. This meant that verbal
interactions were not privileged as the primary source of data. In this sense the study makes
an important contribution to sociocultural research orientations aiming to understand and
investigate young children's learning in embodied, situated and contextualised ways.

Children's actions as they engaged in practices, their transcribed conversations, interviews
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with preschool and gallery staff, children's drawings and my field notes contributed
multiple dimensions to this case study. Without doubt, the use of so many kinds of data
presented me with a number of interesting dilemmas. There was so much information that it
was not possible to use all of it. I had to make choices, selecting from the mass of
photographs, drawings, notes and conversational excerpts to highlight just those elements
that were most powerful for showing the children's engagement in practices. Many other
choices could have been made, I had to put aside many fascinating incidents as incomplete
or too complicated to discuss. The sheer volume of detailed descriptive data, of such a
diverse range, was also a major strength of this case study as compared to other approaches.
This enabled me to distinguish 'the development of converging lines of inquiry... a process
of triangulation' with the aim of 'corroborating the same ... phenomenon' (Yin, 1994, p.92).
As Stake (1994) points out, the use of multiple data sources in reporting research findings
from case studies tends to mitigate against the reader's tendency to misconstrue or
misinterpret when only given access to one source of data.

The framework, as a sociocultural, situated and material account of children's learning,
one that accommodates a wide range of methods for data collection, appears to aid the
disruption and expansion of traditional early childhood orientations to research with
young children. Many early childhood reconceptualist authors and researchers point to
the need to loosen the grip of developmental psychological theory on the ways we
construct our research agenda (Bloch, 2000, Cannella, 1997, Christensen & James,
2000, Hatch, 1995, Graue & Walsh, 1995, Smith, Taylor & Gollop, 2000). Discussing
this potential, Bloch (2000, p.4) maintains that the use of 'alternative literatures,
methods, and theories' can help complicate and open up our research practice to new
ways of thinking about young children. She recommends these multidisciplinary
approaches to d.raw attention to knowledge-power relations usually neglected in
traditionally oriented early childhood psychological research. Research can produce a
skewed account when it focuses only on the individual child rather than paying
attention to the wider sociocultural and historical context in which the study is
embedded (Graue & Walsh, 1995). By looking beyond the psychological sciences and
child development, we need to be aware that we are not simply producing a new kind of
'truth' to replace the more familiar psychological 'truth' of the young child Bloch,
2000). In using these alternative methods and orientations, we give ourselves the
opportunity to begin to 'examine the very constitution of what we take to be knowledge
and to contest what we take to be "truth'v(Bloch, 2000, p.4).
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In this way we may see ...

.. .new possibilities for exploring how to put different perspectives
together to provide different windows into what we take as knowledge.
The work of 'child development' knowledge, therefore, is still clear,
with qualifications about the socially constructed nature, as well as the
political nature of knowledge.
Bloch, 2000, p.5
For preschool teachers, the study contributes new resources for thinking about
young children's learning. The value of using the communities of practice
framework combined with Wartofsky's scheme is in the explanatory framework it
provides for studying children's engagement in practice. It contributes new tools
for studying children's learning in every day practice in the classroom and
beyond. Learning can be seen as fundamentally a part of, rather than separate
from, everyday activity. It makes a case for looking at excursions as boundary
crossing and as an induction leading to transformation of meanings rather than
representation. These new resources for thinking about children's induction into
new practices, coupled with Wartofsky's scheme, are ways to see how young
children are learning when they take up material artefacts. Learning does not
occur solely, or perhaps even primarily, through word-based teaching interactions.
Because they are children, the material artefacts of practice may be even more
obvious (and useful) to them than the words we use.

The study, as a single case study, cannot claim to contribute a revolutionary
approach to teaching young children. However, I would like to explore some
wider, suggestive implications to show the explanatory potential of this
framework. Much more work using this framework is needed in a range of early
childhood settings in order to test these implications. Working from within a
reconceptualist sociocultural framework the study positioned the children as more
active and competent than many studies do within the developmentally
appropriate practices framework. It showed that they are not 'innocent' in the
sense of being unaware of or uninterested in important issues and deep concerns.
They can and do bring a range of practices into the classroom. The framework
used in the study contributes new ways for teachers to organise discussion of this
diversity - as the intersection of practices and, therefore, as a highly political and
challenging context. What children bring to the surface, when they seize onto the
accidents and incidents that inevitably occur and make connections that we could
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never anticipate, shows that a range of potential directions could be followed in
planning for their learning. This process cannot be predicted with any accuracy. In
this sense, the framework provides new support for the valued early childhood
concept of 'emergent curriculum', but with a different explanation, one that
implies new practice. Instead of explaining emergent curriculum as following
children's leads, as providing relevant and developmentally appropriate
'activities' within a resource rich environment, our rationales can be reframed. A
new explanation focuses on practices rather than activities. Potentially, the whole
world beyond the preschool can come into the classroom through the practices
that children bring with them and those that we introduce. However, unless we
recognise and understand this process, and make an effort to participate actively
in the negotiation, an unproblematic reproduction of the practices that go on 'out
there' can occur. In any case, children already seem to be doing their part in the
negotiation, as they cobble together the range of resources to which they have
access and the range of views of the world that come with them. Perhaps some of
the problems we identify as behaviour problems, or deficiencies in children's
abilities, may be reframed in this conception. When children apparently
misbehave, these may be the volatile moments that signal the interaction and
negotiation of divergent practices. For some children the 'ways in' to the practices
that other children use with ease will need to be made explicit, because they are,
as yet, unfamiliar with them. Some children will use practices with underpinning
values that may test our own views, particularly when we have not had exposure
to them or when they conflict with our own values. With this framework, we will
need to understand teaching through emergent curriculum as a political act. We
will have to think carefully and continually about what it is we are inducting
children into.

For gallery staff, the study highlights two practices (looking and valuing) as
particularly important elements of induction to the art gallery. It provides the
museums and galleries field with a detailed description of young children's use of
an art gallery, an account that may provide suggestive information that can be
used in their analysis of their own practices. The study contributes an example of
how to use Wenger's framework for identifying a fuller range of practices valued
in the gallery field. Much more work is needed in curating for young children
regarding content and physical arrangement of exhibitions. The use of
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Wartofsky's (1979) scheme to augment Wenger's (1998) framework may prove
valuable in this kind of research. More observational studies are needed to
confirm the findings of this study and the explanatory potential of the framework
for museum and gallery research. Such research will need to involve more
children, children from diverse backgrounds and in different kinds of art galleries
and museums. The framework offers a way to see the implicit nature of practices
and therefore highlights the need to make them more explicit, especially for
young children, but also for anyone who is a newcomer to the community. Some
of the practices that young children seem to be able to take up can be understood
as counter productive when they are at odds with current gallery aspirations to
invite in new audiences. The study shows that even very young children are
capable of making complex, divergent and multiple meanings of art works. It
provides an example that may help gallery staff to see young children's
competence - in participating in their practices and in making sense of what is
often considered beyond their abilities when only a developmental framework is
used.
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